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CHAPTER I 

THE MAN NOBODY KNOWS 

Of all the religious personalities who lived 

during the first half of the twentieth century, none was 

more colorful or controversial than J. Frank Norris. As 

pastor of the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth, Texas, 

for over forty years, he became widely known as a reformer, 

pulpiteer, radio evangelist, religious newspaper editor, 

seminary president, acknowledged leader of the fundamen

talist movement, and organizer of his own quasi-denomina-

tion, the World Baptist Mission Fellowship. During those 

years he was in and out of courts, as both defendant and 

plantiff. He was tried for arson, perjury, libel, and 

murder, and each time acquitted. He won a libel suit 

against the Atlanta Constitution and its editor, Ralph 

McGill. He also brought suit against Time magazine for 

libel, but he lost this case. 

Norris was a sensationalist. He built his reputa

tion upon controversy, and attendance at First Baptist 

Church depended largely upon his ability to keep provoca

tive and stimulating issues before his congregation. He 

used paid advertisements in newspapers, headlines in his 



own newspaper, messages on his church billboard, and 

announcements on his radio station to publicize his 

sermons, crusades, and personal vendettas. His ability 

to exploit an issue for his own benefit was an outstanding 

characteristic which served him well throughout his life. 

On one occasion, obviously intended to attract both 

attention and attendance, he baptized a rodeo cowboy, 

Stelzer Jack (Red) Thompson in the baptistry of First 

Baptist Church, with Thompson's horse, Hogeye, on the 

platform as an observer. Rollin Lynde Hartt, writing 

in 1923, called Norris the "Prince of crowd-gatherers, 

paragon of advertisers, and a sensationalist of the 
2 

first order." 

Norris' activities brought him into contact with 

numerous political, industrial, and literary personalities 

His papers are replete with extensive correspondence 

between him and such figures as President Harry Truman, 

Senator Tom Connally, and Representative Sam Rayburn. 

He was a frequent guest at Detroit's Economic Club and 

counted among his personal friends numerous leaders of 

Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler Corporation. Those 

friendships paid off in dividends when Norris travelled 

abroad, for at almost every stop he was furnished an 

Fort Worth Star-Telegram, August 20, 1952. 
The event took place on November 25, 1944. 

^Rollin Lynde Hartt, "The War in the Churches," 
The World's Work, XLVI (September, 1923), p. 474. 



automobile by one of these corporations. On at least 

two occasions Sinclair Lewis visited the First Baptist 

Church of Fort Worth to see and hear Norris, and there 

may be some reason to assume that Norris was at least 

one prototype for Elmer Gantry.-̂  On another occasion 

the controversial Billy Mitchell came to Fort Worth to 

speak in First Baptist Church on the need for advance

ment in military aircraft. 

Norris also counted many outstanding religious 

personalities as close personal friends. Guests in 

Norris' pulpit included Billy Sunday, "Cyclone" McClendon, 

Mordecai Ham, and William Jennings Bryan. In fact, 

Stanley High of the National Broadcasting Company claimed 

to have seen a letter from Bryan to Norris, calling on 

the Fort Worth pastor to carry on the fundamentalist 

movement. Years later Norris' seminary in Fort Worth 

graduated young John Birch who went on to a career as 

missionary to China, military aide in China during World 

War II, martyr to Communism, and namesake for the John 

Birch Society. Still later Norris lent support to Billy 

-̂ The Fundamentalist (Fort Worth, Texas) , 
November 5""iJ 1937, hereafter cited as Fundamentalist. 

^J. Frank Norris, ed. New Dealism Exposed 
(Fort Worth: privately printed for the author, r5"35) , 
p. 8. 



Graham when that evangelist brought his crusade to Fort 

Worth. 

Norrisism also begat its enemies. Among its 

bitterest opponents were George Truett of the First 

Baptist Church in Dallas, Samuel P. Brooks, president 

of Baylor University, H. C. Meacham, one-time mayor of 

Fort Worth, L. R. Scarborough, president of the South

western Baptist Theological Seminary, and Ralph McGill 

of the Atlanta Constitution. It is safe to say that 

Norris was known as much by the enemies he made as by 

his friends. 

It was, however, as a preacher that Norris made 

hist most important impact upon American culture. As a 

self-styled representative of the "folks at the forks 

of the creek," Norris preached before crowds not only 

in the United States, but also in England and Palestine 

as well. His papers contain a multitude of requests 

from communities across the North American continent 

asking him to preach for them. When he did find time in 

his crowded schedule to visit one of these basically 

rural-oriented areas, he was met by the crowds he both 

loved and needed. They came for many reasons—some out 

of love, others out of hate, and still others merely out 

of curiosity—and they seldom went away disappointed, for 

Norris was, above all, a pulpiteer. He was active, even 

violent, in his delivery. He often removed his coat, rolled 



up his sleeves, took off his tie, wept, shouted, laughed, 

and joked. He was a child of the age which had given 

the United States Dwight L. Moody and Billy Sunday, and 

Norris carried out the tradition with zeal. 

In order to advance his cause Norris needed a 

forum from which to speak, and in his lifetime he developed 

several which were quite effective. The first was The 

Baptist Standard, which he edited from April 1908 to 

November 1909. There followed, then, such platforms for 

Norris propaganda as his newspapers, his radio stations, 

his seminary, and the World Baptist Mission Fellowship. 

The most important, of course, were the two pulpits--First 

Baptist Church of Fort Worth and Temple Baptist Church of 

Detroit—which he pastored, the former from 1909 to 1951 

and the latter simultaneously with the former between 1934 

and 1948. These two pulpits gave Norris not only a wide 

audience for his ideas, but also the financial backing 

he so desperately needed. 

It was inevitable that Norris' strong-mindedness 

would either precipitate or draw him into numerous crises. 

The record of personality conflicts, crises, and contro

versies ranges from his Baylor days through his attack on 

race track gambling in 1909, the evolution controversy 

at Baylor in the 1920's, the Chipps murder and trial in 

1926 and 1927, his campaign against Al Smith in 1928, his 

clash with J. M. Dawson over inspiration of the Scriptures, 



his anti-communism, and finally the 1950 split in his 

World Baptist Mission Fellowship. He was often fond 

of saying that attacks and controversy had made him 

what he was. 

The life and thought of J. Frank Norris can be 

divided into five periods. The first, from his birth 

in 1877 to his sale of the Baptist Standard in November, 

1909, marks the developmental phase. During this time 

one can see the evolution of the Norris mind and character, 

as well as the root of many of Norris' later conflicts. 

Following the sale of the Standard, Norris assumed 

the pastorate of First Baptist Church in Fort Worth, 

Texas, ushering in the second major division of his life. 

Between that time and 1921, Norris reorganized his church, 

fought vice in Fort Worth, saw his home and church burned 

to the ground, and faced charges of arson and perjury. 

By 1921, he was known as a controversial personality who 

possessed a strong, independent spirit. 

In 1921 Norris began the third phase of his 

life by charging that evolution was being taught at 

Baylor University. Thus began a nine-year period which 

saw Norris and his church expelled from the Tarrant 

Baptist Association and the Baptist General Convention of 

Texas; saw him involved in a feud with Mayor H. C. Meacham 

of Fort Worth, which culminated with Norris shooting and 



killing D. E. Chipps; and finally led the controversial 

pastor to campaign actively against Al Smith in 1928. 

The fourth period of Norris' life was one of 

rebuilding. Seeing his church burned to the ground 

for the second time during his pastorate, the indefati

gable Norris was faced with the construction of a 

new edifice at the same time that world-wide depression 

was fastening its tentacles upon the United States. 

Thus, between 1929-1939, most of Norris' energies were 

spent in building a new preaching center, keeping his 

flock together, fighting off financial disaster, and 

enlarging his own personal following. During this 

time he accepted the dual pastorate of First Baptist 

Church of Fort Worth and Temple Baptist Church of 

Detroit; organized the World Baptist Mission Fellowship; 

organized the Baptist Bible Institute which later became 

the Baptist Bible Seminary; and established a power 

base from which to operate. 

Beginning in 1939, Norris entered the final 

phase of his life and career. Between that time and 

1952, he guided his organization through World War II, 

the post-war specter of communism, and war in the Middle 

East. He saw his mission stations in Mainland China 

closed and turned to new fields in Palestine. He built 

his seminary into a potent organization for the production 

of ministers trained in Norris-oriented theology and 
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methodology. Finally, he saw a sizable portion of the 

World Baptist Mission Fellowship racked by the same 

schismatic tendencies of which he had been accused in 

the 1920's, led by one of his most trusted associates. 

Always at his best when confronted by challenge, Norris 

rose up one last time and by the sheer force of his 

personality, prevented the wholesale destruction of the 

organization he had worked so diligently to build. 

Time ran out for J. Frank Norris on August 20, 

1952. The end of his colorful and combative life left 

a void in the ranks of religious controversy which has 

yet to be filled. Norris was a force in American life 

which both attracted, and repelled; which joined, and 

divided; which built, and destroyed. No matter what 

one thinks of J. Frank Norris, it cannot be denied that 

he "changed" things. 

The object of this study is to re-examine the 

life and thought of J. Frank Norris in the light of 

additional manuscript sources and to attempt to put him 

into proper perspective. It is hoped that a more 

equitable interpretation of Norris can be achieved, and 

that readers will come to see that a man as complex as 

Norris cannot be defined in the simplistic manner with 

which in the past his life has been. 

The problem with any study of J. Frank Norris is 

not the lack, but the abundance of information. The task 



for the researcher is to sift through the multitude of 

sources and separate them into categories according to 

their degree of reliability. This is true of materials 

by as well as about or against Norris, for friends and 

foes alike were seldom objective about the pastor of 

First Baptist Church of Fort Worth. 

Contemporaries of Norris either loved or hated 

him; they either believed him with complete devotion or 

categorically rejected him as falsehood incarnate. There 

were few neutrals; thus, there were few, if any, objective 

contemporary interpretations. The problem is compounded 

by the fact that students of Norrisiana have used and 

reused these non-critical or hyper-critical materials 

with such frequency that many opinions have come to be 

accepted facts. 

J. Frank Norris possessed such a many-faceted 

personality that any attempt to analyze his thought and 

action was, and still is, fraught with a plethora of 

difficulties. The result is that even those who knew 

Norris personally, who loved him, or who opposed him, 

really did not know him. 

A complete study of Norris, his mind, and his 

motives, is, however, not impossible. An extensive study 

of the broad body of Norris materials--those by him, for 

him, about him, and against him—can result in at least 

a new understanding of this complex man. This study is 
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facilitated by the recent acquisition of over twenty-eight 

thousand items relating to Norris from 1927 to 1952. 

These letters and papers, a part of the Norris papers in 

the Dargan-Carver Library of the Southern Baptist Convention 

at Nashville, Tennessee, open new vistas into both the 

public and private affairs of J. Frank Norris. 

The first published accounts of Norris' life v/ere 

the results of efforts by Norris himself and his closest 

associate, Louis Entzminger. Entzminger's book, The J. 

Frank Norris Î  Have Known for Thirty-four Years (1947) , 

was based largely on materials previously written by or 

from information supplied by Norris. The bulk of the 

material came from Norris' "Inside the Cup" series of 

sermons and his Inside History of First Baptist Church, 

Fort Worth, and Temple Baptist Church (1938) . Thus, 

the first official histories of Norris' career were 

drawn from his own autobiographical sermons, all of which 

were colorfully filled with self-commendation. These 

three—Inside the Cup: My Twenty-One Years in Fort Worth, 

The Inside History, and Entzminger's The J. Frank Norris 

L Have Known for Thirty-four Years—served as the basis 

for all early interpretations of Norrisism. 

In the preface to his biography, Louis Entzminger, 

who developed Norris' Sunday School at First Baptist Church 

and later helped to establish the Baptist Bible Seminary, 

set forth eight reasons for writing the book. According 
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to him, the inside story came about because 

First, during the 34 years that 
I have known and been associated with J. 
Frank Norris I have been asked questions 
concerning him from coast to coast. And 
I am going to put down, over my own signa
ture, the answers to many of these questions. 
It will be no eulogy, it will be a blunt, 
straightforward, honest review of this 
remarkable man whose name has received 
more publicity, pro and con, than any 
living minister.^ 

It cannot be denied that Entzminger knew Norris 

as closely and intimately as any person outside his 

immediate family. "Entz" served the "Chief" well from 

1913, when he came to Fort Worth to organize Norris' 

Sunday School program, to 1950, when they weathered the 

split in the World Baptist Fellowship. Yet this very 

closeness in all likelihood destroyed Entzminger's 

objectivity in developing a proper perspective of Norris. 

It did not, however, prevent Entzminger from 

recognizing and admitting at least one of Norris' major 

faults--inconsistency. He believed the Fort Worth pastor 

was proud of his inconsistency; that, in fact, it was 

one of his studied trademarks. On the other hand, he 

recognized that while Norris believed in an unchanging 

^Louis Entzminger, The J. Frank Norris I_ Have 
Known for Thirty-four Years (Fort Worth: privately 
published for the author, 1950), pp. 21-22, hereafter 
cited as Entzminger, J. Frank Norris. 
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message, he was no slave to any one method of thought 

6 or action. 

There is little doubt that Entzminger drew 

heavily upon two of Norris' publications—The Inside 

History of First Baptist Church, Fort Worth, and Temple 

Baptist Church, Detroit which in turn was based on 

Inside the Cup: My Twenty-One Years in Fort Worth. 

He begins Section II, Chapter 1, by saying "Dr. Norris 

tells it better than I could so I'll give the story in 

his own words," and then proceeds to relate the story 

of Norris' call to First Baptist Church just as Norris 

had related it in both Inside the Cup and his Inside 
7 

History. 

In 1966 another of Norris' associates, Ray 

Tatum, published a biography of Norris entitled Conquest 

or Failure: Biography of J. Frank Norris. Tatum, 

who had once edited Norris' newspaper. The Fundamentalist, 

saw Norris as "a sensationalist, a promoter, a financier, 

a businessman, a publisher, a politician, an author, 

an educator, and a legend in his own lifetime," but more 

than anything else, first and foremost "a preacher, rare, 
o 

unique, melodramatic and persuasive." Tatum drew upon 

two resources: his personal relationship with Norris 

Ibid., pp. 55-57. 

"̂ Ibid. , pp. 65-86. 
g 
Ray Tatum, Conquest or Failure? (Dallas: 

Baptist Historical Foundation, 1966) , p. 5. 
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and the traditional sources—Norris' newspapers and auto

biographical sketches. Since Norris was in the habit of 

having his sermons stenographically recorded and then 

published in his paper, Tatum had adequate materials 

with which to focus on Norris the preacher. In other 

areas, the biography suffers from the lack of materials 

reflecting, among other things, Norris' private thoughts 

and the opinions of others about him. 

No detailed study of Norris has been made by 

Norris' opponents, but two works—J. M. Dawson's Thousand 

Months to Remember and Ralph Roy's Apostles of Discord— 

devote substantial space to the pastor of First Baptist 

Church, Fort Worth. J. M. Dawson, who served as editor 

of the Baptist Standard under Norris and later as pastor 

of First Baptist Church, Waco, was the target of many 

Norris attacks. In his Thousand Months to Remember and 

in a recent interview for the Oral History Collection 

at Baylor University, Dawson traces the atavistic and 

schismatic characteristics back to the Baylor years, 

when both he and Norris were students rooming in the 

same boarding house. Dawson blamed Norris for the 

resignation of Baylor's president, 0. H. Cooper; of 

mishandling funds raised for an ailing minister; of 

playing sadistic pranks on fellow students; and of making 
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fun of a fellow-boarding student who stuttered.^ The 

root of the Norris-Dawson controversy, according to Dawson, 

began because Dawson was more highly favored by President 

Samuel Palmer Brooks than Norris. This was also, he 

believed, the cause of Norris' later attack on Brooks.•'•̂  

Dawson also claimed that Norris misrepresented the truth 

and usurped his position as editor of the Baptist Standard. 

By far the most damaging and least supportable 

charge Dawson made against Norris was his inference 

that Norris was in some way involved in his father-in- _ 

law's tragic death. Dawson wrote that "a curious situation 

had come about. The Reverend J. M. Gaddy, father of 

Mrs. J. Frank Norris, died from falling from the rear 

platform of a Katy train near San Marcos. Frank Norris, 

the son-in-law, who was with him when the accident 

occurred, used Caddy's insurance money to purchase George 

Carroll's controlling interest in the Standard. "•'•̂  

Commenting upon this in 1972, Dawson admitted that such 

^J. M. Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember 
(Waco: Baylor University Press, 1964) , ̂ p. 571 Rufus 
Spain, Interview with J. M. Dawson, January 7, 1971, 
Baylor University Oral History Collection. 

•'•Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember, p. 68. 

•̂ •̂ Ibid., pp. 95-96. 

•"•̂ Ibid., pp. 94-95. 
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could not be proved, but that he believed Norris was 

13 capable of it. 

Ralph Roy in his Apostles of Discord gave 

Norris substantial space because he believed the "ring

leader of the extremists" would go down in history as 

"the most colorful figure in the entire history of the 

'modernist-fundamentalist' controversy." The author 

saw Norris primarily as a man of "powerful physique, 

craggy features, swift-moving, deep-set eyes," who 

possessed a "picturesque and violent vocabulary," and 

whose life was characterized by "sensationalism, excite

ment, battle." In truth, Norris never was very strong 

physically, his greatest physical attribute being a 

very strong set of vocal chords, which he used to 

project his "picturesque and violent" vocabulary. 

Of great interest to Roy was Norris' obvious 

inconsistency on race, anti-Semitism, and anti-Catholicism 

Judged by his associations with personalities such as 

W. B. Riley, T. T. Shields, and Gerald L. K. Smith, the 

author believed Norris should have been an avid racist 

and Catholic baiter. What he failed to take into account 

was that although Norris v/as active in his denunciation 

of the Catholics through 1928, he saw the rise of 

13 
•̂ •̂ Spam, Interview with J. M. Dawson. 
14 
Ralph Roy, Apostles of Discord (Boston: 1953) , 

pp. 350-351. 
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Communism as a far greater danger than Catholicism and 

thus allied himself with the Catholics in order to combat 

the larger menace. Further, Norris' pre-millennial views 

of the end of time placed important emphasis on the 

role of the Jews in the last days. 

It is clear that Roy based his study largely 

on secondary sources such as newspaper accounts, because 

he completely misstated the time sequence of Norris' 

trials for arson, perjury, and murder, placing the 

1927 trial for murder before the trial for perjury, which 

occurred in 1912.•'•̂  His comments are, however, highly 

interesting because they represent the great degree to 

which the "Norris myth" had come to be accepted as 

fact by 1953, clearly illustrating the problem of 

depending entirely on materials published by either 

Norris or his enemies as reliable fact. 

More recently, C. Allyn Russell published an 

article on Norris in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 

but the very title betrayed his bias. Calling Norris 

"one of the most violent and controversial figures in 

the history of religion in America," Russell set out 

to write a "critical" essay on Norris because "of the 

extent of his influence, the illustration he provides 

of variation within the ultraconservative ranks, and the 

15 
Ibid., p. 351. 
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case study in violence he affords for a nation which 

increasingly is analyzing its own stormy background." 

In the first footnote to his article Russell 

surveyed the basic literature on Norris. He included 

Entzminger's quasi-biography, Tatum's Conquest or 

Failure and Norris' two autobiographies, the Inside 

History and Inside the Cup. Further, he mentioned the 

four theses about Norris of which he was aware but 

overlooked two important theses at Texas Tech University 

and three at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. 

Russell's article is the best scholarly study 

of Norris to date. Its weakness is obvious: it is 

impossible to write a scholarly critical essay of Norris 

in thirty-two pages. While he does make use of the 

Norris Papers from 1928 to 1952, his references are not 

extensive enough to reflect fully Norris' personal 

thought. 

The Russell article did reveal, in part, one 

fact—that some scholarly attempts have been made to 

evaluate Norris. These attempts are reflected in at 

least nine theses or dissertations related to the pastor 

of the First Baptist Church, Fort Worth. 

One of the earliest efforts to put Norris into 

scholarly perspective was by William Shamburger in "A 

^^C. Allyn Russell, "J. Frank Norris: Violent 
Fundamentalist," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 
LXXV (January, 1972), p. 271. 

^ 
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History of Tarrant Baptist Association," an unpublished 

dissertation at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 

written in 1953. In two chapters Shamburger devoted 

considerable space to Norris and his relation to other 

churches in the Fort Worth area which were members of 

the Tarrant County Baptist Association. Much of 

Shamburger's evaluation of the Norris controversy is 

based on an unpublished manuscript entitled, "The 

Norris Affair" by W. W. Barnes, long time professor of 

church history at Southwestern Seminary. Barnes was ^ 

a contemporary observer and a considerable portion of 

his essay is based upon these observations. 

Shamburger credited Norris with a major role in 

bringing Southwestern Seminary to Fort Worth,-̂ "̂  but he 

saw him primarily as a negative force which had to be 

expelled before the Tarrant Association could ever be 

welded into an effective fellowship.•^° In fact, the 

author believes Norris inadvertently strengthened the 

Association's fellowship by his attacks on it.-*-̂  

A companion study at Southwestern Baptist 

Seminary is Presnall Wood's history of the Baptist 

•'•'William Shamburger, "A History of Tarrant 
County Baptist Association," unpublished Th.D. dissertation. 
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1953, 
pp. 234-235. 

-'•̂ Ibid., pp. 300-310. 

^^Ibid., p. 302. 
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Standard. Wood's Th.D. dissertation in 1964, the work 

has more recently been published jointly with Floyd W. 

Thatcher as Prophets with Pens. In his dissertation 

Wood advanced the idea that Norris selected J. M. Dawson 

to edit the Baptist Standard in 1908 because he did 

not believe that the Baptist constituency of Texas 

would support his editorship since "he had already 

become a controversial figure due to his various charges 

21 
against others." Wood declared that "the most 

distinctive feature of the Baptist Standard during the 

22 

editorship of J. Frank Norris was J. Frank Norris." 

He did concede that Norris "brought the paper to the 

forefront in Texas as a moral force," arid that he did 

something for Baptist journalism in Texas which no one 

had been able to do up to that point—by making the 

Baptist Standard the only Baptist newspaper of strength 
23 left in the state. 

The most recent study on Norris at Southwestern 

Seminary is a 1970 thesis by Royce Measures on the 

^^Presnall H. Wood, "History of the Texas 
Baptist Standard," unpublished Th.D. dissertation. 
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1964; 
Presnall H. Wood and Floyd W. Thatcher, Prophets 
with Pens (Dallas: Baptist Standard Publishing 
Company, 1969). 

21 
Wood, "History of the Texas Baptist Standard," 

p. 108. 

^^Ibid., p. 134. 

•̂̂ Ibid. , pp. 141-142. 
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relationship between Norris and northern Fundamentalists 

The author pinpoints 1921 as the year Norris began to 

be a factor in the World Christian Fundamentals Associa

tion, which had been organized in 1919 by W. B. Riley 

and other northern Fundamentalists. Measures further 

credits Norris as one of the co-founders of the Baptist 

Bible Union in 1922, and shows his influence on that 

group through 1927. Then, he believes, the Chipps 

Murder trial caused Northern Fundamentalists to disasso-

25 elate themselves from Norris. 

In 1967 Homer G. Ritchie, who served as an 

associate under Norris and later as co-pastor of First 

Baptist Church, Fort Worth, wrote a theî is on Norris 

for his Master of Arts at Texas Christian University. 

He drew heavily upon the standard sources—Inside the 

Cup, the Inside History, Entzminger's J_̂  Frank Norris, 

and the Norris newspapers. The Searchlight and The 

Fundamentalist--but ignored the Norris correspondence 

from 1928 to 1952, of which he reasonably could have 

had some knowledge. There can be little doubt that he 

Royce Lee Measures, "The Relationship of J. 
Frank Norris to the Northern Fundamentalist Movement," 
unpublished Th.M. thesis. Southwestern Baptist Theo
logical Seminary, 1970, p. 42. 

^^Ibid., pp. 73, 76, 81, 85, 104-105. 

^̂ Horner G. Ritchie, "The Life and Career of J. 
Frank Norris," unpublished M.A. thesis, Texas Christian 
University, 1970. 
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also drew heavily upon Shamburger's "History of the 

Tarrant County Baptist Association" which he cites 

frequently in detail. 

Ritchie believes Norris' philosophy and 

ministry were shaped primarily by his times and 

environment, putting him in opposition to J. M. Dawson, 

who believes that Norris was naturally a vindictive 

27 person. ' He sees Norris as a shaper of fundamentalist 

thought who held his World Baptist Fellowship together 

by the sheer force of his personality. Basically 

sympathetic with his former mentor, Ritchie nonetheless 

believes the split within the Fellowship during the 

early Fifties was caused by Norris' arbitrary policies, 

which in turn was the result of Norris' recognition 

28 that his control was declining. 

Equally interesting in its insight into the 

Norris mind is Henry S. Terre-Blanche's "J. Frank 

Norris: the Man and His Ministry." Written as part 

of the Master of Theology degree at Dallas Theological 

Seminary, this thesis uses the same basic sources, and 

thus adds nothing new to the facts related to Norris' 

2"̂ Ibid. , p. 191. 

^^Ibid., p. 145. 
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life. It is, however, of value for its emphasis upon 

Norris' role in the independent church movement.^^ 

Two theses at Baylor—one in history and one 

in religion—have dealt with aspects of Norris' life 

and career. The first, by Benny Burlison, was written 

in 1960, and focused on the methods which Norris used;-̂ ^ 

while the second, by Donald Glenn Bouldin, concentrated 

on aspects of the Norris-Dawson controversy.̂ •'- Burlison, 

who believed "Life called J. Frank Norris to a major 

position in ministry of criticism. . .," characterized 

the pastor of First Baptist Church, Fort Worth, as a 

pessimistic pre-millennialist in theology but an 

32 

optimistic social and political crusader. His thesis 

is an excellent evaluation and interpretation of the 

"Norris method," weakened only by the fact that at 

the time he wrote it, the Norris Papers had not been 

^^Henry S. Terre-Blanche, "J. Frank Norris: 
the Man and His Ministry," unpublished Th.M. thesis, 
Dallas Theological Seminary, 1965, p. 94. 

^^Benny Burlison, "The Ecclesiology and Strategy 
of J. Frank Norris," unpublished M.A. thesis, Baylor 
University, 1960. 

•̂ D̂onald Glenn Bouldin, "The J. M. Dawson-J. Frank 
Norris Controversy: A Reflection of the Fundamentalist 
Controversy Among Texas Baptists," unpublished M.A. thesis, 
Baylor University, 1969. 

"^^Burlison, "The Ecclesiology and Strategy of 
J. Frank Norris," pp. 1, 32, 
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collected, denying him access to even greater insights 

into the motivations which influenced Norris' method

ology. 

On the other hand, Bouldin had access to, but 

did not use extensively, the Norris Papers which were, 

in 1969, on deposit at the Dargan-Carver Library in 

Nashville, Tennessee, and available on microfilm at 

Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary at Fort 

Worth. Instead, he tended to rely heavily on J. M. 

Dawson's Thousand Months to Remember; an interview with 

Dawson on April 21, 1966; Tatum's Conquest or Failure; 

33 
and Norris' newspaper. The Searchlight. Perhaps 

the weakest part of Bouldin's thesis is his tendency 

to accept, with little qualification, Dawson's inter

pretation of the controversy. His point of view is 

so one-sided that he probably should have entitled his 

thesis "J. M. Dawson's Interpretation of J. Frank 

Norris," which would have been more appropriate and 

scholarly acceptable. His evaluation of Norris, again 

the result of failure to let Norris speak for himself 

in his private correspondence, was that "Frank Norris 

was a man with a pugnacious spirit who seemed compelled 

to swim upstream. He fought for the sake of fighting. . 

. . In everything he did Frank Norris attempted to build 

•̂ •̂ Bouldin cites The Searchlight 21 times; A 
Thousand Months, 17 times; the Dawson interview, 10 
times; Conquest or Failure, 10 times, and the Norris 
Papers, 6 times. 
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a powerful personal following that would place him at 

the forefront of Texas ministers. "-̂ ^ 

J. Frank Norris has received considerable 

treatment in two theses at Texas Tech University. The 

first, written in 1967, devotes one chapter to Norris' 

role in the Election of 1928, while the second, completed 

in 1968, focuses on the 1927 trial of J. Frank Norris 

for the murder of D. E. Chipps.-^^ James Storey readily 

admits that "no individual churchman or religious body 

in Texas was more directly responsible for the defeat 

of Al Smith in the state" than J. Frank Norris."^° On 

the other hand, he scores Norris for the techniques he 

used, asserting that "Norris utterly disregarded the 

laws of slander and libel, and he did not hesitate to 

publish every unfavorable piece of information concerning 

Smith he could gather, even when the information came 

37 from totally unreliable sources. . .." 

On four points, however. Storey's thesis needs 

slight correction. First, he indicates that Norris was 

"̂ D̂onald G. Bouldin, "The J. M. Dawson-J. Frank 
Norris Controversy," pp. 65-66. 

^^James B. Storey, "Political Parsons: Texas 
Churchmen and the Election of 1928," unpublished M.A. 
thesis, Texas Tech University, 1967; E. Ray Tatum, 
"The J. Frank Norris Murder Trial of 1927," unpublished 
M.A. thesis, Texas Tech University, 1968. 

^^Storey, "Political Parsons," p. 104. 

"̂̂ Ibid. , p. 105. 
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forced to resign his position as editor of the Baptist 

Standard in 1909. While there was opposition to Norris' 

editorial methods, he owned the majority of the stock 

and thus could not be forced to resign.-^^ In the 

second place Storey claims Norris waged war on heresy 

at Baylor between 1912 and 1920, when actually the 

evolution controversy did not begin until 1921."^^ Again, 

the author seems to indicate that D. E. Chipps came 

to Norris' office that day in July, 1926, for the sole 

purpose of peacefully persuading the pastor of the 

First Baptist Church of Fort Worth to cease his attacks 

on Mayor H. C. Meacham.^^ While Chipps did most 

certainly come to the offices of First Baptist Church 

to persuade Norris to stop maligning Meacham, actual 

court testimony brought out that his approach was 

anything but peaceful. Finally, Storey says Norris 

^^Ibid., p. 106; for information on the sale 
of the Baptist Standard see Presnall Wood, "History 
of the Texas Baptist Standard," pp. 124-142. 

^^Storey, "Political Parsons," p. 106. Norris' 
first attack on evolution at Baylor came on October 28, 
1921, when The Searchlight announced that "Sunday 
night Dr. Norris will expose infidelity in Baylor 
University." For further information on the Norris-
Baylor Controversy, see Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, 
pp. 179-210. 

"^^Storey, "Political Parsons," p. 106. 

41 
See the testimony of L. H. Nutt as recorded 

in the Dallas Morning News, January 16, 1927. For 
details of the trial see either the Austin American 
or Dallas Morning News or Tatum, "The J. Frank Norris 
Murder Trial," pp. 105-127. 
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paid little attention to the prohibition issue in the 

Election of 1928, but in his correspondence Norris seems 

to indicate that Al Smith's drinking habits and position 

on alcohol were at least equally as important as his 

religion.^^ It seems, then, that the author correctly 

evaluated Norris' role in defeating Al Smith in 1928; 

that he believed Norris used slanderous methods and 

materials in maligning Smith; and that he accepted most 

of the popular misconceptions concerning the pastor of 

Fort Worth's First Baptist Church. In this case, the 

misconceptions were those propagated by Norris' opponents 

rather than those put forth by his friends. 

Ray Tatum's study of the Chipps'murder trial is 

valuable for its coverage of the courtroom drama, but, 

like its predecessors, perpetuates many of the Norris 

myths. Tatum, a former associate of J. Frank Norris, 

draws on his personal contact with the Fort Worth pastor. 

Again, however, failure to draw upon available primary 

sources weakens the impact of the trial episode in 

Norris' life. 

On at least two points, Tatum makes interesting, 

but slightly erroneous assertions. First, he states that 

Norris was offered the presidency of Wayland Baptist 

College when it opened in 1909, and that Wayland awarded 

^^storey, "Political Parsons," p. 108; Norris to 
John Freeman, August 27, 1928, Norris Papers, Dargan-
Carver Library, #8569. 
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him an honorary doctorate for his war on race track 

gambling. It is true that Norris and Dr. J. H. 

Wayland were good friends, and that Norris claims 

Wayland offered him the presidency of the new literary 

and technical college. ̂"̂  On the other hand, the records 

of the college do not support Tatum's contention that 

Norris received an honorary doctorate from Wayland. In 

a second error, the author has Norris resigning from 

the Baptist Standard, then retiring to Plainview, where 

supposedly Dr. Wayland offered his friend the presidency 

45 of the new college. In reality, Norris spent the 

summer of 1909 serving as an interim pastor at the First 

Baptist Church, Fort Worth, and "resting" at the Wayland 

home in Plainview.^ Norris did not sell his shares in 

the Baptist Standard and resign as its editor until the 

fall of 1909, and by that time he had turned down the 

offer of the presidency at Wayland, returned from Plainview, 

"̂̂ E. Ray Tatum, "The J. Frank Norris Murder Trial 
of 1927," unpublished M.A. thesis, Texas Tech University, 
1968, p. 21. 

^^Entzminger, The J. Frank Norris Î  Have Known, 
p. 71-73. 

'̂ T̂atum, "The J. Frank Norris Murder Trial," p. 21. 

^^Mabel Wayland Adams, "Recollections," Wayland 
Family Papers, Hale County Historical Collection, Wayland 
Baptist College; William Shamburger, "A History of Tarrant 
County Baptist Association," pp. 233-235; While at 
Plainview, Norris served as interim pastor of the First 
Baptist Church there. Minutes of the First Baptist 
Church, Plainview, July 11, 1909. 
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and accepted the call to become pastor of First Baptist 

Church, Fort Worth. To be sure, these are minor points, 

but the historiography related to Norris is shot full 

of minor errors and myths which, taken together, provide 

a formidable barrier to an accurate recreation of Norris* 

life and thought. 

Each thesis on Norris has, in its own way, 

revealed some new insight into the mind and character 

of the controversial pastor of Fort Worth's First 

Baptist Church. Without them this study would not be 

complete. The primary weaknesses common to all are 

1) their reliance on the standard interpretations of 

Norris, all of which are based on pro-Norris or anti-

Norris attitudes; and 2) the absence of highly valuable 

insights from the Norris, Scarborough, Brooks, and 

Dawson manuscript collections. 

The key to any reinterpretation of J. Frank 

Norris would seem to lie in the examination of a broad 

body of materials heretofore largely neglected. The 

most extensive source is, of course, the Norris Papers, 

but there are several smaller, yet important collections. 

These include the L. R. Scarborough Papers and some 

unfiled Norris papers at Southwestern Baptist Theological 

Seminary; the J. M. Dawson and Samuel Palmer Brooks 
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Papers at Baylor University; and interviews in the Oral 

History files of the Texas Collection at Baylor. 

Second only to the Norris Papers in importance 

are the papers of L. R. Scarborough, who was once a 

member of Norris' congregation, later president of 

Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, and, to his 

death, a bitter opponent of J. Frank Norris. In his 

papers are several folders of letters and pamphlets 

relating to the Norris-Scarborough controversy. Most 

of the letters are between Scarborough and his allies, 

but there are also letters between the two adversaries. 

The importance of the collection, covering years 1921 

to 1927, becomes apparent when one realizes that all 

of Norris' papers relating to this period were lost 

in 1928 when his church burned. Its special value 

lies in the new dimension it gives to the evolution 

controversy and the expulsion of First Baptist Church 

from the Tarrant County Baptist Association and the 

Baptist General Convention of Texas. 

Related to these papers are a group of unfiled 

Norris materials. These include items which have been 

part of other collections donated to Southwestern 

Seminary. Among the papers are letters, copies of 
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sermons, pamphlets, and newspaper articles related 

to the Fort Worth pastor. 

The Brooks Papers in the Texas Collection at 

Baylor University are extremely valuable in their 

contribution to the accurate recreation of the Norris-

Baylor controversy. These papers fill in many of the 

gaps which have existed for years and which have tended 

in the past to be explained by hearsay or simply written 

off as the fruits of Norrisism. Of particular interest 

is correspondence between President Samuel Palmer Brooks 

of Baylor and other Baptist leaders with regard to 

Norris, his charges against Baylor, and their reaction 

to those charges. 

The Brooks Papers are now being catalogued, but 

to date a number of valuable items have been uncovered. 

Many items relating to Norris were filed under various 

topics such as Evolution, Fothergill, or Dale Crowley, 

which explains not only their absence from the general 

correspondence, but also why researchers have not in 

the past made greater use of them. A preliminary 

search through the general correspondence of President 

Brooks, with the resulting failure to uncover any 

significant Norris materials, convinced this researcher 

that the Brooks Papers had been purged of these 

materials. As, however, the Assistant Archivist for 

the Texas Collection has re-classified many of the files. 
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these supposedly lost or destroyed items have come to 

the fore. Indeed, there is extensive correspondence 

between Brooks and his colleagues relating to the 

numerous controversies between Norris and Baylor. 

Sadly lacking, however, is any extensive direct 

correspondence between the two adversaries. Brooks and 

Norris. Although Norris undoubtedly wrote Brooks, for 

some of these letters have survived, the president of 

Baylor usually ignored these direct confrontations in 

favor of answering the pastor of Fort Worth's First 

Baptist Church through articles by him or his colleagues 

Indeed, both men seem to have preferred the indirect 

approach of sniping and inference to direct, personal 

correspondence. 

By far the most valuable sources of material 

on J. Frank Norris are his own papers. Extant are 

copies of all his newspapers—The Fence Rail, The 

Searchlight, and The Fundamentalist—plus over twenty-

eight thousand items from his files dating from 1927 to 

1952. The latter, on deposit at the Southern Baptist 

Convention's Dargan-Carver Library at Nashville, 

Tennessee, but available on twenty-seven rolls of micro

film, is the most important element for any study of 

Norris for not only is it the only extant collection 

of Norris correspondence, it is also the most recent 

collection (compiled in 1963 and donated by Omar Sharp) 
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and thus the least used. Contained in these letters and 

papers are valuable insights into the Norris character 

and method. Indeed, while Norris used his religious 

newspapers primarily for propaganda, he frequently 

revealed things about himself in his correspondence 

which were not available in his more public utterances. 

By combining a study of the various published 

materials related to J. Frank Norris with the wealth 

of unpublished and, with the exception of the Norris 

newspapers, largely unused sources, a new examination 

of the life and thought of the controversial pastor 

of Fort Worth's First Baptist Church is not only possible, 

but desirable. Only from an extensive study of the 

heretofore unavailable or unconsulted sources—the 

Scarborough, Brooks, Dawson and Norris Papers—can a 

definitive biography of Norris be written. Then, and 

only then, will J. Frank Norris cease to be—in the 

truest sense of the word—the man nobody knows. 



CHAPTER II 

THE MAKING OF THE J. FRANK NORRIS MIND 

1877 to 1909 

For J. Frank Norris life was one long series of 

crises and conflicts. In fact, he was never more at 

home than when in the midst of crisis. He was aware of 

this and was fond of saying that attacks by others upon 

him had made him what he was. To understand J. Frank 

Norris, then, is to understand the controversies which 

surrounded him and to which he responded. 

Born John Franklyn Norris on September 18, 1877, 

in Dadeville, Alabama, he moved with his family to Texas 

in 1881. His father, Warner Norris, was an itinerant 

farmer given to excessive drinking. This obviously had 

its effect upon the young Norris, for he became an ardent 

prohibitionist. As an adult, he often recounted how, as 

a boy of seven, he had emptied the liquor from his 

father's bottles. When Warner Norris discovered the empty 

bottles, he became enraged. He then took a blacksnake 

whip and beat young Frank senseless. Norris later claimed 

that his father, in a drunken stupor, would have killed 

him if his mother had not thrown herself on Warner and 

33 
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implored him to stop. His mother, Mary Davis Norris, was 

a woman hardened by the rigors of childbearing, tenant 

farming, and her husband's failure to provide for his 

family. On one occasion she sent fourteen-year-old J. 

Frank into Hubbard City with a note instructing the local 

bartender not to sell Warner Norris any more liquor. The 

saloon keeper read the note, then threw the young boy out 

the back door. Norris returned home and told his mother. 

Returning to Hubbard City, she left J. Frank in the buggy 

and went into the saloon alone. Once inside she took her 

buggy whip and used it on the bartender. Her experiences 

drove her into an almost fanatical Biblical faith. It is 

reasonable to assume that Norris learned both his funda

mentalism and his prohibitionism from this early family 

situation. 

As if hardship was not enough, violence came early 

to Norris. On June 5, 1900, two cattle thieves shot his 

father to keep him from testifying against them, and when 

Norris rushed to intervene, one, a man named "Stokes" 

Shaw, shot the young boy three times, Warner Norris rapidly 

recovered, but young Frank was in critical condition for 

a number of days. Then, inflammatory rheumatism set in 

and he was partially paralyzed. After several months the 

boy recovered, but the wound and the resulting complications 

left their mark on Norris for the rest of his life. 
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Norris grew up near Hubbard City in Hill County, 

Texas. Located twenty-five miles southeast of Hillsboro 

and twenty-nine miles northeast of Waco, Hubbard City 

was part of the declining East Texas cotton region. Here 

were small farms, many occupied by tenants and share

croppers, and small rural communities. The social centers 

were the school and the church. Reared in an area in which 

the mentality was primarily rural and agrarian, Norris 

early accepted these points of view and exhibited these 

influences throughout his life.^ 

The combination of economic hardship and physical 

violence was more than offset by the emotionalism of young 

Norris' spiritual experiences. In this realm he was 

influenced not only by his mother, but also by Catlett 

Smith, pastor of the Hubbard City Baptist Church. Under 

both Mary Norris and Cat Smith, he learned to accept 

literally the Scriptures as the verbally inspired and 

inerrant Word of God. Here, too, the young Frank Norris 

learned to communicate in the language of the "folks at 

the forks of the creek."^ 

-'-The Fundamentalist, January 30, 1931; October 19, 
1945; Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 27-32; Entzminger, 
J. Frank Norris, pp. 33-37. 

Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 35-39; Fundamen
talist, October 19, 1945; July 13, 1945; September 16, 1949 
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Norris soon had opportunity to express his reli

gious feelings. Baptized by Cat Smith when he was sixteen, 

Norris pastored the Mount Antioch Baptist Church near 

Hubbard City before he reached his twentieth birthday. 

This experience served him well, for it acquainted him 

with the mind and faith of rural Texas. It was to this 

mentality that he directed his message, and from this 

group that he derived much of his support.^ 

At age nineteen, Frank Norris added to his reser

voir of experience when he accepted a teaching position 

at the Cold Corner school in the southeast corner of Hill 

County. The first day the young teacher enrolled seventy-

three students, a dozen, according to Norris, older than 

he. Among the students were "the very roughnecks that 

had broken up the preceding session" and who, in Norris' 

words, "didn't come for study or peace, law or order." 

These roughs threatened to break up the school, even to 

the extent of bringing their guns to class. One day the 

schoolmaster found a pistol in the coat of one of his 

charges, and confronted him openly in front of the other 

rowdies. Looking back on this event, Norris reflected that 

these "roughnecks could have stopped John Kimbrough at the 

Sugar Bowl game in New Orleans." He won the confrontation, 

however, and retained control of the school. Again, these 

-^Fundamentalist, January 30, 1931. 
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served Norris well, for he was to face many other similar 

situations during his seventy-four years.^ 

These early happenings all combined to make a 

definite impression on young Frank Norris-. There can 

be little doubt that much of the Norris mentality can 

be traced to his formative years in and around Hubbard 

City, Texas. His father's drinking, his mother's faith, 

the shooting incident. Cat Smith's fundamentalism, and 

the Cold Corner school—all left their mark on young Norris 

In September, 1898, twenty-one year old J. Frank 

Norris left Hubbard City, the Cold Corner School, and 

Mount Antioch Baptist Church to enter Baylor University 

at Waco, twenty-nine miles southwest of Hubbard City. 

His decision to attend Baylor was probably prompted by 

the influence of Dr. J.S. Tanner, a professor at the 

University who had once served as interim pastor at the 

Hubbard City Baptist Church. His decision to enter the 

ministry and the fact that Baylor was not only the nearest 

but the largest Baptist college in Texas were also con

tributing factors. Thus began a new round of experiences 

and acquaintances which were to influence Norris in later 

years. 

One opportunity for new relationships came when 

Norris moved out of his room in Houston Hall into a 

^Fundamentalist, January 12, 1940. 
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boarding house operated by Dr. and Mrs. J. S. Tanner. 

Among those who lived at his house and sat around his table 

were, in addition to Norris, J. M. Dawson, W. E. Brittain 

(who later became Norris' brother-in-law), E. P. West, 

and J. H. Pace. Tanner died in 1901, but Mrs. Tanner 

continued to operate the boarding house and Norris con

tinued to live there. 

It is impossible to evaluate accurately the in

fluence which the years at Tanner's home had on Norris, 

but undoubtedly they were important. The Centennial Story 

of Texas Baptists referred to Tanner as "one of the leading 

Greek and Hebrew scholars in American," a "brilliant" 

teacher, and an "eloquent and convincing" preacher. Of 

importance was "his unshaken faith in the fundamental 

verities of the Word and his tender compassion for lost 

souls. . . ."^ Ray Tatum called Tanner "the strongest 

and most durable image; as protector, idol and father." 

It was around Tanner's table that Norris, according to 

Tatum, "rationalized, clarified, and stabilized his deep 

understanding of the theology, creed, and contention of 

the Baptist faith."^ 

Harlan J. Matthews, "Preaching and Preachers," 
Centennial Story of Texas Baptists (Dallas: Baptist 
General Convention of Texas! 1936), p. 107. 

^Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 48-50. Tatum 
refers to Tanner as John A. Turner, but he obviously means 
Tanner, for Norris never boarded with any other family. 
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The guiding hand of Dr. Tanner, however, was not 

the only influence on Norris while he boarded at the 

Tanner home. Here, too, he came in contact with J. M. 

Dawson, who was not only a classmate of Norris but also 

one of his strongest competitors. In later years they 

were collaborators on the Baptist Standard and, still 

later, theological enemies. Referring to those days at 

Tanner's boarding house, Dawson cited Norris as a prank

ster who enjoyed a laugh at others' expense, which included 

making fun of a fellow boarder who stuttered. Dawson 

claimed he could cite "other episodes which showed Norris 

had characteristics of cruelty, perhaps atavistic non-

compassion. "^ 

Dawson's criticism of Norris, however, did not end 

with incidents at the Tanner home. It extended to blaming 

Norris for the resignation of President O. H. Cooper and 

for the misappropriation of a collection which had been 

raised to aid a sick preacher. Norris squirmed out of 

the charge of embezzlement, according to Dawson, "and 

asserted his ability by winning the De Graffenreid prize 

for oratory." Dawson also claims that during his (Dawson's) 

valedictory address, Norris cleared his throat audibly and 

received an ominous stare from President S. P. Brooks. 

'Spain, Interview with J. M. Dawson, January 8, 
1971. This interview, conducted over sixty years after 
the events supposedly took place reflects not only Dawson's 
personal opinion of Norris but also his bias based on 
their later encounter. 
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He believed President Brooks distrusted Norris and, at the 

same graduation exercise, implied a flaw in Norris' 

character. Brooks supposedly lauded him "but omitted any 

praise for Norris, whom he distrusted." This incident, 

again according to Dawson, "may have accounted in some 

degree for the subsequent bitter hostility of Norris toward 

Baylor and toward me personally."^ While J. M. Dawson 

may not be one of Norris' more objective critics, his 

opinions reflect the intense feelings which Norris engendered 

from both friends and enemies alike. 

The Baylor years are also important because it was 

during this time that Norris first came in contact with 

B. H. Carroll. Later, as editor of The Baptist Standard 

and interim pastor of the First Baptist Church of Fort 

Worth, Norris used his influence to aid Carroll in moving 

the seminary at Waco to its new home in Fort Worth." 

^Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember, pp. 57, 68; 
Spain, Interview with J. M. Dawson. According to Dawson 
on one occasion a prankster had turned a dog loose in 
chapel. Dr. Cooper threw the dog out the second-story 
window. Dawson then claims that Norris called the Humane 
Society and preferred charges against Cooper. The resulting 
notoriety forced Cooper to resign. Apart from Dawson's 
account there are no others to substantiate it. Dr. Cooper 
was a brilliant scholar who served as President of Baylor 
from 1899 to 1902. Before that he was State Superintendent 
of Schools from 1886-1890. After leaving Baylor he 
served as President of Simmons College (later Hardin-Simmons) 
from 1903-1909. Frederick Eby, "Education and Educators," 
Centennial Story of Texas Baptists, pp. 163-165; B. F. 
Riley, History of the Baptists of Texas (Dallas: privately 
printed, 1907), pp. 489-490. 

^Shamburger, "A History of the Tarrant County Baptist 
Association," pp. 235-236. 
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Still later, in 1913, Carroll moved his membership from 

First Baptist Church, an action Norris critics have been 

quick to claim was a sign of Carroll's break with Nor

ris. ̂ ^ Yet, during those Baylor years Carroll and Norris 

were intimately close as teacher and student. According 

to Tatum, "Mary Davis and Cat Smith had taught him to 

believe the Bible, B. H. Carroll taught him to understand 

it, to interpret it and to release its energy with a kindled 

fire of imagination."̂ -'- Norris himself claims that Carroll 

once told him that he had the makings of a great preacher. 

He later recalled this and added, "I believed it then, 
1 2 

and this was another mistake of foolish youth." 

Still another influence on Norris was his court

ship with and marriage to Lillian Gaddy, the daughter 

of J. M. Gaddy, whom the Centennial Story of Texas Baptists 

referred to as "one of the most unique and constructive 

workers that Texas ever had. . . ,"13 Although she was a 

lOlbid., p. 239. 

•'••'•Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 51. 

•'•̂ Entzminger, Jj_ Frank Norris, p. 79. 

l^Harlan Matthews, "Preaching and Preachers," 
Centennial Story of Texas Baptists, p. 109; J. M. Gaddy 
pastored the Lockhart Baptist Church until 1896, when he 
became general missionary for Texas Baptists. From 1900-
1903, he became Field Secretary for Missions where he 
served until his retirement in 1905. After his death in 
1906, the Baptist General Convention of Texas said of 
him: "J. M. Gaddy first gave himself to the Lord and 
then to the work, v/ithout reserve. He was a burning and 
shining light." J. M. Carroll, A History of Texas Baptists 
(Dallas: Baptist Standard Publishing Co., 1923), p. 1003. 
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senior and he a sophomore, Norris was smitten by "Miss 

Gaddy," and set out to capture her affections. Norris 

later confessed, "I found myself swept in admiration for 

her. I would watch her as she would come into the chapel 

and I said then and there, 'If I can win the hand of that 

girl, I will be elected'."^^ On May 5, 1903, Norris 

fulfilled his desire, and he and Lillian Gaddy were joined 

in marriage by Dr. J. B. Gambrell. This relationship 

weathered the storms of the next fifty years and ended 

only when Norris died in 1952. 

A final influence on Norris during his years at 

Baylor was his weekend pastorate at the Mount Calm 

Baptist Church, a position he held from 1899 to 1903. 

Here, as at Mount Antioch, Norris learned to preach to 

the "folks at' the forks of the creek," and developed 

the homely, agrarian style of delivery which he employed 

during the remainder of his life. Each Saturday morning 

he would board the Cotton-Belt train for the twenty-six 

mile trip to Mount Calm, arriving there before noon. 

From that time until Monday morning, when he boarded the 

train for the trip back to Waco, J. Frank Norris was 

pastor, minister, and shepherd to his rural congregation. 

The influence of his Mount Calm pastorate cannot be 

•'-̂ Searchlight (Fort Worth, Texas), June 16, 1922, 
hereafter cited as S'earchlight. 
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measured, but undoubtedly he developed his basic preaching 

technique during this time. Tatum believes that "he 

learned at Mount Calm to move crowds with stories and 

illustrations, with tears in his voice and countenance, 

and to talk to men on a common plane, always using the 

simple, cherished everyday love and aspirations of life 

as tools to touch the thoughts and feelings of men."-'-̂  

These things—the experiences at Tanner's boarding 

house, B. H. Carroll, his competition with J. M. Dawson, 

his conflict with S. P. Brooks, his marriage to Lillian 

Gaddy, and his pastorate of the Mount Calm Baptist Church— 

served to carve deep impressions upon the life and thought 

of J. Frank Norris. The lessons he learned, the friends 

and enemies he made became a part of Norris, and any study 

which ignores these influences upon Norris is incomplete. 

In 1903, Norris completed his degree at Baylor, 

resigned his pastorate at Mount Calm, gathered up his 

small family and moved to Louisville, Kentucky, in order 

to enroll in the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 

Founded in 1859 at Greenville, South Carolina, Southern 

Seminary was the oldest seminary operated by Southern 

Baptists. In 1872 the school had been transferred to 

Louisville, its final and permanent residence. At the time 

of Norris' enrollment Southern's President was Dr. E. Y. 

•'•̂ Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 55-62; Fundamen
talist, December 17, 1948. Mount Calm is on Highway 31 
between Waco and Hubbard City. 
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Mullins, one of the most progressive thinkers among Southern 

Baptists of that day. Under his leadership, one Baptist 

historian writes, "the Seminary attained a standing, 

materially, spiritually, doctrinally, and intellectually, 

which commanded the respect and devotion not only of 

Southern Baptists but of Christian leaders around the 

world. After two years in this stimulating atmosphere, 

at twenty-eight years of age, Norris graduated at the top 

of his class with a Master of Theology degree. His vale

dictory address was an international justification of Japan 

in its war with Russia, indicative of the fact that Norris 

always fancied himself something of an authority on foreign 

policy. Following graduation he accepted, sight unseen, 

the pastorate of the McKinney Avenue Baptist Church in 

Dallas. Thus ended the second phase in the development 

of the Norris mind.-'-" 

J. Frank Norris arrived in Dallas in June, 1905, 

ready to assume his first full-time pastorate. VThat he 

found was a run-down building on Dallas' north side, 

housing a badly divided and depleted membership. On his 

first Sunday at the McKinney Avenue Baptist Church he 

l^W. W. Barnes, The Southern Baptist Convention 1854-
1953 (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1954), p. 139. Entzminger, 
J. Frank Norris, p. 66. Norris said of this period, "I 
believed all the prophecies that had been made concerning 
me. If I had consulted the Sybillian Books of Ancient 
Rome I am sure I would have found something in there 
concerning my destiny." Ibid., p. 70. 
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preached to thirteen people.-^^ Within one year, however, 

the membership had grown to four hundred and, at the 

height of his ministry at McKinney Avenue, there were 

one thousand members meeting in a fifty thousand dollar 

brick edifice. 

McKinney Avenue Baptist Church was a steppingstone 

for J. Frank Norris. It was a perfect situation for an 

ambitious person. His efforts—personal visitation, 

fiery sermons, and emotional exhortation—bore fruit. 

Soon Norris had the eye of Baptist leaders in Dallas, 

which was headquarters for Baptist work in Texas. Tatum 

says that 

Norris had, through the ministry of 
McKinney Avenue Baptist Church, an opportunity 
to catch the attention, eye and praise of 
the denominational leaders—those who could 
unlock other doors, recommend him to larger 
pulpits, and place his name before greater 
crowds. To catch the eye and steal the 
respect of the Baptist hierarchy was, doubt
less, the compelling motivation ever before 
him in the two and one-half years that he 
labored as pastor of the McKinney Avenue 
Baptist Church.15 

It was during his pastorate in Dallas that Mary 

Davis Norris died, an old woman long before her time. 

'Entzminger, Jj_ Frank Norris, p. 68. 

l^Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 81; Terre-Blanche, 
"J, Frank Norris," p. 8; J, M, Dawson claimed that Norris 
built the McKinney Avenue Church by stealing members 
from other churches, particularly First Baptist Church 
of Dallas. In the Spain interview Dawson told how Norris 
lured Miss Willie Turner (later Mrs, J, M. Dawson) away 
from First Baptist Church and into McKinney Avenue. 

l^Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 78; Entzminger, 
J. Frank Norris, p. 69. 
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Her death was an immeasurable blow to Norris, and an ir

replaceable loss. Mary Norris had filled him with ambi

tion and challenged him to greater heights. Her influence 

remained throughout his life. Years later Norris incor

porated the story of his mother's death into one of his 

sermons. The narrative is indicative not only of Norris' 

style of preaching, but also revealing as to the way 

Norris felt about his mother. According to him the call 

from Hill County came on Sunday night. His sister, 

Mattie, told him Mrs. Norris was dying and wanted to see 

him. Norris said: 

I looked at my watch—only had a few 
minutes to catch the southbound Katy, but I 
said 'I'll get there.' When they rushed me 
down to the station, I saw the train backing 
out, and the best I could do was to jump on 
the blind baggage. I said, 'I will ride this 
to the next station, ' and v;hen I got to the 
next station, I got on a coach, and when I 
reached the place they met me, and I said, 
'Is she still alive?' 

...When I walked in where she was 
sitting propped up in a big armchair, her 
breath was short. The only way she could 
breathe—her sight was gone: death had closed 
her eyes forever to this world, but her hearing 
was still good and her speech, though faint, 
was still clear. I rushed up and said, 
'Mother,' and she said, 'Frank you got here.' 
And I said, 'Yes,' and I fell down by the 
side of her chair and she reached out her 
hand upon it. Oh, I had felt the touch of 
that hand a thousand times! It felt familiar; 
it had touched my brow when I was wracked with 
pain, tossing with fever, it had been the 
best friend that I had ever had, now it was 
on my head for the last time, and I looked 
up at her, and I said, 'Mother do you see 
me?' And she said, 'My boy, I can't see you, 
but I can feel your face.' And she put her 
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hand over my face and said, 'Yes, I have felt 
that face when you were a baby; I have felt 
it all through the years; but. Son I am 
going home this morning. They have come for 
me. Do you hear the music? Do you hear the 
music?' And I said, 'Mother, I don't hear 
it.' And she said, 'My son, don't you hear 
the music?' And I said, 'No, I don't hear 
it.' And she said, 'Oh, I wish you could 
hear it. Never heard such music in the world.' 
And I said, 'T'̂ y is it. Mother, I don't hear 
it?' And she said, 'Oh I hear it, they have 
come for me. I will have to go. Goodbye. 
Son preach the old gospel. It's just like I 
taught you. It's just like I taught you. 
Preach it on until you come home to Mother!'^^ 

The drama of such an event, no matter how exaggerated 

in successive narrations, must have affected Norris deeply. 

Certainly it reinforced his strong sense of destiny 

and mission. Throughout the rest of his life, J. Frank 

Norris was known for many things, but always for his 

preaching. 

Early in 1907, Norris' success at the McKinney 

Avenue Baptist Church brought him into contact with Judge 

T. B. Butler, a deacon in the First Baptist Church and 

major stockholder in The Baptist Standard, the leading 

Baptist newspaper in the state. Butler first employed 

Norris as business manager, then, in April, 1907, he 

sold his holdings to the young minister from Hubbard City.^^ 

Norris thus added to his pastorate a new career in religious 

^^J. Frank Norris, Gospel Dynamite (Fort Worth: 
privately printed for the author, n.d.), p. 116. 

21wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, p. 41. 
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journalism. The experience was not in vain, for in later 

years Norris used his own newspapers—The Searchlight and 

The Fundamentalist—to exercise an influence in the United 

States that extended far beyond his pulpit and parish. 

There is some confusion, and not a little contro

versy, surrounding Norris' affiliation with the Standard. 

Tatum says Butler hired Norris to be editor, but Wood and 

Thatcher state that Butler sold his stock to Norris in April, 

1907; that J. H. Gambrell edited the Standard under both 

Butler and Norris; and that J. M. Dawson assumed the editor-

22 

ship upon Gambrell's resignation on August 8, 1907. Norris, 

speaking autobiographically, said Butler called him to manage 

the Standard and that, after buying out S. A. Hayden's Texas 

Baptist Herald and J. B. Cranfill's Advance, he persuaded 

the stockholders to transfer 54 per cent of the voting stock 
23 

"in fee simple" to him. These and other interpretations 

have tended to cloak this particular phase of Baptist Standard 

history in mystery. 

To work through the maze of conflicting opinions and 

interpretations of Norris during his brief tenure as owner-
22Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 85; Wood and Thatcher, 

Prophets with Pens, pp. 39, 47. 

^^Entzminger, J_̂  Frank Norris, pp. 69-70. 

^^Norris' erstwhile critic, J. M. Dawson, has advanced 
the possibility that Norris pushed his father-in-law, J. M, 
Gaddy, off the rear platform of a train and used the insurance 
money to buy the Standard. This, of course, is a rather grave 
charge, and thus far nothing has been proved which could stand 
up in a court of law. Dawson, however, in a 1971 interview 
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editor of the Baptist Standard, it is necessary to under

stand the tempest then engulfing Texas Baptist journalism.^^ 

The heart of this conflict was the newspaper feud which had 

raged since the late 1880's between S. A, Hayden and J. B. 

Cranfill. Hayden, a caustic and intemperate journalist, 

gained control of Texas Baptist journalism when he purchased 

R. C. Buckner's Texas Baptist in 188 3, and J. B. Link's 

Texas Baptist Herald in 1886. From these purchases came the 

Texas Baptist and Herald which had the field to itself until 

1888 when Lewis Holland began publishing a rival paper, the 

Baptist News. The need for a rival journal arose from a 

controversy between Hayden and R. T. Hanks, pastor of the 

First Baptist Church of Dallas, especially after Hayden 

accused Hanks of an indiscretion involving a certain lady in 

the Dallas congregation. Thus, it was no mere coincidence 

that the Baptist News moved to Dallas in 1890, and that Hanks 

bought a part interest in the establishment. Once in Dallas, 

still maintained that it was possible because, in his opinion, 
Norris was certainly capable of it. Spain, Interview with 
J. M. Dawson, p. 7. 

2^Baptists in Texas date back to the 1820's. 
Missionaries Freeman Smalley arrived in Texas in 1824; 
Joseph Bays, 1825; Thomas Hanks, 1829; Samuel Reed, 1834; 
Abner Smith, 1834; and Z. N. Morrell, 1835. The first 
Baptist Church organized in 1837, and by 1839 there were 
churches at Union (north of Nacogdoches), Plum Grove, and 
Independence. The Union Association organized in 1840; 
Baylor University, in 1845; and the Baptist State Convention, 
in 1848. From the 1880's the Baptist General Convention 
of Texas occupied a place of pov/er and prestige. See J. M. 
Carroll's History of Texas Baptists and B. F. Riley's History 
of the Baptists of Texas (Dallas: ^privately printed, 1907) . 
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the name was changed to Western Evangel, and afterwards 

the paper continued its literary warfare with Hayden's 

Texas Baptist and Herald until 18 92 when Holland and Hanks 

sold out to M. V. Smith and J. B. Cranfill, ushering in 

the Hayden-Cranfill controversy.^^ 

M. V. Smith, pastor of the First Baptist Church of 

Belton, wanted to end the Baptist newspaper war in Texas. 

To that end he approached J. B. Cranfill, Superintendent 

of State Missions for Texas Baptists, regarding the editor

ship of a peace paper to neutralize the vitriolic journalism 

of S. A. Hayden. Together, with money furnished by H. J. 

Chamberlain of Belton, they purchased the Western Baptist 

in 1892 and changed its name to the Baptist Standard. In 

July, 1892, the owners moved the Standard from Dallas to 

Waco. After Smith's death in February, 1893, Cranfill, 

who ran for Vice-President on the Prohibition Party ticket 

in 1892, and Chamberlain continued to operate the Standard. 

In 18 94, Cranfill bought Chamberlain's interests and became 

sole owner.27 

The Hayden-Cranfill controversy dated back to 1892. 

Hayden charged Cranfill with having misappropriated funds 

in the state missions office. The feud broke into the open 

in 1896. As a result of Hayden's attacks on Cranfill, the 

former was denied a seat in both the 1897 and 1898 conven-

2^Wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 12-14. 

27ibid., pp. 17-28. 
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tions of Texas Baptists. Hayden, in turn, filed suit against 

Cranfill and others for one-hundred thousand dollars in 

damages. After a number of trials, Cranfill eventually 

settled out of court. 

During the years between 1897 and 1904, the Standard 

underwent reorganization. Colonel C. C. Slaughter purchased 

one-half interest in 1897 on the condition that the paper 

be returned to Dallas. To this end the office and press 

were moved to Dallas in January, 1898, and the new facilities 

dedicated in July of that year. George W. Carroll of Beaumont 

bought a small interest in 1901 and enlarged his control 

when Slaughter sold his holdings. Early in 1904 J. H. Gam

brell became joint-editor. Then, in May, the Hayden-Cranfill 

crisis came to a head when the two rivals faced each other 

with blazing pistols on a train bound for the Southern Baptist 

Convention in Nashville. Miraculously, neither man was 

injured/ but on May 26, 1904, Cranfill announced his resig

nation and the sale of his interests to George Carroll. At 

the same time, J. H. Gambrell became editor of the Standard, 

a position he held until August, 1907. Thus, J. B. Cranfill 

stepped out of the mainstream of Texas Baptist journalism, 

28 

never again to enter it in any significant capacity. 

The years between 1904 and 1907 mark the final 

evolution of the Baptist Standard prior to Norris' involve-

28Ibid., pp. 29-32; J. M. Carroll, History of 
Texas Baptists, pp. 912-913, J. M. Dawson, A Thousand 
Months to Remember, pp. 94-95. 
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ment with it. In July, 1904, George Carroll sold a large 

portion of his stock to Judge T. B. Butler of Tyler, who 

assumed the dual positions of President of the Board of 

Directors and Business Manager of the Standard. He held 

these positions until April, 1907, when he sold out to 

J. Frank Norris, who then assumed the position of President 

29 
and Business Manager. 

Under the overall leadership of Norris, from 1907-

1909, the Standard made a number of contributions to the 

advancement of the Texas Baptist program. The most impor

tant, however, was the ending of the Texas Baptist nev/spaper 

war. He accomplished this by first purchasing the Texas 

Baptist and Herald from S. A. Hayden for $30,000 or, accord

ing to Norris, "$29,999.90 more than it was worth. ""̂ ^ Then, 

he purchased J. B. Cranfill's latest journalistic endeavor, 

the Baptist Tribune and secured from Cranfill a pledge that 

he would not enter the Texas Baptist newspaper field for 

ten years. Thus, within one month—April 1907—J. Frank 

Norris did something no other man had been able to do: end 

the bitter Texas Baptist newspaper rivalry. After that 

date, the Baptist Standard remained the only significantly 
31 

powerful Baptist paper in Texas.-'-'-

25wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 39-40; 
Carroll, History of Texas Baptists, pp. 912-913; Entzminger, 
J. Frank Norris," pp. 69-70. 

30 Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 70. 

31wood, "History of the Texas Baptist Standard," 
pp. 141-142. 
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By August, 1907, Norris faced another major deci

sion—the selection of an editor for the Standard. The 

numerous changes in ownership caused Joel H. Gambrell 

to tender his resignation as editor, and while in all like

lihood Norris would have preferred to take the position 

himself, for some reason he did not do so. One explanation 

has been that the "same leaders who dislodged Cranfill dis

trusted Norris. . . ," and without their support Norris did 

not feel secure enough to assume the editorship.^2 VThile 

this is certainly a possibility, it is just as probable 

that Norris, who had never been associated with the news

paper profession before, simply did not feel capable of 

editing the Standard with less than one year's experience 

on the staff. 

So, for one reason or another, Norris passed over 

himself as the choice for editor and chose instead his 

brilliant rival of Baylor days, J. M. Dawson. This was a 

logical choice. Dawson, who came to the Standard from his 

position of founder and editor of the Western Evangel at 

Abilene, was not only an accomplished journalist, but also 

had the confidence of most of the denominational leaders. 

It was also a choice fraught with long term consequences, 

for at least part of the Norris-Dawson controversy can 

be traced to this period. 

32Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember, pp. 94-95. 
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J. M. Dawson sincerely desired the editorship of 

the Standard, but he had several reservations. For one 

thing, he shared the basic distrust which he claimed 

George Truett, S. P. Brooks, and others had of Norris, even 

though he and Norris had never experienced any open per

sonal differences. Dawson also feared that he would not 

have the editorial freedom he wanted. To that end he 

claims to have offered to purchase Norris' control of the 

Standard. As the story goes, Norris agreed to sell for 

$9000 and W. H. Fuqua of Amarillo agreed to lend that 

amount to Dawson, but when it came time to close the trans

action, Norris raised his price to $11,000. Fuqua refused 

to lend that amount, but Dallas cotton merchant M. H. Wolfe 

consented to do so. Norris raised his price to $15,000. 

This ended the negotiations, for Dawson could get no one 

to lend him that sum. Having failed to acquire the 

Standard, the editor of the Western Evangel wrote to 

Truett, Brooks, J. B. Gambrell and others, and receiving 

their persuasive advice "to keep the excellent Standard on 

the right track," Dawson, "in a moment of weakness," consented 

33 
to become editor of the major Baptist organ in Texas.'' 

-̂ •̂ Ibid, , p. 95; Spain, Interview with J. M. Dawson, 
p. 8; Wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 45-46; 
J. M. Carroll tells of a similar instance in which J. B. 
Cranfill attempted to purchase Norris' stock. According 
to Carroll, "All the negotiations were verbal. The 
contract was closed. Every detail was agreed upon. Norris 
and Cranfill shook hands as a consummation of the arrange
ment, and both agreed that R. C. Buckner should be the man, 
who as a representative of both parties to the contract. 
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J. Frank Norris and J. M. Dawson became formal 

associates on August 2, 1907, and the August 7 issue of 

the Standard announced this association to Texas Baptists. 

Years later Dawson would charge that Norris tricked him. 

According to Dawson, Norris had his own name appear as 

managing editor on the masthead. Norris supposedly claimed 

that the title signified his business management only, but 

Dawson claims that his distrust of Norris was reinforced by 

this and other acts of bad faith.^^ This view has generally 

been accepted down through the years and has appeared as 

an acknowledged fact in a number of Standard works. New 

light is cast on this controversy, however, by a copy of 

the agreement between Dawson and the Baptist Standard Pub

lishing Company. This document, dated August 2, 1907, and 

signed by Norris as president of the company and Dawson, is 

extant in the Dawson Papers at Baylor University. According to 

it, the company gave Dawson unhampered and unquestioned liberty 

in his editorial writing provided "such writings shall be 

in harmony with the constructive policies of the paper." 

would be invited to come into Dallas the following day 
and give of his good offices to these men in passing title 
and money as agreed upon. The next day Norris was not in 
Dallas. The second morning Cranfill called him on the 
telephone and Norris was absolutely oblivious to the fact 
that he had made a contract with Cranfill, but said he was 
willing to talk the matter over. Thus ended the sale." 
Carroll, History of Texas Baptists, pp. 913-914. 

^'^Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember, pp. 95-96. 
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The second article gave Dawson supervision over all con

tributed articles but reserved the right to publish other 

such articles "as the majority of the stockholders might 

wish published." Article Three provided that the repre

sentative of the stockholders (Norris) was, in conference 

with J. M. Dawson, "directly responsible for the different 

departments of the paper." The fourth section made it 

clear that the business and editorial departments would have 

the closest possible relationship with "the understanding 

that neither department shall dominate the other." Should 

any disagreement arise, it was to be settled by the stock

holders of whom Norris was the majority holder. The key 

to the agreement, however, was Article' Five which gave 

Dawson the title of editor, but provided that "this title 

in no way conflicts with any title or designation and posi

tion of the same held by any other officer. . .whom the 

stockholders may choose to elect and so designate," or, 

as the memorandum continued, the stockholders reserved 

"the privilege of naming or creating any other office and 

title of the same which in their judgment might be best."-^^ 

It would seem, then, that although Dawson may have thought 

that there was some verbal or gentleman's agreement as to 

his position, the contract quite clearly gave the stock-

35 
Memorandum of Agreement between the Baptist 

Standard Publishing Company and J. M. Dawson, August 2, 1907, 
J. M. Dawson Papers, Baylor University. 
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holders, and hence J. Frank Norris, the right not only to 

control the editor's office, but also to create any posi

tions, above or below the office of Editor, which they 

deemed necessary. 

Despite their differences of opinion, Norris and 

Dawson worked together until April, 1908, and during that 

time promoted a number of constructive enterprises. Norris 

set the pace in his "Open Statement" to the readers of the 

Standard when he wrote that "it /StandardJ should be con

structive and not destructive. The day has fully arrived 

when Baptists--especially Texas Baptists—will tolerate 

no longer destructive journalism.""^" Dawson continued this 

policy by making it perfectly clear that no controversy of 

a personal nature would be allowed. He also believed that 

the function of the Standard was to inform and intellec-

tualize its constituency, and to that end he placed great 

emphasis on doctrine, social responsibilities, and denomina-

37 tional opportunities. It is interesting to note that 

during his tenure as editor of the Standard, Dawson often 

asserted his belief in the Bible as the complete and final 

revelation of God, and berated the "modernistic" tendencies 

which were encroaching upon orthodox thought and doctrine. 

^^Baptist Standard, August 1, 1907; Wood, "History 
of the Texas Baptist Standard," p. 112. 

37wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 48-49. 
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He also stumped for his favorite cause, the separation 

of church and state. 

Perhaps the most important contribution which the 

Standard made under the leadership of Norris and Dawson was 

its influence on the decision to establish a seminary in 

Fort Worth. This cause was championed by B. H. Carroll, 

mentor to both Norris and Dawson during their Baylor years. 

Norris claims that Carroll came to him and asked for his 

support, which he agreed to give both personally and in the 

pages of the Standard. True to his word, Norris used his 

control of the paper's stock to publicize Carroll's efforts 

while at the same time excluding any comments from op-

38 ponents of the seminary. The result was that at the 1907 

meeting of the Baptist General Convention of Texas, the 

messengers voted to separate the seminary from Baylor 

University and move it to a new site which would be selected 

at a later date. The first battle had been won, but the 

war had just begun. 

As expected, there was considerable opposition to 

the new seminary, and since a large portion of that 

opposition came from S. P. Brooks and others associated 

with Baylor, it is not surprising that Norris made some 

lasting enemies among that group. Indeed, in light of the 

later controversy between Norris and Baylor University, 

38 Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, pp. 76-77; Wood 
and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 51-53; Tatum, 
Conquest or Failure? p̂p. 94-95. 
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it is apparent that at least a part of the personal enmity 

between Norris and President Brooks can be traced to 

their differences on the seminary question. 

Speaking autobiographically, Norris later asserted 

that B. H. Carroll informed him that Samuel P. Brooks 

and George Truett were leading the opposition to the new 

seminary. When he began publishing Carroll's reports, 

"the denominational leaders got their heads together and 

called me into a conference and told me what would happen 

to me if I didn't stop it." Norris ignored the alleged 

threats and continued to support B. H. Carroll. The op

position began to flood the Standard with letters and 

articles and each received the same personal attention 

from Norris: "I poured everyone of them into the waste-
O Q 

basket. ""̂ ^ It is certainly reasonable to assume that 

these actions did not endear Norris to either Brooks or Truett. 

The new seminary eventually located in Fort Worth. 

There can be little doubt that the support given by 

Norris and Dawson through the Baptist Standard was of 

significance in influencing both the decision to create a 

separate seminary and to locate it in Fort Worth. As it 

turned out, it was one of the last times that Norris and 

Dawson cooperated on an enterprise. By the spring of 1908, 

a definite antagonism had materialized between the two 

strong-minded personalities. 

39 Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, pp. 78-79. 
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J. M. Dawson submitted his resignation as editor 

of the Baptist Standard on April 6, 1908. He had already 

accepted the invitation to become pastor of the First 

Baptist Church in Hillsboro, but offered to remain as 

editor until a successor could be secured. In resigning 

Dawson stated that his relations with the officials of the 

Standard had always been "entirely cordial and congenial," 

which, in light of later statements, was probably a facade. 

Closer to truth was his statement that his decision to 

accept the call to Hillsboro was confirmed by "an utter 

inability to complete business arrangements" by which he 

would be "willing" to remain with the Standard. This is 

obviously a reference to Dawson's several attempts to 

purchase Norris' controlling interests in the paper. Failing 

to accomplish this, Dawson came to the realization that 

the Standard was not large enough for both men. With 

this in mind, then, Dawson formally announced his resigna

tion to the readers of the Standard on April 13, 1908. He 

said that 

After much prayerful thought I have 
resigned from the position of Editor of 
The Baptist Standard and accepted the 
pastorate of the First Baptist Church, 
Hillsboro. In doing so I have followed 
not the advice of friends nor persuasions 
of any, but the leading of conscience 
and judgment. My relations with the 
Standard Company, its officials and members 
have been most agreeable. The quality of 
my work I submit to the verdict of Standard 

^^J. M. Dawson to the Directors and Stockholders 
of the Baptist Standard, April 6, 1908, Dawson Papers. 
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readers and the only regret I have in 
leaving the position with which I have 
been honored is that the short term of 
office did not permit the character 
of service which I desired to render. 

In charging J. Frank Norris with 
the larger responsibility of Editor and 
Manager the Company has done what seemed 
best. His connection with the paper has 
afforded him the opportunity to master 
every detail. With his brilliance, 
incisiveness, strong, bold leadership 
the Standard will be undiminished in 
power and will have an added interest 
for all our people.^^ 

A number of explanations have been advanced as to 

why J. M. Dawson resigned his position as editor of the 

Standard. According to Dawson's own account it was due 

to Norris' interference with his editorial freedom, 

especially with regard to inserting features in the paper 

without Dawson's knowledge or consent.^ While this 

charge is undoubtedly true, it is just as true that the 

memorandum of agreement signed by both Norris and Dawson 

in August, 1907, gave Norris and the Directors the right 

not only to add articles, but also to create any position 

they desired without Dawson's consent. Further, the stock

holders believed that their harmonious relationship with 

Dawson made it "unnecessary" to reassure him that the 

original contract guaranteed him the fullest liberties and 

would be "maintained and carried out to the last 

-̂'-J. M. Dawson to the Readers of the Standard, April 
13, 1908, Dawson Papers. 

42Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember, pp. 95-96. 
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43 
letter." -̂  Thus, while Dawson very likely felt that Norris 

was infringing upon his freedom, and that the major stock

holder and Business Manager failed to keep his word, the 

extant documents also seem to indicate that Norris was 

acting well within his rights in assuming the title of 

Managing Editor and inserting articles in the paper without 

Dawson's knowledge or consent. 

Another reason for Dawson's resignation, and the 

most probable, is that Norris and Dawson simply could not 

work together. They were both strong-willed, egotistical 

individualists. It is really surprising that they were 

able to maintain the relationship as long as they did. 

Dawson wanted greater freedom to edit the Standard. Norris 

was not willing for him to have it. Since Norris controlled 

the stock, he undoubtedly determined its policies. Nonethe

less, the split between Norris and Dawson reinforced Dawson's 

basic mistrust of Norris, a fact which was of major impor

tance at a later date when Norris attacked the alleged 

teaching of evolution at Baylor University. 

With J. M. Dawson's resignation J. Frank Norris 

assumed the role of editor as well as president of the 

Standard. By April, 1908, he obviously felt secure enough 

to take the helm without risking the loss of support from 

both rank and file Baptists, and the denominational leader

ship. From that date until November, 1909, Norris controlled 

-̂̂ The Stockholders of the Baptist Standard to J. M. 
Dawson, April 6, 1908, Dawson Papers. 
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the destiny of the largest and most influential Baptist 

newspaper in Texas, during which time he not only intro

duced new methods which changed its character, but also 

increased its circulation and influence. 

Norris assumed the editorship of the Standard with 

two purposes in mind. One was to reassure its readers 

that the paper would undergo no radical changes with regard 

to editorial policy. Not long after occupying his new 

office the editor wrote that "newspaper wars are hurtful. 

Sometimes they are inevitable and necessary. Rather we 

should say they were than they are. Constructive Baptists 

are done with destructive journalism." Later, he wrote 

that "Obstructionists have about as much business in the 

convention as the man who attended the wedding feast without 

45 the wedding garments." This statement, paradoxically, 

was in response to a motion by R. C. Buckner that the ninth 

article of the convention's rules (denying seats to mes

sengers from churches not in harmony with the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas) be repealed. This same 

article would be used in 1924 to deny seats to messengers 

from Norris' church in Fort Worth; yet, in 1908, he opposed 

its repeal. These and other words of peace, however. 

^^Baptist Standard, June 11, 1908. 

^^ibid., October 1, 1908. 
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served to satisfy the Baptist constituency of Texas that 

the Standard would continue its constructive policies. 

On the other hand, the second of Norris' editorial 

objectives was to "stir up its dead bones."^^ Norris 

revealed a flair for style and format as he upgraded the 

photo journalism, the feature story, and the editorial 

page. He also proved a master at securing both advertising 

support and increased circulation. Norris was an excellent 

promoter, and this ability was one of the major contri

butions which he made to the growth and development of 

the Standard. To accomplish the task of attracting a larger 

reading public, Norris used both the crusade technique and 

the gimmick. Soon after assuming the position of Editor, 

he advertised a Gem Safety Razor in a Morroco box and 

announced that one of these razors would be sent free of 

charge to anyone who would send in three club subscriptions 

of $1.50 each. If an individual subscribed to the Standard, 

he could receive the razor for an additional $1.75. Before 

long Norris was offering Bibles, bridal dinner sets, self-

cleaning fountain pens, and portraits of B. H. Carroll as 

incentives for new subscriptions. To boost the Buckner 

Orphan's Home he offered a portrait of R. C. Buckner and 

a subscription to the Standard for anyone who would send 

a ten dollar contribution to the home. The most imaginative 

promotion of all, however, was Norris' offer for a free 

46 Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 70. 
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Baptist Standard Sewing Machine to anyone who would send 

in thirty subscriptions. It is no surprise, then, that 

the circulation climbed to thirty-eight thousand and 

remained there during Norris' tenure as editor.^^ 

It was, however, through the feature story and 

editorial that Norris made his most important impact. 

He initiated the technique of focusing on a special 

feature in an issue. To this end he paid tribute to the 

historic First Baptist Church of Waco, the new South

western Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, and 

the Southern Baptist Convention of 1908, in Hot Springs, 

Arkansas. He initiated a "first" during the 1908 meeting 

of the Baptist General Convention of Texas in Fort Worth 

by issuing a Daily Standard to conventioneers. His 

coverage of events not only brought forth rounds of applause, 

but also increased circulation as well. 

Norris consistently used the editorial page of 

the Standard to great effect, but never more so than in 

his crusade against race track gambling in Texas. According 

to Norris' own account: 

One day I got a letter from a 
country Mother, twelve pages, from a 
little town in Southeast Texas, telling 
of the suicide of her only son. He was 
cashier in the bank, and he played the 
races and lost. He embezzled the funds 

^'Ibid.; Wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, 
pp. 61-63. 

^^Wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 63-64. 
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of the bank. He wrote his mother and 
said, "I am sorry, but this is the only 
way out. I V70uld rather be dead than in 
the penitentiary." 

I laid the letter aside after 
writing her a word of sympathy. What 
could I do? But the thing got on my 
mind, and I took Deacon H. Z. Duke. . . ^Q 
and went out to the Dallas Fair with him. 

What Norris and Duke found at the fair grounds was forty-

eight bookmaking stands and five thousand men and women 

"in a drunken gambling debauch, women's hair disheveled, 

hanging over their shoulders—it was in the days before 

bobbed hair."^^ 

With the crusade clear in his mind Norris gathered 

facts and photographs on gambling at Fair Park in Dallas. 

He opened his attack in the Standard on November 5, 1908, 

and on December 3 wrote his most sensational article, 

"Racing at Dallas Fair—Gambling Hell." This in turn 

led the Dallas Pastors' Association to circulate copies 

of the article over the state and to call for an open 

investigation of race track gambling in Texas. This bold 

position also led the Baptist General Convention of Texas, 

49 
Entzminger, Jj_ Frank Norris, pp. 70-71. 
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at its 1909 meeting in Denton, to endorse the stand which 

51 Norris and the Standard were taking. 

Thus encouraged, Norris continued his editorial 

campaign against race track gambling in Texas. He was soon 

called to testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee 

of the Texas Legislature. There he and W. D. Bradfield, 

a Methodist minister and member of the staff at Southern 

Methodist University, debated William Crawford and other 

defenders of race track gambling on the merits and demerits 

of House Bill 90, which had passed the House on February 
52 

16, 1909, by a vote of 90-27. During the hearings, 

which began on February 22, Norris and Bradfield not only 

had to face Crawford, an accomplished trial lawyer, but 

also a trainload of Dallas businessmen who had come to 

53 Austin to lobby against passage of the Robertson bill. 

^Ij. Frank Norris, "Racing at Dallas Fair—Gambling 
Hell," Baptist Standard, December 3, 1908, p. 1; Woods 
and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 66-67. 

52Galveston Daily News, February 17, 1909. 

53lbid., February 23, 1909; Norris scored these 
businessmen in the February 25 issue of the Standard. 
The headline read "Chamber of Commerce of Dallas Endorses 
Gambling, Honor of City sold. . . . " The article asserted 
that in a recent poll only twenty-one businessmen in 
Dallas were in favor of the Robertson Bill. Norris 
claimed that when he and Bradfield were invited to speak 
at the February 20 meeting of the Dallas Chamber of 
Commerce they were greeted with shrieks, hisses, and yells. 
According to the editor, "Ridicule, hisses, hoots, yells, 
insults, disorder and abuse" characterized the meeting. 
Norris asserted that the Standard had been denounced 
because it dared to "expose the cesspool of gambling and 
wickedness at the Dallas Fair," and called upon the "friends 
of righteousness" to write and urge their Senators to 
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Norris testified before the Judiciary Committee on February 

23 after which the committee voted 5-4 against the bill 

and sent it to a subcommittee for revision.^^ As a further 

inducement to defeat the bill, the Dallas Chamber of 

Commerce chartered a train and invited the Texas Legislature 

to spend the weekend in Dallas, investigating Norris' 

charges on the spot.*̂ "̂  Eventually, however. House Bill 90 

made its way to the Senate floor, and on March 5, 1909, 

passed the Senate by a vote of 18-12.^° Norris, Bradfield 

and others had spent over seven weeks campaigning for the 

abolition of race track gambling. Their efforts had not 

been in vain, for passage of the Robertson Bill ended race 

track gambling in Texas for twenty-five years. Governor 

Campbell and Senators who voted for the bill showed their 

appreciation for and acknowledgement of Norris' role in 

the reform by presenting him and Bradfield the six pens used 

to sign the bill into law.^' 

It is no surprise that the vigorous attack which 

Norris made on race track gambling, Dallas businessmen. 

support the Robertson Bill. Baptist Standard, February 25, 
1909, p. 1; Galveston Daily News, February 21, 1909. 

^^Galveston Daily News, February 24, 1909 

55Ibid., February 27, 1909. 

56 Ibid., March 6, 1909; Tatum, Conquest or Failure? 
p. 92; Wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 66-67; 
Entzminger, J\_ Frank Norris, pp. 70-73. 

5"7Wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, p. 67; 
Entzminger, J_̂  Frank Norris, p~» 73. 
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and the Dallas Chamber of Commerce made him a number of 

enemies. It is surprising that some of this opposition 

came from Norris' colleagues in the Baptist denomination. 

During the consideration of the Robertson Bill the editor 

of the Standard was called to a meeting at the Dallas 

News office. Among the newsmen. Chamber officials, and 

local businessmen were two of Norris' associates, George 

Truett and J. B. Gambrell. According to Norris, the 

meeting was called to put a "kibosh" on him, and he arrived 

at the newspaper office not knowing that his "execution 

had been arranged." Gambrell condemned gambling, then 

"picked up his hat and walked out." Norris followed, 

leaving Truett behind. The pastor of the First Baptist 

Church in Dallas then condemned gambling in general and 

Norris' methods in particular, a point which drove a further 
CO 

wedge between the two strong-minded self-willed ministers. 

A movement was also initiated to have Norris 

removed as editor of the Standard. Critics charged that 

the war on gambling and other controversial issues was 

for the editor's own personal gain, and that such actions 

were "undignified, unwarranted, and unworthy of the denom

inational press."^^ Supposedly, a meeting of the Standard's 

board of directors was called for the avowed purpose of 

removing Norris. According to one source, the editor 

^^Entzminger, J\_ Frank Norris, p. 72. 

^^Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 93. 
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consulted his lawyer, who advised him that since he owned 

a majority of the stock, he should call a stockholders' 

meeting to coincide with the directors meeting.^^ When 

the meeting commenced, Norris supposedly read into the 

minutes that 1) the present directors had been asked to 

resign by a majority of the stockholders; 2) the resigna

tions had been accepted; 3) new directors had been selected; 

and 4) the meeting was therefore adjourned.^^ As the 

majority stockholder, Norris simply fired the incumbent 

directors and named new ones. Thus ended the movement to 

remove him as editor. 

It must have been apparent to all but the most 

casual observers that Dallas was not large enough for two 

such egocentric personalities as Norris and Truett. The 

pastor of the First Baptist Church of Dallas was the 

acknowledged leader of Texas Baptists while Norris was 

the unknown quantity. Before long, however, the editor 

of the Standard had maneuvered himself into statewide 

prominence and was challenging Truett for a position of 

leadership. It is little wonder that these men could never 

be friends. It is also no surprise that much of the 

^^Norris believed George Truett was behind the 
movement to remove him. 

^^Wood and Thatcher, Prophets with Pens, pp. 67-68 
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Norris-Truett controversy of later years dates back to 

Norris' editorship of the Standard. 

According to Norris, not long after he had become 

editor of the Standard, Truett informed him that he would 

no longer write for the paper. Norris answered that he 

needed the space anyway. If it was an honor, he asserted, 

it should be passed around. On the other hand, if it was 

a burden to write for the Standard, Norris said it was a 

shame to overwork him. Eventually, Truett's sermons 

and articles did reappear on the pages of the Texas 

Baptist paper. Norris claimed that 

It wasn't long until Dr. Truett wrote 
a wonderful letter to the membership of the 
First Baptist Church, urging them to take the 
Baptist Standard. And I was paying for a 
shorthand reporter to take down his sermons. 
And everywhere he went, he would always send 
me the daily papers giving wonderful accounts 
of his great crowds arid meetings, and I 
published them. I thought that was what he 
sent them to me for. I know he never sent 
me these clippings before I was editor, and 
he hasn't sent them to me since. And I 
remember his meetings at Atlanta and Brooklyn, 
and other places, greater or lesser. 

There would be no comment, just a 
large envelope of clippings from the daily 
papers. And the boys in the forks of the 
creek wondered how I got hold of these 
papers. Of course. Dr. Truett "detested 
the publicity."^2 

Since a controversial nature was part of Norris' 

character, he ultimately immersed the Standard in a number 

62 Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 74. 
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of verbal feuds. One was with Samuel P. Brooks and Baylor 

University. When Norris wrote an editorial criticizing 

Brooks for supposedly saying that free ministerial 

education in Baptist schools was a burden. President Brooks 

answered that he did not know of any teacher in any 

Baptist school in Texas who thought free ministerial 

education was a burden "at all in the way the Editor sets 

it forth." Brooks did admit that he had referred to free 

tuition as a burden, but "never, when the whole article or 

speech was taken into consideration" had he intended it to 

be construed as Norris interpreted it. The editor thanked 

President Brooks for endorsing his position that free 

ministerial education was not a burden.""^ Nonetheless, 

this and other jibes at Brooks further laid the ground 

work for future clashes between Norris as pastor of the 

First Baptist Church of Fort Worth and the President of 

Baylor University. 

On another occasion Norris declared editorial 

warfare on the Anti-Saloon League. An avowed prohibitionist, 

Norris took the League to task for its interference in 

the politics of Texas. It was not, he declared, the 

business of the Anti-Saloon League to run the politics of 

Texas. "We repeat the proposition," the editor warned, 

"danger and destruction await that organization of whatever 

63Baptist Standard, October 14, 1909, p. 4. 
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name and purpose which undertakes to dictate the politics 

of a free democracy. The Alliance tried it and went to 

pieces; so did the Grangers. And so will the Anti-Saloon 

League." Norris declared that he was in favor of the 

League in all its "legitimate efforts," and wanted to 

work with it for a state wide prohibition. Not for one 

moment, however, was he in sympathy with "any quasi-

political organization wrapped in the robes of prohibition."^^ 

This stand earned Norris the plaudits of Standard readers. 

E. P. West, who later became an outspoken critic of Norris, 

praised the editor, asserting that his editorial "hit the 

nail on the head with a sledgehammer blow."^^ 0. L. Hailey 

of Corsicana said "Say it again. Keep out of politics 

with out prohibition struggle. . . . Politicians who are 

in politics for the spoils are not to be depended on 

where money and political 'pulls' are involved."° Another 

reader wrote that "any organization that undertakes to go 

into politics must of necessity put out as its candidates, 

the 'hasbeens' or the 'failures.' Other men will not leave 

their party to accept the nominations of another organiza

tion. "̂ "̂  The editor summed up the reaction to his editorial 

by remarking that 

^^Baptist Standard, October 7, 1909, p. 4. 

65E. P. West to the editor, October 10, 1909, 
Baptist Standard, October 14, 1909, p. 1. 

66o. L. Hailey to the editor, Ibid. 

67w. K. Penrod to the editor. Ibid. 
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The .Standard^ editorial last week, 
"Anti-Saloon Lfeâ ufe' ̂ nd Politics," spread 
over the State with the rapidity of Elijah's 
increasing cloud. It was construed and mis
construed, applied and misapplied, attacked 
and reattacked. Certain daily papers quoted 
it and put it under headlines which were 
born of their own subjective prejudices, 
instead of letting it stand unadded-to and 
untaken-from. Against such papers we have 
no war to make nor protest to raise, for 
we understand the large license which is 
allowed the daily press. Some have thought 
the editor of The Standard should make 
answer or reply to some of these papers, 
but he, adhering to his rule not to enter 
controversy in the realm of the secular press, 
has not seen nor felt the necessity of any reply 
or statement in this instance. That editorial 
stands unassailable and means just what it 
says and says just what it means.^^ 

The Editor had stated his position on political 

issues, early in 1909, in an editorial entitled "The 

Preacher in Politics," Norris reminded the "well meaning 

but heedless critics" that preachers had "political as 

well as pulpit rights." The preacher's Sunday labors, he 

declared, were only a part of his ministry. The other six 

days he was involved in "deeds of charity and mercy." 

It was not often that the preacher crossed over into the 

"domain of public or political controversy," but when man's 

way of life led through "impoverished or wrecked homes 

and over ruined characters," it was the preacher's obliga

tion to protest. Christianity was more than preparation 

for future life; it was a way of life, a code of moral 

conduct, and the preacher who merely expounded theology 

^^"Some Remarks by the Editor," Ibid. 
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had taught only a portion of the Christian gospel. The 

preacher, Norris declared, was the "chief instrument of 

moral betterment,. . .the main lever of social uplift, and 

when he thinks his purpose may not be accomplished except 

by a warrantable application of the law he has a right to 

invoke the law." In summary the editor asserted that 

"Whatever is hurtful to morals, whether it be the social 

evil or the divorce evil or the whiskey evil, is the proper 

concern of the Christian ministry; for, from even the 

narrowest view of Christianity, whatever hurts morals hinders 

69 the causes of Christ." 

Innumerable controversies had, however, seemingly 

sapped the strength of Editor Norris. According to him, 

he was not strong physically, and when the fight against 

racetrack gambling was over, he was in very poor health. 

To regain his strength he spent several weeks resting at 

the home of a close friend, Dr. J. H. Wayland of Plainview. 

This pioneer physician, who had come to Plainview in 1891, 

was organizing a small college and supposedly offered the 

presidency to Norris, but he declined, and the position 

was taken by another close friend, I. E. Gates. In all 

likelihood, Norris turned down the offer because he was 

69"The Preacher in Politics," Baptist Standard, 
February 18, 1909, p. 1. 
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already maneuvering for a call to the pastorate of First 

70 Baptist Church of Fort Worth. 

Norris returned from the Plains in better health, 

but faced with a dilemma of choices. There was the 

possibility that he would be called to Fort Worth, but he 

had to consider the destiny of the Standard. Editor Norris 

resolved the question by accepting the pastorate of Fort 

Worth's First Baptist Church and selling his share of 

the Standard. 

On October 21, 1909, Norris announced to the readers 

of the Baptist Standard his resignation as Editor. The 

call from Fort Worth left no doubt, he declared, "as to 

the leadings of Providence." He said: 

I assume full responsibility for all 
mistakes and can only say I have tried to 
do my level best, never taking counsel with 
my fears, nor paying grudges to any man, 
full authority in The Standard, having 
a majority of the stock, I congratulate 
myself and the brethren that no greater 
number of mistakes have been committed. 
In going out I v/ish it thoroughly understood 
that I alone am responsible for every 
policy pursued and every position taken. 
In taking positions for truth against 
error, for right against wrong, I never 
counted the cost to myself or the con
sequences to any man. Duty and duty alone, 
has been my one motive, however far I may 
have missed the mark at times. In every 

7^Entzminger, J^ Frank Norris, p. 73; Baptist 
Standard, July 14, 1909, p. 4. 
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case I sought with painstaking diligence 
to be sure of my ground in advance.'-'-

One week later, on November 4, Norris announced 

the sale of his stock to a combine of men composed of 

J. B. Gambrell, George W. Truett, R. C. Buckner, H. Z. 

Duke, and C. D. Fine. Many eventful things had transpired, 

Norris asserted, in the Baptist newspaper situation in 

the state during the years of 1907 to 1909. It had been, 

he declared, "a process of elimination and combination" 

in which he had emerged as not only the editor of the only 

major Baptist newspaper in Texas, but also its sole owner. 

It was an incidental matter who edited the paper. What 

really mattered was who controlled the stock, for that 

person also controlled its destiny. The paper was hence

forth to be a part of the Baptist General Convention of 

Texas. The editor took great pleasure in the fact that 

at the time of its sale, the Standard was entirely free 

from debt. Closing on a note of harmony, although there 

were obviously some feelings of animosity, Norris said: 

If one event has afforded me greater 
joy than another it is the safe landing of 
The Standard into the hands of the brethren 
aforementioned, and the joy is doubly 
increased because I had opportunity to make 
other sale, but gladly accepted the proposi
tion of the Dallas brethren, whom I love and 
with whom I expect to co-operate in making 
The Standard a success. Let one and all go 

71"The Editor Resigns," Baptist Standard, October 31, 
1909, p. 4. 
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in to make it the greatest, best and 
biggest paper on earth. Heaven's blessings 
on every life henceforth connected with 
The Standard.'2 

Thus ended the first phase in the development of 

the life and thought of J. Frank Norris. During the years 

from 1877 to 1909, Norris made the transition from the 

son of an itinerant, alcoholic farmer to an acknowledged 

force in Texas Baptist circles and a well-known Crusader 

in social reform movements. No one should underestimate 

the influence these years had on the evolving character 

of the man who became known as the leading dissident 

minister within the strongly individualistic Baptist 

denomination. 

Norris had grown up amidst violence and controversy. 

He had known what it was to be poor, transient and 

hungry. He had observed first-hand the evils of alcohol 

in the life of his own father. Before he was twenty years 

old he had already been on the threshold of death due to 

gunshot wounds inflicted on him by his father's enemies. 

As a school teacher, he had faced violence and had imposed 

his will on those who sought to disrupt the school. While 

a student at Baylor, his aggressive spirit brought him 

into conflict with students and teachers alike, and supposedly 

he was instrumental in forcing President Cooper to resign. 

Coming to Dallas in 1905, he promptly challenged the 

^2"sale and Destiny of The Standard," Ibid., 
November 4, 1909, p. 1. 
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established ministers in that influential city for a share 

of the leadership and prominence. Before long he had 

renovated the McKinney Avenue Church and attracted enough 

attention to be asked to deliver a sermon at the Baptist 

General Convention meeting, and not long after, in 1907, 

asked to assume the position of business manager of the 

Baptist Standard. 

Norris' editorship of the Baptist Standard was the 
r 

climax of the first phase of his life. As editor and 

majority stockholder, he bought out the major rival Baptist 

newspapers in Texas and brought peace to the literary war 

which had been raging for years. To his credit, also, he 

put the Standard on firm financial footing and introduced 

a number of circulation-increasing innovations. In doing 

this he accomplished something perhaps no other person 

could have accomplished. By combining all Texas Baptist 

newspapers into one he paved the way for the adoption of 

the Standard as the official organ of the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas. 

Other accomplishments were equally as significant 

but more controversial. Not everyone agreed with Norris' 

support of B. H. Carroll and his plan to separate the 

seminary from Baylor and relocate it. Although he was 

successful, the editor won the enmity of several Baptist 

leaders, including George Truett and Samuel Palmer Brooks. 

Equally controversial was Norris' campaign against race-track 
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gambling. Again successful, his colorful methods earned 

him the disdain of a number of his more sedate colleagues. 

The first period is significant not only for the 

events which vaulted Norris into prominence, but also for 

the persons who influenced Norris and the development of 

his thought. These included his enemies as well as his 

friends. On the positive side there was the influence of 

his mother, Mary Norris; his first pastor, Catlett Smith; 

and his mentor, B. H. Carroll. On the other hand there 

were his critics and opponents, a list which included Samuel 

P. Brooks, J. M. Dawson, and George W. Truett. Norris later 

claimed that his disillusionment with Texas Baptist leaders 

began during this period. In his best style he described 

the experience by which he found out that "all denominational 

bishops" had feet of clay, "just old East Texas red clay," 

and how it shocked his "young faith." This experience, 

he declared, was one reason why he never feared the "San-

hedrin," as he was fond of calling the leaders of the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas. According to him. 

One time, before the Convention, the 
leaders called the brethren--the rank and 
file—to a special prayer meeting. There 
was a great crisis on. Deep anxiety prevailed. 
And the main High Priest got up before the 

^ prayer meeting and said: 

'My dear beloved brethren, we must keep 
step; we must have one mind; we must have 
heavenly guidance. The issue that is before 
the Convention presents the greatest crises— 
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it is indeed an epochal hour. We are at the 
cross roads of Texas Baptist history.' The 
Holy Father had spoken. 

And I believed every word of it. Why 
shouldn't I? 

The brethren prayed, and then prayed 
some more, and prayed until everybody had 
his handkerchief out—I had mine out too— 
and we pulled our noses until they were as red 
as a turkey gobler's snout on the day before 
Thanksgiving. 

Now the thing that they were praying 
for was already set up in type in the Baptist 
Standard office! 

The prayer meeting adjourned about 
midnight. I went to my room, but I couldn't 
sleep, I was still in my twenties, and I 
wondered what it was all about. My disillu
sionment was on, and I felt something going 
on inside of me that I wasn't expecting. 

Praying for what? 

I soon found out that the leaders were 
not praying for objective results, but for 
subjective effects; that is, getting the 
brethren in the notion to follow the 
leadership, not from above, but at the head
quarters, '̂  

This period also marked the confrontation between 

the rural-minded Norris and urban Texas, Coming to Dallas 

he entered a new world, the world of industry and urbaniza

tion with its own values and customs. The stage was set 

for a clash between values—rural versus urban, agrarian 

versus industrial. 

Thus, by 1909 the direction of Norris' life had 

taken a definite cast. Although he would remain within the 

^-^Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, pp. 75-76. 
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Baptist General Convention until expelled in 1924, Norris 

was already moving contrary to orthodox standards. The 

years from 1909 to 1921 took him further in this direction. 



CHAPTER III 

THE EARLY YEARS IN FORT WORTH, 1909-1921 

The call of J. Frank Norris to the pastorate of 

the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth, Texas, in 1909 

was an event of far-reaching significance. Neither 

Norris nor the church was ever the same again. For 

the next forty-plus years the city of Fort Worth, the 

state of Texas, and indeed the greater part of the United 

States was seldom if ever allowed to forget J. Frank 

Norris and the First Baptist Church. The first years 

of this relationship between Norris and his congre

gation are of major importance because they served as 

a period of refinement whereby those who opposed Norris 

made their exit and those who supported him were molded 

into a forceful and faithful platform from which their 

controversial pastor could launch his innumerable 

attacks. 

On October 1, 1909, the First Baptist Church of 

Fort Worth, sometimes referred to as the "home of the 

cattle kings," extended an invitation to J. Frank 

Norris to become its pastor. Referring to that call, 

the Fort Worth Record reported that "prominent members 

83 
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of the (pulpit) committee expressed the belief that the 

prospective pastor will bring things to pass here that 

no preceding man has done and that he would have the 

cooperation of the membership in a way no other pastor 

has been able to command." Little did anyone realize 

the prophetic nature of this statement. 

Norris had filled the pulpit a number of times 

during the summer and fall of 1909. Expecting the church 

to call Dr. Samuel J. Porter, he was genuinely surprised 

when the invitation was extended to him.2 

Of the 334 votes cast, only one family—the 

J. T. Pembertons—voted against extending a call to 

Norris. Pemberton, who became one of Norris' principal 

supporters, was not opposed to Norris. Rather, he 

declared 

I am for him, but this church 
is not in condition for his type of ministry. 

-'"Fort Worth Record, October 1, 1909. The First 
Baptist Church, organized in 1873, had developed rapidly 
under the pastorate of J. Morgan Wells (1886-1896). 
When the Southern Baptist Convention held its 1890 session 
there, the church was described as "the finest that had 
ever been built in the state." Wells died in 1896 and 
was buried on the church grounds. See Riley, History 
of the Baptist of Texas, p. 329; J. M. Carroll, History 
of Texas Baptists, p. 763; Centennial Story of Texas 
Baptists, pp. 104-105. 

''The pulpit committee had decided to recommend 
Porter to the church, but when word came that he had 
accepted the pastorate of the Roger Williams Church in 
Washington, D. C., they recommended that Norris be 
called. Tatum, Conquest or Failure, p. 101. 
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If he comes there will be the 
allfiredest explosion ever witnessed 
in any church. We are at peace with 
the world, the flesh, and the devil, 
and with one another. And this fellow 
carries a broad axe and not a pearl 
handle pen knife. I just want to warn 
you. But since you have called him, 
I am going to stay by him.3 

Following the overwhelming vote for Norris, Judge R. 

H. Buck called the editor of the Standard and informed 

him of the church's decision. 

Norris did not immediately accept the invitation. 

He did refer to the decision of the church on the Sunday 

morning following the vote on Wednesday night, but 

merely thanked them for their confidence in him. For 

one thing he still had the destiny of the Standard to 

consider, and, for another, he was very confused as to 

his own future in the ministry. When the leaders of 

First Baptist Church met with him and tried to convince 

him to accept their call, Norris simply replied, "Gentle

men, if I come to you I don't know what will happen. All 

I know is we won't look like we do now when we get 
4 

through with each other." It is safe to say that not 

even Norris realized the implication of his statement. 

By the end of October, however, he had disposed of the 

3 
Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 80. 
4lbid., p. 82. 
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Standard and accepted the pastorate of Fort Worth's 

First Baptist Church. 

The pulpit of First Baptist Church was a valuable 

steppingstone for Norris. McKinney Avenue had gained 

him attention as an organizer and builder. The Standard 

had gained him the eyes and ears of Baptists throughout 

the state of Texas. First Baptist Church, however, 

gave Norris three things he desperately needed at this 

point in his career—economic security, prestige, and 

a platform from which to speak. It also afforded him 

the leisure time to regain his health and collect his 

thoughts, for there were few demands on the minister 

but many benefits including secretaries, expense accounts, 

and an expense-paid three month vacation each year. 

Norris spent the first two years of his pastorate 

at First Baptist Church trying to fit into the mold of 

the minister of a prestigious downtown church. He 

received a home with all bills paid, seldom had to buy 

a suit for himself, and had the use of a fine automobile. 

When he got ready to take his first vacation, the finance 

committee presented Norris with one thousand dollars in 

travelers' checks. It was a period of ease and local 

attention, for as Norris recounted: 

I was a typical city pastor. 
I was the chief after dinner speaker. 
I had tuxedoes, swallow tail coats, a 
selection of "biled" shirts, several 
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of them, and I would give $10.00 for the 
latest joke. I was, as I said, the main 
attraction at all the gatherings of the 
Rotarians, Lions, Kiwanis, Eagles. I 
was Will Rogers and Mark Twain both combined; 
they thought so, so did 1.5 

Years later, Norris would remark that there was never 

any danger of anything happening at First Baptist Church 

while he was away, "no more than there would be to 

a corpse." 

Yet, as economically and physically satisfying 

as these first two years in Fort Worth were, they were 

also years of mental and spiritual torture. A later 

associate believes that Norris came to his Fort Worth 

pastorate immersed in disturbance and doubt, with the 

spectre of leaving the ministry ever present in his 

mind. His sermons were correct, but they lacked the 

emotional appeal characteristic of his later life. His 

ministry had "status, popularity, and acceptance," 

but to the ambitious Norris it was "barren, wasted, 
7 

inadequate, and miserable." He needed attention; he 

thrived on it; yet outside of Fort Worth his name 

produced no excitement, and relatively little within 

the city. He later justified his transition to the use 

of sensationalism because he saw the "ballparks, the 

^Ibid., p. 83. 

^Ibid. 

Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 104-105. 
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barber shops, the theatres and every other place full" 

while he was preaching "to an empty woodlot on Sunday 

nights." 

The turning point in this period of confusion 

and disillusionment was an invitation from Charles 

Carroll to come to Owensboro, Kentucky, for a revival 

meeting. Norris accepted, not so much because he felt 

any desire to preach as much as simply to get out of 

Fort Worth for a few days. As he later recounted, he 

was in a very bad state of mind and did not really care 

what happened. According to his own account, "the only 

difference between that church ^irst Baptist Church/ and 

the grave yard was that the people in the grave yard 

were buried and everybody knew it, but in the church they 

were dead and unburied and didn't know it." Sometime 

during the meeting, however, he found whatever it was 

that was lacking in his life, and returned to Fort 
9 

Worth determined, as he put it, "to enter the ministry." 

The first indication of this change came in 

the form of a telegram which Norris sent from Owensboro. 

Breaking with tradition, the pastor of First Baptist 

^J. Frank Norris, The Inside History of the First 
Baptist Church, Fort Worth and the Temple Baptist Church, 
Detroit, (Fort Worth: Privately printed for the author, 
N. D.) p. 50. 

Q 

Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 84; Tatum, 
Conquest or Failure?, pp. 106-109; Norris, Inside 
History, p, 42. 
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Church wired the Fort Worth Record an advertisement 

announcing his topic for the first Sunday evening after 

his return. The advertisement, one of the first to appear 

in a Fort Worth newspaper, declared that Norris would 

be preaching Sunday evening on the subject "If Jim 

Jeffries, the Chicago Cubs, and Theodore Roosevelt 

Can't Come Back, Who Can?" The device produced the 

desired effect, and when Norris mounted the pulpit that 

Sunday evening in the latter days of the summer of 1911, 

he faced an auditorium filled to capacity. Referring 

only casually to his sermon title, Norris plunged into 

the type of fiery but simple and emotion-charged sermon 

that later became his trademark. When he closed his 

sermon and offered an invitation, sixty-two converts 

made their way down the aisles to make public professions. 

Norris had found the key which unlocked both his vitality 

and genius and the pent-up emotions of his followers. 

Having found himself, the son of Mary Norris 

and the protege of Cat Smith soon launched into his 

crusade against evil. His message was straightforward 

and to the point. He laid a "broad-axe" at the "taproot 

of the tree of dancing, gambling, saloons, houses of ill 

fame, ungodly conduct, high and low, far and near." His 

method was sensationalism. He realized that he was 

•'•QThe Searchlight, August 4, 1922. Norris recounted 
this story in one of his "Inside History" sermons which 
was stenographically recorded. 
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getting nowhere with his staid, orthodox presentations. 

On the other hand, he saw crowds throng to First Baptist 

when he shifted to the highly emotional or controversial 

approach. This was proof enough for Norris. He wanted 

crowds. He needed crowds. Yet, to attract the crowds 

he desired he had to capture their fancy, and to this 

end he used every means available. 

This new approach was not without its critics. 

When he brought in a number of low-income families for an 

ice cream party at the church, some women accused him of 

12 turning First Baptist into the Salvation Army. Before 

long he received a call from the chairman of the church's 

board of deacons who notified Norris that he was being 

fired. The pugnacious Norris replied curtly that he 

would tell the church of his (the deacon's) threats 

the very next Sunday. According to Norris, the deacon 

objected to the fact that his pastor had baptized a 

"notorious street walker" in the very same baptistry 

where he (the deacon) had been baptized. The controversial 

pastor supposedly replied that 

'There was not one; there were 
two. And I don't know how you know who they 
are, but last Sunday night they came to 
the church and it was crowded and they 
couldn't get in, but stood on the outside 

Entzminger, J_̂  Frank Norris, p. 85. 

^^Ibid., p. 84. 
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and heard the message. And on the next 
day they came to my house, and one of 
them had a little girl five years of age. 
And they both in the presence of my wife 
and me related the story of their sin 
and sorrow and wanted to be saved and start 
life over again. We prayed, and they were 
both saved. And I want to say to you. 
Sir, that I would rather have my church 
filled with publicans and sinners that 
come to hear the gospel, than to have it 
run by a worldly, ungodly crowd of 
officials that have their automobiles 
full of liquor and women and go out and 
spend all night on the lake and then come 
around the next Sunday and pass around 
the bread and wine at the Lord's table. 
You are fired! And next Sunday I am 
going to tell the whole world your 
threats!' 

And I did, and the fight was on, and it 
has been on ever since. 

Norris' controversial approach to his ministry 

at the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth led him into 

a series of conflicts. These conflicts—with city 

officials, business leaders, members of his church, 

and other ministers—spawned an era of controversy— 

social, political, and religious—which literally 

rocked the city of Fort Worth. Tempers flared and 

harsh words ensued. Violence soon followed. Before 

the controversy ended, Norris saw his congregation 

divided, saw his source of revenue dwindle, saw both 

•'•̂ Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 86; Norris, 
Inside History, pp. 4^4IT 
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his church edifice and home burned to the ground, and 

faced trial for arson and perjury. 

In 1911 the prohibitionists of Texas launched 

a state-wide campaign to end the traffic in liquor. 

Norris, who had been a consistent supporter of prohibition, 

was in the forefront of the Fort Worth anti-saloon 

forces. On one occasion, according to Entzminger, a 

group of 165 men met in Fort Worth's Metropolitan Hotel 

and appointed a committee of thirty to deliver an ulti

matum to Norris. When they told the pastor of First 

Baptist Church that they were giving him thirty days 

to leave town, he allegedly answered that he was giving 

14 
them twenty-nine back. On another occasion, the liquor 

dealers scheduled a convention in Fort Worth and when 

Norris read the names of three of his deacons on a list 

naming the hospitality committee for that convention, 

the pugnacious pastor forced those deacons, and several 

other members of First Baptist Church whose names also 

appeared on the list, to leave the church. Thus 

began an exodus which, according to his opponents' 

count, cost Norris 600 members and most of his financial 

support. 

Again, in the height of the prohibition 

campaign of 1911, Norris rented a large circus tent and 

Entzminger, J_̂  Frank Norris, p. 91. 
1 c: 

Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 119-121. 
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began to hold tent meetings on the vacant lot at 

Tenth and Houston in downtown Fort Worth. From this 

new arena Norris attacked not only the liquor traffic, 

but also the city's red light district, known as Hell's 
16 

Half Acre. Before long he received a call from Mayor 

W. D. Davis informing him that the tent would have to 

be taken down. When Norris refused to comply the mayor 

sent members of the Fire Department to cut the tent 

down, a job they did to perfection, completely destroying 

the large canvas covering. That evening Norris preached 

to his ever-increasing circle of followers under open 

skies. The war between Norris and Davis was on.^' 

The General Pastors' Association of Tarrant 

County soon responded. After studying the situation, 

it appointed a committee of pastors and laymen to head 

a campaign to rid Fort Worth of vice and corruption. As 

one of the most outspoken ministers, Norris was appointed 

to the committee. Despite the apparent dangers involved. 

16 
Ibid. Fort Worth was in a period of change 

and development. The commission system was adopted 
in 1906, and included a mayor and four commissioners 
Mayor Davis led the movement which resulted in the 
construction of Lake Worth. Natural gas service 
became a reality in 1909. By 1911 there were four 
electric companies serving the city. Southwestern 
Baptist Theological Seminary moved to the city in 
1910. 

1 7 
Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 103; The 

Searchlight, October JS", 1922. 
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he poured himself energetically into this new task. To 

the young pastor this appointment was not only a challenge 

but also an opportunity. Through the activities of the 

committee he could fulfill two of his major needs—public 

attention and controversial issues. 

One of the first tasks of the committee was to 

investigate and report on charges of vice and immorality 

in the Hell's Half Acre district of Fort Worth. Located 

primarily along Calhoun Street, this section contained 

a high concentration of bars, houses of prostitution, 

and illicit gambling operations. These institutions 

were the last vestiges of Fort Worth's "Cowtown" era, 

when the city had become a major meat-packing center. 

By 1910 the vice district along Calhoun Street had 

become not only an eyesore, but also a source of 

embarassment. To the churchmen of the city it was a 

den of iniquity. Thus, they proceeded to eradicate its 

influence upon the citizens of Fort Worth. 

The task soon proved too formidable for the 

amateur investigators. Recognizing their limitations, 

the committee members petitioned the General Pastors' 

Association to employ the services of a professional 

investigator. The Association complied. The private 

detective's report was very thorough. It revealed a 

large number of houses of prostitution, many of 

which were owned by a number of influential persons 
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in the community and members of a number of the churches 

whose pastors were on the committee. Accordingly, 

each pastor was to clean up his own congregation. Norris 

later claimed that he, "being young and unsophisticated, 

thought the other brethren would carry out their part 

of the agreement," and therefore proceeded to expose 

by name the members of his church involved in questionable 

activities. The other pastors, so Norris charged, 

bowed to economic pressure, backed away from the issue, 

and let the committee die. Norris, who had already 

experienced a major split in his congregation, saw the 

sensational aspects as an avenue to rebuild his following. 

Therefore, with little to lose and much to gain, he 

plunged into the controversy with vigor. Years later 

he would recount the events of 1911-1912 and tell his 

congregation that "One thing is dead certain—the old 

church is no longer a corpse. Standing room is at a 

18 premium. We turned away more than we could get in." 

In another aspect of his crusade against vice 

and corruption, Frank Norris learned of a deficit in 

the city's funds. He promptly challenged his old enemy 

Mayor Bill Davis, to explain the shortage. The mayor. 

•'-̂ The Searchlight, October 6, 1922. Norris 
commented upon his fight against Hell's Half Acre in 
one of his "inside History" sermons stenographically 
reported in the above issue. 
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smarting under Norris' continual jibes and criticisms, 

called a public meeting to answer the charges. 

The meeting was advertised as a serious 

discussion with no women or boys under twenty-one allowed 

At stake were Norris' charges of mishandling of public 

funds and malicious statements supposedly made by Norris 

in a local publication, the X-Ray. As expected, the 

meeting turned out to be very hostile to Norris and 

his followers. The mayor allegedly said, "If there 

are fifty red-blooded men in this town a preacher will 

be hanging from a limb before daylightI" Norris had 

a stenographer at the meeting and printed the mayor's 

complete address in the next issue of the X-Ray under 

19 
the caption "Liars." 

The Norris-Davis conflict reached a crisis 

early in 1912. The situation was extremely tense, with 

much of the city divided over the issues. Then, what 

had largely been a verbal feud, suddenly burst into 

open violence. 

l^Entzminger, JN_ Frank Norris, pp. 103-104; 
Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 131-133; Norris related 
this story in his "Inside History" sermon series which 
appeared in his November 3, 1922, issue of the Searchlight; 
Entzminger related a sequel to the Norris-Davis controversy. 
According to him, some time later Davis suffered a severe 
case of peritonitis from a ruptured appendix and was not 
expected to live. When the doctor told him that the end 
was near, Davis asked to see Norris. Norris came, and 
Davis asked him and the members of First Baptist Church 
to pray for him. Norris complied and the next morning Davis 
was much improved. As the story goes, Norris and Davis 
became very close friends after this episode. 
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On January 11, 1912, a fire broke out at First 

Baptist Church, but it was quickly extinguished. On 

February 4, at 2:12 a.m., another fire, this time of 

major proportions, was reported. Within a few hours the 

gothic structure which housed the First Baptist Church 

lay in a twisted mass of steel and rubble. A second 

fire, caused by a bundle of burning, oily rags thrown 

on the backporch, was reported at Norris' home within a 

short time after the fire at the church, but it was 

20 quickly extinguished. 

The dawn of February 4 brought light to the 

devastation of Norris' church. The auditorium was a 

shambles of twisted iron and brick. Norris was at home 

confined to bed, but K. K. Taylor, financial secretary 

for the church, declared the edifice would be rebuilt 

as soon as possible. "This church," he asserted, "is 

far too strong to be without an adequate place of 

worship."^^ 

There was little doubt that both the fires at 

First Baptist Church and the attempted fire at Norris' 

home were the work of arsonists. Norris immediately 

charged that his critics and opponents were guilty. His 

enemies, led by Mayor Davis, quickly retaliated by hiring 

20Fort Worth Record, February 4, 1912; Tatum, 
Conquest or Failure?, pp. 135-137. 

2lFort Worth Record, February 4, 1912. 
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a New York detective to investigate the fire with a 

view toward implicating Norris, and pledged a large sum 

of money to aid in the investigation and prosecution of 

the guilty party. The Record, which had consistently 

criticized Norris, praised the citizens who had raised 

money for the investigation. "There is some sort of 

deviltry afoot," the paper declared, "and every decent 

22 citizen will join in seeking it out." Norris' close 

associate, Louis Entzminger, believed the entire bene

volence of the citizens' committee was a subterfuge to 

lay the blame on the pastor of First Baptist Church, 

23 

a view not without considerable basis. 

The investigation from the outset focused on 

Norris. The web of circumstances led from the attempted 

fire at First Baptist Church to an attempt to assassinate 

Norris, to the twin fires on February 4, and eventually 

to Norris himself. When questioned, the controversial 

pastor produced a small bundle of anonymous letters 

threatening his life. The letters--one to G. H. Connell, 

chairman of the church's Finance Committee, and one 

to Norris contained clippings from Norris' articles 

in the X-Ray. The notes warned that if Norris did not 

22Fort Worth Record, February 5, 1912. 

23Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 135. 
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leave town, a number of unpleasant things would start 
24 

to happen. 

To escape some of the strain, Norris took his 

family to Hubbard City for a brief visit. He had not 

been out of Fort Worth a week when a secretly convened 

grand jury met to consider the case. Based largely on 

information supplied them by the District Attorney and 

the detective from the Burns Agency, the prosecution 

implied that 1) Norris had set the fire in order to 

force the First Baptist Church to build a larger audi

torium to house his growing congregation; and 2) the 

pastor had written the threatening letters himself. 

Norris returned to the city to face the grand jury, 

but to little avail, for on March 1 the grand jury indicted 

him for perjury. 

The indictment for perjury created extreme tension 

in Fort V7orth. Years later, in one of his "Inside 

History" sermons, Norris charged that the grand jury 

had been nothing more than a front for the liquor 

traffic and a propaganda committee for his enemies. He 

charged that the foreman of that grand jury had approached 

"̂̂ Fort Worth Record, February 6, 1912. The 
paper reported that two shots had been fired at Norris^ 
on January 14, and that Norris now had obtained a permit 
to carry a revolver on his person at all times. 

25ibid., March 2, 1912. 
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some of Norris' leading members at First Baptist Church 

and suggested that if Norris would resign his pulpit 

and leave town, the charges would be dropped.^^ When 

questioned about the indictment, only hours after it 

had been returned, Norris said he not only expected 

but welcomed it. "You can announce for me," he said, 

"that I will preach Sunday morning and Sunday night 

at the Byers Opera House. . . . I have lived in this 

part of Texas for thirty-four years and I have nothing 

27 

to fear from a band of conspirators." 

Specifically, the indictment charged Norris 

with perjuring himself before the grand jury on February 13 

He had stated, under oath, that he had no knowledge of 

the source of the threatening letters. The jury, on the 

other hand, finding reason to believe that Norris was 

the author, returned the indictment. 

The early morning hours of March 2 brought added 

tragedy to Norris and his family. About 3:40 a.m. Norris 

awakened to find his home in flames. With the fire 

blocking escape down the stairs, Norris ran to a window 

and fired his pistol, then turned to find his family in 

2 6searchlight, November 17, 1922. 

"̂̂ Fort Worth Record, March 2, 1912. Norris' bond 
was signed by C. R. Miller, E. B. Miller, D. C. Campbell, 
F. W. Axtell, J. T. Pemberton, A. J. Long, T. L. Ray, 
J. W. Spencer, and George Rozelle. Norris had been 
preaching to packed crowds at the Byers Opera House 
since the fire. 
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hysterics. Mrs. Norris fainted and his seven year-old 

son, Jim Gaddy, already suffering from pneumonia, went 

into shock. Finally, a neighbor brought a ladder and 

the family escaped from its second-story trap in the 

blazing inferno. The cause of the fire, according to 

Fire Marshall A. W. Peniger, was some type of "infernal 

28 machine" placed in the closet beneath the stairs. 

The Record reported that 

The firing of the minister's home 
following so closely upon the heels of 
the indictment returned against him by the 
67th District Court Grand Jury for perjury 
has raised the incident to the spectacular, 
transcending in interest that of any other 
events of the series. 

The mystery of the war against 
Reverend J. Frank Norris, if there be such 
a war, was elevated to the highest pitch 
this morning when his home was burned.29 

The fire was obviously a serious blow to Norris. 

Hunt McCaleb, a reporter for the Record, was nonetheless 

impressed by Norris' calm. McCaleb reported that Norris 

"seemed fully to realize what had occurred and was 

meeting it with a fortitude that was amazing." When 

questioned about his course of action, Norris simply 

replied that he had nothing to say at the moment but 

was confident that time would tell and truth would finally 

28ibid., March 3, 1912. 

29ibid. 
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prevail. He did announce that he would be preaching 

that evening at the Byers Opera House on the topic, 

"Our Final Victory. ""̂ ^ 

There can be little doubt that all of these 

spectacular events had a direct bearing on the size of 

the crowds that gathered at the opera house. The Record 

reported that a "monster" audience heard Norris' "Final 

Victory" sermon on March 3, with the overflow seated 

in the aisles, on the stage, and in the wings. The same 

issue carried the news that the Reverend H. D. Knicker

bocker of Austin Avenue Methodist Church of VJaco had 

castigated Norris' enemies in his Sunday sermon. The 

Methodist minister, formerly pastor of First Methodist 

in Fort Worth, laid the blame on the immoral element in 

Fort Worth, Mayor Davis' campaign against Norris, and 

the "desire of city businessmen to promote the commercial 

supremacy of the town above its moral interests." The 

mayor's speech had been a signal to the "lewd and baser 

element that the bridle was off and that men's baser 

passions might run unrestrained."^ These and other news 

items further vaulted Norris into the public eye. This, 

•̂ Îbid. The paper also carried a list of members 
of First Baptist Church who were supporting Norris, 
including L. H. Nutt, George Rozelle, W. I. Sweet, J. T. 
Pemberton, and L. R. Scarborough. Scarborough, later 
an avid enemy of Norris, preached the Sunday morning 
service on March 3 at the opera house. 

^^Ibid., March 4, 1912. 
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Tatum says, was an "enjoyable, uplifting pleasure" for 

the pastor of First Baptist Church. While he was hated 

by his enemies, "he was endeared to hundreds who followed 

32 

his efforts, many with almost idolizing affection." 

The bizarre series of events took another turn 

on March 4. On that Monday Norris received a mysterious 

note stating "You have escaped thus far but look out; the 

end is not yet; there is something more coming." The 

threatening epistle, written on Worth Hotel stationery, 

had been posted at the Fort Worth Post Office at 6:30 p.m. 

Sunday March 3. When it arrived on Monday, it was placed 

in the hands of a church committee responsible for 

investigating the twin conflagrations. Since all previous 

threats had come to pass, Norris and his followers had 
-JO 

reason to believe that the threat was genuine.-̂ -̂  The 

situation had become so notorious that on March 6 

Governor O. B. Colquitt wrote City Attorney J. W. Baskin 

and offered $1,000 for information leading to the 
conviction of the person or persons responsible for 

34 the fires. 

By this time a second grand jury was at work on 

the case. Called by the Forty-eighth District Court, 

32Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, pp. 139-140. 

33Fort Worth Record, March 5, 1912. 

34ibid., March 7, 1912. 
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this panel was charged with finding the cause of the 

fires at First Baptist Church and at the Norris home. 

On March 28 the Grand Jury returned an indictment against 

3 5 Norris for arson in both cases. ^ It seemed that Norris 

might soon be silenced, but those who thought so did not 

really understand Norris. Instead of retreating into 

silence, the pastor of First Baptist Church rose to 

new heights before larger and larger audiences. When 

Norris submitted his resignation to the church, it was 

unanimously rejected, and the papers reported that the 

largest attendance thus far heard the pastor preach on 

Sunday, March 31, the day before his trial for perjury 

36 was to begin. Norris learned early the news value of 

personal attacks on him, and his exploitation of these 

situations was one of the major characteristics of his 

entire life and career. He was able to say with much 

justification in later years that attacks had made him 

successful. 

The trial began on Monday, April 1, 1912. City 

Attorney Baskin handled the prosecution, assisted by 

A. J. Clendenen. Arrayed against the prosecution were 

the fourteen lawyers who comprised Norris' counsel for 

the defense. State Senators 0. S. Lattimore and 

^^Ibid., March 29, 1912. 

3^Ibid., April 1, 1912. 
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D. W. Odell headed the defense which also included such 

noted lawyers as 0. W. Gillespie and Jordan Cummings.^^ 

The defense promptly moved for dismissal, presenting 

twenty-two reasons for their plea. Chief among the 

reasons was the evidence which the Grand Jury had used 

as a basis for the indictment, including three anonymous 

letters which had been accepted without their authority 

or validity having been determined. The prosecution 

countered by stating that it intended to show that these 

letters had been written by Norris to make people believe 

his life and reputation were being threatened by certain 

38 lawless elements in Fort Worth. Following arguments 

by both sides. Judge Thomas Simmons ruled against the 

motion to dismiss, thus ending the first round of a 

39 series of motions by the defense. Throughout the 

first two days Norris remained calm, exhibiting, as one 

reporter described, "the greatest coolness throughout 

the day." 

37 
Ibid., April 2, 1912; Tatum, Conquest or 

Failure?, p. 143. 
-̂ D̂allas Morning News, April 2, 1912. The 

newspaper carried a full transcription of the case. No 
other transcription exists today. 

39lbid., April 3, 1912. 

^Oport Worth Record, April 2, 1912. 
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With the motion to dismiss defeated, the defense 

moved for a change of venue. Arguing that the prejudice 

and influence of powerful people was lined up against 

Norris, the defense declared that no fair trial could 

be held in Fort Worth. One witness, George W. Steere, 

testified under oath that he believed there were three 

thousand men in Fort Worth "mean enough to convict an 

innocent man." Another, B. H. Fulkerson, recalled that 

he was almost thrown out of the town meeting in January 

when he had voted against a motion concerning proposed 

actions against Norris. A First Baptist deacon, T. L. 

Ray, testified that Charles Dickinson had told him the 

day before the mayor's speech that "It is one thing 

certain, that Reverend J. Frank Norris will never preach 

another sermon in the First Baptist Church." Eventually, 

however. Judge Simmons ruled that Norris would have 

to stand trial in Fort Worth. 

With the preliminaries out of the way, the 

advocates settled down to the selection of a jury. The 

process which began on April 8 was accomplished in 

six hours. The trial now moved to the presentation 
42 

of evidence by the prosecution. 

^^Ibid., April 4-7, 1912; Dallas Morning News, 
April 4-7, 1912. 

42ibid., April 9, 1912. 
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Between April 9-12 the prosecution pressed its 

contention that Norris had written the mysterious 

anonymous letters. On the first day members of the 

Grand Jury testified as to the procedure they followed 

in arriving at an indictment against Norris. This was 

followed on April 10 by testimony from handwriting experts 

who stated that Norris could have written the anonymous 

letters, and Fire Marshall A. W. Peniger who testified 

that while investigating the fire at the preacher's 

home he had found a blank piece of paper in Norris' 

coat identical to that used in the letters at issue. 

On cross-examination the defense neutralized some of 

Peniger's testimony by getting the Fire Marshall to 

admit that he would receive a portion of the reward 

money if Norris were convicted. 

On April 11, the prosecution introduced one of 

its most important witnesses, Mrs. W. K. Taylor. A 

former secretary at First Baptist Church, Mrs. Taylor 

stated that Norris had declared that "unless some great 

calamity should come and arouse the people to action" 

the members of First Baptist would x̂ ever do their duty 

and build a larger church building, and that Norris had 

given her a mysterious bundle of letters to mail. The 

defense attempted to lessen Mrs. Taylor's damaging 

43 
Ibid., April 10-11, 1912. 
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testimony by getting her to admit that plans for a 

new church building were already under discussion when 

44 the fire occurred. 

The state's final star witness was a driver for 

a local creamery who had seen someone leaving First 

Baptist Church just before the fire started. Under 

Baskin's questioning the driver, Thomas Wheland, testi

fied that the man he had seen was J. Frank Norris. Cross-

examination destroyed some of Wheland's testimony by 

catching him in some discrepancies, the chief of which 

was his statement that he had seen Norris plainly under 

the street light when the defense was able to prove 

that in fact the street lights were off at the time 

Wheland supposedly saw Norris. With Wheland's testimony 

and cross-examination over, the prosecution rested its 

45 case.̂ -* 

Defense testimony attempted to counteract the 

damaging evidence produced by the prosecution. Lattimore 

and his colleagues took the floor on April 12. Those 

called to the witness stand included handwriting 

experts, members of First Baptist who stated that 

building plans were under consideration, and Mrs. Norris, 

who testified that she was present when Norris gave 

"̂ "̂ Ibid. , April 12, 1912. 

^^Ibid., April 13, 1912; Tatum, Conquest or 
Failure?, pp. 149-151. 
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the bundle of letters to Mrs. Taylor. The most damaging 

testimony to the prosecution was that of eighteen-year-

old Silliman Evans who confessed that he had been offered 

$1,000 to testify that he had heard Norris plotting to 

burn his church. The defense rested its case on April 19, 

The judge set concluding arguments for the next day. 

The jury returned its decision on April 24. 

It received the charge that morning and deliberated 

until mid-afternoon. Then it filed into the courtroom 

and delivered its verdict of not guilty. Following the 

announcement there was utter chaos in the chambers. 

Norris had gone to a friend's house to rest, but his 

followers crowded around Mrs. Norris while John E. Homan 

mounted the witness stand and led others in singing 

hymns such as "Old Time Religion" and "Sweet By and 

By.""*' Norris had emerged victorious in the first of 

several courtroom dramas. As time passed, the respon

sibility for the fires became less important than who 

people believed was responsible. Those who believed 

it was Norris continued in that belief despite the jury's 

decision. On the other hand, those who believed it was 

the work of those out to silence the pastor of First 

^^Dallas Morning News, April 13, 1912; Fort 
Worth Record, April 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 1912. 

^^Ibid., April 25, 1912. 
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Baptist Church held just as tenaciously to their view. 

Unanswered were questions as to who really wrote the 

anonymous letters, what happened to the bundle of letters 

which Norris sent, who was the man seen leaving First 

Baptist Church just before it burst into flames, and 

why someone tried to bribe an eighteen-year-old boy 

into implicating Norris? 

That the acquittal was a vindication of Norris' 

methods was apparently evident to the minister. When 

reporters sought his opinion about the decision, he 

asked them to read Romans 5:28, to wit that "all things 

work together for good to them that love the Lord and 

are called to his purpose. . . ."^° He soon developed 

a philosophy based on the premise that all hands turned 

against him would fail to prosper, and used that idea 

over and over again in controversies during the suc

ceeding years. 

There was no respite for Norris following his 

acquittal for perjury. He faced the even graver problem 

of rebuilding his church physically and spiritually. 

In many ways the fire which destroyed the First Baptist 

Church served as a break with the past, a ceremonial 

cleansing of the Temple, so to speak. The years pre

ceding the trial had seen an exodus of those who disagreed 

with Norris and an influx of those who were attracted 

48ibid. 
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to him. By 1912 most of those in the First Baptist 

Church who had been members when Norris came were those 

who were dedicated to their controversial pastor and 

his methods. They became the nucleus of Norris' 

new congregation. 

To this nucleus Norris added the masses who 

thronged to hear his preaching. During the summer and 

fall of 1911, they had come by the hundreds and had 

more than filled the places of those departing. When 

the church burned in February, 1912, it was, indeed, 

already too small to house the ever increasing congre

gation. During Norris' trial he spoke to several 

thousand persons each week at the Byers Opera House. 

When the trial was over, Norris found himself in the 

somewhat paradoxical position of having hundreds of 

converts and new members for his church but no adequate 

facilities in which to house them. 

Between 1912-1914, Norris took three steps to 

consolidate his congregation. First, he rebuilt his 

church edifice; then, he brought Louis Entzminger to 

build his Sunday School; and while he was doing both of 

these things he continued his controversial style of 

preaching. Immediately after the church burned in 

February, Norris and his members began the construction 

of 

rebuild the church. Their problem was compounded by the 

jruary, worris ana nis mempers oegan T:ne consT:ruci:ioi 

temporary facilities while they raised the money to 
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fact that most of those who had left First Baptist in 

protest had been the wealthier members. Insurance money 

helped substantially, but the bulk of the building fund 

had to come from the pockets of the membership, most 

of whom were people of moderate means. While Norris 

was going through the ordeal of the trial and preaching 

at the opera house, a crude, sheet-metal tabernacle 

was constructed to serve the church during the summer 

of 1912. This structure, which stood on a lot at 

Seventh and Lamar, was a "constant reminder to Fort 

Worth of the tragic fire and the bitter controversy 

49 which had divided the city." By the spring of 1913 

the outlines of the new church building began to take 

shape, and during the summer Norris moved his congre

gation into the new and larger sanctuary. For the 

next sixteen years, until fire destroyed it in 1929, 

this edifice served as the platform from which Norris 

launched some of his bitterest and most controversial 

tirades. 

With a place from which to preach virtually 

assured, Norris, in the summer of 1913, turned to 

organizing the crowds which were thronging to hear 

him. On July 13 he sent a telegram to Louis Entzminger, 

a former pastor of the First Baptist Church of New 

Orleans presently serving the Baptist General Convention 

49 Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 163. 
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of Kentucky. The message simply read "Would you consider 

coming as superintendent of the First Baptist Sunday 

School, Fort Worth, to build the largest Sunday School 

in the world at the same salary you are receiving there"?5^ 

Entzminger accepted the challenge, initiating a turbulent 

friendship which lasted from 1913 to 1952. 

Entzminger joined Norris, however, only after 

a thorough investigation of the "storm center" of political 

and church life in Fort Worth. He went to Dallas and 

questioned the denominational leaders. Then he went 

out to Seminary Hill in South Fort Worth and questioned 

faculty members of the Southwestern Baptist Theological 

Seminary. At both places he found out something which 

has come to be an accepted fact about Norris—"nobody 

was neutral. . . everybody. . . was either ready to hand 

51 

him or deify him." The only real question in Entz

minger 's mind was not what other people thought about 

Norris, but Norris himself. He had wanted a place where 

he would be financially able to test his ideas on 

Sunday School organization and methods. When he found 

that Norris wanted exactly the same thing, Entzminger 

52 cast his lot with First Baptist Church. 

^^Entzminger, J_̂  Frank Norris, p. 22. 

51ibid., p. 23. 

52ibid. 
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Under Entzminger's leadership First Baptist 

pioneered many of the methods commonly accepted today 

as part of any traditional Baptist Sunday School. He 

organized departments and classes according to age and 

sex; he set up a record system with grades for attendance, 

lesson preparation, and financial contributions. In 

short, he took the masses which Norris attracted and 

molded them into a cohesive band for training and finan

cial support. During his first tenure with Norris, 

Entzminger saw the Sunday School grow from a membership 

roll of 800 with an average weekly attendance of 250 

to a membership of over 1500 in the three and one-half 

53 

years he served First Baptist.-̂ ~' 

Yet, the key to both the construction of a new 

building and the growth of the Sunday School was Norris' 

preaching. Week after week, the people came to hear 

him deliver his messages, and the numbers were in direct 

proportion to the degree of controversy and sensation

alism in his sermons. Entzminger recounted his first 

Sunday at First Baptist Church in 1913 which illustrates 

the point. Norris had advertised that he would give 

-̂̂ Fence Rail, February 16, 1917; Tatum, Conquest 
or Failure?, pp. 16 8-170; the Sunday School reports 
for January 14, 21, and 28 (1917), respectively revealed 
attendances of 1204, 1377, and 1706. The average for 
December, 1916, had been 1299, while the average for 
January, 1917, had been 1439. Fence Rail, January 19, 
26, and February 2, 1917. 
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the record of the ten most evil men in Fort Worth that 

Sunday evening. He had sent registered letters to the 

ten men inviting them to be present to defend themselves. 

When Sunday evening came the audience overflowed the 

tabernacle, and some even sat on the steps of the Methodist 

Church across the street. To some degree this is remarkable, 

because the city newspapers refused to publish his announce

ments and paid advertisements. Instead, Norris relied on 

a brigade of loyal members who took printed circulars 

from door to door. On that evening, true to his word, 

Norris gave the record of the ten men. One, associated 

with the brewing industry, came forward and delivered a 

scathing criticism of Norris. Then the pastor stepped 

up and confronted the man with the charge that the 

brewers owned a major portion of the stock in the local 

newspapers and that they had ordered the papers not to 

print a word concerning Norris. When, according to 

Entzminger, the man admitted that this was true "the 

crowd rose and roared and this man walked away, head 

down, and that ended the most dramatic hour I had ever 

witnessed in a public meeting." 

On another occasion Norris advertised that he 

would preach on the subject "Should a Prominent Fort 

Worth Banker Buy the High-Priced Silk Hose for Another 

Man's Wife?" As expected, the crowds gathered, and at 

54 Entzminger, J^ Frank Norris, pp. 25-26. 
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the appointed time Norris took the pulpit and began 

his message. As a major attraction, Norris had the 

sales clerk who had sold the hose recount her story. 

Then Norris stood and announced that since advertising 

his threat to expose the guilty banker, not one, but 

three bankers had come to him to confess. The crowd, 

amused and entertained by this obviously humorous 

situation, Norris turned to his sermon of the evening. 

When he finished, he jumped from the platform to a 

table below and implored those in his audience to come 
55 

forward. 

There is no doubt that these and other sensational 

sermon topics pricked the imagination of the masses 

who turned out in large numbers to hear him. It was 

a mutually benefitting situation. Norris satisfied 

the crowd's need for color, excitement, entertainment, 

and emotional release. The large congregation, in turn, 

satisfied the pastor's egocentric need for a massive 

following. 

On the other hand, his methods kept the contro

versial minister in conflict with city leaders, vested 

interests, conservative church members, and fellow 

ministers. These in turn gave Norris new issues to 

exploit. A master at exploiting situations, he could, 

with apparent ease, turn an incident to his own good. 

p. 172. 

55 
Ibid., p. 146-148; Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, 
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One such incident arose when sister Baptist 

churches accepted into full fellowship members expelled 

from First Baptist Church. In response, Norris verbally 

attacked a fellow minister. Dr. C. V. Edwards of College 

Avenue Baptist Church. In a paper he edited, the Monitor, 

Norris called Edwards a "long, lean, lank yellow egg-

sucking dog." The Baptist Pastors' Association of Fort 

Worth rallied to Edwards' defense and expelled Norris 

56 from their fellowship. That same year, 1913, Norris' 

old mentor, B. H. Carroll, removed his membership from 

First Baptist Church and transferred it to the Broadway 

Baptist Church. This initiated a feud with that church 

which was still going on in 1917 when Norris noted in 

his paper that there had recently been a training school 

at Broadway, and that "through some oversight or mis

carriage the First Baptist Church failed to get an 

invitation."^' 

It is evident from the facts at hand that Norris' 

individualistic temperment had put him at odds with his 

denomination long before the Tarrant County Baptist 

Association expelled his church in 1922, and before 

the Baptist General Convention of Texas followed suit in 

1924. His problems with Truett, Brooks, and Dawson 

^^Shamburger, "A History of Tarrant County Baptist 
Association," pp. 238-240. 

57 
Fence Rail, January 26, 1917. 
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prior to 1909, his attacks on fellow pastors in Fort 

Worth, and his expulsion from the Baptist Pastors' 

Association of Fort Worth in 1914—these are all indica

tive of the ill feelings which existed between Norris 

and his denomination. 

This ill will, however, had its positive side. 

Norris exploited it to build and keep his congregation 

together. Part of his strategy involved competition 

with other Baptist churches, especially George Truett's 

First Baptist Church of Dallas, while another aspect 

involved attacks on prominent Baptists who were members 

of sister churches and who were, at the same time, 

supposedly committing certain personal indiscretions. 

Norris was proud of the large attendance at 

his Sunday School and preaching services. He seldom 

missed an opportunity to compare his attendance with 

that of George Truett's church in Dallas. On February 2, 

1917, he carried the announcement that on the previous 

Sunday the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth had beaten 

the attendance of the First Baptist Church of Dallas 

58 by over five hundred. 

A survey of Sunday School attendance between 

February 18, 1917, and May 6, 1920, reveals the effective 

combination of Norris' preaching and Entzminger's 

^^Fence Rail, February 2, 1917. Norris' Sunday 
School had an attendance of 1,706 on that same day. 
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organization. On February 18 Norris reported 1,435 in 
C Q 

Sunday School.-'^ By March 11 attendance had grown to 

1,555,^^ and on April 15 to 1,823.̂ -'- In November of 

that year Norris was able to report a high of 1,95 8,̂ 2 

and in December to declare that First Baptist Church 

had the "largest average Sunday School attendance in 

America. """̂  A little more than a year later, on January 

26, 1919, the Sunday School attendance had risen to 

2,074,̂ "̂  followed by 2,356 on March 23,^^ and 2,335 
66 

on January 18, 1920. The high point came on May 6, 1920, 

when Norris and his congregation entered an enlarged 

auditorium for the morning worship service following 

a record attendance of 3,600 in Sunday School. 

Yet, attendance figures tell only a portion of 

the story. Their significance lies in the fact that 

greater numbers meant more potential givers, and thus 
^^Ibid., February 23, 1917. 

^^Searchlight, March 16, 1917. The name was 
changed from Fence Rail to Searchlight with the March 2, 
1917, issue. 

^^Ibid., April 23, 1917. 

^^Ibid., November 9, 1917. 

63 Ibid., December 21, 1917. 

^^Ibid., January 30, 1919. 

^^Ibid., March 27, 1919. 

^^Ibid., January 22, 1920. 

"̂̂ Ibid. , May 6, 1920. 
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a larger operating budget. In January 1917 Norris 

announced a budget of $20,000 for the coming fiscal year.^^ 

Two years later the pastor challenged his congregation to 

subscribe a $30,000 budget,^^ and the next year, a 

70 $35,000 one. The remarkable thing about these figures 

is that they represent funds designated specifically 

for the regular operating budget. Over and above this 

were the special funds for buildings, social services, 

and Norris' many crusades. When some members at Broadway 

Baptist in Fort Worth charged that First Baptist did 

not give its fair share to denominational mission causes, 

Norris countered with the reply that "it is true that 

we have not given up into the tens of thousands every 

time some denominational bishop cracked the whip," and 

went on to show that First Baptist Church had given 

$3,125.00 to the prohibition campaign while Broadway 

had given $25.00; $800.00 to the fight to close the 

71 picture shows on Sundays, to $70.00 for Broadway. 

The largest single financial item for Norris 

was the building fund. For Entzminger and Norris to 

^^Fence Rail, January 26, 1917. 

^^Searchlight, January 30, 1919. 

"̂ Qlbid. , December 11, 1919. 

"̂ Îbid., March 16, 1917. 
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fulfill their dreams they needed at least two items—a 

large auditorium and adequate educational space. The 

auditorium which replaced the one destroyed by fire in 

1912 soon proved inadequate, and when Entzminger came 

to First Baptist many Sunday School classes had to 

meet outside or in nearby stores. The educational problem 

was partially solved by renting movie houses near the 

72 

church for mens' Bible classes. The dedication of the 

three-story Sunday School building in February, 1917, 

however, finally gave Norris and Entzminger the educational 

facilities they needed. The new building had 4,500 square 

feet of space with a seating capacity of 3,500. In 

addition, there was a gymnasium measuring 61 X 31 X 23 

feet, and a 60 X 30 foot swimming pool. Never missing 

an opportunity to promote attendance, Norris and Entzminger 

required an average grade of 80% on the six-point record 
73 system for access to the gym and pool. F. C. Pierson, 

director of the recreational facilities, maintained a 

regular schedule of activities for the "First Baptist 

way physically" which included basketball, volleyball, 

handball, indoor baseball, medicine ball, swimming, 

diving, and organized exercises. Members of Firfet 

Baptist were urged to join a gym class because 

'72ibid., September 25, 1919. 

•̂̂ Fence Rail, February 9 and 23, 1917. 
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If the body feels tired and weak, 
the mind dull and heavy, and the spirits 
depressed, try an hour of exercise in the 
gymnasium, to be followed by a plunge under 
the shower baths and into the pool. It 
will take away that tired feeling, refresh 
and strengthen the body, clear the mind, 
and fit you for your work.^^ 

With the problem of educational space solved, 

Norris turned to the enlargement of his auditorium. 

Norris, asserting that "here is a church, the only one 

in all the land turning away people every Sunday night," 

urged his congregation to enlarge the "tents of the 

tabernacle" so that there would be adequate space for 

those who were coming in large numbers. The method 

was to pay for it as it was built, or as Norris declared, 

"No long drawn out credit or promise campaign, every-

75 body at it and in it. No slackers or pikers." The 

new facilities would seat 5,000, with room for 500 in 

the choir. Outside on the roof there would be a 

searchlight and a $2,400.00 revolving electrical sign. 

Inside there was to be $12,000.00 worth of indirect 

lighting a $50,000.00 organ, and a spotlighted baptistry.^^ 

'^^Searchlight, January 3, 1918. 

"^^Ibid., December 21, 1917; Ibid. , December 11, 
1919. 

^^ibid., January 29, 1920. 
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To pay for these new facilities Norris had to 

promote a continual financial campaign. The auditorium 

enlargement alone cost $200,000.00, funded largely by 

contribution. This meant raising from $25,000 to $50,000 

a year over and above the regular budget. Some of it 

came from local sources outside the membership, but 

most of it was accumulated through regular channels.^^ 

By 1920 Norris had fully systematized his financial 

program. C. E. Matthews was employed as Financial Secre

tary and a budget subscription program was installed. 

The official organ of First Baptist Church reported 

that the record system of grading in Sunday School was 

based on the financial support of "every member of the 

Sunday School and every member of the church." First 

Baptist had the largest Sunday School in America, but 

after the sympathizing and praying "there must be paying." 

Every member was expected to make a pledge to the budget 

fund and everyone was expected to pay his fair share of 

the expenses. Persons who had not met their pledge the 

previous year were asked to pay the balance by the end 

^^For instance, Norris reported the following 
gifts from well known firms in Fort Worth—Fort Worth 
Record, $500; First National Bank, $500; King's Candy, 
$500; Monnigs, $750; National Bank of Commerce, $500; 
and Striplings, $500. Searchlight, January 8, 1920. 
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of the church's fiscal year in December."^^ Finally, with 

the end in sight, Norris announced in April 1920 that 

the church would worship in the new auditorium the first 

Sunday in May. There was a balance of $20,000 needed 

to pay the remainder of the cost, and the pastor asked 

every member to try to help raise that amount in order 

to enter the new building free and clear of debt.^^ On 

May 2 the new auditorium and the news media reported 

over 3,600 in Sunday School and over 12,000 present 

for the day's activities. Norris had enlarged his 

"tabernacle" at last; now he was ready to embark on 

new ventures. 

While he had been expanding his facilities and 

mobilizing his finances, Norris had managed to maintain 

his attention-getting, crowd-appealing approach to the 

ministry. In addition to his regular pastoral duties 

Norris carried on crusades against Sunday picture shows, 

the liquor traffic, and immorality. When V7orld War I 

came, Norris plunged himself and his church into a 

78 Ibid., December 11, 1919; the same issue noted 
that the pastor had refused a salary increase for the 
coming year. It is also interesting to note that Norris, 
who would later be charged with non-cooperation in the 
financial support of denominational affairs, once said 
"Some members say they will pay, but don't want to 
subscribe. That is not loyalty or co-operation," 
Fence Rail, February 2, 1917. 

79Searchlight, April 27, 1920. 
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ministry to servicemen. As if these efforts were not 

enough, Norris waged a vigorous campaign against some 

members of his own denomination. 

If anything, the burning of Norris' church and 

home, and the resulting trial only intensified Norris' 

attacks on social evils in Fort Worth. On January 26, 

1917, the crusading minister announced that there was 

an "unholy alliance between the church and saloon in 

Fort Worth," and that he was declaring war against it. 

"We blush with shame," he declared, "that there are a 

number of prominent Baptists in Fort Worth hooked up 

with the liquor traffic and houses of bad repute." 

He then called attention to a certain piece of property 

at the southwest corner of Eighth and Houston. "Better 

call in the denominational bishops," he warned, "to 

8 0 muzzle somebody" (meaning him, of course.) The 

next week Norris' official organ reported 1,706 in 

Sunday School, an increase of over 300 over the previous 

Sunday. Norris had struck a responsive chord. He 

followed through with another attack on a prominent 

Baptist family with rather questionable relationships 

to social evil in the city. There was a woman, he 

declared, who had stated publicly that she would not 

^^Fence Rail, January 26, 1917. 

^̂ Ibid.. , February 2, 1917. 
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set foot in First Baptist Church for one hundred thousand 

dollars. "She and her husband used to belong to First 

Baptist Church," Norris charged, "and there is a reason 

why they don't belong now." That reason was a piece 

of property on Calhoun Street (in the heart of Hell's 

Half Acre) which was registered in their name. "If 

anyone wants to know who this is and where the property 

is," the pastor enticingly declared, "the information 

will be forthcoming."°2 Norris had given notice that 

no one connected with vice in Fort Worth would remain a 

member of his church. He now attacked members of other 

Baptist churches in the city, many of whom were former 

members of First Baptist who had been expelled. He 

was quick to note "the funny thing is that when, , , 

(the man and wife who owned property on Calhoun Street) 

were members of First Baptist Church, there was room 

enough to spare. But since they and their kind have 

taken their departure there has been a heavy demand 

for room." 

The advent of World War I also had its impact 

on Norris and First Baptist Church, When the Army 

located Camp Bowie in the western outskirts of the 

city, the churches began to adopt programs to minister 

to the servicemen there. The Tarrant County Baptist 

Q2ibid,, February 2, 1917, 

83ibid. 
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Association made plans to establish facilities at the 

camp, but Norris did not cooperate in the venture. Rather, 

he built his own gospel tabernacle, "the largest. . .at 

84 Camp Bowie." The minister also appealed to the Baptist 

Standard to lend its support to a movement to close 

the saloons in Fort Worth to protect the "soldier boys" 

8 5 at the military installation. When the war was over 

Norris was quick to capitalize on its heroes, and 

promptly moved to have General John J. Pershing as a 

guest in his church. Pershing appeared at First Baptist 

on February 8, 1920, received a Bible, and was quoted 

as saying "I want to see the greatest Sunday School 

in America." 

Norris also took notice of the rise of Bolshevism 

in the world and its implications for the United States, 

He wrote that 

The biggest issue in the world 
today is whether or not the higher-up 
law breaker shall be brought to justice. 
You stop labor unrest in the sweep of 
Bolshevism when you go after the higher 
ups who are reaping ungodly gains and 
enormous profits. Swift and Co. made 
six million dollars the year before 
we entered the war and forty-four 

8"^Searchlight, November 9, 1917; Shamburger, 
"History of the Tarrant County Baptist Association," 
p. 302. 

^^Baptist Standard, October 18, 1917. 

^^Searchlight, February 5 and 12, 1920; During 
the war Norris' paper had carried anti-German cartoons 
and appeals to buy war bonds. See Searchlight, June 1, 7, 
1917. 
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million the year after. . . Now the 
American people are not going to stand 
for such high-handed dealing. If it 
takes a revolution to correct this, 
then a revolution is inevitable.87 

Later he preached a sermon exonerating organized 

labor from the bombings and anarchist activities which 

88 
characterized the months after the close of the war. 

This is significant because after World War II Norris 

lined up behind his friends at Chrysler and General 

Motors against the strikes organized by labor in 

1945 and 1946. 

During this same period Norris also took 

steps to affiliate himself with the conservative fac

tions of the Northern United States. In 1917 he brought 

Dr. James Gray of the Moody Bible Institute to First 

BaptfLst Church for a Bible Conference. He also invited 

W. B. Riley of Minneapolis, Minnesota, and A. C. Dixon 

of Spurgeon's Temple in London.^^ In December of that 

year Norris went to Chicago to lead a revival meeting 

at the Moody Institute.^^ The 1920 Bible Conference 

at First Baptist Church, now an annual affair, featured 

91 
A. C. Dixon and W. B. Riley in return appearances. 

87Ibid., April 2, 1919. 

88ibid., July 3, 1919. 

89 Ibid., April 13, 1917. 

90ibid., December 7, 1917. 

91ibid., February 12, 1920. 
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Yet, Norris had not yet made his move to 

assume a place of leadership in the northern Funda

mentalist movement. He was not at Philadelphia in 1919 

when W. B. Riley established the World's Christian 

Fundamentals Conference, nor was he at the 1920 meeting. 

By 1921, however, he was becoming an influential factor 

in this movement and in 1922 he, Riley, and T. T. Shields 

of Toronto, Canada, formed the Baptist Bible Union of 

America. From then, until the Chipps murder trial caused 

the northern leaders to disassociate themselves from him 

in 1926, Norris occupied a place of leadership.^2 

In 1920 with almost eleven years of struggle 

behind him, Norris took a summer trip to Europe and the 

Holy Land. He visited Spurgeon's church in England, 

had an audience with the Pope, with the Grand Mufti 

of Jerusalem, and with David Lloyd-George, Prime Minister 

of Great Britain. It was well-earned rest and served 

as a respite before Norris turned to the even more 

turbulent decade of the 192 0's.^^ 

The years between 1909 and 1920 were years of 

growth, organization, and development. Norris had found 

his place in the ministry and had developed the methods 

^^Measures, "The Relationship of J. Frank 
Norris to the Northern Fundamentalist Movement," 
pp. 38, 42, 70-76, 81, 85, 104-105. 

^-^Searchlight, July 15, 1920. The church raised 
$3,000 to pay Mr. and Mrs. Norris' expenses. 
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which worked for him. He had established himself as 

a crusader and controversialist; had seen his church divide, 

then multiply; had made new friends and lasting enemies; 

and had established the base from which he was to operate 

for the rest of his life. On this base—a strong, loyal 

following and a powerful organizational structure—he 

stood for the next thirty-two years and launched one 

attack after another. 



CHAPTER IV 

DENOMINATIONAL CRISES 

1920-1922 

The years between 1920 and 1929 saw a drastic 

change in the life and thought of J. Frank Norris. A 

number of conflicts, denominational and non-denomina

tional , which had been building during the preceding 

years, suddenly exploded, and the fragments touched 

almost every aspect of political, social, and religious 

life in Texas, and, to some extent, the United States. 

For Norris and the Baptist General Convention 

of Texas, the Twenties marked a parting of the way. 

By 1924 First Baptist Church of Fort Worth and its 

controversial pastor had been expelled from both the 

Tarrant County Baptist Association and the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas. Norris charged that the 

expulsions came because he focused his "searchlight" 

on the teaching of evolution at Baylor University, 

refused to accept the arbitrary dictates of the denomin

ational machine, and discontinued the use of denominational 

literature. His opponents countered by accusing Norris 

131 
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of non-cooperation, falsehood, disruption, and, most 

of all, un-Baptistic practices. 

The feud between Norris and the denomination 

centered on two primary issues—denominational control 

of the local church and the influence of evolution and 

rationalism in denominational schools. The former 

involved the "Seventy-Five Million Campaign" to raise 

enough money to pay the debts of Baptist institutions 

throughout the Southern Baptist Convention. The latter 

saw Norris assume the leadership of the anti-evolution 

movement in Texas, focusing his attack on his alma mater, 

Baylor University, and its president, Samuel Palmer 

Brooks. 

It is evident that even before 1931, Norris 

was at odds with colleagues not only in Fort Worth, 

but also throughout the state. In the years between 

1898 and 1920 the controversial Norris had managed to 

alienate the affections of a suprisingly large number 

of individuals, inside and outside of the Baptist 

denomination. The Seventy-five Million Campaign, however, 

provided the first major arena for a test of strength 

between the pastor of First Baptist Church and his 

denominational comrades. The prize in this struggle 

for power was denominational leadership itself, for it 

is apparent that Norris had come to think of himself as 

a spokesman for at least a segment of Texas Baptists. 
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The Seventy-five Million Campaign, initiated in 

1919, was an attempt to raise at least seventy-five 

million dollars in five years to underwrite the work of 

agencies of the Southern Baptist Convention. Over ninty-

two million dollars were pledged, but only a little more 

than fifty-eight million dollars were actually raised. 

Texas Baptists were, as might be expected, to 

carry out a major portion of the fund-raising campaign. 

George Truett of the First Baptist Church in Dallas served 

as chairman of the Campaign Commission, with L. R. 

Scarborough as General Director. Texas was given its pro

rata share of fifteen million dollars plus an additional 

one million to "more nearly meet the needs of the Texas 

situation." At the state level, J. M. Dawson served as 

Publicity Director, making a triumvirate of Norris' 

critics at the helm of the project. The money was to be 

raised by subscription, with every Baptist church encour

aged to bear its fair share of the financial load, or, 

as the Texas Baptist Annual for 1919 put it, "it is 

necessary that we press right on until we have reached 

every church and every Baptist for their best possible 

subscription."2 

^W. W. Barnes, The Southern Baptist Convention, 
1845-1953 (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1954), pp. 223-224. 

2Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 1919, 
pp. 106-110. It is interesting to note that the fourth 
largest portion of the sixteen million dollar Texas goal 
was a one million dollar grant for Baylor University. 
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By the 1920 meeting of the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas at El Paso, $16,500,000 had been 

subscribed by Texas Baptist churches.^ Post-war economic 

conditions, however, took their toll of actual payment of 

pledges, leading the state campaign organizers to suggest 

stricter controls on the collection of monies. Their 

recommendations included 

1) that a campaign of systematic giving 
be promoted 'both in the matter of 
our local church budgets and in paying 
pledges to the Seventy-Five Million Fund;* 

2) that where a subscriber pledged to the 
campaign with the understanding that his 
pledge would be due at some specified 
time, 'it is fair and just to him that 
such agreement be observed;' 

3) that the campaign be pressed vigorously 
and 'every possible dollar gleaned in.'^ 

As greater effort was made toward collecting 

overdue pledges, greater emphasis was placed on loyalty 

and cooperation within the state convention. While 

Baptists had no hierarchy, one leader declared, it should 

be evident that a new spirit had emerged among Texas 

Baptists which expected complete loyalty to the programs 

of the denomination. "The church that does not keep 

step with our forward-looking and conquering Zion," it was 

asserted, "makes of itself a most sorry spectacle, which 

-^Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1920, p. 91. 

^Ibid., p. 92. 
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is either to be pitied or deplored, or both."^ Baptist 

churches had the right not to cooperate, but they had 

a better right to cooperate, and a solemn obligation to 

do so. Thus, while stating the historic Baptist principle 

of the autonomy of the local church, the leaders of the 

Campaign in Texas sought to tighten control over the 

finances of the local church in order to meet the goals 

of the project. It was at this point that J. Frank Norris 

and the leaders of the campaign parted company. 

Norris initially supported the Campaign. Early 

in the planning stages he announced that the First Baptist 

Church would "get in the campaign. . .in its own way and 

according to the best plan.' Later, however, he seems 

to have retreated from his earlier position, in all 

likelihood due to the $100,000 assessment he later claimed 
7 

was forced on him and his church. He wrote that 

$100,000 was "a heavy amount under the circumstances," 

but that First Baptist Church would surely meet its 
o 

obligation. The "circumstances" were obvious. Norris 

was in the midst of a major building program requiring 

huge voluntary gifts from his congregation. Coupled 

^Ibid., p. 93. 

^Searchlight, September 25, 1919. 
•7 

Norris, Inside History, p. 17. 

^Searchlight, October 16, 1919. 
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with this were general post-war economic conditions. It 

was from this viewpoint that Norris wrote: 

We owe more money than all the 
other Baptists of Tarrant County put 
together, yet we have been asked to give 
nearly one-fifth of the apportionment. . . . 
We have no millionaires in our church. . . . 
We will not give one-fifth of the $100,000 
the first year, but it is earnestly 
desired that every member shall get in 
and make a liberal and sacrificial gift 
to the cause of missions for that is 
what the campaign means.^ 

It seems apparent, then, that the Seventy-five 

Million Campaign came at the wrong time, economically 

speaking, for Norris and his church. Caught between 

increased operating expenses, a massive and expensive 

building program, and a general down-trend in the 

nation's economy, Norris, like many other church 

leaders, found that he could not accomplish the $100,000 

goal set for his church. Unlike many others, however, 

Norris saw in the convention's attempt to collect its 

pledges a threat to the autonomy of First Baptist 

Church and his control over it. Further, he saw the 

implication that massive gifts to the campaign would 

divert necessary dollars from the buildings he desperately 

needed. There may also be some truth in Norris' later 

claims that he was told to raise the apportionment 

"or else.""*"̂  There is also reason to assume that, since 

^Ibid. 

l^Norris, Inside History, p. 17. 
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Truett, Scarborough, and Dawson were not exactly cordial 

friends of the Fort Worth pastor, the quota for First 

Baptist Church might have been a vindictive gesture. 

Years later Norris took this position and wrote that 

A group of denominational despots 
called on me in my office and demanded 
that I take their apportionment of one-
hundred thousand dollars. I quickly informed 
them that I did not believe in that method, 
and my conviction was then, and is now, 
that every church has the right and the 
sole right, of how and what, when and the 
method of its liberations, and that no 
set of men on the face of the earth has 
the right to even suggest what the local 
church will do, much less dictate to it. 
But this group of political, ecclesiastical 
dictators, headed by Dr. L. R. Scarborough, 
the head of the Baptist Southwestern Theo
logical Seminary, said to me, 'Norris if 
you don't cooperate and put on this 
drive, we will brand you to the end of 
the earth as an uncooperating Baptist 
and you will lose out. You won't have 
any crowd to hear you, your own church 
will disintegrate. ...-'-•'-

By 1921 the Seventy-five Million Campaign was 

falling behind its anticipated goal. Collections were 

not coming in as expected. It should have been 

obvious to the leaders that some churches and indivi

duals had made pledges far beyond their ability to pay. 

Further, it seems that the campaign organizers did 

not adequately take into account external conditions 

which might hamper the collection of pledges. Thus, 

the Texas Baptist Annual for 1921 contained a resolution 

•'--'-Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 278. 
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calling for the Baptist General Convention of Texas 

to "discourage any effort on the part of anyone to 

annul or cancel any of these pledges. "•'-2 since Norris 

had come to oppose the campaign, the resolution was 

undoubtedly aimed, in part, at him and First Baptist 

Church. •'•'̂  

By 1922 the condition of the Seventy-five 

Million Campaign was critical. The Committee recommended 

renewed efforts to secure new pledges and to collect 

those in arrears. Its report carried the statement 

that following "one of the most intensive, extensive 

and industrious Campaigns yet waged by our Texas Baptist, 

our financial conditions were improved iri some sections 

of the State, while in other sections they were worse 

than a year ago."-'-̂  The blame for much of this loss 

in revenue was placed on the "relentless, persistent 

and cruel opposition waged by a certain opponent of 

our work, both through the coliomns of his local church 

paper, which was sent free to thousands of our Baptist 

people throughout the State, and also through the 

•'•2Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1921, p. 37. 

^ The Seventy-five Million Campaign for Tarrant 
Baptist Association was initiated at Riverside Baptist 
Church on September 3, 1919. At that time Norris' 
church pledged $20,000 a year for five years. See the 
Minutes of the 33rd Annual Session of the Tarrant County 
Baptist Association, September 3-4, 1919, p. 22. 

l^Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1922, p. 133. 
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columns of the secular press, both in the form of 

contributed articles and paid advertisements. ""'"̂  These 

misrepresentations were calculated to "shake the 

confidence" of the Baptist constituency in "their 

leaders, . . .the institutions, and the causes" sponsored 

16 

by the Baptist Convention of Texas. 

There can be little doubt that Norris' attack 

on the Seventy-five Million Campaign substantially 

hindered the success of the endeavor, although the 

exact degree can never be determined. One should not 

overlook the possibility that there were other pastors 

who saw in the campaign a threat to the autonomy of 

the local church and who, while not as vocal as Norris, 

de-emphasized the fund-raising endeavor from their 

pulpits. Indeed, Norris must have felt that he spoke 

for a substantial segment of Texas Baptists, that he 

was spokesman for the "folks at the forks of the creek." 

Norris' opposition to the campaign centered on 

the extension of denominational control over the local 

church, which he considered his own private bailiwick, 

but his method of attack focused on other issues, 

particularly misappropriation of funds. The object of 

this verbal assault was F. S, Groner, the Secretary of 

l^Ibid. 

l^Ibid. 
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the Convention, and the charge was that funds were 

being used for activities other than those for which 

17 
the monies had been specified. Specifically, Norris 

charged that $1,600,000 which had been designated 

for the Home Mission Board had been diverted to other 

18 agencies of the convention. On one occasion he 

reserved the entire lower floor of the First Baptist 

Church for non-members so that he could give them the 

"inside story" of the "machine," with its assessments, 

interference in local church matters, tendencies toward 

19 centralization and preoccupation with money matters. 

As the 19 22 meeting of the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas approached, Norris quickened the 

pace of his attack. He brought individuals to the 

pulpit of his church to testify that the account books 

of the campaign were not open. One, accountant O. E. 

Smith, testified that L. R. Scarborough refused to let 

him see the records, while another, a secretary at 

Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, asserted 

that the auditor's report had been changed before being 

presented to the committee. To add a flavor of authen

ticity, Norris had a notary public present to take and 

^"^Searchlight, April 7, 1922. 

18ibid., April 14, 1922. 

^^Ibid., September 29, 1922. 
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notarize the affadavits of those who testified.^^ 

Later, in October, 1922, Norris charged that the machine 

had broken its agreement on the open book policy in 

the Seventy-five Million Campaign. He then proceeded 

to level twelve specific charges of misuse, including 

the diversion of funds from their designated allotments, 

the changing of auditor's reports, personal gain by 

those connected with the campaign, buying of positions 

on boards of denominational institutions, money being 

paid out without proper authorization, expenses being 

charged to certain miscellaneous accounts, padded 

expense accounts, certain institutions receiving more 

than their allotment, and certain official records 

21 
being destroyed. 

It is no surprise, then, that Norris was censored 

by the Baptist General Convention of Texas at its 1922 

meeting at Galveston, Labeled a "Statement of Facts 

and Some Resolutions," the committee report put its 

stamp of disapproval upon "the wholesale method of the 

indiscriminate and destructive criticism of Baptist 

work and workers" which had been waged against the 

20lbid. 

2^Ibid., October 6, 1922. 
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convention by Norris and those who supported him.^^ 

The resolutions, adopted by a rising vote on Friday, 

November 17, were obviously aimed at Norris although 

he was not specifically named. The report began with 

a statement that 

Whereas, for more than two years 
there has been carried on in Texas a 
widely published attack on the general 
organized work and workers of the Baptist 
General Convention of Texas, and. 

Whereas, this attack has embodied 
mis-representations, insinuations, and 
reflections upon the proper conduct 
in office of the appointed and trusted 
leaders of this Convention; Therefore 
we, the undersigned messengers to the 
Baptist General Convention assembled 
in Waco, do hereby, submit to the 
Convention the following statements 
and resolutions. 

There followed a clear denunciation of Norris and 

his methods. The report re-affirmed the committee's 

faith in the leaders of the campaign. Charges of 

"ecclesiastical bossism" were without foundation. 

Moreover Norris' practices of church polity were 

questioned. "We declare our opposition to open church 

membership," the report declared, "and to that type of 

interdenominationalism that compromises our doctrines 

22Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1922. The twenty-two man committee included only one 
Norris supporter—I. E. Gates—and a number of outspoken 
Norris critics, including M. T. Andrews, J. H. Pace, 
Wallace Bassett, B. A. Copass, Forrest Smith, E. P. 
West, and F. M. McConnell. 
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of theology and violates our teachings on ecclesiology 

and Scriptural order of the churches." The committee 

left little doubt that it thoroughly repudiated both 

Norris' charges and his methods.2^ closing with a 

resolution that the state convention refused to be 

side-tracked by those "who substitute criticism for 

cooperation, and misrepresentation for truth," the 

delegates consecrated themselves to carry out the work 

of the Seventy-five Million Campaign.2^ There were 

those who likely believed that Norris had been put 

in his place, but they miscalculated. For Norris, 

the war had just begun. 

The conflict soon settled down to a series of 

verbal attacks and counterattacks by Norris and L. R. 

Scarborough which lasted through the 1920's. As a 

director of the Seventy-five Million Campaign, Scarborough 

rose to meet Norris' charges of denominational control 

and misappropriation of funds. The president of 

Southwestern Seminary counter-charged that Norris had 

verbally committed his church to raise one hundred 

thousand dollars, then had repudiated it. The situation 

of the Campaign was serious, he admitted, but he believed 

it was the result of disloyalty on the part of men such 

2^Ibid., pp. 15-16. 

24 Ibid., p. 17. 
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as Norris and the "storm that came inevitably after 

25 
the war." To his cousin, T. T. Martin, who tended 

to support Norris, Scarborough wrote that Norris was 

un-cooperative, unorthodox, and un-Baptistic. He did 

admit that there had been some mistakes in the handling 

of funds in the Campaign, but, on the whole, believed 

the leaders had done remarkably well. Martin had 

questioned the Texas board's appropriation of a $1,0 00 

each to the salaries of three men connected with the 

fund-raising drive, but Scarborough warned "if you mean 

this as a criticism, nobody will get anywhere by pub

lishing it." Nobody in Texas was going to follow Norris, 

the seminary president declared, and Martin would be 
2 6 making a serious mistake to do so. Martin replied 

that he, too, believed some of the "brethren" had made 

mistakes in the handling of funds, but like Scarborough 

he did not believe in tearing down the work because 

of mistakes "made by the brethren." He was glad Scar

borough had cleared up the matter of the $1,000 "bonuses." 

If the board found out they had underestimated the work 

that these three brethren had to do," he wrote, "that 

L. R. Scarborough to J. W. Gillon, January 4, 
1922, Scarborough Papers, Southwestern Baptist Theo
logical Seminary, Fort Worth. 

^^L. R. Scarborough to T. T. Martin, January 10, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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is a different matter altogether." An "out and out 

bonus," however, would have clearly been a misappro

priation of funds. He promised to clear up the matter 

with Norris, who had obviously been his source. Martin 

did fear that Scarborough and his colleagues were 

trying to put Norris out of the convention, which would 

not only be unscriptural, but would give Norris "a 

club with which to beat your brains out," and cause 

a split in the Texas Baptist ranks. He warned his 

cousin that "To whip a church into line, or to drive 

it out of the denomination on the '75 Million Dollar' 

drive, or any other co-operating plan, is Roman 

Catholicism, pure and simple,. . .and will force some 

27 

of us to take the field on the subject." ' Scar

borough in turn replied that no one was trying to drive 

Norris out of the convention. The only thing he and 

his colleagues were trying to do was to nullify Norris' 

"influence to destroy our campaign. . . . " No Baptist 

preacher, he declared, who would do the "stunts" that 

Norris was doing, in his opinion, had any right "to 

28 

pose as a Baptist and as a defender of Baptist faith." 

The one thing J. Frank Norris wished to promote, 

Scarborough asserted, was "himself." 

27T. T. Martin to L. R. Scarborough, January 14, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 

2o 
L. R. Scarborough to T. T. Martin, January 21, 

1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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J. Frank Norris found in Lee Rutland Scarborough 

a formidable opponent. A former member of First Baptist 

Church and a one-time supporter of its controversial 

pastor, Scarborough, who saw in Norris a destructive 

force, plunged himself into the fray. He wrote letters, 

articles in the Baptist Standard, and pamphlets. His 

clout was weakened to some extent by the fact that 

there was a grain of truth in some of Norris' charges. 

He admitted to T. T. Martin that perhaps there had 

been some mistakes in handling funds for the Seventy-

five Million drive, but these mistakes were never 

admitted to the public. The suspicions which Norris 

cast upon the campaign, coupled with Scarborough's 

refusal to bring the mistakes out in the open, gave 

Norris' charges credibility and undoubtedly contributed 

to a loss of confidence by some in the fund raising 

project. 

One of Scarborough's major attacks came in 

the form of a pamphlet entitled "The Fruits of 

Norrisism." In this tract, printed in mass quantities 

and distributed freely, Scarborough set forth a ten 

point critique of Norris. It was, he charged, "toward 

true religion what socialism and bolshevism are to 

politics and industry, wholly destructive in spirit 

and method." Pressing the attack, the Fort Worth 

seminary president declared that Norris' methods were 
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anti-missionary and anti-institutional; thrived on 

sensationalism, misrepresentation, and false accusations; 

masqueraded under the cloak of orthodoxy in order to 

ride into public favor; embodied autocratic ecclesias-

ticism; divided and split families, churches, asso

ciations, and struck "its poisonous fangs at the brother

hood of Christianity;" and lowered the standards of 

right conduct, individual righteousness, ministerial 

ethics, personal integrity, and gave the world "a 

false conception of the character, spirit and methods 

of Christianity. Finally, Scarborough warned that the 

individual, preacher, or church that joined with Norris 

would soon cease to cooperate with the "mission 

educational or benevolent enterprises fostered by 

29 

God's people." Following this scathing attack, 

Scarborough answered a number of Norris' charges, point 

by point. Dr. F. S. Groner had been cleared of every 

charge brought against him; Brooks, Truett and Gambrell 

could not have mishandled funds because the only 

monies to which they had access were those for their 

own individual causes and no auditor had ever found 

any evidence of malfeasance. He had himself been 

accused of misappropriating $100,000 which were actually 

worthless endowment notes on which no principle or 

2^L. R. Scarborough, "The Fruits of Norrisism," 
(Fort Worth: privately printed for the author, no date). 
It is quite obvious that Scarborough did not consider 
Norris "God's people." 
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interest had been collected for ten or more years, and 

two of which were signed by Norris and unpaid for 

fourteen years. In spite of Norris, Scarborough 

declared, the Tarrant Baptist Campaign was progressing 

gloriously. In closing the president of Southwestern 

Seminary asked 

If Norrisism represents and 
brings false accusations against such 
causes and men, masquerading under a 
cloak of orthodoxy and fundamentalism, 
can such a cult be trusted in anything? 
Can one afford to believe its reports of 
its own membership; the size of its 
congregations; the additions it has, 
the numbers it has in Sunday School, 
and its glaring sensational reports of 
the greatest revivals in the world?-^^ 

Norris and Scarborough traded blows over the 

Seventy-five Million Campaign. Both employed spies 

in the other's camp.̂ -'- Both saw the other as a threat-

30 Ibid. 

-̂'-Norris' use of a Seminary secretary has already 
been mentioned. Scarborough had a letter from C. E. 
Matthews, former Business Manager for Norris' church, 
stating that Norris had, on November 21, 1921, stood 
before the Tarrant Association and claimed to have 
given $1,000 to the Seventy-five Million drive. Matthews 
claimed Norris was reimbursed by the church for the 
personal check he wrote. C. E. Matthews to L. R. 
Scarborough, November 23, 1921, Scarborough Papers. On 
another occasion President Brooks of Baylor informed 
Scarborough that W. J. Gray, who was still attending 
Norris' church only to keep up with Norris, desired 
to give out information that would be helpful. "He 
further thinks," Brooks wrote, "that we ought to let 
Norris keep the lead, and that we make no public state
ment about him unless we are sure we can hammer him 
with the truth." S. P. Brooks to L. R. Scarborough, 
March 2, 1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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Norris' program as a threat to denominational unity; 

Scarborough's, to the autonomy of the local church. 

Resorting to name-calling and accusation, both men 

used questionable methods, stretched some truths, and 

divided Texas Baptists into at least two opposing camps. 

It is interesting to note that both men frequently 

cited the Scriptures to justify their own positions, 

each showing that his was the correct, the just, the 

Scriptural point of view. Each saw himself as a 

reformer and used the resources at hand to defeat the 

other. In the midst of this controversy, the Seventy-

five Million Campaign continued to founder. 

Paralleling his attack on the men and methods 

of the Seventy-five Million Campaign, and more devas

tating in its results, was Norris' attack on the 

teaching of evolution and other encroachments of 

Modernism in Baptist schools in the state, especially 

Baylor University. The anti-evolution movement, which 

re-emerged in the years following World War I, found 

in J. Frank Norris an ardent and outspoken champion. 

Reared in the fundamentalist nurture of his mother, 

Mary Norris, and his first pastor, Catlett Smith, 

Norris found in the growing acceptance of the theory 
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of evolution and the German rationalist methods of 

3 9 

Biblical criticism not only a foe but an issue. 

In attacking the teaching of evolution, Norris 

aligned himself with the mainstream of post-World War I 

fundamentalism. He joined the ranks of a movement 

which counted William Jennings Bryan as its acknow

ledged leader and, as its spokesmen, such personalities 

as Billy Sunday, A. C. Dixon of Moody Bible Institute, 

W. B. Riley of Minneapolis, T. T. Shields of Toronto, 

John Roach Straton of New York, J. Gresham Machem 

of Princeton University, and R. A. Torrey of the 

Los Angeles Bible Institute. Norris did not initiate 

the movement. He did, however, become one of its 

leading voices. 

On October 28, 1921, Norris announced on the 

front page of the Searchlight that on the following 

Sunday evening he would expose the "infidelity" at 

Baylor University. This was not, however, his first 

attack on evolution. Following his return from 

Palestine he had led an attack on Professor John A. 

Rice of Southern Methodist University, who had written 

a controversial book on the Old Testament in which he 

denied the historical miracles. Fresh from that 

-̂ 2For a more complete discussion of the anti-
evolution, anti-Modernism crusade see Norman Furniss, 
The Fundamentalist Controversy, 1918-1931 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1954.) 
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encounter, which resulted in Rice's dismissal, Norris 

came into possession of information concerning some 

questionable teachings at Baylor University, the 

largest and oldest Baptist institution in Texas. He 

claimed that he took this up with certain Baptist 

leaders but they informed him: "We don't want to 

have any stir-up about it. Don't say a word about it. 

You will ruin the Seventy-five Million Campaign. "-̂ ^ 

Nonetheless, Norris did raise the issue, charging 

that Professor Samuel Grove Dow of Baylor's Sociology 

Department had written and was using a textbook which 

implied that man had evolved from the antropoid ape.^^ 

The impact of that charge rocked the harmony and 

fellowship of the Baptist General Convention of Texas 

for the next several years and resulted in Norris' 

expulsion from both the county and state conventions. 

Norris was not the first to call attention to 

the spread of Darwinism. As early as 1919, a committee 

report on Christian education sponsored by Texas 

Baptists warned that "We are living in a day when schools 

and colleges are greatly tempted, a day when German 

thought in the realm of scholarship, unlike German 

33 
The Fundamentalist, March 4, 1938, from 

Norris' sermon on "Dawsonism, Fosdickism, Darwinism, 
and Agnosticism." 

34 
Searchlight, November 11, 1921; December 9, 

1921. 
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political power, has not been dethroned, and many of 

our scholars, and very many of our American teachers, 

worship the shrine of German scholarship."-^^ Later, 

in 1920, T. T. Martin of Tennessee wrote E. C. Routh, 

editor of the Baptist Standard, about Dow's textbook. 

Routh purchased a copy and read it, picking out 

several questionable passages. He then wrote Dow 

personally to ascertain his views. Dow replied that 

there were, indeed, "many errors" and "slips of language." 

Some of these Dow blamed on consulting authors who 

were not "firm Christians." Sometime later Routh was 

at Baylor to fill a speaking engagement and visited 

with a number of Dow's students who affirmed that the 

professor in question was a "faithful worker in Seventh 

and James Baptist Church." Routh then wound up his 

36 

investigation with a personal interview with Dow. 

By the summer of 1921 Routh wrote President Brooks 

of Baylor: 
I have the impression, however, 

that there are at least one or two places 
in the faculty of Baylor University to 
which you need to give attention. When 
I had the conference last winter with 
the young preachers in Baylor University, 
concerning Dr. Dow, they were all agreed 

^^Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1919, p. 26. 

•^^E. C. Routh, "Professor Dow and Baylor 
University," Baptist Standard, November 3, 1921, p. 8. 
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that there were one or two other men 
in the University whose position was 
more radical than that of Dr. Dow. I 
was not very much in sympathy with T. T. 
Martin's attack on Dr. Dow, for the 
reason that a number of passages in the 
book, which he criticized, were taken out 
of the setting, and the criticism was 
unjust to that degree both to Dr. Dow 
and to the University. His book, however, 
will have to have quite a number of things 
taken out of it, and he himself will 
need to undergo some changes of views, 
before such teachings would be accep
table to Texas Baptists, many of whom 
have as wide views of social problems 
as has Dr. Dow.-̂ 7 

Brooks would also have profited from a 

warning given him by J. B. Cranfill, a veteran of 

religious wars in Texas. He had read T. T. Martin's 

recent review of Dow's book in the Baptist Messenger, 

the state paper of Oklahoma Baptists. The former 

editor of the Baptist Standard believed the article 

originated with Norris. If, however, Martin had 

correctly quoted Dow's book, it would not be necessary 

for "anybody to attempt to defend the book or 

Dr. Dow's book before any Baptist body in this latitude." 

He had recently talked with George Truett, Cranfill 

reported, about Norris' impending attack on Baylor 

and the thorough understanding which seemed to exist 

37E. C. Routh to S. P. Brooks, July 29, 1921, 
Brooks Papers, Texas Collection, Baylor University. 
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between Norris and Martin. Then he warned Brooks 

that it would give Norris "an advantage that no kind 

of an explanation, oratory or argument can withstand" 

if the quotations from Dow's book were correct and if 

the book bore the stamp of approval of Baylor. In 

closing, Cranfill confessed that he was unsure of the 

course to be pursued, but that he believed that it 

was a "calamity" that a book of such character should 

ever become a textbook in a Baptist College. He 

said: 

I take it that you did not know 
anything about his brother's views when 
he was elected, but it seems strange 
his book could go through the press of 
Baylor University whose proof reader 
is E. W. Provence and should bear the 
imprint of the University in a work of 
this character. I am saddened in the 
contemplation of what may happen if 
some of this is not speedily done to 
eliminate all just cause of censure 
of the orthodoxy of our great school.-̂ 8 

Then came Norris' attack. Timed to hit the 

Baptist constituency of Texas just prior to the 1921 

meeting of the Baptist General Convention at Dallas on 

December 1, the charges of heresy at Baylor shook the 

very foundations of the convention fellowship. When 

Texas Baptists converged on Dallas, there were many 

who came anticipating a first-class split in Texas 

Baptist ranks. 

•̂  J. B. Cranfill to S. P. Brooks, October 19, 
1921, Brooks Papers. 
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Those who came expecting the issue of evolu

tion to be discussed were not disappointed. On 

Thursday afternoon, December 1, Dr. M. A. Jenkens 

presented a memorandum from the Pastors' and Laymen's 

Conference stating that body's unalterable opposition 

to "the teaching of Darwinian evolution or any other 

theory that discredits the Genesis account of creation, 

39 . . ."-'̂  The resolution also condemned destructive 

criticism and inter-denominationalism, obviously aimed 

at Norris, and counseled moderation in condemning 

any Texas Baptist school on hearsay rumors. "We may 

imperil all we hold dear," the report concluded, "by 

giving credence to suspicions and rumors, but we do 

put ourselves on record that it is our fixed purpose 

to build our schools and to keep them true to Jesus 

40 
Christ and His Book and His Churches." Most delegates 

realized Norris' methods were being censored, but no 

one could deny that the controversial Fort Worth pastor 

had put his finger on a sore spot in the denomina

tional body. 

"^^Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1921, Brooks Papers. 

"̂ Îbid. , p. 36. The report—signed by Jenkens, 
T. V. Neal, W. W. Lee, J. D. Sandefer, J. C. Hardy, 
J. B. Tidwell, L. R. Scarborough, G. L. Yates, J. L. Ward, 
M. T. Andrews, George Truett, L. J. Mims, M. M. Wolfe, 
and A. A. Duncan—supposedly tried to nullify Norris' 
attack while at the same time disavowing evolution. 
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The next day, December 2, the Committee on 

Christian Education prophesied that Baptist academic 

affairs augured well for the future if Baptist schools 

could be kept free from the blighting effects of 

materialism and Darwinian evolution. Following the 

report. President Brooks of Baylor rose to make his 

presentation on affairs at his school. Carefully 

avoiding the charges against Baylor, Brooks went into 

great detail to describe Baylor's growth and progress. 

Then, M. T. Andrews of Temple presented a resolution 

critical of Norris. Being careful to avoid calling 

Norris by name the memorial stated that 

Whereas, A certain propaganda 
has been circulated among the messen
gers to this Convention by means of 
newspapers, attacking the institutions 
and agents of the Convention; and 

Whereas, The Convention has appointed 
a committee to go over the whole matter 
under criticism and report its findings 
to the Convention; and 

Whereas, Further and continued 
criticism will be seriously detri
mental to our institutions and their 
agencies; therefore, be it 

Resolved, That it be the 
sentiment of this Convention that the 
agitation of this matter should cease, 
and judgment that is hurtful be with
held, until the committee appointed by 
the Convention has performed its work and 
made its report.^2 

^^Ibid., pp. 46-47 

^2ibid. , p.' 18. 
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Before the convention ended, Norris' opponents 

made one final attempt to neutralize his attack on 

Baylor. A motion passed instructing the committee 

to investigate teachings in Texas Baptist schools 

and to publish its findings at the earliest possible 
A O 

date and in the widest possible manner. Thus, the 

evolution issue was insured maximum coverage for the 

coming year. 

The 1921 convention carefully avoided an 

open discussion of the issue, reasoning correctly that 

there probably would have been more emotion than 

reason displayed. By appointing a committee to study 

the charges the delegates avoided a direct confron

tation with Norris, nullified his chances to present 

his evidence to the body of the whole, and gave time 

for both sides to prepare their charges and counter

charges more fully. 

With the convention over, both parties settled 

down to the struggle for the minds and opinions of 

Texas Baptists, and thus leadership of the Baptist 

General Convention of the state. In that conflict, 

Norris was destined to lose, but, before it ended, it 

was going to be a violent controversy with far-reaching 

consequences. 

43 Ibid., p. 26. 
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many criticisms directed against Dow were "absolutely 

46 
false." To W. B. Bizzell the president of Baylor 

wrote that the "arch enemy" was making himself ludicrous, 

but "temporarily doing us some hurt." Brooks declared 

that he was sorry Dow had to resign, "but with the 

intense hatred that had been developed on the part of 

the ignorant with no way of getting facts before them, 

and in light of the false statements that appeared so 

47 fast in the Searchlight," it seemed best. Responding 

to Reverend R. E. Bell of Decatur, a long-standing 

critic of Norris' since the days when they roomed 

together at Tanner's boarding house. Brooks wrote that 

he realized Norris would not cease his attacks on him 

as long as there were people who would give him their 

attention, but could not imagine that people would 

continually listen to one man "thrash us as Norris is 

doing now." He was pleased at the many friends who 

had assured him that "at the right time" they would 

take care of his chief critic, so he was going to 

attend to his duties as usual. "I fully understand," 

he wrote in closing, "that if we dignify Norris in 

46 
S. P. Brooks to W. M. Jones, December 12, 

1921, Brooks Papers. 
A 1 

S. p. Brooks to W. B. Bizzell, December 17, 
1921, Brooks Papers. 
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any way it merely helps him sell space to neurotics 

48 who want to hear him." 

President Brooks also offered his services 

and those of his associates to the committee charged 

with the investigation of Norris' charges. They were 

invited to visit the campus, examine textbooks, sit 

in on classes, and question students and teachers alike. 

"We will welcome your examination of all charges," 

he declared, "of all the charges made against the Uni

versity as a whole, or against any teacher and we do 

not want you to hesitate to call on us for any infor

mation you may desire." He then entered into a 

lengthy defense of his and Baylor's position. Professor 

Dow had come highly recommended by his former instructors 

at William Jewell College. Soon after his first 

appointraent at Baylor, his classes had become so 

crowded that he could not take all who wanted to hear 

his lectures. The only criticism Brooks had received, 

he declared, was from Dow's views supporting inter

denominationalism, an anathema to Baptists. During 

"^^S. P. Brooks to R. E. Bell, December 20, 1921, 
Brooks Papers. There can be little doubt that much of 
Norris' success was due to the large number of people 
excited by religious controversy. 

^^S. P. Brooks to The Committee Appointed by 
the Baptist General Convention of Texas to Examine into 
the Heresy Charges Against Baylor University, December 
10, 1921, Brooks Papers. 
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the summer of 1920, Dow had approached the President 

and had asked him to read his manuscript for a new text 

in sociology. Brooks had demurred since he was going 

to be extremely busy that summer traveling on behalf 

of the college. When Brooks returned at the close of 

the summer, the book was off the press. The President 

had, at once, pointed out some passages which would 

"inevitably get us into trouble." Dow reaffirmed his 

Christian beliefs and repudiated evolution, but the 

text was allowed to stand and the books were not 

recalled. Since the 1920-1921 academic year was about 

to commence. Brooks claimed that he had been reluctant 

to ask for Dow's resignation although Dow intimated that 

he would offer it if necessary. Brooks had decided to 

let him remain for the year. "I felt by waiting," he 

declared, "I would get a better measure of the man 

and his teaching."^ 

Soon after the book appeared in print T. T. 

Martin began criticizing it in the press. Brooks 

received letters from E. C. Routh of the Standard 

concerning Martin's charges and asking for more infor

mation. Routh then came to Baylor to speak to the 

Baptist Student Union and while there interviewed a 

SOlbid. 
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number of students and Dow himself. The material 

gathered during this visit appeared in Routh's article 

in the November 3, 1921, issue of the Standard. 

On November 30, 1921, the night before Texas 

Baptists convened at Dallas, an Executive Board 

meeting had been held in the basement of the First 

Baptist Church of that city. Norris, who had been away 

from Fort Worth during the summer of 1921, was at the 

meeting with evidence allegedly repudiating Routh's 

article. Prior to this meeting. Brooks charged, Norris 

had berated Baylor and Professor Dow through the pages 

of the Searchlight, but had never approached him 

personally about the Baylor situation. The Baylor 

president further asserted that Scarborough had informed 

him that Norris had not seen a copy of Dow's book until 

after his October 28th announcement to expose infidelity 

at Baylor. He should have. Brooks admitted in conclusion, 

put these facts in print before the present instance 

and pursued a different course. "However," he stated, 

51 "a man has a poor chance with a hostile editor." 

Reflecting from the vantage point of later 

years, it is easy to see how President Brooks let the 

situation slip from his grasp. He should have taken 

the time to review Dow's book before its publication. 

51 Ibid. 
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He should have withdrawn the book once he realized its 

controversial implications. He should have admitted 

his own questions about the validity of Dow's text. 

All these would have robbed Norris of the half-truths 

he so successfully used to undermine Brooks' credibility. 

Samuel Palmer Brooks was a brilliant man and educator. 

He was revered by many as a man ahead of his time. He 

was a defender of the freedom of inquiry and academic 

freedom long before these concepts were accepted by the 

constituency he served. By his own admission, it was 

the press of time and other commitments which prevented 

him from adequately handling the questionable aspects 

of Dow's book. 

Meanwhile, Norris lost no time in responding 

to his critics. "Don't try the witness, but the guilty 

defendant," he pled in bold letters across the top of 

the December 9 issue of the Searchlight. He had "turned 

on the light" on the "longstanding infidelity" at Baylor, 

and the leaders were trying to quash him instead of 

investigating the truth of his charges. A fellow pastor 

on the "North Side" (of Fort Worth) had criticized him 

the past Sunday morning. "My thanks to him," Norris 

retorted, "quite a number of his members were over at 

the First Church Sunday night. I forgive the brother 
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for he must hold on to the tit."^2 ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ issue 

Norris called the recent Baptist state convention the 

"greatest convention in twenty years." He wrote that 

A great issue came before this 
convention and came with the irresistible 
force of a cyclone on the Western prairies. 
The Searchlight had done its work. For 
more than a month it had been calling 
attention to the bold, bald, bare, blatant 
infidelity in Baylor University. 

But all protest was in vain. The 
heads were 'cut off of the fellows that 
protested.53 

Norris declared with full impact, that "it all 

depends on whose ox is gored." When Norris had called 

attention to John A. Rice's questionable text at 

Southern Methodist University, Scarborough and others 

joined him. When he called attention to essentially 

the same problem at Baylor, he found that the denomina

tional leaders were not with him. It was not, Norris 

claimed, the truth of his charges to which the "machine" 

(Norris' favorite term for the leaders of the State 

Baptist organization) objected, but his methods. 

"Well," he declared, "that's an old objection. The 

race track gamblers of the Dallas Fair made the same 

54 objection when I went after them thirteen years ago." 

^^Searchlight, December 9, 1921. 

^^Ibid. 

5^Ibid. 
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Norris' attack on Brooks centered on the fact 

that he had known about the contents of Dow's book 

and had allowed it to be used in classes at Baylor. 

To the pastor of First Baptist Church this made it 

clear that Brooks supported the contents of Dow's 

text. When Brooks had complained, just prior to the 

1921 convention in Dallas, that Norris should have 

taken the issue up with him first, Norris simply replied 

"Why should l?"55 

Norris also took the issue to his followers 

via his pulpit. His articles in the Searchlight 

obviously reached more people, but they lacked the 

personal charisma of Norris' pulpit delivery. On Sunday, 

after his "Don't try the witness" article in the 

Searchlight, Norris delivered two sermons relative to 

the evolution controversy. L. R. Scarborough sent a 

stenographer and had the sermons transcribed and sent 

to Brooks.5" According to Scarborough, Norris was trying 

55ibid. 

5^L. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, December 12, 
1921, Scarborough Papers. Scarborough accused Norris 
of digging into the personal affairs of himself. Brooks, 
and Truett. Norris was also threatening to publish 
his findings "based on just enough truth to make it 
plausible and then mixing in a lot of lies to make it 
injurious to the Cause. I think we will have to make 
up our minds that we have a personal fight on our hands 
and will probably have to go clear down the line." 
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to get engagements to preach in a number of churches 

in the area so that he could give, first hand, his side 

of the conflicts. 

There can be little doubt that Norris' preaching 

did much to sway men's minds in the evolution controversy, 

for whatever else one may say about him there is no 

denying that he was a master of oratory. In a manner

ism, obviously studied, Norris spoke clear and to the 

point. He was colorful. He captured and held the 

attention of his audience. He understood what a large 

number of people wanted to hear and delivered it with 

the proper combination of form and content. In a sermon 

preached on December 4, 1921, while the Baptist state 

convention was in session at Dallas, Norris introduced 

his sermon with a brief report on the activities of 

the convention from Thursday to Saturday. He was in 

possession, he declared, of evidence that rationalism 

and modernism had a very strong hold in certain Baptist 

schools in the state. He then announced that he was 

going to read from certain text books that evening, 

thus guaranteeing an interested audience for the night 

service. Of the controversy he declared: 

I cannot help it if people pay 
attention to what I say. If there is 
nothing wrong nobody ought to care if 
the light is turned on. I never saw 
a bunch of great men as badly scared 
as the men in the last convention the 
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last few days. They seemed all the 
time so afraid something was going to 
happen, that something would be found 
out. Wednesday night I will tell of 
the proposition proposed to put me 
out of the General Convention. I do 
not think it will decrease my crowds 
very seriously in Boston next month; 
and I do not think it is likely to be 
done either. 

The day has come when in this 
state if men dare to say something and 
explain something there is trouble. 
If that be called treason, then let the 
charge of treason stand. I will go into 
details next Wednesday night. I want 
you to pray for me. When I get into a 
fight I get religious. When I get under 
a hard load then I do a little extra 
praying. Fortunately it does not disturb 
my sleep to be criticized. If it had 
I would have been awake for 15 years.^^ 

That evening he began his sermon by reading 

the Genesis account of creation. The biggest issue 

facing the church at that moment, he declared, was the 

integrity of the word of God, and he was trying to 

defend it. The problem was that he was being criti

cized for his attack on those who were threatening 

the integrity of the Bible. He said: 

A man is simply a fool to 
criticize me—a fool for want of sense. 
I heard of a Baptist preacher who took 
me for a text this morning. He must 
have wanted to preach mighty bad. He 
won't be in Fort Worth 12 months from 

^Sermon preached by Norris on Sunday morning, 
December 4, 1921 at First Baptist Church, Fort Worth. 
Transcription in Scarborough Papers. 
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now. I will guarantee that. God knows 
I have something else to do. The idea 
of taking me for a text when he has the 
Lord Jesus Christ and sixty-six books 
in the Bible to take a text from. I 
know something on myself he hasn't 
heard of.^° 

He then went on to relate the story of his attack 

on John A. Rice. According to Norris: 

A funny thing happened a short 
time ago. About five months ago the 
Methodists had a very prominent infidel 
talking about us coming from tadpoles. 
I said: 'I'll take a crack at you.' 
I did. That was my privilege. I have 
some respect for John Rice, for he 
tells me frankly what he believes. I 
put in a little paper called The Search
light. I just wrote it up—thought 
it a matter of interest—and sent it to 
all the Methodist preachers and Sunday 
School superintendents all over Texas. 
They got hold of it and began to quiz 
the bishops and said: 'Are these 
things so?' About that time I was 
talking to a man who said: 'We are 
going to put him out.' I said: 'No, 
the bishops are against it.' He said: 
'When you hear from that wool-hat crowd 
in the forks of the creek then you'll 
know.' My hat's off to the Methodists 
for what they did. -I was debating 
using a double-barreled shot gun on 
the Baptists and the Methodists— 
thought I would wait. I told one of 
the Baptists: 'We have the same thing.' 
He said: 'We are going to correct that.' 
I said, 'Don't wait long; I'm going to 
shoot.' When I turned my gun he said: 
'Wait. You are going to ruin every
thing. • Now, who rocks this boat. ̂  
What are you going to do about it.-̂ ^ 

^^Ibid. 

59 Ibid. 
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Turning his attack to the Baylor question Norris 

declared that "the same kind of rot" had been taught 

at Baylor for fifteen years, and every time a student 

protested, they "cut his head off." He asked the con

gregation to imagine a mother working outside the 

house. Then 

Suddenly you hear her scream. 
You recognize that voice and rush to 
her relief and you see a black-handed 
assailant choking her to death. Will 
you look at her and then walk away to 
investigate. No, you will attack 
that black-handed assailant with all 
the power at your command, with shot 
and ax. . . . 

Here is the situation in this 
hour. An assailant that is more brutal 
than any black-handed race has come and 
wriggled himself out of the bottomless 
pit of hell by way of German universities 
and Chicago University, and other great 
rationalistic schools, while the rest 
of us slept or toiled and this cruel, 
conscienceless, black-hearted infidel 
has come (I do not mean any indivi
dual, but the principle), and has taken 
our mother by the throat; and it is our 
business to rise and smite it hip and 
thigh. 

The question of infidelity at Baylor could be 

referred to a committee, Norris retorted, but he did not 

have much faith that it would do any good. What he 

proposed to do was to go around the state delivering 

^"ibid. 
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messages in such key cities as Waco, Dallas, Houston 

and San Antonio. "And," he declared, "they will be 

61 

running but at the windows to hear me." 

Pulling a copy of Dow's book from beneath the 

lectern, Norris then began to read selected passages. 

This was the "kind of stuff" being taught at Baylor 

and "all over this country." He did not know much about 

his ancestors, he declared. He did know that a great

grandfather had served with George Washington, and 

that some others had been hung by the British. "I 

do not know how they hung them," he asserted, "but I 

swear by high heaven not one of them was hung by the 

taill"^^ 

Norris closed his sermon by calling attention 

to the criticisms supposedly directed at him because he 

had exposed the teaching of heresy at Baylor. The 

proposition was, he declared, that 
because a man calls attention to that 
kind of thing they want to put him out 
of the synagogue. Well, the only trouble 
about that is I have never been in the 
synagogue. Somebody said the other day 
that they ought to put Norris out. The 
only complaint was that I was giving 
trouble and I am going to give the 
denomination a good deal more trouble 
if the Lord gives me strength and time. 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 
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That is the business of the preacher—to 
give the world, the flesh, and the devil 
all the trouble he can. This brother 
said, 'Norris is always stirring up trouble.' 
Yes, the race track in Dallas will tell you 
the same thing. Yes, I will close the 
shows in Fort Worth. It would not be so 
much trouble to do it if we would all work 
together. I am just so born and made that^ 
I want to be making trouble all the time. 

It is easy to see how Norris moved his audiences. 

His illustrations were studied and humorous, but to 

the point. The pastor of First Baptist Church was fond 

of saying that his approach to a problem was to use 

a broadaxe rather than a pearl-handled knife. His method 

was to find a small kernel of truth and hammer at it 

until it became a major issue. His opponents gave him 

three important weapons: enough indiscretion to give 

his charges credibility, initial efforts to cover up 

the indiscretions by denial, and most important of all, 

attention. By their counter-charges Norris' critics gave 

him the exposure he needed. A master at the exploitation 

of a situation, Norris built his following, his credi

bility, and his popularity from the attention he 

received from his opponents. 

With the coming of the year 1922, the evolution 

64 controversy entered its third phase. The initial 

^^Ibid. 

^^The first was the period prior to the 1921 
convention in December, and the second from the conven
tion to the beginning of 1922. 
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attacks were completed. Both opponents had made a 

number of jabs and thrusts at the other. Now the path 

of conflict lay toward the 1922 meeting of the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas at Waco. 

Norris opened 1922 with a revival meeting at 

Boston. The Globe called "Tornado Norris" a "unique 

character," and compared his results to the Moody 

revivals of the Nineteenth Century. From Boston he 

sent word to Fort Worth and Texas that he was returning 

to "start the fight sure enough."^° 

Once home, Norris appeared before the inves

tigating committee appointed by the state Baptist 

convention. Always on the offensive, he charged that 

the Baylor administration was aware of and therefore 

responsible for the questionable teachings at Baylor; 

and that a "far-reaching plan and conspiracy" had been 

laid "to destroy the orthodoxy of denominational schools 

67 in the state." 

^^Searchlight, January 13, 1922. 

^^Ibid. 

67ibid., February 10, 1922. As a defender of 
orthodoxy, he was out to reform the trends in denomina
tional institutions of higher learning. There is no 
indication that Norris swayed the committee one way 
or another but in the light of its report at Waco later 
that year, Norris did not win control of their minds. 
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If the measure of Norris' success was his 

ability to keep issues before the people that would 

maintain a high level of attendance, his attack on 

evolution was highly successful. His church paper 

reported large audiences from November 13, 1921, through 

68 1922. Even during the summer of 1922, and summers 

are notoriously bad times for church attendance, the 

First Baptist Church maintained audiences of 3,000 to 

3,500.^^ By the fall of the year, Norris could report 

3,600 in Sunday School on September 24, and 4,016 on 

70 December 3.'" His report for 1922 showed a Sunday 

School enrollment of 6,329, an increase of 1,268 over 

1921, and a total of $138,577.60 received through the 

general fund. Allowing for the exaggeration of which 

his critics alleged he was guilty, the figures are 

still impressive. The effective combination of an 

efficient Sunday School organization, Norris' dynamic 

preaching, and the ability to keep sensational and 

68 
See, for instance, the Searchlight for 

February 10, 1922, which featured an article written 
by Alvin G. Hause on services at First Baptist Church, 
November 13, 1921, in the initial phase of the con
troversy. According to Hause, there were 3,500 for 
Sunday School and 5,000 for the morning service. 

^^The Searchlight for July 21, 1922, reported 
3,657 persons in Sunday School on July 16. 

^^Searchlight, September 29, 1922 and December 22, 
1922. 
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controversial topics before the congregation meant 

that even if Norris lost his fight with Texas Baptists 

he had won an impressive victory in keeping his church 

together. 

Norris quickened the pace of his attacks on 

evolution and modernism early in 1922. Using his news

paper, the Searchlight, as an index it is easy to see 

how he kept the issue before his congregation. On 

February 17 he charged that Baptist schools had sold 

out to modernism by accepting funds from the Rockefeller 

Foundation; the next week he attacked J. M. Dawson, 

calling him a "modern thinker" who did not believe in 

a literal six-day creation; on March 24 he told of how 

he, E. C. Routh, and L. R. Scarborough had driven John 

A. Rice from Southern Methodist University and then 

asked why Dr. Scarborough and Editor Routh turned loose 

a "double-barrelled gun against the infidelity in a 

Methodist university and refused to say a word about 

the same character of teaching in Baylor University. 

In the same issue he answered Scarborough's charges 

that First Baptist accepted members by alien immersion, 

asserting that the seminary used a textbook written 

71 by a Presbyterian. Norris' prescription for infidelity 

71 
Ibid., February 17, February 24, and March 24, 

1922; alien immersion refers to the acceptance of a 
person from another denomination into a Baptist church 
without re-baptizing him. 
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in Baptist schools was a doctrinal test, and he issued 

a challenge for such to be required. 

In May he went to the annual meeting of the 

Southern Baptist Convention where he addressed both 

the Pastors' and Laymen's Conference, preceding the 

official meeting, and the convention itself. The 

Searchlight reported that the audience "laughed and 

cried" as Norris preached an "old-fashioned" gospel 

message and that "many who had been prejudiced against 

Norris were completely won over to him. . . ."73 v?hen 

he returned home from Jacksonville, he announced "The 

War is Over—No Treaties Signed—No Agreements Made— 

74 It is over." What transpired is not clear. Norris 

must have believed that a new basis of fellowship had 

been established for he announced in the same issue 

that, for the first time since the 1921 convention of 

the Baptist General Convention of Texas, First Baptist 

had sent a check to the state office in Dallas. 

This tranquility was a calm before the storm. 

On September 29 he reopened his attack. Declaring that 

he would preach on the issues dividing Texas Baptists, 

Norris attacked the "machine" for its assessments. 

72ibid., March 24, 1922. 

"̂ Îbid. , May 26, 1922. 

"̂ "̂ Ibid. , June 23, 1922. 
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interference in local church matters, preoccupation 

with money matters, and tendency to cover up question-

75 
able activities. He specifically charged that two 

Baylor professors, Lula Pace and L. O. Bradbury, were 

teaching a non-literal, figurative or allegorical inter

pretation of the Genesis account of creation. "Do you 

know what that means?" Norris asked his congregation, 

"I don't. But that is what they are teaching there in 

7 6 that school." Such a statement was obviously aimed 

at the less informed, more gullible members of the 

congregation. Norris knew what the terms meant for he 

held a Master of Theology degree from Southern Seminary 

and had studied the various scholarly interpretations 

of the Bible. Aligning himself with the "folks at 

the forks of the creek," however, helped them to 

identify him as their spokesman. 

On October 6, 1922, Norris issued a ringing 

call to "Fundamental Baptists of America" to protest 

the teaching of evolution in Baptist schools. This 

was the lead-in for other Baptists to join Norris in 

77 
a new venture—the Baptist Bible Union of America. 

"̂ Îbid. , September 29, 1922. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid., October 6, 1922; the Baptist Bible 
Union of America had been formed in 1922 under the 
leadership of W. B. Riley, T. T. Shields, and Norris 
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One scholar believes Norris joined the Baptist Bible 

Union of America to call Baptists back to the Bible 

as the verbally inspired, literal word of God and to 

align himself with the Northern wing of the fundamen-

78 

talist movement. 

With the 1922 meeting of the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas near at hand, Norris became more 

bold in his attacks. On November 3 he accused Dr. Brooks 

of protecting Baylor teachers who were teaching evolu

tion; three weeks later he charged "There is evolution 
79 at Baylor." Norris was on a collision course with 

the Texas Baptist state convention, and the crash was 

set to occur at Waco, a likely location in view of the 

fact that Baylor was the storm center of the controversy. 

Meanwhile Norris' critics had not been idle. 

They had used the early months of 1922 to prepare for 

the encounter at Waco. On January 9 the Baptist Pastors' 

Association of Houston met and passed a resolution 

critical of Norris and affirming their support of 

Baylor. E. P. West, pastor of Baptist Temple, submitted 

the resolution, which was adopted unanimously. West 

then communicated this to Brooks. "Of course," he wrote, 

"we do not go on record as endorsing any untrue and 

78 
Royce Measures, "The Relationship of J. Frank 

Norris to the Northern Fundamentalist Movement," p. 73. 

"^^Searchlight, November 3 and 24, 1922. 
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irregular teachings, nor the objectionable parts of 

Dr. Dow's book. But we would go on record as standing 

squarely with Baylor and you." Referring to Norris 

he asserted that "the new and mighty defender of ortho

doxy, who has lately risen upon the Baptist horizon 

a little to the north of Waco, will have rough sailing 

down Houston way in any attack upon our great institu-

80 tions of learning." The resolution declared: 

1) we reaffirm our confidence in the 
doctrinal integrity and orthodoxy 
of Baylor University; 

2) we assure Dr. S. P. Brooks of our 
unfaltering faith in and affection 
for him, as an honored leader and 
co-worker in the Master's Kingdom; 

3) we deplore and repudiate the matter 
and manner of the unwarranted attack 
upon our beloved Baylor University— 
an institution founded in faith and 
built and nourished by the prayers 
and sacrifices of the Baptists in 
Texas.81 

Brooks replied that he appreciated the gesture. 

He commented that "The rank and file of the faithful 

people of Texas do not believe a word about our arch

enemy, but they do not know all the facts, . . . " This 

^^E. P. West to S. P. Brooks, January 9, 1922, 
Brooks Papers. 

^^Ibid. 
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was probably as close as Dr. Brooks came in accurately 

estimating the influence Norris had at the time.^2 

It was during this period that President 

Brooks suggested to President Scarborough that they 

use an informer in Norris' congregation. Scarborough 

was already sending a stenographer to record Norris' 

sermons, and had affadavits from a foinner staff member, 

C. E. Matthews, on some of Norris' questionable practices. 

This man. Brooks wrote, was still attending First Baptist, 

even though his wife and daughter were not, so that 

he could "keep up with Norris." Scarborough replied 

that he had visited with the man in question and that 

"the situation concerning Norris is being taken care 

of beautifully now." The seminary president believed 

the Baptist constituency was learning about Norris and 

losing confidence in him. "It will not be long," he 

said, ironically, "until it will not make any difference 

what he says. The people will not pay any attention 

to him."^^ 

^^S. P. Brooks to E. P. West, January 11, 1922, 
Brooks Papers. 

^"^S. P. Brooks to L. R. Scarborough, March 2, 1922, 
Scarborough Papers. 

"̂̂ L. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, March 17, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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Brooks had defended evolution before, and, according to 

Martin, had tried to crush him because he had called 

attention to Dow's book. He believed Routh had found 

the teaching of evolution at Baylor on his trip to 

Waco, but had refused to print anything in the Standard 

about it until forced to do so. "The ring is there, 

Lee," Martin declared, "and to continue this thing, and 

then try to drive Norris out of the denomination, 

because of his exposures, is going to cause a fearful 

turning away of men and churches from our organized 

work. . . ."^^ 

The Dow issue caused Norris' opponents many 

restless moments. Their letters are full of attempts 

to explain how his book had been allowed to be used 

at Baylor. To one enquirer, Scarborough replied that 

Dow had an annual contract with Baylor which would not 

expire until June, 1922. "Since there is absolutely 

no proof that he is teaching in Baylor Darwinian 

Evolution," the president declared, "and only that he 

has some statements in his book that tend toward evolu

tion which he himself has repudiated, I think that 

we ought to be honorable and keep our contracts with 

8 8 
men even though they do go wrong." To another 

^^T. T. Martin to L. R. Scarborough, January 14, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 

88L. R. Scarborough to W. D. Wells, January 28, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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constituent he admitted that "the facts are that Dr. Dow's 

book has some things in it that lean strongly toward 

Darwinian Evolution," but he quickly went on to reiterate 

that Dow himself had repudiated that position. The 

real culprit, he asserted, was J. Frank Norris, who 

had done the "cause" great injury by his "unfounded 

accusations of infidelity in Baylor University."^^ 

To Scarborough and his colleagues the criticism 

of Norris and his own orthodoxy seemed to afford the 

best means of defending both the Seventy-five Million 

Campaign and Baylor University. It must be noted that 

there was some truth to their charges that Norris was 

not an orthodox Baptist. He did not cooperate with the 

Seventy-five Million Campaign, he did discontinue the 

use of literature published by the Convention, he 

did accept non-Baptists into his church without re-

baptizing them, and he did run his church in a somewhat 

dictatorial manner? Scarborough was fond of saying that 

"when I have a doctor operate on me for orthodoxy, I 

do not want him to be infected himself."^^ 

pq 

L. R. Scarborough to Mrs. S. B. Bebo, February 
24, 1922, Scarborough Papers. 

90 
L. R. Scarborough to H. H. Long, March 21, 

1922, Scarborough Papers. The most probable path of 
interpretation is to view this controversy not as one 
over orthodoxy, but as a struggle for power and denomina
tional leadership between several strong-minded person
alities. 
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At least one of Norris' critics found himself 

in sympathy with Norris' charges. J. B. Cranfill tried 

to warn President Brooks of the dangerous implications 

for orthodox Baptist thought in Dow's book. He believed 

that the faculty and student body were more "thoroughly 

infected with Darwinian Evolution" than the Baylor 

president imagined. Early in 1922 he tried to warn 

Brooks that articles such as those that were appearing 

in the Baylor Lariat were doing nothing more than fur

nishing fuel for additional hostile criticism. Dismissing 

Norris as simply an incident in the "onward progress 

of our people," Cranfill tried to impress upon Brooks' 

mind that "the great body of Baptists in Texas, and, 

indeed, of the Baptists throughout the whole South, are 

hostile to the views expressed in this college paper of 

91 Baylor University."^ 

Meanwhile, Scarborough continued to hedge on 

the issue of Dow's alleged heresy. Denying that he 

and other leaders had "pussy-footed" on the Baylor 

question, Scarborough informed one critical observer 

that he did not know about Dow's book until T. T. Martin's 

^ J. B. Cranfill to S. P. Brooks, April 6, 
1922, Brooks Papers. This is an interesting commentary 
on the status of academic freedom in Baptist schools 
in the 1920's. Cranfill obviously believed that adher
ence to orthodoxy was more important than dedication 
to the search for truth. 
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article appeared in the Baptist Messenger of Oklahoma. 

Once informed, however, Scarborough disclosed that he, 

Truett, Routh and Cranfill all took this issue up with 

Brooks. Brooks then supposedly repudiated Dow's book 

in a Baylor chapel. Professor Dow had in turn admitted 

to the questionable character of some of the passages 

of the book, had repudiated evolution as anything more 

than a hypothesis, and had informed the student body 

that those passages in question would be deleted in the 

next edition. Scarborough believed that the issue would 

have been cleared up had not Norris stepped in and 

stirred up the problem with "extravagant and in some 

parts uninformed and reckless criticisms." Scarborough 

informed his critic that he had himself authored the 

resolution to appoint an investigating committee, that 

he had acted in a way as not to "destroy the confidence 

of the brethren in these schools." He had tried to 

divert attention from the evolution issue because, as 

he put it, "I do not believe that we ought to do all 

our washing in the front yard, nor spank all of our 
II9 2 

children in the parlor when the company is there." 

Clearly the issue was not that questionable teachings 

did exist, but the methods which Norris used to call 

attention to them. 

^^L. R. Scarborough to W. P. Throgmorton, March 
22, 1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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At least one friend of Scarborough's clearly 

discerned the nature of the controversy. Edgar Godbold 

saw two factions at work among Texas Baptists. Norris 

led one and Scarborough the other. He also saw that by 

publicly answering Norris' charges the anti-Norris 

faction was giving the pastor of First Baptist Church 

"a lot of free advertisement." He, if no one else did, 

saw that Norris was a master at exploiting counter

charges for his own advancement. "The rank and file 

of our Baptist people in other states," he wrote, 

"did not know anything about Frank Norris until this 

controversy arose." This clearly was the case for even 

Norris admitted that attacks by others gave him the 

notoriety he needed. Godbold's solution was simple: 

"We had better quit giving him publicity matter 

because he takes it and plays it up in such a way that 

93 

he always strengthens his own position." 

All through the spring of 1922, then, Scarbo

rough and Brooks and others wrote volumes of corres

pondence trying to defend their position and neutralize 

that of Norris. L. R. Scarborough, as in the Seventy-

five Million Campaign, emerged as the spokesman for 

the anti-Norris faction. He tried to show that he 

had been aware of the problem, had opposed it, and that 

•̂̂ Edgar Godbold to L. R. Scarborough, March 31, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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Baylor would have rid itself of the problem if Norris 

94 had not interfered. He encouraged others to speak 

out against Norris, who, he claimed, was "unworthy in 

character, in doctrine, in method, and in denomina-

95 tional loyalty to have any place among Baptists." 

To one critic he replied that Dow and his book would 

have no further part in Baylor University and that 

he personally would go to any length to see that it 

was that way, but he, unlike Norris, wanted to see 

those questionable teachings removed in a way which 

would not damage Baylor or other causes dear to the 

96 heart of Texas Baptists. To another he wrote that 

Norris' life-long ambition was to "put dust in the 

eyes of people so they cannot see the truth so as 

97 to raise suspicions everywhere he can." Again, he 

wrote to his cousin, T. T. Martin, that there was no 

use opening the books of the Seventy-five Million 

Campaign to Norris because "You simply cannot trust 

"̂̂ L. R. Scarborough to W. H. Horton, April 4, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 

^^L. R. Scarborough to T. T. Martin, April 10, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 

^^L. R. Scarborough to Mrs. Jeff Reynolds, 
April 19, 1922, Scarborough Papers. 

^^L. R. Scarborough to A. P. Stokes, April 18, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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98 
Norris. He won't tell the truth." Later, he wrote 

to the editor of the Watchman-Examiner that Norris was 

the chief enemy because "he has a widely distributed 

paper, sending it free to all and because he has the 

position of a pastor of a large church. . . ," and 

pled with that editor not to support Norris and his 

99 

church in the controversy at hand. Norris had no 

more active opponent during this period than his former 

associate L. R. Scarborough. 

Yet, there were those around Scarborough and 

Brooks who tried to warn them of the impending crisis 

in Texas Baptist ranks. One friend warned that even 

if Norris were defeated, the cause would suffer. "When 

this man does have his downfall, and he will," he 

wrote, "it will hurt all of us." Scarborough 

replied that he was not really disturbed by what Norris 

had to say. He believed that he spoke for the majority 

of Texas Baptists and that the brotherhood had no faith 

in Norris. Comparing his adversary to a common natural 

phenomenon, Scarborough said: "You know, you just 

^^L. R. Scarborough to T. T. Martin, April 24, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 

^^L. R. Scarborough to Curtis Lee Laws, April 
26, 1922, Scarborough Papers. 

•'-̂ Ê. D. Solomon to L. R. Scarborough, May 1, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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cannot tell what tornadoes will do. They are made 

up of crooked, twisted wind and they will try to tear 

down even the most sacred things; but I refuse to be 

torn, even by a tornado."l^l 

One of the clearest warnings came from T. T. 

Martin. A fundamentalist, evangelist, and ardent 

anti-evolutionist, Martin tried to show Scarborough 

the fallacy of closing the books of the Seventy-five 

Million Campaign to Norris, and of denying the existence 

of heresy at Baylor in response to the Fort Worth 

preacher's charges. Martin himself did not believe 

that campaign funds had been misused, even though he 

did think that too much money had been advanced to the 

seminaries and colleges, diverting funds from the 

mission causes so dear to rank and file Baptists. He 

did fear that by denying Norris full access to the 

records Scarborough was giving his adversary a "fear

ful club." His greatest anxiety, however, came at 

the point of the counter-charges against Norris. He 

wrote: 

But, Lee, when you make your 
fight on him and Alien Immersion, just 
at the time he exposed Evolution in 
Baylor University, when you never said 
one word about it before, and then, 
will pass over in silence Alien Immer
sion in the Southern Baptist Theological 

•'•̂•'•L. R. Scarborough to E. D. Solomon, May 4, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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Seminary, and Alien Immersion in the 
churches of South Carolina, Virginia 
and Maryland, you will never be able 
to convince the world that this is not 
a concerted move to crush Frank Norris, 
and, when you make the war on him having 
Methodists and others preach in his 
church, when your Seminary and the Semin
ary in Louisville, have had other than 
Baptists to come and lecture to the 
Seminary students, and, when all over 
the South Baptist preachers have gone 
into Billy Sunday meetings, and your 
Baptist State Convention in Texas invi
ted Billy Sunday to preach to them, and 
yet not one word was ever said about 
this, until Norris's exposure of Evolu
tion in Baylor University, you will 
never be able, Lee, to convince the 
world that it is not a concerted move 
to crush Frank Norris and that the 
influences back of it are Baylor, George 
Truett and Forrest Smith.^^2 

As to Norris' immoral character, Martin could not 

agree with his cousin's charges. He believed Norris 

was a "saved man" who did preach "the way of salvation." 

On the other hand, he fully recognized that some of 

Norris' excesses were harmful to the cause. In fact, 

he stated that he had withheld from Norris positive 

proof of evolutionary teaching at Baylor "simply 

103 

because I was afraid he would use it to injure Baylor." 

The first major test of Norris' growing 

influence came at the meeting of the Southern Baptist 

Convention at Jacksonville, Florida, in 1922. As the 

event drew near, both sides maneuvered for dominant 

102rp̂  T. Martin to L. R. Scarborough, April 21, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. 
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positions in their battle to control the climate of 

opinion among not only Texas, but Southern Baptists 

as well. Three separate movements appeared in the 

days before the meeting. One, sponsored by Norris 

and his associates, attempted to give Norris as much 

exposure as possible by having him speak before both 

the Pastors' Conference, prior to the Convention, and 

to the Convention. The second was a move by the 

anti-Norris faction to check and neutralize the Fort 

Worth pastor's influence. Finally, there was a 

compromise or harmony movement, and, although it was 

never clearly defined, a number of documents confirm 

that it did exist. Supposedly, Norris agreed to 

halt the verbal war if the Baptist Standard stopped 

10 5 

Its attacks against him and his church. Scar

borough also issued a plea for unity and harmony, but 

one critic challenged Norris and the seminary president 

to settle their differences before coming to the 

106 convention. As noted earlier, some type of meeting 

104 
W. L. Poteat to S. P. Brooks, March 13 and 

April 11, 1922, Brooks Papers. 
•̂ ^̂ R. E. Burt to L. R. Scarborough, March 2, 

1922, Scarborough Papers. 

^^^J. J. Taylor to L. R. Scarborough, April 21, 
1922, Scarborough Papers. Taylor wrote: "I suggest 
that you begin the harmony by making up with Frank^ 
Norris right there in your home town. Texas is quite 
large enough for two large and interesting churches, 
and for two great men." 
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did occur and the summer months of 1922 were rela

tively calm. 

Some light on the "phony peace" which existed 

between Norris and his adversaries during the summer 

of 1922 was not shed until later that fall. In an 

article entitled "Concerning 'Agreements,' 'Treaties,' 

and 'Scraps of Paper,'" F. S. Groner gave his version 

of a meeting with Norris earlier in the summer. 

According to the Executive Secretary's account, he 

and Norris met in Groner's office on June 15. The 

meeting, which lasted for two hours, focused on 

Norris' desires to halt the war and make some kind of 

agreement. Supposedly, Norris confessed that he would 

have been better off to attack the Knights of Columbus 

and the bootleggers instead of his Baptist brethren. 

He then intimated that he would halt his attacks and 

correct the non-Baptistic practices in his church. 

Groner claimed that while the discussion was open and 

frank, no agreements were made and that Norris' 

Searchlight article, "The War is Over," was a complete 

107 misrepresentation. Norris did ask to see the 

books of the Seventy-five Million Campaign, and Groner 

claimed that he gave his permission for the books to 

•'•̂ B̂aptist Standard, October 12, 1922; Searchlight, 
June 23, 1922. 
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be seen the next day but that Norris did not return. 

The dissident Fort Worth pastor supposedly informed 

Groner that he knew the books were in order and began 

sending weekly payments of $100 for the next several 

months. When asked why he had attacked Baylor and the 

Seventy-five Million Campaign, Norris allegedly answered 

"A fight was on and I knew the psychology of the human 

mind, and I knew that when I raised the question about 

the books and the schools that the fellows from the 

108 

forks of the creek would line up with me." What

ever the actual nature of the meeting, Norris returned 

to Fort Worth somewhat convinced that an agreement 

had been reached. Thereafter his paper played down 

the Baptist situation in Texas and diverted attention 

to social evils and city politics. The Baptist 

Standard must have believed peace had been made, for 

it, too, ceased its attacks on Norris. 

The war began anew in late August 1922. Rumors 

began to circulate that Norris and First Baptist 

Church would be denied seats at the annual meeting 

of the Tarrant County Baptist Association in September. 

Norris supposedly wrote F. S. Groner that this action 

would violate the agreement he obviously believed to 

be in effect and that, if denied seats in the county 

-'•̂ B̂aptist Standard, October 12, 1922. 
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association, he would use his position and newspaper 

to "give the denomination plenty of trouble."^^^ 

Norris' fears were confirmed for when the local asso

ciation convened it promptly issued "A Challenge to 

the Right of the Messengers of the First Baptist Church 

of Fort Worth to Seats in the Tarrant County Baptist 

Association and the Church's Right to Membership in 

Same." Passed by a vote of 135-16, the resolution 

condemned the Fort Worth church because (1) its 

deacons approved all membership and handled all matters 

of discipline in opposition to the Baptist principle 

that the church body handle these affairs; and (2) the 

church would not accept apportionments. Membership 

was to be denied until "such a time as the church 

may confirm to the order and doctrines as practiced 

by the churches composing the association. " H ^ Thus, 

Norris and his church were deprived of seats in the 

local association. The church also lost its seats in 

Ibid. 

l^^Ibid., September 14, 1922, pp. 13, 20; 
First Baptist had been censured earlier in the year 
by resolutions passed at the Tarrant County Baptist 
Rally, March 22, 1922, by an approximate vote of 
450-15. Introduced by Scarborough, the resolution 
charged Norris' church with criticism of the Seventy-
five Million Campaign; receiving members by alien 
immersion; and allowing Norris to license ministers, 
grant letters, and dismiss members. See the Baptist 
Standard, March 30, 1922, p. 9. 
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the state convention since membership in the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas was restricted to "churches, 

associations or societies in harmony and cooperation 

with the work and purposes" of the convention.̂ -'-•'• 

In retrospect, however, if the association and 

state convention both recognized the sovereignty and 

autonomy of the local Baptist church, by what right 

was the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth denied 

seats? The key word seems to be "cooperation," as 

defined by Norris' opponents. If non-cooperation 

meant exercising the right to refuse apportionments, 

criticize the handling of denominational funds, or 

define its own membership practices, then Norris and 

his church did not cooperate. Norris pursued policies 

of church government somewhat different from traditional 

Baptist polity, but both he and his church still con

tinued to think of themselves as Baptist in every 

sense of the word. The issues at this point are 

blurred. Norris believed he was defending the autonomy 

of the local church. The Tarrant Association believed 

just as sincerely that he was being uncooperative. 

From Article II, Section 2 of the Constitution 
of the Baptist General Convention of Texas. Article 
III, Section 2, stated that "the Convention does not 
have, and shall never attempt to exercise, a single 
attribute of power or authority over any church but 
it cheerfully recognizes the absolute sovereignty of 
the churches." 
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Lost in the struggle was the definition of the limits 

of cooperation—how much a Baptist association or state 

convention could demand of a Baptist church without 

violating the historic principle of local sovereignty. 

As the Waco convention approached, it was 

apparent to most Texas Baptists that the pseudo-peace 

of 1922 was over. Both sides leveled blasts at the 

other. Norris declared that a "showdown" had come 

because the "machine" had broken its word on the 

teaching of evolution at Baylor and an open book 

policy with regard to the Seventy-five Million Campaign. 

Groner replied in his "Concerning 'Agreements,' 

'Treaties,' and 'Scraps of Paper,'" article in the 

Standard, charging that "there is no way to meet this 

sort of critic. You can never do things to suit 

him."H^ In the same issue W. R. White, later Presi

dent of Baylor, wrote his "Observations from the 

Trenches" charging Norris with gross inconsistency 

in attacking the alleged heresy at Baylor while he 

114 
himself was guilty of unorthodox practices. 

112 

112searchlight, October 6, 1922. 

•'•-'-•̂Baptist Standard, October 12, 1922. 

^^^Ibid., p. 7. 
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President Scarborough also answered and refuted 

charges made by Norris. To the seminary president, 

Norris was not and never had been a cooperating 

115 Baptist.•̂ •̂ •̂  On November 2 Scarborough defined "two 

kinds of fundamentalism," and rejected the Norris type. 

"As a Southern Baptist," he declared, "I refuse to 

join with any group of men who seek to discount Southern 

Baptists, destroy their Sunday School Board and its 

work, their mission organizations, their schools, . . . 

and seek to ruin by misrepresentation and innuendo 

the leadership of this great people." He also boasted 

that Southern Baptists had raised twenty million 

dollars more in the face of three years of Norris' 

criticisms than in three years of prosperity.•'••'• ̂ 

Norris replied in turn that President Brooks was 

117 consciously protecting evolutionists at Baylor. 

Then the long awaited state convention arrived. 

The Seventy-fourth Annual Session of the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas, which convened at 10:00 a.m, 

on November 16, 1922, at the First Baptist Church of 

Waco, promised to be a memorable occasion. Following 

^^^Ibid., pp. 12-13. 

l̂ Îbid.. , November 2, 1922, p. 27; if the 
latter assertion was true, Norris was more valuable 
out of rather than in the convention. 

^•'-^Searchlight, November 3, 1922. 
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the usual amenities, the convention settled down to 

the first round of reports which composed the bulk of 

the business of the assemblage. 

The first item on the agenda was the report 

from Baylor University. After a brief survey of the 

various programs of the college. President Brooks 

broached the subject of the heresy charges against 

his institution. Since the report of the investi

gating committee had been published earlier. Brooks 

118 addressed himself to the Baylor issue alone. First 

he categorically stated the school's opposition to 

the Darwinian theory of evolution, and stated that 

he would not tolerate "for one minute" infidelity in 

the school. Nor, he added, would the institution allow 

a teacher to remain who advocated such ideas. After 

enunciating his school's confession of faith Brooks 

launched his attack on "critics who make wholesale 

charges without foundation." In conclusion the 

president invited constructive criticism of "weak 

T ..119 
places in our armor. 

Following the Baylor report a resolution 

rejecting evolution passed the convention. It stated 

•̂•'•̂See the Baptist Standard, September 14, 
1922. 

119 
Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 

1922, pp. 31-32. 
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"That we believe, without any question, in the Genesis 

account of the origin of man, and that we are unitedly 

1 2n opposed to any teaching contrary thereto." After 

some discussion the convention resolved to appoint a 

seven-man committee to examine the published statements 

of the committee to investigate the reports of heresy 

in Texas Baptist educational institutions.•̂ •̂'̂  

On Friday afternoon the statements and resolu

tions criticizing Norris for his attack on the organized 

work and workers of the convention passed. This set 

of resolutions, discussed earlier in this chapter, 

was a recognized censure of Norris even though he was 

not mentioned by name. By putting its stamp of 

disapproval on Norris' methods the convention left 

the strong-willed minister little choice in his 

response. The opponents of the Fort Worth pastor had 

rallied their forces to hand Norris a stinging reversal 

122 m his bid for a place of leadership. 

Following the resolutions censuring Norris, 

the convention heard the report of the Committee on 

Christian Education, followed by consideration of the 

^^^Ibid., p. 13. 

•'•̂ •̂ Ibid. , p. 14. The president of the conven
tion appointed J. H. Pace of Waxahachie, H. W. Virgin 
of Amarillo, R. G. Bowers of Waco, A. A. Duncan of 
Greenville, M. H. Jenkins of Abilene, E. P. West of 
Houston, and F. M. McConnell of Greenville. 

^^^Ibid., pp. 17-18. 
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report from the special committee to investigate charges 

of heresy in Texas Baptist schools. The committee 

expressed confidence in the current faculty members in 

Baptist schools, but urged all teachers to "emphasize 

clearly in all their instructions the distinction 

between theistic and materialistic explanations of 

123 

the universe." The second item was considered in 

two parts; first the report of the seven-man committee 

to study the report of the investigating committee, 

then consideration of the investigating committee's 

findings. The Pace Committee, appointed on Thursday 

afternoon, commended the investigating committee, 
124 endorsed its report, and denied Darwinian Evolution. 

Then came the long awaited investigating 

committee report. Since it had been published earlier, 

in September, people were interested not so much in 

the text as the discussion that would in all likeli

hood follow. Here those who had come to see the 

anticipated showdown were disappointed. Norris was 

not there as a messenger and there was no actual dis

cussion of the report itself. By adopting the report 

of the committee, the convention accepted the larger 

report as well. 

123 
Ibid., pp. 67-73. 

^̂ "̂ Ibid. , pp. 17-18. 
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The major findings and statements were not 

surprising. The investigating body put itself on 

record as opposing Darwinian Evolution "or any other 

theory that discredits the Genesis account of 

creation." Then followed a description of the methods 

used to ascertain if, indeed, the charges of heresy 

had any substance. Since Dow had resigned before 

the committee arrived to investigate the Norris charges, 

it considered his case outside their province and 

concentrated only on Brooks' handling of the affair. 

Its primary source on that issue was the President's 

own testimony in which he admitted some negligence in 

scrutinizing Dow's book. It did report one teacher 

out of harmony with its principles and informed the 

convention that the person in question had been 

removed. Generally, the members of the committee 

asserted that they found no single instance of a 

teacher who accepted as fact the Darwinian theory, 

and thus no basis for the charges of heresy. With 

regard to Doctors Lula Pace and 0. C. Bradbury, the 

committee reported that the two biology teachers 

"expressed the belief in some phases of the doctrines 

of evolution," and believed that the language in the 

first two chapters of Genesis was "illustrative or 

allegorical." The committee, however, made no 

recommendations regarding the two professors. On the 
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whole, the tone of the report was nebulous. By 

avoiding the Dow issue and passing over the charges 

against Pace and Bradbury, the committee could, in 

good conscience, declare that they found no serious 

instances of heresy. The decision not to investigate 

Norris' charges against Dow robbed the Fort Worth 

pastor of his most substantial case, much to the 

125 

obvious relief of his opponents. 

The convention, however, was not finished with 

the evolution issue. Later that same Friday afternoon 

the convention passed a resolution instructing the 

trustees of colleges controlled by the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas not to hire anyone "who 

denies the deity of Jesus Christ, or the inspiration 

of the Bible, or who holds to the Darwinian theory of 
126 evolution." On Saturday morning the convention 

adopted a resolution calling for a committee of 

five to cooperate with the Education Board of the 

Southern Baptist Convention in securing text books 

that would not in any way affirm "unproven theories 

contrary to the word of God.""'-̂ '̂  The Seventy-fourth 

125ibid., pp. 151-160; the investigating body 
submitted an eighteen question form to each member of 
the faculty in each Baptist senior college in Texas 
and a five point questionnaire to each senior college 
president. 

^26ibid., p. 19. 

^^"^Ibid., p, 21, 
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Annual Session, which turned out to be less controversial 

than expected, adjourned the following Sunday after

noon. The "showdown" was only partially completed. 

The feud was to extend long after most of the so-called 

issues had been resolved. 

The 1922 session of the Baptist General Conven

tion of Texas provided a paradoxical climax to the 

denominational turbulence between 1920 and 1922. On 

one hand the messengers strongly censured the Norris-

type of criticisms levelled at the Seventy-five Million 

Campaign and Baylor University. On the other hand, 

the body unequivocally rejected the theory of 

Darwinian Evolution and forbade any teacher in a 

Texas Baptist college to advocate it. In one sense 

it chastised its severest critic while at the same 

time it vindicated at least a portion of his criticisms. 

In retrospect, one is forced to ask what 

the issues really were. Norris criticized the Seventy-

five Million Campaign primarily because he supposedly 

believed its apportionment system violated the autonomy 

of the local church, and because he believed that 

funds designated for mission endeavors were diverted 

to educational institutions. His critics in turn 

charged him with failing to cooperate in the campaign. 

The facts seem to contradict both positions. Scarbo

rough admitted on more than one occasion that some of 
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the funds had been mishandled. He hastened to add, 

however, that none of these incidents was of major 

proportions and that all were being cleared up to 

1 2 Q 

everyone's satisfaction. ° The problem was really 

one of semantics. There was an element of truth 

in the charges from both quarters, but the terms were 

either misleading or exaggerated. For instance, 

Norris was charged with failing to honor his verbal 

commitment that First Baptist would contribute 

$100,000 to the campaign. Yet a report published by 

anti-Norrisites showed that between 1919 and 1922 

the First Baptist Church had contributed $11,258.54 

to the fund-raising endeavor. This sum was far short 

of the $100,000 pledge, and not at all in line with 

the $94,454 given by Broadway Baptist of Fort Worth, 

or the $272,555.91 given by First Baptist of Dallas 

during the same period, but it represented some degree 

of cooperation, nonetheless. The issue was not so 

much the failure to cooperate at all, but the failure 

to cooperate completely, and at this point Norris 

was guilty."^^^ On the other hand, Norris' charges of 

misappropriation were not completely true. What he 

called misappropriation was, in all likelihood, error 

12 8 
See for instance, L. R. Scarborough to 

A. P. Stokes, April 18, 1922, Scarborough Papers. 

•'-^^George Truett, et al. "A Review of the 
Texas Baptist Situation," (Dallas: privately printed, 
no date). 
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in judgment and bookkeeping. Moreover, the financial 

condition of Norris' church was more of a negative 

factor than the issues above. He simply needed the 

funds to finance his own program. 

There was substance to Norris' charges of 

heresy at Baylor. Both Brooks and Scarborough 

admitted the questionable character of Dow's textbook 

and both were glad when he resigned. Yet, the inves

tigating committee carefully avoided direct references 

to Dow and skirted the issue so as to be able to report 

no serious instances of questionable teaching. 

The point is that in the conflict, person

alities and power were more important than principles. 

The evolution issue should have ended with the 1922 

session of the Baptist General Convention of Texas. 

The messengers left no real doubt as to their feelings 

on the matter. Norris should have felt a sense of 

satisfaction and vindication. Yet, the controversy 

actually intensified. The personality conflicts and 

power struggles continued long after the original 

issues ceased to exist. Norris eventually lost the 

power struggle but, even outside the organized Baptist 

work in Texas, he remained an influential voice in 

Texas Baptist affairs. Years after being expelled 
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from both the county association and the state convention 

Norris was still one of the spokesmen for conservative 

reform within those organizations. 

To Brooks' credit it should be noted that he 

tried to maintain a balance between orthodoxy (as it 

was conceived by Texas Baptists in the 1920's) and 

academic freedom. On one hand he tried to serve the 

constituency which supported Baylor with its gifts 

while at the same time attempting to protect his 

faculty members from undue intrusions into their need 

for free inquiry and the search for truth. His 

error was perhaps one of judgment. From the strictly 

literal point of view professors Dow, Pace, and 

Bradbury were teaching evolution. That they were 

teaching it in the realm of academic inquiry was 

beside the point as most orthodox Baptists (including 

Norris) saw it. When Brooks tried to say that these 

Professors were not teaching evolution, he left 

himself open to attack. 

On the other hand, Norris must share a part 

of the blame for the schismatic situation among 

Texas Baptists. He seized upon and exploited half-

truths for his own ends. He over-emphasized and 

exaggerated minor issues and points until they grew 

out of proportion to their real importance. 
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The die, however, had been cast. The 1922 

convention did not bring an end to the denominational 

feud. It seems that neither side was ready for peace 

After 1922, Norris continued his attacks on organized 

Baptist work in Texas, but more and more he turned to 

other areas, including alignment with northern 

fundamentalists and anti-Catholicism. 



CHAPTER V 

DENOMINATIONAL STORMS, 1923-1927 

In the years following the 1922 session of the 

Baptist General Convention of Texas, the controversy 

between Norris and the state convention's leadership 

became even more vitrolic and bitter. The issues 

continued to be questionable teachers and teachings 

in Baptist schools, the handling of denominational 

funds, and denominational control over the local 

church. In addition, the personality conflicts and 

struggles for the control of Baptist minds in Texas 

continued to be everpresent factors. By 1927, Norris 

was moving to consolidate his following into a separate 

coalition, drawing upon support both from within and 

from without the organized work of Texas Baptists, 

If Texas Baptist leaders believed the war 

with Norris was over in 1922, they were sadly mistaken. 

Early in January he renewed the evolution issue by 

charging that the Baptist Standard was endorsing heresy 

because it had praised a sermon by Dr. William L, 

Poteat, President of Wake Forest University, Poteat 

had become controversial by denouncing anti-evolutionists 

while at the same time serving as president of a Baptist 

207 
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College,•'• Norris questioned whether the Standard was 

not, by endorsing a sermon preached by Poteat, also 

endorsing his pro-evolution position,2 Later, on 

February 16, Norris appeared before the Texas Legisla

ture to support a bill which would prohibit the teaching 

of evolution in a state supported college or university.^ 

Throughout the year Norris managed to keep the evolution 

issue alive and before the people. In turn, keeping 

the controversy alive stimulated greater attendance 

at First Baptist Church. By September of 192 3 Norris 

was able to report a Sunday School enrollment of 6,049; 

a church membership of 6,830; and a paid staff of twenty 

workers. This great body of people met in four separate 

buildings clustered around the auditorium at Fourth and 

Throckmorton. The total church plant comprised 207,000 

square feet of space valued at over one million dollars.^ 

Norris' charges brought forth the expected 

reprisals which also helped to fuel the fires of the 

conflict. One rebuttal came from F. S, Groner. In a 

series of articles in the Baptist Standard between 

^Furniss, The Fundamentalist Controversy, p. 32. 

2searchliqht, January 19, 1923. 

^ibid., February 23, 1923, citing the Austin States
man, February 16, 1923, 

^Ibid,, October 19, 1923, 

^Ibid,, September 14, 1923. 
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April 26 and June 14, 1923, Groner took Norris to task 

for his new relationship with Northern Baptists and 

other denominations through the Baptist Bible Union of 

America. The first article charged Norris with inter

denominationalism, a practice repugnant to the indepen

dent-minded Southern Baptists.^ In the second article 

of the series Groner called Norris a "prelate" in the 

Baptist Bible Union of America which he referred to as 
7 

the "amalgamated church." Next the Executive Secretary 

of the Baptist General Convention of Texas charged in 

bold headlines that "Editor Norris and Editor of a 

Catholic Paper Address the Interdenominational Funda

mentalist Convention at the First Amalgamated Church, 

Fort Worth." This accusation really struck Norris, who 

was widely known for his anti-Catholicism.° Groner 

received assistance from L, R, Scarborough who wrote 

an article entitled "The World Conference of Critics 

and Discontents," These two men saw in Norris' attempt 

to establish an alliance between northern and southern 

^Baptist Standard, April 26, 1923. 

7lbid., May 3, 1923. 

8ibid., May 10, 1923. Norris' specific relation
ship with northern Fundamentalists through both the World's 
Christian Fundamentals movement, and the Baptist Bible 
Union will be discussed in Chapter VI. 

^Ibid., May 17, 1923. 
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fundamentalists an issue which could be used to discredit 

Norris' avowed orthodoxy and neutralize his influence. 

This issue—interdenominationalism—became the rallying 

ground for most of the anti-Norris forces in 1923, and 

was one of their most substantial charges against the 

Fort Worth pastor at the 1923 session of the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas. 

Groner took up the cudgel again on May 31. He 

charged that W. B. Riley, a northern Baptist from 

Minneapolis, had come south to "rescue" Norris in his 

fight against organized Baptist work in Texas.•'•̂  Finally, 

the Executive Secretary of the Baptist General Convention 

of Texas intimated that Norris was presently "greatly 

embarrassed" by ecclesiastical entanglements and high-

financing schemes. 

The anti-Norris articles in the Standard halted 

abruptly in June, 1923. No explanation exists for this 

cessation of verbal attacks on Norris, but two possibili

ties are worth considering. One is that Editor E. C. 

Routh stopped them as a matter of policy. The editor of 

the Standard was never as anti-Norris as some of his 

colleagues, and in later years Brooks and Scarborough 

would be highly critical of Routh for giving "aid and 

comfort" to Norris by refusing to publish their 

10 Ibid., May 31, 1923. 

^^Ibid., June 14, 1923. 
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articles.•'•̂  Another possibility is that the Anti-Norris 

faction realized that they were materially and substan

tially aiding Norris' cause through their verbal attacks. 

Too late, many of them recognized that Norris was a 

master at taking attacks levelled at him and his church 

and turning them into capital gain. Indeed, in later 

years the Fort Worth pastor would confess that one thing 

he feared was that "the remnant of the broken down 

machine would have sense enough to pay no attention to 

me."^^ 

The most substantial repudiation of Norrisism 

in Texas came, not through the printed page, but through 

resolutions adopted by the Baptist General Convention 

of Texas assembled at its 1923 session in Galveston. 

On Friday afternoon, November 16, the Committee on 

Credentials made its report recommending that messengers 

from First Baptist Church not be seated. The report 

followed a challenge issued by a committee of fifteen 

which included, among others, long-standing Norris critics 

12see, for instance, S. P. Brooks to E. C. Routh, 
September 19, 1927, Brooks Papers. Brooks said that 
Routh had refused to print some articles submitted by 
him and had materially changed others so as to weaken 
their effect. 

^^Norris to B. A. Copass, June 21, 1932, Unfiled 
Norris Papers at Southwestern Baptist Theological Semi
nary. In the same collection is a letter from Norris 
to Louis Entzminger dated January 6, 1931, in which 
Norris declared that "It looks like some folks would 
learn some sense after while and quit fighting me." 
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such as F. M. McConnell, L. R. Scarborough, and E. P. 

West. The challenge set forth five points upon which 

First Baptist Church should be denied seats at the 

convention. Basically the proof rested upon 1) the 

expulsion of First Baptist Church from the Tarrant 

County Baptist Association in September, 1922; 2) the 

constitution of the Baptist General Convention of 

Texas, which stated that messengers must be from "regular 

Baptist churches, associations and missionary societies, 

each co-operating with the convention;" 3) Norris' 

opposition to the 75 Million Campaign; and 4) Norris* 

alliance with the Baptist Bible Union "seeking to lead 

our people into inter-denominational and psuedo-Baptist 

movements and to divide our people and turn them away 

from the great work to which they have committed themselves." 

The committee cited an interview with Norris in the 

September issue of World's Work in which the pastor of 

First Baptist Church was quoted as saying the Baptist 

Bible Union of America would become a new denomination 

built by a "Bull Moose bolt" from other denominations.l^ 

The Committee on Credentials then presented a 

detailed, point by point analysis of the challenge and 

concluded that it was valid. Its primary conclusion 

rested upon the undeniable fact that First Baptist Church 

l^Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1923, pp. 18-19. 
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had been expelled from the Tarrant Association and had 

made no move to be reinstated. To undergird this premise 

the committee appended a memorial from the Tarrant 

Association setting forth six reasons why messengers 

from the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth should not 

be seated. The Credentials Committee thus recommended 

that the convention assembled not "embarrass" the Tarrant 

Association in seating messengers from a church expelled 

by It. 

With regard to the Seventy-five Million Campaign, 

the committee reported that, as charged, Norris had 

failed to support the project. Citing several statements 

from the Searchlight, the report used NOrris' own 

16 words against him. "This type of slander," the 

committee asserted, "is common not only in one, but 

17 throughout many issues of the paper." 

Considering the charges of interdenominationalism, 

the men of the Credentials Committee again reported in 

favor of the anti-Norris faction. Using statements from 

Searchlight issues of December 16, 1922, April 13, 1923, 

and May 11, 1923, the report revealed that Norris had 

once said he thought H. D. Knickerbocker, a Methodist 

l^ibid., pp. 19-21. 

•'•̂ The report quoted from the Searchlight, 
September 29 and October 20, 1922. 

•^^Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1923, p. 22. 
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minister, would make an excellent pastor for First 

Baptist Church; that the rules of the Baptist Bible 

Union allowed anyone who paid $5.00 to become a member; 

and that Norris had discarded the use of convention 

literature in favor of interdenominational materials.-'-̂  

It should be noted that just as Norris had done, many 

statements credited to him were taken out of context. 

Norris and Knickerbocker were great friends, but it is 

highly unlikely that the Methodist minister would have 

considered changing his denomination, even if the people 

of First Baptist Church could have been persuaded to 

call a Methodist to fill their pulpit. Again, the 

report neglected to state that in addition to paying 

the $5.00 dues, potential members of the Baptist Bible 

Union of America had to subscribe to the New Hampshire 

Confession of Faith, an extremely fundamentalist credo. ̂  

Finally, the committee report on credentials 

stressed that the facts did prove that Norris' charges 

had attempted to destroy confidence in Baptist General 

Convention of Texas leaders and split the state convention 

Again, excerpts from Norris' own statements were used 

against him. It seems rather clear that power, not 

^^Ibid. 

l^See the Searchlight, April 6, 1923. The New 
Hampshire Confession held to the verbal, supernatural, 
inerrant inspiration of the Scriptures; the existence 
of Satan; the Virgin Birth; and the bodily resurrection 
of Jesus. 
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principles, was the real issue at stake, and for both 

opposing sides the end (leadership of the convention) 

justified the means (innuendo, misrepresentation, 

spectacular charges). In conclusion the committee stated 

that charges against the First Baptist Church of Fort 

Worth were fully sustained; that the church was not in 

harmony with its local association, and thus out of 

harmony with the state convention; and that the church 

in question should not be allowed to seat its messengers. 

There followed a two hour debate in which Norris spoke 

for First Baptist Church while H. W. Virgin of Amarillo, 

A, T, Douglass of Hubbard (Norris' home church, ironi

cally) , and L. R. Scarborough spoke in behalf of the 

report. The report of the committee was adopted. J. 

Frank Norris and his church had received another in a 

20 
long line of rebuffs. There could be little doubt 

that Norris was not only losing his bid to assume 

leadership in the state convention, but also moving 

away from the organized work of Texas Baptists. 

A side effect of the 1923 convention was 

President Brooks* famous article "Concerning Evolution 

in Baylor University." Published in The Baylor Bulletin, 

the article reiterated Brooks' position. On one hand 

the Baylor President admitted that Dow's book had 

contained some "errors of judgment, some half-baked 

20Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1923, p. 24. 
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ideas." There were, however, as many theories of evolu

tion as "there are men who glibly define it." Obviously 

referring to Norris, he stated that evolution was a term 

that became a "capital subject for unscrupulous orators," 

and that where used by such men "ghosts and goblins 

walk around to the dismay of many honest Christian 
21 

people." Again, not to belabor a point, it seems 

that the principle of questionable teachings (as 

defined by the Baptist General Convention of Texas) 

22 

was subordinate to the personalities involved. After 

a historical sketch of the evolution controversy at 

Baylor, in which Baylor had been cleared by the investi

gating committee. President Brooks disavowed his own 

belief in Darwinian evolution or that such was taught 

as fact in the university. The point of his article 

was clear—Baylor had been cleared of all charges; J. 
23 

Frank Norris had not. 
r 

Yet Norris seemed to think, or wanted his 

followers to think, that the denominational feud was 

over. He announced in bold headlines that there had 

been a "Glorious Settlement of the War Among Texas 
^^S. P. Brooks, "Concerning Evolution in Baylor 

University," The Baylor Bulletin, XXVI (December, 1923), 
3. 

^^Ibid. 

23lbid., pp. 5-10. 
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Baptists" at the Galveston convention and that Texas 

Baptists were "100% for Fundamentalism."^^ Now that 

the war was over, he declared. First Baptist Church 

would again cooperate with the denomination. There 

was to be no peace at this time, however. The specters 

of evolution, mismanagement of denominational funds, 

and centralization of power continued to be used by 

Norris in his attempt to win the minds of at least a 

portion of Texas Baptists. 

During 1924, the gap widened between Norris and 

the Baptist General Convention of Texas. A brief 

reconciliation did exist during various parts of the 

year, but Norris remained out of the organized state 

convention and even more militant. Baylor, denominational 

control, and handling of denominational funds continued 

to dominate the critical issues of the conflict. 

The year 1924 opened on a note of peace with 

reference to the Texas Baptist situation. Early in 

January, Norris wrote his perennial opponent, L. R. 

Scarborough, for terms upon which the First Baptist 

Church might possibly re-enter the Tarrant Baptist 

Association, and hence the Baptist General Convention of 

Texas. The president of Southwestern Baptist Theological 

^^Searchlight, November 23, 1923. 

25Norris to L. R. Scarborough, January 12, 1924, 
Scarborough Papers. 
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Seminary replied that he deeply regretted the break 

between the churches and that he earnestly desired to 

see First Baptist Church in full cooperation with both 

the county and state Baptist organizations. "But," he 

declared, "I desire this fellowship on a genuine basis, 

as I am sure that this is the only basis on which co

operation could be permanent." He then detailed the 

basis of fellowship. One was to correct the questionable 

practices of the church including the admission, dismissal, 

and discipline of members by the deacons rather than 

by the church body in conference assembled. "I cannot 

speak for others," Scarborough declared, "but unless 

your church has changed these rules of order as to the 

government of your church, I would not favor your church 

coming back into the Association until this was changed."2^ 

The second basis of cooperation would be support 

of associational missions and hospital work. Norris 

had recently announced his support of a private concern, 

confusingly named the Southwestern Baptist Hospital, and 

Scarborough believed this would violate the principle 

of cooperation. "Are we to understand that it is your 

purpose, of yourself and church, to back this privately 

owned hospital with a denominational name, instead of 

co-operating with the Tarrant County Hospital?" Scarborough 

26 
L. R. Scarborough to Norris, January 21, 1924, Scarborough Papers. 
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asked. On the third point the seminary president 

asserted that Norris had, at the Galveston convention, 

admitted to trying to disrupt the convention, and had 

apologized for his actions, and had promised to cooperate 

from that point on. It all depended now on whether 

27 

Norris intended to keep the promises he had made. 

These were the basic elements of fellowship 

as Scarborough saw them. He evinced little confidence 

that Norris would return to the association upon those 

bases. Norris was still attacking Baylor even though 

he had publicly expressed his approval of the report 

clearing the university of questionable practices. "It 

would appear," Scarborough asserted, "that you are 

continuing the fight on the old lines with the old 
28 evidence." The seminary president declared that he 

would take a wait-and-see attitude before supporting 

First Baptist Church's re-entry into the association 

and state convention. An agreement was reached. The 

Tarrant Baptist Association re-admitted First Baptist 
29 

Church at its annual meeting in September 1924. 

2*7 Ibid. 

Ibid. 

2^Tarrant County Baptist Association, Minutes 
of the Thirty-eighth Annual Session, September 11-12, 
1924, pp. 9-11; Ritchey, "The Life and Career of J. 
Frank Norris," pp. 93-94; Shamburger, "A History of 
Tarrant County Baptist Association," pp. 240-300. 
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The peace movement initiated by Norris early 

in 1924 did not last. Another issue involving Baylor 

was slowly rising to the surface. It involved the 

teachings of C. S. Fothergill, an instructor in the 

university's department of history and charges brought 

against him by Dale Crowley, a student. The issue 

emerged early in 1923, but the controversy did not 

become an open conflict until the fall of 1924. Norris 

was not the leading critic in the attack on Baylor but 

he did support Crowley against Brooks. Indeed, several 

regular Baptists within the state convention called 

President Brooks to task for allowing the Fothergill 

incident to get out of hand. Charges against Fothergill 

sparked anew the controversy between Norris and Baylor 

or, more appropriately. President Brooks. As before, 

the issue was not only questionable teachings but also 

the principle of academic freedom. The controversy was 

compounded by the criticism of Dale Crowley and, later, 

J. Frank Norris. 

Crowley asserted that he tried to state his 

case before regular Baptists initially and only turned 

to Norris when he believed those leaders were unsympathetic 

with his allegations. The Scarborough Papers contain 

a letter from Crowley to Scarborough, dated June 12, 1923, 

in which the Baylor student outlined the Fothergill 

incident to the seminary president. On Monday, March 19, 

1923, Fothergill allegedly discussed the evolution of 
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man in relation to history, and in Crowley's opinion 

"left a clear impression with many of the students 

that he believed in the evolution of the species." 

When students took issue with the instructor, they were 

allegedly rebuked and the class ended in controversy. 

Crowley then visited with Fothergill in his home to 

ascertain if the professor had been misunderstood. The 

teacher supposedly reinforced the student's belief that 

he did in fact support the evolutionary hypothesis. 

Then followed a visit with Dr. Brooks to inform him of 

Fothergill's teachings, but, according to Crowley, the 

president of the university "assumed a controversial 

attitude" and defended the instructor. 

It was at this point that Norris entered into 

the conflict. Through mutual friends he picked up 

Crowley's story and began to intimate that a new case 

of heresy had been discovered at Baylor. Later, during 

the World's Christian Fundamentals Conference in Fort 

Worth, Norris asked Crowley for an interview, but this 

was rejected by the student. Thus, early in the affair, 

Norris was not directly or personally involved in the 

controversy. From Crowley's point of view, the failure 

of President Brooks to appreciate the gravity of the 
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situation was an essential element in the turn of events 

which brought the controversy to the surface.-^^ 

Crowley sent a copy of his letter to George 

Truett, who transmitted it to President Brooks. Since 

Truett was preparing to leave for an overseas trip, he 

referred the entire matter to Brooks with the caution 

that 

It is clearly evident, I take 
it, that the predicate is being laid, 
by these communications, for the 
embarrassment of Baylor. My feeling 
is that it would be wise for you to 
confer with your trusted members of 
the Board there in Waco, to the end 
that wise and timely caution may be 
exercised, to prevent, as far as 
possible, the misuse of this matter 
for the injury of Baylor. If I had 
had the time I would have run down to 
Waco in person for a conference with 
you about the matter. My feeling is 
that we must, in every way possible, 
hedge against any and all improper 
publicity concerning Baylor. I am 
sure that you agree with me in this.^1 

Brooks replied to Truett's letter on June 22. He 

did not regard Crowley's charges "at all with the same 

seriousness that the young man himself does." From Brooks' 

side of the issue, Fothergill was simply making some 

explanations about the beginning of man and when Crowley 

challenged some of his language the professor "lost his 

temper" and "showed his impatience" at the line of 

30 ^Dale Crowley to L. R. Scarborough, June 12, 
1923, Scarborough Papers. 

•̂ -'-George Truett to S, P, Brooks, June 19, 1923, 
Brooks Papers, 
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questions Crowley was pursuing. When the student came 

to his office the president allegedly received him 

warmly and gave full attention to his charges, Crowley 

assumed a controversial attitude, according to Brooks, 

and left in definitely bad humor. The student returned 

to Houston where he addressed the local pastors' con

ference and told them his side of the story. Brooks 

had it from a number of his close friends in Houston 

that only a few of the Houston pastors had taken Crowley 

02 

seriously. "̂^ 

According to Brooks' account, Crowley went to 

Fort Worth for the specific purpose of seeing Norris. 

The president admitted that his knowledge of this was 

hearsay, but he believed that the student would stop 

at nothing to get Fothergill dismissed. "Now you can 

see what a state of mind that throws me in as to 

whether I will sustain my colleagues," Brooks commented, 

"or listen to a young man whose methods of thinking and 
33 type of mind I have set out herein." 

Brooks seemed to think that Fothergill was 

sound in his doctrine and teaching. Like Brooks, he 

supposedly believed in a process of creation, perhaps 

evolution, directed by an omnipotent Creator rather than 

-̂ 2s. p. Brooks to George Truett, June 22, 1923, 
Brooks Papers. 

^^Ibid. 
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in the instantaneous creation suggested by the Genesis 

account. It is safe to say that Brooks did not accept 

the Darwinian thesis of evolution, but like many 

Christian intellectuals tried to harmonize evolution 

and the Biblical accounts. This meant accepting many 

portions of the Biblical language as symbolic or 

allegorical whereas Norris and the Fundamentalists 

held to a literal interpretation of Genesis which left 

no room for an evolutionary process. Brooks seems to 

have assumed that, because he believed in a God-directed 

process of creation, Fothergill held the same view. He 

told Truett: "If I understand Mr. Fothergill rightly, 
O A 

he is no worse than I am." 

Norris did not press the Fothergill-Crowley 

issue until September 1924. It may be that Crowley did 

not make the full story known to Norris until the latter 

part of the summer of 1924. Crowley indicated that he 

would not bring Norris into the controversy unless Brooks 

failed to act on his charges. The most plausible recon

struction seems to be that Crowley waited until he 

felt he was going to get no recourse from Brooks (or 

that Brooks was going to take action against him) before 

giving his story to Norris in 1924, and that even though 

First Baptist was being considered for readmission to 

34ibid. 
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the county and state associations, the issue was too 

35 controversial for Norris to ignore. 

The first mention Norris made of the new situation 

at Baylor was on September 19. The Tarrant County Associa

tion on September 12 passed a resolution reaffirming its 

belief in the whole Bible and its total opposition to 

any evolutionary interpretation of creation. While not 

authored by Norris, the original resolution, as presented 

to the committee on resolutions, directly disapproved 

Brooks' statement in the December 1923 issue of the 

Baylor Bulletin that "the University has never been 

36 

fundamentally wrong in the person of any of its teachers." 

The committee on resolutions refused to endorse a censure 

of Baylor for allowing questionable teachers and teachings 

to exist, but it did state that by refusing to censure 

the university it was not giving its approval to Brooks' 
37 

statement that no fundamental wrongdoing had ever existed. 
35 
Earlier in 1924 Norris had attacked John R. 

Sampey of Southern Baptist Seminary in Louisville, 
Kentucky for his belief in a figurative Genesis account 
of creation. See the Searchlight, April 11, April 18, 
1924. Norris used Sampey's syllabus for his Old 
Testament course at the seminary to prove supposedly 
that Sampey believed that "the Hebrew account (of 
creation) might have been derived from the Babylonians." 

^^Brooks, "Concerning Evolution at Baylor," 
p. 10. 

•^7L. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, September 18, 
1924, Brooks Papers. 
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Norris chose to believe it was a censure and quickly 

telegraphed Brooks that: 

The Tarrant County Baptist Asso
ciation September 12, in resolutions 
reaffirming its stand for the authority 
of the whole Bible and opposed to evolu
tion passed the following: "By this 
action, we disapprove the statement made 
by Dr. Brooks in the Baylor Bulletin of 
December 1923, in which he says, it is 
asserted here that the university has 
never been fundamentally wrong in the 
person of any of its teachers we could 
not vote to approve this statement in 
the face of the fact that some of the 
books and teachers of Baylor University 
have been dismissed or resigned because 
of their teachings." 

Scarborough, on the other hand, saw the resolution in a 

completely different light. According to him. 

The committee unanimously refused 
to recommend the approval by the Asso
ciation of this resolution attacking 
Baylor University on account of alleged 
evolutionary teachings; but the committee 
in its report said they did not mean by 
this action to approve the above quoted 
statement, in view of the fact that 
certain books, especially Dr. Dow's Book, 
had been removed from the curriculum of 
Baylor University and certain teachers 
who had been under public criticism had 
resigned or been removed. The committee 
could not believe that you meant by this 
statement to endorse any evolutionary 
teachings taught by these teachers or 
textbooks. If you did and mean such 
endorsement, the committee could not 
approve such endorsement. For instance. 
Dr. Dow in his book which has been 
removed from Baylor University stated 
that "Man came from the anthropoid ape." 

•̂ 8Norris to S. P. Brooks, September 13, 1924, 
Brooks Papers. 
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You were accused of endorsing this statement 
from Dr. Dow's book, by the above quoted 
statement from your bulletin. 

As chairman of the committee, I 
am asking you to interpret this statement 
in the bulletin in the light of these 
facts. What did you mean by that statement 
that the University had never been funda
mentally wrong in the person of any of 
its teachers? It will be understood that 
I may have the privilege of publishing 
your answer to this if I do desire.^9 

Scarborough did ask the Baylor President to send him a 

letter disavowing that he ever meant to imply that Baylor 

had never been guilty of any wrongdoing in the evolution 

controversy. This request was entirely logical, since 

both of them had admitted to each other and to others 

that Dow's book was questionable. 

As a result of the Tarrant Association resolution, 

Norris felt justified in re-opening the Baylor controversy 

On September 26 the Searchlight declared that Dr. Brooks 

had confessed to being an evolutionist and cited a 

statement by Baylor's President in which he supposedly 

said, "I do not believe in this instantaneous creation of 

man. I believe that man was created by process. Now 

just what that process was I do not say . . . " Norris 

3Q 
^L. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, September 

18, 1924, Brooks Papers. Scarborough had telegraphed 
Brooks to withhold judgment of Norris' telegram until 
he received the above letter. L. R. Scarborough to 
S. P. Brooks, September 13, 1924, Brooks Papers. 

"^^Searchlight, September 26, 1924. 
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then cited Dale Crowley's letter to L. R. Scarborough 

on June 12, 1923, giving the background of the Fothergill 

41 controversy. Later, on October 10, the Searchlight 

asked if Dale Crowley was going to be expelled from 

Baylor because he exposed the teaching of evolution in 

the History Department, and then, when Crowley was indeed 

expelled, the paper announced that "500,000 Texas Baptists 

are aroused by this drastic action."^2 

The Fothergill incident reopened many denominational 

wounds and brought forth a plethora of charges and 

rebuttals. One of the severest criticisms of Brooks and 

Baylor came from I. E. Gates, formerly President of 

Wayland Baptist College and at the time pastor of San 

Antonio's First Baptist Church. Gates and Norris were 

friends, but the San Antonio pastor had been on both 

committees which had censured Norris during previous 

sessions of the Baptist General Convention of Texas. 

Gates had gone to Floresville, where Fothergill lived 

for some time, and talked with several people who had 

known him. Their conclusion was that the professor was 

a "dyed in the wool" evolutionist who had boasted publicly 

that he could convince any preacher that the Genesis 

"̂ llbid. It is unlikely that the letter was given 
to Norris by either Scarborough or Truett. Crowley 
undoubtedly was the source. 

42ibid., October 10 and 31, 1924. 
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account was untrue. Further, Gates reported, Fothergill 

had asserted that Brooks believed exactly the same thing, 

and this had led many regular Baptists in Floresville to 

question whether the President of Baylor should hold his 

position. Gates said: 

Now, Dr. Brooks, my belief is 
that you have in Prof. Fothergill a man 
who does not represent at all the views 
of the Baptists in Texas. I know he does 
not represent my views nor the views of 
three thousand other Baptist preachers. 
I am surprised that you selected this man 
as a teacher in Baylor without thoroughly 
investigating his beliefs and standing 
as a Baptist. I might as well say that 
I am against Materialistic evolution and 
I know we are never going to have any 
peace in Texas as long as we are debating 
or quibbling on this evolution question 
in Baylor University.^ 

The Gates letter and news of the Floresville 

investigation led President Brooks to write Governor 

Pat Neff to explain his position. According to him, 

Fothergill had lived at Floresville as a young man, 

and during that time had come under the influence of 

serious doubts. As a result, he had asked that his 

name be removed from the church roll. Later, as a 

student at Baylor, Fothergill had renounced his doubts 

and joined the Seventh and James Baptist Church across 

from the Baylor campus. This seemed to satisfy Brooks, 

who ignored Gates' charges that more recently Fothergill 

^•^I. E. Gates to S. P. Brooks, October 3, 1924, 
Brooks Papers. 
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had been in Floresville claiming that both he and Brooks 

44 were evolutionists. 

It was obvious to many that Norris had chosen 

to center his attack during the fall of 1924 on Baylor 

University. His newspapers for that period are devoid 

of charges against his erstwhile opponent, F. S. Groner 

or the Seventy-five Million Campaign. Scarborough wrote 

Brooks that Norris had informed him that evolutionary 

45 teachings at Baylor would be the issue. Brooks 

realized that he was to be the sole object of the attack 

and questioned whether Groner and Norris had made an 

agreement whereby Norris would be given a free hand to 

level his charges at Baylor. He, however, saw the 

Baylor Bulletin article and the Fothergill incident as 

"excuses" or "pretexts" for personal attacks on him 

4 6 and his university. He chose not to reply to Norris' 

latest attacks, but he wondered how long the convention 

would allow itself to be annoyed by such as Norris. "I 

quite well understand a fool Baptist, vicious in addition, 

cannot be corraled by our present system," he wrote, "but 

^^S. P. Brooks to Pat Neff, October 4, 1924, 
Brooks Papers; Brooks enclosed a letter from W. W. 
Melton, pastor of the Seventh and James Baptist Church, 
supporting Fothergill's conversion experience. 

^^L. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, September 
23, 1924, Brooks Papers. 

"^^S. P. Brooks to L. R. Scarborough, September 
27, 1924, Brooks Papers. 
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I also know that our system of denominational life makes 

it possible at our Convention to be rid of his sort if 

4. 4. "47 we want to. 

As the Crowley-Fothergill issue heightened, a 

side issue caused a slight rupture in the ranks of the 

anti-Norris forces. This was the policy pursued by 

E. C. Routh, editor of the Baptist Standard, during the 

controversy. Brooks felt that Routh had gone over to 

the Norris camp and was making unrealistic demands on 

48 him and the University. Wallace Bassett, a Dallas 

pastor, criticized Routh for preaching at the First 

Baptist Church of Fort Worth and wrote to tell him he 

believed it was a mistake.^^ R. E. Bell of Decatur 

wrote Routh personally that he was merely giving Norris 

additional weapons to use against Baylor, Brooks, and 

50 all organized Baptist work in Texas. Later, Brooks 

wrote: 

My Bulletin is made an excuse 
for continuing the attack on me and Baylor. 
I hope the Standard will carry an article 
this week which I prepared. The Standard 

^^S. P. Brooks to E. F. Lyon, September 24, 
1924, Brooks Papers. 

4^S. P. Brooks to L. R. Scarborough, September 27, 
1924, Brooks Papers. 

4^Wallace Bassett to S. P. Brooks, October 5, 
1924, Brooks Papers. Bassett confided that he did 
not believe that Routh was going to change. 

^°R. E. Bell to E. C. Routh, October 10, 1924, 
Brooks Papers. 
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has recently hurt us to the heart. The 
people have not all the facts. They do 
not know of the Resolutions passed by 
the Fort Worth and Tarrant County Pastors' 
Conference censuring Norris. The Resolu
tions, or such part of them as was not 
libelous, ought to have appeared in the 
Standard. 1 

Brooks finally took the issue to Routh personally. After 

applauding the Baptist Standard editor for his handling 

of the Dow affair. President Brooks launched into a 

tirade against Routh's policy during the recent Fothergill 

incident. He was amazed, he stated, at Routh's policy. 

As denominational agencies, they should help, not hinder 

one another. Yet, the Standard was leaving the impression 

that Baylor was guilty of the accusations against her. 

One case in point was that Routh refused to print a recent 

censure of Norris by Tarrant County Baptist Pastors* 

Association. "I grant you that part of it was libelous," 

Brooks declared, "but you could have cut the libelous 

part out." Instead Brooks had printed it in a bulletin 

and was sending it out at great cost to the university 

"when the information might have gone through the 

Standard, saving us money and giving the public a rightful 

impression as was their due." In conclusion. Brooks 

•̂'•S. P. Brooks to I. E. Gates and Calvin Nelson, 
October 9, 1924, Brooks Papers. 

52s. P. Brooks to E. C. Routh, October 24, 1924, 
Brooks Papers. 
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stated that 

All of this may seem to you quite 
harsh, but it certainly is fair from my 
point of view and is saying in clear cut 
terms what I probably might have said 
much earlier. I cannot say with full 
certainty, as Brother Copass often 
speaks, that I know the multitudes are 
against your policy, but I can say in 
perfect candor that the men and women 
with whom I associate, and very many 
who have spoken to me about it, believe 
that your policy has not been wise.^-^ 

Whatever the reason. Editor Routh materially 

aided Norris' cause by his policies during the Fall of 

1924. By failing to give space in the Standard to the 

anti-Norris faction, he deprived them of a widely 

distributed voice in Texas. The result was a near split 

in the ranks of Norris' opponents, and as Brooks asserted 

"Frank would laugh in his sleeve to see the worst happen 

to all our work." Routh's policy, as President Brooks 

saw it, was more hurtful to Baylor "than anything that 

55 Frank Norris has been able to print." 

The Fothergill controversy came to a climax late 

in October of 1924, several weeks before the annual 

meeting of the Baptist General Convention of Texas. 

Scarborough wanted the problem solved before the conven

tion met at Dallas on November 20. He added that "if 

^^Ibid. 

^^S. P. Brooks to Wallace Bassett, October 8, 
1924, Brooks Papers. 

55s. P. Brooks to Z. T. Cody, October 28, 1924, 
Brooks Papers. 
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he teaches what Crowley says he does, he ought not to 

56 
be retained at Baylor." B. A. Copass, a professor at 

Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, also urged 

Brooks to settle the matter before it could come to the 

convention floor, but he received a stinging rebuke from 

the battle weary Brooks, who wrote: "I find the same 

difficulty that Dr. Lula Pace does in writing anything 

that satisfies you. In this particular you are strikingly 

57 like Frank Norris." 

Brooks soon realized that he must deal with the 

charges laid by Crowley. Deciding to back Fothergill, 

Brooks and the Baylor faculty voted to suspend the 

58 outspoken student from school. Academically sound, 

this decision was fraught with consequences, for it 

gave Norris the fuel he needed to fire the controversy 

even more. The dissident pastor and editor from Fort 

Worth promptly announced in bold headlines that Baylor 

had suspended Crowley because he had exposed evolutionary 

59 teachings in the university. Brooks wrote to a pastor 

56L. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, October 15, 
1924, Brooks Papers. 

^^B. A. Copass to S. P. Brooks, October 17, 1924, 
Brooks Papers; S. P. Brooks to B. A. Copass, October 23, 
1924, Brooks Papers. Copass wanted Brooks to prepare 
a credal statement for the convention. 

58Dale Crowley to S. P. Brooks, October 24, 1924, 
Brooks Papers. 

59Searchlight, October 31, 1924. 
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in Houston that Norris was making "great capital" of 

the matter by claiming that Crowley had been dismissed 

for exposing heresy and embarrassing Baylor. "The 

truth is," Brooks declared, "we dismissed Crowley for 

a multitude of insults that we had overlooked, and 

60 tried to forget from time to time for months." 

As in the Dow affair. President Brooks decided 

in favor of his faculty member. This was a decision 

completely in line with his commitment to freedom of 

inquiry. He saw in Dale Crowley the same type of 

militant and antagonistic character so prevalent in 

J. Frank Norris. Thus, he dismissed the student's 

charges and supported Fothergill. 

The dismissal of Crowley did not lessen the 

pressure on Fothergill. As a result, he tendered his 
61 

resignation on October 28. He stated that he had 

been "misunderstood and maliciously maligned" by 

"designing persons" regarding his religious beliefs. 

In resigning he was not, he reaffirmed, admitting the 

truth of the charges made against him. His was a 

resignation of protest to "condemn those who have sought 

62 
to injure me." In accepting the resignation Brooks 

^^S. P. Brooks to D. L. Griffith, November 6, 
1924, Brooks Papers. 

•̂'•C. S. Fothergill to S. P. Brooks, October 28, 
1924, Brooks Papers, 

^^ibid. 
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stated that he shared Fothergill's contempt for designing 

men, and "unhestatingly" expressed his belief in the 

resigning teacher's Christian integrity and faithfulness 

6 3 
as a teacher. Fothergill followed his resignation with 

a defense of his beliefs "to make a clear, definite 

statement" in correction of certain press reports. He 

did not, he asserted, doubt the Biblical account of 

creation. He did reject the literal six day, twenty-four 

hours a day interpretation, which, of course, was the 

whole issue with Crowley, Norris, and other fundamentalists. 

The theological position he held was that of theistic 

evolution as opposed to the fundamentalist concept of 

instantaneous creation. In admitting to a belief in 

theistic (God-directed) evolution he was admitting that 

he did not believe the Bible as the fundamentalists did, 

hence in the eyes of the fundamentalists, he was guilty 

of teaching heresy.^^ 

Since most rank and file Baptists did not understand 

many of the finer points in the theological interpreta

tions of instantaneous creation, theistic evolution, and 

atheistic evolution, they usually gravitated toward the 

easiest to understand, which was the belief in a literal 

instantaneous creation as recorded in Genesis. Thus, if 

^•^S. P. Brooks to C. S. Fothergill, October 28, 
1924, Brooks Papers. 

^^C. S. Fothergill to "Whom It May Concern," 
November 5, 1924, Brooks Papers. 
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a person stated that he believed in a theistic evolution 

or process, to most people this meant he was an evolutionist 

The problem was, as always, that there was 

enough truth in Norris' charges to make them credible. 

Dow's book had contained highly questionable, pro-

evolutionary passages. Fothergill did reject the 

literal interpretation of creation, the flood, and Noah's 

ark. It is also true that Norris tended to exaggerate 

the degree of these facts, laying him open to the justi

fiable charge of misrepresentation. The fact remains, 

however, that the "ounce" of credibility in Norris* 

charges gained additional credence in the light of 

denials and countercharges by the anti-Norris faction. 

To the "folks at the forks of the creek" mentality it 

was simply a case of "where there is heat, there is fire." 

Brooks proved extremely senstivie to criticism 

in the Fothergill affair. His numerous clashes with 

Norris had put him on his guard. To one critic he 

admitted that Fothergill had an odd temperament which 

6 5 
made it easy for him to be misunderstood. When I. E. 

Gates wrote him on October 3, Brooks must have replied 

sharply for Gates wrote on November 12: 

I am surprised that you manifest 
the feeling you do in your last letter. 
I am not against you personally. You 

^5s. p. Brooks to H. H. Stagg, November 6, 1924, 
Brooks Papers. 
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indicate in your letter that I am in 
touch with Fort Worth in writing you 
regarding Mr. Fothergill. Dr. Norris 
does not know that I have written you. 
I am sure that he has never heard 
about what I have done. I have kept 
it from him. I felt I ov/ed you the 
courtesy of writing you personally 
without any more publicity than 
possible. 

According to the San Antonio pastor, he had acted in 

good faith in calling Brooks' attention to Fothergill's 

background. He was surprised that the Baylor president 

would take offense. He asked: 

Has it come to the pass that men 
who try honestly to remedy things which 
they think are wrong are to be held in 
contempt? Are you going to throw a fit 
every time some brother dares to criti
cise a teacher with whom he may not agree 
in doctrine? Are you going to be 
estranged from me because I called you 
a Theistic Evolutionist?^^ 

Brooks' sensitivity undoubtedly hurt his objec

tivity. He allowed the issue to foment for almost a 

year before making a full explanation to the Baylor 

6 7 
trustees. By that time much damage had been done. 

The Baylor president, in his desire to protect one of 

his teachers and the concept of academic freedom, left 

6 6 
I. E. Gates to S. P. Brooks, November 12, 1924, 

Brooks Papers. 
67 
S. P. Brooks to Trustees of Baylor University, 

November 25, 1924, Brooks Papers. 
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himself open to c r i t i c i s m from both h i s a l l i e s and 

opponents. 

There can be.little doubt that J. Frank Norris 

used the Fothergill incident to advance his own cause. 

Vocal and colorful, he used his radio station and 

newspaper to give himself wider coverage. One of his 

friends, George Carroll, recognized his exploitation 

of the affair and called it to his attention. He 

charged: 

You are no stronger against evolu
tion than either my father or myself, and 
Frank, you know this. You are not any 
stronger against evolution than I am, in 
fact, it is not evolution so much that is 
worrying you but your eagerness to become 
the hero that killed the snake. 

It is a great pity that a man of 
your ability cannot work with a great 
host of fellow Baptists instead of dropping 
down into a rut by yourself. A man of 
your ability could bring numbers of 
good people into service along with the 
rank and file of the Baptist army. Instead 
of that you draw them off on the side 
lines where they become a deterrent 
force instead of an auxiliary. I have 
often felt for Dr. Brooks, a great 
leader doing a mighty work, but, Frank, 
you hinder him by the manner of your 
attacks on evolution. You know that 
Dr. Brooks and all the rest of us 
condemn evolution but many good people 
are led to a mischievous misunderstanding 
of the case by your ambiguous direction 
of attack. This dangerous misunderstanding 
on their part paralyzes their co-operation 
and camouflages the real issue which is to 
give the gospel to the whole world in 
all its strength and soundness and purity. 

68 
George Carroll to Norris, November 7, 1924, 

copy in Brooks Papers. 
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It was in this climate of opinion that the 

Baptist General Convention of Texas convened for its 

Seventy-sixth Annual Session. Meeting in Dallas, the 

convention came to order at 10:00 a.m. on November 20, 

1924. Judge J. S. Lattimore, who had defended Norris 

in 1912, presided. With the air of controversy hanging 

heavily over the assembly, the messengers undoubtedly 

realized that this was going to be a historic convention. 

The first explosive issue was the Report from 

Baylor University. Those who expected it to be contro

versial were not disappointed. Before it was finally 

69 

adopted, much discussion and time were expended. 

Following the usual enrollment and finaricial figures 

the Baylor report went into "some Other Facts." The 

Baptist brotherhood was, it declared, aware of the 

"bitter and false attacks" against the university. It 

reminded the constituency that the investigating committee 

had cleared Baylor of heresy charges in 1922. "It 

violates common intelligence to presume that teachers 

in Baylor. . . are essentially different from those of 

other Baptist colleges of like grade." With regard to 

textbooks the report stated that the Trustees were aware 

of the weaknesses of some, but that they were more 

concerned with the character of the teachers than about 
69 
Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 1924, p. 15. 
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the books in the classes. Furthermore, the public should 

understand the difficulty of finding suitable textbooks. 

Even if a committee were appointed, there was no one 

really competent to judge, and it would be absurd to say 

that no book could go on the official shelves until it 

had been reviewed and passed by some committee. On 

students the report noted that any student body contained 

persons who were unteachable, who "come to college 

ostensibly to study and learn, but in reality to set the 

7 0 teachers right in their paths of religious duty." The 

intimation was that Dale Crowley, though not mentioned 

by name, was one of the unteachable variety. Furthermore 

the trustees upheld the faculty in the administration of 

discipline. They supported the decision to dismiss 

Crowley. 

Perhaps the best part of the report was its 

defense of the right to know. No school. Baptist or 

otherwise, should be restricted in its freedom to seek 

truth, or as the report stated: 

Your board expects the teachers 
of Baylor University to acquaint the 
students with every known theory of human 
knowledge, Mark the use of the word 
acquaint. Does not the teacher in the 
theological school acquaint his students 
with all theories of the Fall of Man, 
the Atonement, etc? Does not the 
teacher of sociology find himself 
face to face with social problems 
that have to do with criminology. 

"̂ Îbid, , p. 59. 
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inebriety, prostitution, narcotics, etc.? 
Shall the teacher of science not tell his 
students about all world-known theories 
that have been advanced? Your Board 
entrusts its faculties to make investi
gation and conduct their classes as 
befits the best scholarship of the 
world. Of course they are to teach 
affirmatively and constructively the 
truth, separating the wheat from the 
chaff. Your Board urges the Baptists 
of Texas to know that in all the 
difficulties incident to teaching 
college students prayers and sympathy, 
cooperation and trust help more than 
the methods of those who would tear 
down and destroy the work of the 
fathers. 1 

The Baylor report ended with four ringing 

affirmations. First, if any teacher proved untrue to 

the directives set by the Convention, h^ was to be 

promptly dismissed. Second, President Brooks was con

stantly "in the watchtower" carefully scrutinizing the 

selection of faculty members and the character of their 

teaching. Third, the attack on Baylor was pitiless 

and diabolical, obviously a reference to Norris. Finally, 

the university affirmed its belief in the fundamental 

72 doctrine of the Christian faith. The report closed 

by asserting that the trustees believed Texas Baptists 

wanted a "real University," but to have one would require 

freedom of study "in the libraries and laboratories"; free 

"^^Ibid., pp. 59-60. 

72 
Ibid., pp. 60-61; appended to the report was 

a memorial from the faculty of Baylor reaffirming its 
basic beliefs. 
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course in its investigation of "soils, rocks, plants, 

animals, reptiles, fishes, birds"; and freedom from 

hindrance in its study of man historically, "his movements 

and motives in business, in politics, in society, in 

religion and the Bible." No university could thrive in 

an atmosphere of suspicion, but only through constructive 

73 

criticism. There was little doubt that the report 

was directed against Norris and his followers. Its 

adoption was a victory for the anti-Norris faction and 

the concept of academic freedom. 

With one victory in hand, the anti-Norris forces 

moved to consolidate their hold on the Convention. M. T. 

Andrews of Texarkana proposed, and the convention adopted, 

an amendment to Article II, Section 2, of the Constitution 

which required that "when messengers from a church, asso

ciation or society have once been denied seats in this 

Convention the messengers from such church, association 

or society shall not thereafter be seated. . .except by 

a majority vote of the Convention after permanent organi

zation."^^ 

Then came the inevitable challenge to the 

messengers from First Baptist Church, Fort Worth. A 

committee of seven, appointed to study the challenge. 

^^Ibid., p. 63. 

"̂ "̂ Ibid., p. 16. 
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made its report on Friday afternoon, November 21. The 

Committee proposed four reasons why the First Baptist 

Church messengers should not be seated, including non-

cooperation, destructive criticism, and misrepresenta

tion. It was a strongly worded censure, leaving little 

doubt that, if adopted, it would be a serious repudiation 

of Norrisism. It stated, for instance, that: 

The church sending these messengers 
for years has encouraged, financed, and 
otherwise supported a propaganda, state 
and Southwide, which has cruelly and 
unjustly criticised, unmercifully mis
represented and persistently opposed 
the program, method of work, institutions, 
causes and elected and trusted leaders, 
fostered and promoted by this and the 
Southern Baptist Convention.'5 

Before the credentials committee had a chance to make 

its report, the Convention president received two 

telegrams—one from Norris and one from the First Baptist 

Church messengers—announcing that First Baptist Church 

was withdrawing its delegates. The Committee did not 

accept the validity of this ploy and recommended that 

76 

the challenge be upheld. 

The adoption of this report was a blow to Norris* 

attempt to control the mind and thought of Texas Baptists 

It clearly revealed that he spoke for only a minority. 

Furthermore, by virtue of the amendment on membership. 
75 
Ibid., p. 25. 

"^^Ibid., pp. 25-26. 
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First Baptist Church could be seated in the future only 

by a majority vote of the Convention body assembled 

and organized. For all practical purposes this action 

ended Norris* activity within the Baptist General Con

vention of Texas, although he continued to acknowledge 

himself as a Texas Baptist. He also continued to attend 

annual meetings of the Southern Baptist Convention, which 

he could do as long as he contributed a minimum amount 

to convention work. After 1924, he continued to exert 

an influence on the organized work of the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas, but only as an external force. 

The anti-Norris forces had done their work well. 

They had rallied the Baptist Pastors' Conference of 

Tarrant County to issue a protest against Norris and a 

77 condemnation of his activities. They had the necessary 

votes to pass each of their anti-Norris measures at the 

Dallas session of the Baptist General Convention of Texas. 

What is more, the convention was unified in its opposition 

to the pastor of First Baptist Church. No major split 

occurred. Norris led no great exodus out of the Convention 

The power struggle was over. Regular Baptists had won 

over those who wanted to see the Texas Baptist organi

zation decentralized. For whatever the consequences, 

convention interests had won over local church welfare. 

77"A Statement and A Protest" passed by the 
Tarrant County Baptist Pastors' Conference, September 15, 
1924, Scarborough Papers. 
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Membership in the Baptist General Convention of Texas 

depended upon cooperation, and cooperation meant support 

and loyalty—financial and otherwise. 

After 1924, Norris continued to attack the Texas 

Baptist "machine," as he called it, but both the focus 

and intensity changed somewhat. He concentrated more 

on F. S. Groner than Brooks; more on the handling of 

funds than evolution. As he moved farther away from 

the Baptist General Convention of Texas and closer to his 

own World Baptist Mission Fellowship, he gave less and 

less attention to the day by day operations of the Texas 

Baptist organization. He still managed to raise an 

issue from time to time, usually in the spring preceding 

the annual meeting of the Southern Baptist Convention, 

and in the fall, just before the meeting of the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas. Between times he busied 

himself with affairs outside the realm of organized 

Texas Baptist work. 

Norris began the year 1925 as he had in previous 

years, with a strong budget promotion and membership 

enlargement campaign. He announced on December 26, 1924, 

a proposed budget of $106,000, reflecting not only the 

growth of First Baptist Church, but also its rising 

78 affluence. The remarkable thing is that the new 

affluence of the church was built largely upon those of 

78 
Searchlight, December 26, 1924. 
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moderate means rather than people of great wealth. The 

wealthy had been in the vanguard of those who left during 

the early years of Norris' pastorate. Norris, had rebuilt 

on numbers, and this new congregation gave him the 

79 
necessary funds to finance his many projects. During 

1925 he asked and got $21,000 over and above the 

regular offerings to pay for a more powerful radio 

8 0 

transmitter for the radio station operated by the church. 

There can be little doubt that one reason for 

Norris' opposition to state-wide financial campaigns and 

assessments, in addition to the church autonomy issue, 

was that it diverted First Baptist Church funds from 

projects which he wanted to promote. By not supporting 

the Tarrant County Baptist Association and the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas, Norris was able to retain 

those funds for his own needs--the radio station, enlarged 

auditorium and educational space, his newspaper (which 

he mailed free to many pastors over the state), and later 

his Bible Institute. It is not surprising, then, that 

Norris refused to cooperate financially in the organized 

work of Texas Baptists. He literally could not afford to 

and still finance his self-aggrandizing projects. 

In order to reach more people, Norris began 

conducting open air and tent revival services in Fort 

^^Ibid., December 13, 1925, reported 8,321 
members of First Baptist Church. 

^^Ibid., June 26, 1925. 
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Worth. In March he announced the beginning of an eight-

month tent revival in North Fort Worth.^"^ This area on 

the north bank of the Trinity River was the site of the 

large stockyards and meat packing plants which had 

earned the city the nickname "Cowtown." Norris proposed 

to erect a large tent on a vacant lot and to use his 

members to visit door to door, inviting people to come 

hear Norris or some visiting evangelist. This was the 

first of a number of revivals of this type in Fort 

Worth. Later he used the same technique in other cities 

to organize rival Baptist churches. 

Because of these and other activities, Norris 

had little to say about his opponents iri the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas. On May 29, he announced 

that the Texas Baptist "machine" had renewed its war 

of retaliation on him because of his attack on the 
82 

teaching of evolution in Baptist colleges. This 

article was timely for it focused attention on the 

approaching Scopes trial at Dayton, Tennessee, and Norris* 

relationship with the national fundamentalist movement. 

He claimed that he had received a letter from William 

•̂̂ Ibid. , March 27, 1925. 

^^Ibid., May 29, 1925. 
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Jennings Bryan inviting him to come to Dayton, but that 

83 he was unable to do so at the time. 

Not until the fall of 1925 did Norris turn his 

attention to the Baptist General Convention of Texas. 

Then, he focused his attacks on Groner and Brooks. Trying 

to revive past issues, he soon realized that evolution was 

not the issue in 1925 which it had been in 1922. 

Meanwhile, the anti-Norris forces in Texas were 

preparing to meet any new Norris maneuvers. F. S. Groner 

reported he was ready "to go into it" in order to retain 

his position as Executive Secretary of the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas. He was reluctant, however, to carry 

the fight against Norris through the Standard because 

Editor Routh had emasculated his articles in the past, 

84 leaving him fair game for Norris' Searchlight. He 

wanted Brooks to write endorsements of his articles 

which could be published in either the "Battle Front" 

8 5 or "Open Forum" sections of the Standard.°-^ 

As the annual meetings of both the Tarrant Asso

ciation and the Baptist General Convention of Texas drew 

near, those who opposed Norris stepped up their activity 

to counter and neutralize his inevitable charges. Groner 

83ibid., June 26, 1925. 

84 
F. S. Groner to S. P. Brooks, June 27, 1925, 

Brooks Papers. 
85F. S. Groner to S. P. Brooks, July 10, 1925, 

Brooks Papers, 
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filled his "Along the Battle Front" page of the Standard 

with letters supporting his current series of articles 

on the "big F" Fundamentalists,^^ At its annual session 

the Tarrant Association, by a vote of 212-44, refused 

to seat First Baptist Church*s one messenger, J, T, 

Pemberton, and then followed the Baptist General Convention 

of Texas* action in amending its constitution so that 

once a church had been expelled it could not be readmitted 

except by a two-thirds vote. Of the Tarrant Association's 

actions, B. A, Copass wrote that Norris had been given 

ample time to defend his position, and that he had been 

heard graciously. Now, Copass asserted, "let this chief 

opponent and his publication drop out of our vocabulary 

and thinking. The criticism will probably continue. Pay 

no attention to either the criticism or the critic. Let 

87 them be as if they were not." ' 

Groner attempted to answer a number of Norris' 

charges in his "Along the Battle Front" section of the 

Standard. Norris had charged nepotism when Groner 

employed his daughter as his stenographer. The Executive 

Secretary admitted that this was true but maintained 

that it was practical because he did so much of his 

dictating at home. Norris, however, was wrong, Groner 

replied, because he had asserted that her salary was 

^^See the Baptist Standard, September 3, 1925 
for sample letters. 

^^Ibid., September 24, 1925. 
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$150.00 per month when actually it was $125.00. Norris 

had also declared that Groner owned an interest in one 

of the printing firms which did business with the State 

Board. Groner answered that he owned one-third interest 

in the Hicks-Gaston Company which had done $2,093.20 

worth of printing for the Board between November 1, 1924, 

and October 1, 1925, or about one-fourth of the total.^^ 

From this exchange it is possible to see the low level 

8 Q 

to which the denominational feud had descended. 

In one sense J. Frank Norris may have made a 

positive contribution to the development of a sound 

denominational policy through his negative criticism. 

Editor E. C. Routh undoubtedly paid the Fort Worth pastor 

an indirect compliment in an editorial on November 19, 

1925, where he asked delegates to the coming session of 

the Baptist General Convention of Texas at Mineral Wells 

to come prepared to discuss openly and freely the problems 

and needs of the convention. "Personal issues," he said 

"have little place in any gathering of Christ's people. . .," 

but at the same time freedom of speech should be respected. 

Policies should always be subject to revision; full account 

^^Ibid., October 22, 1925. 

8^Baptist leaders would have done well to read 
and heed the advice of M. T. Andrew in his article on 
the value of a sound denominational policy, which he 
defined as "one that will carefully safeguard the 
integrity of those entrusted with responsibility in 
leadership, and that will appeal to the sanity and 
hold the confidence of those to be led." Ibid., 
November 5, 1925. 
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should be taken of all assets and liabilities; and all 

men entrusted with denominational responsibility should 

inspire the confidence of the constituency. What he 

was arguing for was an open method of discussion and 

communication which would allay all half-truths and 

90 suspicious-sounding declarations. As one Baptist 

91 

layman put it: "Save your loads for bigger game." 

During the Fall of 1925, there seems to have been a 

greater effort at getting complete facts and figures 

before Texas Baptists, and this, of course, may or may 

not have been due to Norris' criticisms. Denominational 

policies did become more open and sound. Better 

business methods were employed and new safeguards were 

established. Above all, actions and financial records 
92 

were frequently reported. 

The 1925 session of the Baptist General Convention 

of Texas evoked none of the controversy characteristic of 

past years. Norris and First Baptist Church made appli-
93 cation to be seated, but the request was denied. The 

^^Ibid., November 19, 1925. 

^iThis phrase was part of J. W. Thomas' article 
on "Disturbers in Zion." Thomas advocated a policy 
ignoring Norris so that attention could be focused on 
more important issues. Ibid., November 19, 1925. 

^2see for instance, an article entitled "Inter
preting the Recent Board Meeting," Ibid., December 24, 
1925. 

-̂̂ Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1925, p. 18. 
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convention went on to approve the report of Baylor 

University which contained a refutation of the charge 

by Norris that by accepting funds from the General 

Education Board of New York, the University was selling 

out to modernism and outside controls. Other than that, 

no mention was made of destructive criticisms.^^ The 

assembly adopted a plan to raise additional monies and 

liquidate mounting debts. One of the recommendations— 

not to advance funds—might be seen as a slight victory 

for Norris, as this had been one of his objections to 

the handling of Seventy-five Million Campaign Funds. 

Of necessity such a campaign required centralized controls, 

and had Norris been in good standing with the convention, 

he undoubtedly would have objected to this extension of 

control over the affairs of the local Baptist church. 

In 1926 Norris made a number of forays against 

the organized work of both the state and the southwide 

Baptist Conventions, but after the Chipps shooting in 

July, he understandably shifted to other issues. Basically, 

his verbal attack on Baptist work in 1926 stretches 

from January 1 to June 11, when he announced he would 

94 
Ibid., pp. 62-66. 

^^Ibid., pp. 27-28. 
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have l i t t l e to do with "the family a f fa i r s of Texas 
. ^ „96 

Baptists. . . . 

The first object of Norris' critical pen was 

the denominational budget. As already stated, the 

1920's were years marked by one denominational fund-

raising scheme after another in order to reduce 

burdensome debts. The Seventy-five Million Campaign 

failed to raise the anticipated funds (less than 

$50,000,000 was actually raised) so another campaign 

was launched. 

Norris saw denominational money raising programs 

from two perspectives. One was that dollars which 

should have gone for mission enterprises were going 

to finance institutions of higher learning, which in 

turn were teaching evolution and modernism. Thus he 

saw this as a subsidy for non-orthodox education at 

the expense of missions. The second perspective was, 

of course, that the diversion of large sums into 

denominational coffers drained money away from his 

private enterprises. In two articles early in 1926, 

Norris questioned the validity of denominational 

budgets. His feeling was that such a budget system 

would lead into over-institutionalism; overcentralization; 

and unscriptural overlordship of the local church. 

96 Searchlight, June 11, 1926. 
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Furthermore, it would cover up false teachings in order 

to keep the money coming in from the constituents.^^ 

Taking up the subject a few weeks later, he was more 

specific. It meant undue authority over local church 

affairs; "to hold a cudgel over the pastors that fail 

or refuse to take orders from the Headquarters;" "to 

put the whole work of the church on a financial basis 

and utterly ignore evangelistic gifts, scriptural 

teachings, or pastoral ability; to transfer the most 

important work away from the local church to the 

central office;" and finally, "to put a premium on the 

'financiers' and the 'wire-pullers' of the denomination." 

The second object of Norris* denominational 

criticisms in 1926 was evolution. By now many people, 

pro and anti-Norris, were tiring of the controversy, 

which required the pastor of First Baptist Church to 

develop new perspectives. To do this Norris transferred 

the question from the Baptist General Convention of 

Texas to the coming meeting of the Southern Baptist 

Convention in Houston. The method was to seize on 

J. B. Tidwell*s sermon on Genesis at the Mineral Wells 

convention in November, 1925, which the Standard called 

"the greatest deliverance on this or any other subject 

97ibid., January 1, 1926. 

^^Ibid., January 15, 1926. 
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that we have ever heard."^^ Why, Norris asked, did Dr. 

Brooks not come out in full support of Dr. Tidwell*s 

address? After all, was not Dr. Tidwell an esteemed 

member of the Baylor Religion Department? According 

to Norris, he had been promised that if he would 

remain silent on the evolution issue at Baylor, the 

convention would endorse Dr. Tidwell's position at the 

meeting of the Southern Baptist Convention in May.l^^ 

His headlines announced week after week that evolution 

was going to be a major issue at the Houston convention.1^1 

When Southern Baptist Convention President George McDaniel's 

statement against evolution became a part of a resolution 

by M. E. Dodd of Shreveport, Louisiana, Norris hailed 

this as the "knock-out blow" and the vindication for 

which he had been working. 

The third theme in Norris' 1926 attack on 

organized Baptist work was denominational centralization. 

Within the articles Norris wrote on the Baptist "machine" 

in Texas are valuable insights into Norris' self-concepts 

of his and First Baptist Church's mission. He claimed 

that his church was a great mission church and went on 

to define his concept of a missionary-minded religious 

99 Baptist Standard, December 10, 1925. 

^Q^Searchlight, January 22, 1926. 

isee for instance. Searchlight issues on 
April 9, April 23, and May 21, 1926. 

102 Ibid., May 21, 1926. 
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institution. The church was doing a great missionary 

work first by "opposing, exposing, and rebuking" present 

day heresies and evils; and then by helping to save the 

denomination from ecclesiasticism, centralization and 

modernism. "Why you take the last five state conventions 

in Texas," Norris declared. "This church and pastor 

have run all five of them. All they have done is plan 

and scheme what to do with us." Further, the Fort 

Worth pastor named his newspaper, radio, Sunday School 

organization, his evangelistic campaigns, as other 

103 mission endeavors. As the Houston convention approached, 

he announced that he would conduct a tent revival 

during the session. "The boil of ecclesiasticism, of 

modernism, of centralization has come to a head among 

Southern Baptists and the health of the body demands 

that it be lanced. It is not pleasant but painful, but 

how good it feels when it's out." Using the same 

analogy, the Fort Worth pastor announced that he was 

going to perform "an operation" on ten leading Southern 

Baptists preceding the formal opening of the convention. 

105 
These ten would be invited to attend and make rebuttal. 

Several weeks later he wrote: 

I seek the leadership of no machine 
or organization. . . . I have the church 

^°^Ibid., February 5, 1926. 

^Q'^Ibid., March 19, 1926. 

^°^Ibid., April 9, 1926. 
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that I want. . . . I have the paper I 
want. . . . I have the free and unchallenged 
use of a super radio. . . .1 have enough 
invitations for meetings on hand now to 
take me a lifetime to catch up with. . . . 
I can go to any city of the North American 
continent and fill any auditorium of any 
size. . . . I will say anything that 
righteousness demands from any platform 
that I speak from. I will ask no quarter 
and give none. I am the happiest and 
freest man this side of heaven and enjoy 
everything, even to the giving of a 
knockout blow to the devil himself. There 
is not a thing the denomination can give 
me except their love, sympathy, and 
prayers.1^^ 

Perhaps his best analysis of the "machine," 

and hence an excellent insight into his thought was an 

essay on the differences between his methods and those 

of the denominational leaders. The prime difference 

was that he worked out in the open (or so he declared) 

while the machine worked behind closed doors. Then, 

using some of his most colorful language, he described 

how the organization manipulated the thought and feelings 

of its constituents. According to him: 

When I was a young preacher. . .1 
would witness and hear one of our mostest, 
profoundest, biggest, greatest, wonderfullest 
leaders get up and say "Your committee 
sought, besought, beseiged, waylaid, kidnapped, 
and forced your unv/orthy speaker of tonight 
to speak on this all important question. . . . 

And when I would hear such volcanic 
eruptions and seismatic rumblings and feel 
the door posts of the temple move while 
smoke filled the room, I would at once pull 

IQ^Ibid., April 23, 1926. 
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out my wet rag and pull my proboscis until 
it was red as a turkey gobbler's snout. . . . 

I did not know exactly why I pulled 
it but I looked around and saw everybody 
pulling theirs and I knew that pulling 
time had come. In fact I soon discovered 
that the whole machine was run by pull. 
Everybody was looking for a pull or 
being pulled or trying to pull somebody 
else, so I pulled mine. 

So I have decided to quit fooling 
with any committee and be my own committee 
and appoint myself and others to speak 
whenever we decide speaking time has 
come. 

This story was effective. It was sarcastic, yet humorous 

Norris had a masterful way of putting things so that 

people were both entertained and informed. It should 

be noted that Norris often used high emotional sermons 

to sway his own crowds. It really boiled down to who 

was using "pull" that made the difference. 

A final theme which Norris used in his comments 

on the denomination prior to June 11, 1926, was F. S. 

Groner and the handling of denominational funds. Groner 

had been a favorite target for Norris. This may have 

been because the Secretary of Baptist work in Texas 

was quite willing to respond to his barbs. Norris 

continued to charge Groner with nepotism, conflict of 

interest, and misuse of funds. To these he added the 

charge that Groner had recently been asked to resign 

^̂ '̂ Ibid. , May 7, 1926. 
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108 
by the Executive Board. This charge emanated from 

rumors that an agreement had been made at the Mineral 

Wells convention of 1925 that, if Groner was re-elected, 

109 he would then resign sometime during 1926. 

On June 11 Norris announced that he would have 

little to do with Texas Baptist affairs "for the present." 

It is likely that he planned to launch a new campaign 

in the fall of 1926. The Chipps murder, in all likelihood, 

changed his plans. From July, 1926, through January, 

1927, he was more concerned with his murder trial than 

anything else. 

The year 1927 was a different story. His acquittal 

in the Chipps murder trial left Norris free to pursue a 

concentrated attack on the organized work of Texas Baptists 

Further, the sensation caused by the shooting and ensuing 

trial had brought additional members into the church, and 

Norris needed to keep an issue before the people. To 

the consternation of those who, like Samuel Palmer Brooks 

•"•̂ Îbid., February 5, 1926. 

•'•̂ Îbid. , May 14, 1926; Norris claimed that Groner, 
Scarborough, and Brooks had broken faith with the Mineral 
Wells agreement when Groner failed to resign. He charged 
again that Groner's books could not stand an independent 
audit. 

^^^In the Searchlight issue of July 1, 1927, Norris 
reported 2000 additions to First Baptist Church since 
July 18, 1926; in the May 8, 1927, issue he reported 
4,465 in Sunday School the previous Sunday; in the 
February 4, 1927, issue he reported that 8000 persons 
had welcomed him home from the Austin trial and that 
157 persons had joined First Baptist Church on January 
30. 
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of Baylor, believed that the Chipps trial had ended 

"the nagging policy pursued by some men in Texas," 

Norris emerged from the ordeal more vigorous and 

antagonistic than before. 

The main themes of Norris' attack on the denomi-
t 

nation were generally the same as usual. To these were 

added more: the status of First Baptist Church in the 

denominational life of Texas and Southern Baptists. 

Norris' charges of mishandling of denominational 

funds were directed at his old opponent F. S. Groner. 

Despite numerous audits and affadavits that the financial 

records of the state board were sound, Norris continued 

to intimate that some entries were suspect. This was 

the reason, he asserted, why so few Baptist churches 
112 were participating in the Co-operative Program. He 

believed he had a legal right to the information he 

desired, and he intented to exercise it to open Groner's 

113 
books to his own auditors. His plan was to use the 

•'•̂ Ŝ. P. Brooks to W. L. Poteat, February 17, 1927, 
Brooks Papers. Brooks told Poteat that the Baptist 
General Convention of Texas had not considered evolu-
tion--pro or con--at its San Antonio meeting in 1926. 
Referring to the Chipps murder. Brooks said: "The 
chief agitator had business of his own and nobody else 
seemed to care anything about it." 

112 
Searchlight, July 15, 1927; the Co-operative 

Program was a denominational budget plan whereby churches 
designated a certain per cent of their regular budget 
receipts to the denomination. 

^^^Norris to I. E. Gates, June 12, 1927, Norris 
Papers #9647. 
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fact that First Baptist Church had contributed $20,000 

to the Seventy-five Million Campaign as a basis for 

his inspecting Groner's books.•'-•'•̂  Groner eventually 

gave Norris permission to examine the books of the 

Campaign. In reply the Fort Worth pastor informed 

him that Oliver K. Smith would represent him in the 

audit. Further, he said: "Be assured that in this 

request there is no reflection on you or anyone 

connected with the office. I am simply doing this as 

a co-operating Baptist and in the interest of the denomi

nation and that the truth may be known."115 This 

must have had a hollow ring for a man like Groner, who 

had been the butt of so many Norris attacks. 

That Groner, not the financial records, was the 

true object of Norris' wrath is seen in numerous examples. 

On one occasion he charged that mission funds had been 

used to pay for Groner's trip to Europe. According to 

him, Groner had then refused to let Norris' auditor, 

116 B. R. Floyd, see the records of that trip."̂ -̂ " Then 

he informed Groner that he had recently come into 

possession of damaging evidence related to his private 

life concerning "a said security debt paid by you," 

^^^Norris to F. S. Groner, June 13, 1927, Norris 
Papers #9268. 

115Norris to F. S. Groner, October 27, 1927, Norris 
Papers #10,365. 

•'•-'•̂ Norris to F. S. Groner, November 1, 1927, 
Norris Papers #9268. 
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and "testimony of your separating a man and his wife." 

He would turn this material over to Groner for him to 

publish or he would air it over his own radio s tat ion. "̂•''̂  

Through these and other charges Norris waged 

a relentless and, by most standards, cruel war against 

Groner's reputation. Groner claimed that all charges 

were groundless and that he would not yield. His fight, 

he asserted, was Brooks', Truett's, and Scarborough's 

118 fight; it was a fight for the cause. Since an auditor*s 

report was required at each annual session of the 

Baptist General Convention of Texas, there is little 

reason to believe that there were any serious examples 

of misappropriation. 

The attack on Groner and his handling of Seventy-

five Million Campaign funds renewed the Norris-Scarborough 

feud. When Scarborough tried to influence a Baptist 

church in Cleburne to stop its support of Norris, the 

Fort Worth pastor rose to the challenge. No church, 

Norris reminded Scarborough, should be called by the 

name of any man, and it was to the credit of the church 

in question that it had refused to vote whether it 

would be a "mission" church or a "Norris" church. As a 

result of Scarborough's action, Norris scheduled a rally 

117 
Norris to F. S. Groner, December 15, 1927, 

Scarborough Papers. 
118 

F. S. Groner to S. P. Brooks, December 19, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 
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in Cleburne and invited the president of Southwestern 

Seminary to attend to answer charges. Specifically, 

Norris charged Scarborough with borrowing money from 

funds designated for the Foreign Mission Board to finance 

the operation of the seminary and Texas Baptist colleges. 

This diversion of funds had resulted, according to Norris, 

in more than one hundred foreign missionaries not being 

119 able to return to their fields. The issue for Norris 

was whether funds designated for missions should ever 

be diverted to other causes. "That is one of the issues 

that is now disturbing Texas Baptists," he wrote to the 

Cleburne Morning Review, "that they have left off mission 

work and gone into institutionalism that is not supported 

120 by scriptural authority." In Norris' view that was 

why his church, as well as a large number of other Baptist 

churches had refused to cooperate with the Seventy-five 

Million Campaign. "When they saw the closed policy; the 

ll^Norris to L. R. Scarborough, October 8, 1927, 
Scarborough Papers. 

120 
Norris to Cleburne Morning Review, October 27, 

1927, Norris Papers #4174. 
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diversion of mission funds to educational institutions, 

they cancelled their subscriptions."^21 

That this conflict over principles also became 

a personality clash is evidenced in a letter from Norris 

to Scarborough in late November, 1927. Scarborough had 

participated in the radio "hate-fest" over KFQB and used 

as his topic "Norrisism, Its Fruits, Character, and 

Misrepresentations," which Norris saw as having but one 

122 
purpose—a personal attack on him. He then asked 

Scarborough to go before the radio audience again and 

answer certain questions, such as 

1. Did you, your seminary and 
others borrow funds from the 
Foreign Mission Board and 
other mission boards? 

5. Have you and your institution 
and other institutions which 
borrowed the mission funds 

121 
Ibid.; There is some truth to this as borne 

out in the annual reports made to the Baptist General 
Convention of Texas. That this controversy hurt the 
denominational budget system is reflected in the 1927 
report that "a regrettable fact is that of our 3,249 
churches in Texas 818 made no contribution to denomi
national work." This figure represented about 25% of 
the total. On the other hand the number of contributing 
churches was rising by 1927, and there is no way of 
determining how many of the 818 non-contributing churches 
did so because of Norris' influence. Norris had 
charged that only 198 churches contributed in 1926, 
but the 1927 report set the number 2,431. Baptist 
General Convention of Texas, Annual, 1927, pp. 106-107. 
Searchlight, July 15, 1927. 

•'•22Norris to L. R. Scarborough, November 21, 1927, 
Scarborough Papers. Norris did not object to the attack. 
He not only welcomed it, but also offered Scarborough 
free time over the radio. 
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paid this money back to the 
Mission Board? 

12. Will you give the public the 
correspondence between you 
and Dr. M. T. Andrews on 
your promise concerning the 
resignation of Dr. F. S. 
Groner, which correspondence 
I have in my possession and, 
of course, you have in your 
possession?! 2-̂  

From that point the controversy reached a new 

low when Norris accused Scarborough of being a cattle 

thief. The Fort Worth pastor had received a letter 

from Denton informing him of records on file at the 

Jones County Court House in Anson, showing that the 

president of Southwestern Seminary had once been 

charged with stealing cattle. Norris used the 

information over his radio, to which Scarborough drafted 

a message in reply. According to his account, he and 

his family lived on a ranch in Jones County. There was 

a custom that once a week a cowman would slaughter a 

yearling and divide it among his neighbors. On one 

occasion a man in the community brought charges against 

Scarborough and his brother, claiming that they had killed 

one of his yearlings. When the case came before the 

court the Scarborough brothers presented the yearling's 

•'•23ibid. No reply to this letter has been found 
if there ever was one. Likewise, no correspondence 
between Scarborough and Andrews has been located. 

•'•̂ F̂. M. Groves to Norris, November 23, 1927, 
Norris Papers #9272. 
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hide, which bore their father's brand, as evidence. The 

case was promptly dismissed. "Now," Scarborough asserted, 

"this is the history which can be obtained from the 

few old citizens that remain living in Jones County and 

from the court records."125 

Scarborough in turn accused Norris of swindling 

a Mr. P. P. Pierce out of $50,000.00. According to an 

affadavit by Mr. Pierce, Norris took $144,000.00 of his 

money and pretended to invest it for him. The Fort 

Worth pastor then refused to pay interest or dividends 

on the money. Pierce took him to court and recovered 

all but $50,000.00 of his investment. "Isn't it a pity," 

Scarborough declared, "that he didn't start a prayer 

meeting just before he robbed old Brother Pierce of 

$50,000.00 with which to build his church or buy land on 

which part of it is built. ""̂ ^̂  The president of South

western Seminary further charged that Norris shot D. E. 

Chipps because he had "some valuable testimony against 

•'-25̂ , R, Scarborough, "Draft of a radio message," 
Scarborough Papers. 

•'-̂ Îbid.; copy of affadavit by P. P. Pierce 
before Notary Public C. E. Maddocks of Eastland, 
Texas, October 10, 1925, Scarborough Papers; the 
clerk of records in Fort Worth was unable to find 
any record or transcript of this trial because 
the exact date and district court number were not 
known. 
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Dr. Norris' character in one of his revival meetings in 

127 Los Angeles, California." 

A new day was coming, Scarborough announced. 

Norris need not think that there were only seven men after 

him. "There are hundreds and thousands. . .who are 

emboldened by this courageous attack that we are making, 

and Dr. Norris will find a different psychology hereafter. 

128 

We are determined that the people shall know this man." 

He then charged Norris with misappropriating funds which 

he (Scarborough) had given to First Baptist Church designated 

for Christian Education, and with claiming to have given 

$1,000.00 of his own money to the Seventy-five Million 

Campaign when actually the church had reimbursed him. 

He added that Norris had raised $4,000 in two revivals 

at Greenville and Sulphur Springs, had turned this money 

into the treasury of First Baptist Church, and had 

drawn it out in small sums over the next months. Continuing, 

he charged that, although secretaries and clerks in 

First Baptist Church might go months without pay, Norris 
129 always drew his $1,000 a month salary. To these charges 

Scarborough added that Norris was a "pretty expensive 

citizen." Using data compiled in the office of Judge 

127scarborough, "Draft of a radio message"; this 
is not borne out by testimony in the Chipps trial. 

!28ibid. 

129ibid. 
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George E. Hosey of the Tarrant County Criminal District 

Court, President Scarborough asserted that Norris had 

cost the county "more money than any bank robber or 

highwayman or bootlegger or other murderer. "•'•"̂^ 

Scarborough closed his tirade by claiming to 

have "nailed down" a number of serious charges against 

J. Frank Norris, and repudiated a number of Norris' 

charges against the organized work of Texas Baptists. 

He said that he had been told that Norris had gained 

2,000 new members during the year following the Chipps 

131 shooting. •̂"̂-̂  "I wonder," Scarborough asked, "how many 

members he got because of his robbery of Brother Pierce. . 

. I do not believe that any 2,000 people in Fort Worth 

or surrounding country have joined his church since his 

smoking pistol carried to his grave an unarmed man, 

Mr. Chipps. "•'•̂ ^ 

Norris in turn responded to Scarborough's attack. 

To one of the seminary president's charges that he had 

attempted to bribe a federal officer, the pastor of First 

Baptist Church furnished affadavits from those involved 

Ibid.; according to the "resume of the Norris 
cases" prepared in Judge Hosey's office, Norris cost 
the county $5,900.08 for his trials up to 1926. There 
is no way of knowing who prepared the document, dated 
November 29, 1927, or how accurate it is. 

131 
•'•Norris used this figure in the July 15, 1927, 

issue of the Searchlight. 
1 32 

Scarborough "Draft of a radio message"; there 
is no date on this document but it was probably used 
during the "hate-fest" in November and December, 1927. 
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supposedly clearing himself of any indiscretion. "I feel 

sure," Norris declared, "after reading this statement, 

which corrects you on so grave a matter, that you will 

be glad to make a statement, over the radio not from any 

interest of mine but in your own behalf as a high class 

Christian gentleman, admitting your error." He then 

offered Scarborough free use of his radio for that 

purpose, and told him that a copy of the letter would 

be read to the congregation of First Baptist Church 

the next Sunday morning. By doing so Norris obviously 

felt that he was putting the pressure back on Scarborough's 

shoulders. In this controversy Norris saw himself as 

a bulwark "for the Bible against the beast ancestry of 

evolution; for the independence of the local church 

against centralized autocracy; and for the freedom of 

13 3 

the ministry against ecclesiastical oppression."-^ -̂  By 

positioning himself thusly, he appeared to be the 

champion of religious orthodoxy, the knight-errant for 

the "folks at the forks of the creek." 

To President Scarborough's father, Norris 

wrote that the whole affair had been a great sorrow to 

him. As for the Jones County records, Norris reported 

that they had been unsolicited and used only as a last 

•'--̂ N̂orris to L. R. Scarborough, December 17, 1927, 
Scarborough Papers. 
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resort. "Unfortunately Lee had, for more than a week, 

been giving out the rankest untrue statements concerning 

me," Norris declared. The greatest mistake Scarborough 

ever made, Norris reported, was entering into a conspiracy 

with H. C. Meacham, mayor of Fort Worth, to deprive him 

of his radio station. This attempt had actually worked 

against Scarborough, Norris was quick to add, for 

instead of hurting him and his church "they are adding 

to my church every day—we had nearly one hundred 

additions last Sunday."l^^ 

While Norris was flailing away at Groner and 

Scarborough for their handling of funds and efforts 

to compromise the autonomy of the local church, he was 

also carrying on a raging controversy with Baylor over 

new examples of allegedly questionable teachers and 

teachings. The objects of these attacks were W. P. 

Meroney, Professor of Sociology at the Waco campus; 

J. W. Gormley, who lectured on medical jurisprudence 

at the Baylor College of Medicine and Dentistry in 

Dallas; and of course. President Brooks himself. 

The attack focused first on Gormley, whom Norris 

opposed because of his Catholic background. Since Norris 

Norris to W. F. Scarborough, December 2, 1927, 
Scarborough Papers. Norris wrote a similar letter to 
L. R. Scarborough stating that he was going to make 
these charges public over his radio station in the 
near future. Norris to L. R. Scarborough, December 3, 
1927, Scarborough Papers. 
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had been waging a relentless campaign against Catholics 

throughout the decade and was presently waging an even 

more severe campaign- against Al Smith, Gormley was an 

excellent target. The first attack came on July 1, 1927, 

when the Fundamentalist charged that Baylor Medical 

135 
College employed a Catholic on its faculty. Norris 

followed this by uncovering a story purporting that 

Gormley had been caught in a gambling raid in Dallas 

136 and had paid a fine under an assumed name. As the 

pressure increased, Gormley considered resigning, but 

Brooks tried to dissuade him. "It is exactly what 

Norris would like to have done and he would boast, as 

he has done over every retirement of a person whom he 

137 has attacked." Gormley replied that he was going 

to ignore Norris, for to bring charges against him 

would be exactly what he wanted. "To ignore him 

completely is to impose upon him a living death, and 

the newspapermen are unanimous in the conviction that 

138 there should be no intermission of this punishment." 

Moreover, Gormley declared, a jail sentence would be an 

l-^5Fundamentalist, July 1, 1927. Norris changed 
the name from the Searchlight to the Fundamentalist on 
April 22, 1927. 

136 
Norris to Pat Neff, August 5, 1927, Brooks 

Papers. 
137 

S. P. Brooks to J. W. Gormley, August 16, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 

•'••̂ Ĵ. W. Gormley to S. P. Brooks, August 17, 1927, 
Brooks Papers. 
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excellent opportunity for Norris to exploit his martyr 

complex. "He would probably edit his paper from the 

jail; he would probably teach some of his following 

in the jail; and a friendly sheriff could, and probably 

139 would, give him practically the freedom of the city." 

Finally, Gormley assured Brooks that he had not seriously 

considered resigning but he would leave the possibility 

open if Brooks should ever think it necessary. 

Gormley changed his mind, and on September 19, 

submitted his resignation. It was not to be construed 

as an admission of guilt, or failure, or yielding under 

fire. "I am not," he said, "and never have been conscious 

140 of any attack that I felt bound to notice." Some 

might see his resignation as a victory for Norris, the 

professor of medical jurisprudence conceded, but if the 

anti-Norrisites were annoyed by this, they "should 

remember that when they gratuitously descended to his 

plane, they exposed themselves to the false judgments 

and low standards which there prevail," He had not 

approved of the methods used by those who had come to 

his defense, nor had he sought their aid. "My resigna

tion will remind them that in this day and age a teacher 

does not sell his time and intellect to the trustees of 

Ibid. 

140 
J. W. Gormley to S. P. Brooks, September 19, 

1927, Brooks Papers. 
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a school for $20.00 per month, and throw his soul and 

the privacy of his home into such petty bargain to hold 

it fast." 1 In other words, Gormley refused to be 

a pawn in either of the adversaries' game. By not 

lowering himself to the level at which Norris, Brooks, 

and Scarborough were scrapping and clawing at each 

other, Gormley emerged the victor. His example should 

have been a lesson to the anti-Norris faction, but by 

this time the feud had become too personal for them 

to withdraw. Indeed, in their attempt to strike back 

at Norris, his enemies embarrassed and insulted Gormley*s 

integrity, a point which he emphasized in his resigna-

142 
tion. 

Brooks accepted Gormley's resignation but not 

his advice. "Your resignation," he wrote, "plays into 

the hands of those who have libeled you and us, and 

silence on our part will not be worthy of your good 

name."!^"^ He was sorry that the Judge had been offended 

by his and others' attempts to defend him. In his 

Ibid. 

•'•̂ Îbid. Gormley wrote: "My friends, who 
thoughtlessly rushed into print in this matter without 
submitting their manuscripts, betrayed an egregious 
ignorance of my character." 

•'•̂ '̂ S. P. Brooks to J. W. Gormley, September 20, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 
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words: 

I have felt honored in being 
associated with you. I never desert 
an associate who is under false fire. 
You had been grossly maligned. Although 
you were willing to bear it, I could not 
in good conscience desert you. I knew 
no other way than to tell the world the 
purity of your life as I know it. I 
sought to protect you from religious 
bigots. I have no conscious religious 
bigotry in my own nature.1^4 

It would seem that opposing Norris had become so much 

a part of Brooks* life that he could not see that the 

controversy had gone beyond principles, beyond ethics, 

and had become irrelevant. In this Norris had won a 

small victory for he had forced his opponents to fight 

145 
on his terms. 

The other object of Norris' attack on Baylor 

was the allegedly evolutionary teachings of Dr. W. P. 

Meroney. Norris called attention to the sociology 

teacher on August 19. He had written the Baylor 

Trustees on August 16, protesting the "false teachings" 

of Dr. Meroney. It was his plan to take the issue to 

l^^Ibid. 

l^^The irrelevancy of the situation is dramati
cally seen in the fact that even after Gormley's resigna
tion Norris asked to come before the Baylor Trustees 
and present testimony against a faculty member who 
was educated for the Catholic priesthood, ordained 
to the priesthood, barred from the priesthood because 
he married, never joined a Protestant church, parti
cipated in "certain unscriptural games forbidden by 
the New Testament," and who "danced in roadhouses." 
Norris to the Trustees of Baylor, October 12, 1927, 
Norris Papers #1807. 
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the t r u s t e e s , t hen t o t h e c o n v e n t i o n , and f i n a l l y t o 

146 

the people. He informed them that if the teaching 

of the theory of beast ancestry in Baylor University 

was not stopped by the meeting of the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas in Wichita Falls on November 16, 

the rights of orthodox Baptists who loved Baylor would 

be defended by legal processes.1^^ The beast ancestry 

issue bothered Norris and it enraged him that a textbook 

which suggested such a possibility was in use at Baylor.•'•̂ ^ 

The anti-Norris forces reacted in an almost 

predictable manner. When a Baptist pastor in sympathy 

with Norris tried to get the Tarrant Association to 

pass a resolution asking Brooks and the Baylor faculty 

to sign the McDaniel Resolution (adopted by the Southern 

Baptist Convention in May, 1927), he and his church 

were voted out of the association by a 208 to 14 margin. 

"Old Tarrant County Association is marching on without 

reference to the destructionists," Scarborough reported.1^^ 
146 

Norris to the Trustees of Baylor, August 16, 
1927, Norris Papers #1805. 

Norris to the Trustees of Baylor, August 26, 
1927, Norris Papers #1806. 

148 
•̂ °̂Norris quoted a section of Meroney's textbook 

which said that "It is generally taken for granted 
that men inherited some guiding instincts from their 
beast ancestry." Fundamentalist, August 19, 1927; 
Brooks claimed in the September, 1927, issue of the 
Baylor Monthly that these were not Meroney's statements 
but quotes from sources cited by Meroney. 

149 
^L. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, September 9, 

1927, Brooks Papers. 
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The president of Southwestern Seminary believed this 

was the time to "clean up on this paranoic." His plan 

was to take the fight to every Baptist association in 

the state and, using "plain speech," to keep Norris on 

the run "like a raging lion." He was setting a good 

example, he explained, by "going down the line, taking 

care of every man whom this paranoic has been abusing, 

and in every case so far every time I have spoken I have 

voted the crowds, and it has been unanimous for these 

150 men and our causes and against this destructionist." 

Another tactic developed by those who opposed 

Norris was to try to keep him from speaking outside of 

Fort Worth. Norris had been invited to Decatur to speak 

at the Old Settlers Reunion on August 12. Since this 

was the home of two of his bitterest enemies—J. L. Ward, 

President of Decatur Baptist College, and R. E. Bell, 

pastor of the First Baptist Church—a movement emerged 

to block his engagement. The manager of the Decatur 

Chamber of Commerce, seeing the development of the 

conflict, wrote Norris advising him to avoid the injection 

151 of personal matters. Norris, however, had already 

decided to meet the challenge directly. He wrote J. L. 

Ward that he was coming and was going to discuss J. W. 

•'•̂ L̂. R. Scarborough to S. P. Brooks, September 13, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 

•'•̂•'•Cliff Gates to Norris, August 3, 1927, Norris 
Papers #3969. 
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Gormley, F. S. Groner, L. R. Scarborough, and evolution 

152 
at Baylor. To Cliff Gates he wrote that he had been 

informed that certain ones were going to challenge him 

or use the occasion to inject controversial matters. 

"Of course," Norris retorted, "you would not have any 

respect for me if I did not meet it if it were thrust 

153 upon me." Gates replied that Norris' invitation 

had been withdrawn. The motive was "a recognition of 

the tense partisan feeling that has developed among 

our citizenship and their desire to avoid making 

further contribution to the issue."l^^ Norris replied 

that the matter had gone too far for him to cancel 

his plans. He said: 

I have done nothing to provoke 
controversy. . .have urgent invitation 
from friends to come and if denied privi
lege of speaking. . .1 will speak outside 
reunion ground. . .I am for peace but I 
am not for compromising in order to get 
a false speech. If I am forced to speak 
outside reunion grounds I shall give out 

!^2Norris to J. L. Ward, August 3, 1927, Brooks 
Papers. 

•"•̂ •̂ Norris to Cliff Gates, August 4, 1927, Norris 
Papers #3970. 

!^^Cliff Gates to Norris, August 9, 1927, Norris 
Papers #3971. 
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all correspondence that has come from 
Decatur from all parties.155 

The attempt to keep him from speaking in Decatur only 

spurred Norris on to greater activity. He spoke on 

the courthouse steps in August, and returned in September 
1 5fi 

for another speech. When he began organizing rival -

fundamentalist churches, Decatur was the site of one 

157 
of the first.-^^^ 

At the Baptist General Convention of Texas meeting 

in Wichita Falls, the anti-Norris faction was present 

in force. Brooks had suggested, in September, that 

Norrisism should be discussed at the convention in 

November. He cautioned, however, that "his name need 

not be called, and therefore he need not to be allowed 

a reply." It would be unwise for anyone to debate 

Norris in person at the convention "but his measure can 

1 58 be taken and his followers can be shown up." Once 

-'-̂ N̂orris to Cliff Gates, August 10, 1927, Norris 
Papers #3972; In a similar vein Norris replied to a 
critic who objected to his coming to Ennis: "My 
policy. . .is to make an engagement to speak at the 
place where opposition has developed." Norris to Jule 
Gillespie, August 31, 1927, Norris Papers #9251. 

!^^Norris to R. E. Bell, September 19, 1927, 
Norris Papers #1869; R. E. Bell to S. P. Brooks, 
September 22, 1927, Brooks Papers. 

•'•̂ R̂. E. Bell to S. P. Brooks, October 3, 1927, 
Brooks Papers. Bell reported that the Methodists had 
refused to let Norris use their tabernacle for his 
meeting, so he was having to speak outdoors from the 
courthouse steps. "So it looks like the storm is 
about over." 

•'•̂ Ŝ. P. Brooks to R. E. Bell, September 23, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 
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the convention organized, it took up "A Statement and 

A Resolution" submitted by R. E. Bell of Decatur. After 

a discussion led by J. B. Tidwell of Baylor, President 

Brooks, George Truett, and Pat Neff, the document was 

159 
adopted. After reciting the history of the Baylor 

controversy from 1921 to 1927, the paper, drafted by 

R. E. Bell and L. R. Scarborough, asked the convention 

to put its stamp of disapproval upon the "baseless, 

malicious and conscienceless warfare against our 

leaders. . .until this propaganda of consciousless 

accusation and false misrepresentation has been swept 

16 0 
out of the hearts of our people." Since Norris was 

no longer a part of the state convention, the actions 

of the assembly had little more than propaganda impact 

upon him. Certainly the censure did not halt his 

attacks. Rather, he reported that the convention 

repudiated evolution, but he said little about the 

censure.•'•̂ •'- Later, he claimed that First Baptist Church 

would always be interested in all denominational affairs. 

l^^Baptist General Convention of Texas, Annual, 
1927, p. 16. 

!^^Ibid., pp. 22-28. 

l^lpundamentalist, November 25, 1927. 
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"We have never quit the denomination," he declared, 

162 
"and don't propose to quit it." 

The feud between Norris and Texas Baptist leaders 

reached its climax in late November, 1927, with the 

so-called radio "hate-fest." Norris offered his 

opponents free and unrestricted use of his radio time ' 

on Station KFQB for a debate on the Texas Baptist situa-

16 3 tion. The anti-Norris forces accepted the challenge 

and bought radio time in which to attack Norris before 

a wide audience. The main debate began November 21, 

and ran for seven successive nights. After that, there 

were sporadic attacks from both sides until the end 

of the year. Both parties were vitrolic and abusive 

in their comments. From the remarks of those who 

listened to the "hate-fest" and wrote letters to the 

participants, it was depicted as a no-holds barred 

fight to the finish with no quarter asked or given. 

Reactions to the hate-fest were mixed. A Terrell 

resident wrote to Norris, Scarborough, Brooks, Groner, 

Truett, and Ward to lament the radio debate. "You are 

too big to allow yourselves to do a thing so harmful 

to the cause of Christ. For God's sake and the sake 

162 
Ibid., January 27, 1928. 

l^^Norris to S. P. Brooks, September 16, 1927, 
Norris Papers #2619; Norris to L. R. Scarborough, 
December 1, 1927, Scarborough Papers; Norris to 
F. S. Groner, December 15, 1927, Brooks Papers. 
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of the great Baptist cause which we all love, desist." 

Another wrote Brooks that he was compelled to express 

his regret over Brooks* descent "into the gutter" with 

Frank Norris. He was disappointed that a man in Brooks' 

position could not only be tempted, but actually caught 

16 5 
by Norris bait. J. G. Quinn of Fort Worth wrote 

one of the most caustic criticisms. He said: 

After listening in on your attack 
on Dr. J. Frank Norris last night, and 
knowing that a man of your high position 
would like to have the comments of one 
of the poor working class, I will endeavor 
in my unlettered way to say just what my 
impression is. 

To say I was surprised would be 
putting it mildly, I have never heard a 
Ward politician perched on a soap box 
on a street corner use such language as 
you used. 

You referred to Dr. Norris as 
a liar, a thief, also you was so unchari
table in referring to him as a man who 
had been haled into our criminal courts, 
in doing this you cast a reflection the 
twelve good men, who in each case declared 
he was not guilty. 

Your defense for teaching evolu
tion, which you admitted you taught, so 
your young preachers could defend them
selves against other denominations, is 
about as weak as it would be to teach 

E. M. Friend to Norris, L. R. Scarborough, 
S. P. Brooks, F. S. Groner, George Truett, J. L. Ward 
et al. November 22, 1927, Norris Papers #7485. 

^^^J. H. Johnson to S. P. Brooks, November 22, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 
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them how to blow safes, to enable them 
to denounce the safe blowers. 

You called Dr. Norris a coyote, 
which is one of the most cowardly animals, 
and I am sure that you did not believe that 
Dr. Norris was a coward when you said it, 
the many things you said about Dr. Norris 
and money that he had collected, and had 
failed to apply to cause for which it 
was collected, and his business relations 
with another preacher, won*t hold water, 
knowing the feeling of a number of your 
so called Baptist who would do anything 
they could do to ruin this man. 

I am not a member of the Baptist 
Church, I never saw Dr. Norris, and was 
never in his church. 

I well remember that it took a 
Crusader to set Baylor University aright, 
and I hope Dr. Norris cleans house for 
you.166 

Not all criticism was adverse. One man wrote to 

support Brooks, saying "if ever a skunk was taken for 

a skinning, there was one that had the hide taken off 

at Fort Worth." "Of course," the owner of the Baylor 

County Banner wrote, "Frank will try to lie out of the 

corner you backed him into, but considering the standing 

you have had these years, what you said last night will 

^^^J. G. Quinn to S. P. Brooks, November 23, 1927, 
Brooks Papers. 
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not be passed up as so much hot air."-'-̂ ^ Mordecai Ham, 

one of Norris* close friends, wrote to support him in 

his radio crusade. Ham pastored the First Baptist Church 

of Oklahoma City, a regular Baptist church, but he 

preached in Norris* pulpit and Norris, in his. "What 

I heard last night," Ham wrote, "in my opinion was the 

most stupid thing I have heard a Christian minister 

16 8 
indulge in in many a day." Another Norris supporter 

wrote Brooks to say that he had recently shifted sides in 

the conflict. Whereas he had always considered Norris a 

"knocker," after the hate-fest and other tirades he had 

come to support the Fort Worth pastor. He wrote: 

This is to say gentlemen': I am 
among the multitude on the side line, 
watching the game; the wrestling match; 
duel being fought between one man and 
numbers of other men. Would to God that 
you could be among these and hear their 
expressions coming which you have no 
chance to hear for when they see you 
coming, too many of them clam up. I 
dare to step out from the crowd as I 

-'•̂ Ô. C. Harrison to S. P. Brooks, November 22, 
1927, Brooks Papers. Harrison also predicted, as 
many were doing, that Norris' career would soon be 
over. His wife recalled a Miss Odo's telling how 
Norris had vowed, after his graduation in 1904, 
that he would get even with Brooks for not 
allowing him to be the honor graduate. This lends 
credence to J. M. Dawson's theory that the root of 
the Norris-Brooks feud went back to Norris' Baylor 
years. 

•^^^Mordecai Ham to Norris, November 26, 1927, 
Norris Papers #11,396. Ham was recovering from an 
automobile accident early in September. Norris had 
preached for him several times during his convalescense 
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have done it many times before, just to 
tell you how we are laughing at your 
expense.1°^ 

The famous radio debate between Norris and his 

critics produced at least two results. First, it was 

a victory for Norris, in that, no matter how convincing 

his opponents' arguments were, he had forced them to 

fight on his terms. In doing so they had reduced the 

conflict to one of personalities and emotions. Norris, 

having succeeded in getting his critics to take the 

bait, allowed them to rant and rave. Then completely 

ignored the charges they had levelled against him and 

instead, preached evangelistic messages full of homely 

stories and conciliatory tones. In doing so, he posed 

as the stable personality, the gentleman who refused 

to be dragged down to the level of a personality feud. 

The second result was that, by their statements and 

counter-charges, the Anti-Norris forces gave Norris 

new material to exploit. He used their charges on 

the radio and from his pulpit. He constantly invited 

his enemies to use his radio facilities to debate these 

l^^L. E. Jarrell to S. P. Brooks, December 7, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 
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charges, and, when they refused, announced to his audiences 

170 
that this was a sign of defeat. 

One of the most important aspects of the entire 

denominational controversy from 1921 to 1927 was the 

development of Norris' concept of the denomination and 

his role in it. In retrospect, it was ecclesiology, 

not evolution which was the key issue for Norris. Long 

after evolution ceased to be a viable topic of contro

versy, Norris continued to launch one verbal barb after 

another at the "machine," his concept of the negative 

aspects of denominationalism. The Fort Worth pastor 

was a strong-minded individualist. As long as cooperation 

with the Tarrant Association and the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas involved little that hampered his 

personal desires and ambitions, it was a relatively 

simple matter to cooperate. When, however, the need 

for revenue to sponsor denominational missions and 

endeavors began to demand more loyalty and local financial 

support, Norris rebelled. He soon learned that he could 

not fund both his personal projects and denominational 

programs simultaneously. Thus, the cost of cooperation 

became more than Norris was willing to pay. 

The root of Norris' concept of the denomination 

was no denomination at all. "Strictly speaking," he 

-'-'̂ N̂orris to L. R. Scarborough, December 1, 1927, 
Scarborough Papers; Norris to L. R. Scarborough, December 3, 
1927, Scarborough Papers; Norris to F. S. Groner, 
December 15, 1927, Norris Papers #9269. 
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wrote in 1927, "there is no such thing as a Baptist 

171 
denomination." As he saw it, the autonomy of the 

local Baptist Church excluded any denominational organi

zation. The key words were "voluntary cooperation" and 

"fellowship." For him the Baptist denomination, if 

indeed such existed, was little more than a loose 

confederation of autonomous churches which had banded 

together voluntarily for fellov/ship and certain clearly 

defined activities. All gifts and services from the 

local church to the regional, state and national asso

ciations were to be voluntary, and the activities were 

to be only those which had some scriptural basis. He 

once wrote: "I am for the denomination. I am not 

outside, and what appears to some that I am on the 

outside is not my fault. I am for the denominational 

program where it is right and in conformity with the 

172 

New Testament and against it where it is not." He 

believed that the Baptist organization in Texas had 

become an "unscriptural and corrupt ecclesiastical 

•'•'̂-'•Norris to C. G. Dixon, June 24, 1927, Norris 
Papers #5361. 

•'•̂ N̂orris to E. M. Francis, July 11, 1927, 
Norris Papers #7480. 
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machine," and he offered no apologies for his stand 

17 3 
against it.-̂ '-̂  

Norris saw, by 1927, that a separation had come. 

He had been expelled from both the Tarrant Association 

and the Baptist General Convention of Texas, and there 

was little likelihood that First Baptist Church would 

ever be re-admitted unless Norris either left the 

church or submitted to a rigidly prescribed code of 

conduct. Since it was unlikely that either was a 

possibility in 1927, organizational separation was a 

reality. 

It was not, however, the physical or organiza

tional separation with which Norris was' concerned. The 

separation he foresaw was ideological in nature and 

transcended organizational lines. It was only a question 

of time, he believed, until the war between fundamen

talism and modernism would result in a complete cleavage 

in all denominations and the fundamentalists of all 

174 
religious groups would be joined together. Until 

that separation occurred, though, he urged his forces 

to stay in the organization, if possible, and "make 

•'•^^Norris to R. L. Grogan, June 16, 1927, Norris 
Papers #10,359. 

•'•̂ '̂ Norris to W. W. Bustard, December 12, 1927, 
Norris Papers #692. 
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our protest and carry on a campaign of education."^^^ 

Meanwhile, he would continue to carry on his warfare 

with the machine from a position outside the organi-

176 zational structure. 

Another key to Norris' concept of the denomi-

nation was his sense of personal mission. In a letter 

to I. E. Gates he declared: "In my limited way I 

have a mission to perform, a command to obey and with 

love for all and malice toward none I am going to 

177 continue to contend for these principles." This 

mission was a complex concept, but broken down into 

its component parts it included both personal gain and 

the preservation of cherished ideals. Norris wanted 

to conserve the fundamentalist faith of his mother, 

Catlett Smith, and others while at the same time serving 

his own personal need for attention and advancement. 

He saw himself as a champion of orthodoxy, the autonomy 

of the local church, and the preservation of ministerial 

freedom. To that end he positioned himself between 

^^^Norris to Fred Clard, August 9, 1927, Norris 
Papers #2786. Norris wrote: "You will be interested 
to know the Texas Baptist Machine is now for sale at 
the junk dealer's place." 

177Norris to I. E, Gates, November 19, 1927, 
Norris Papers, #9656. 
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the organized structure of Texas Baptists and the 

local church. 

Not everyone agreed that Norris was a true 

bulwark of orthodoxy. Some believed he was out to 

destroy the Texas Baptist organization for personal 

gain. lAHiile admitting that he had done some good, 

one man pointed out that in the process Norris had 

hurt the cause of missions. He said. 

I thought you were the ideal 
pastor. I am very sorry to say I have 
had to change my mind about you. I 
cannot help becoming more and more 
disgusted with the apparently heartless 
way you have knowingly, willfully, 
and purposefully hindered the mission 
program of Southern, especially Texas 
Baptists. While you have done some 
good to the denomination in the 
fight against it, as in Evolution and 
Ecclesiasm, yet you have done a hurt 
that will not be righted in 50 years. 
You kept up the agitation against the 
$75,000,000 campaign because you did 
not believe in that method. By so 
doing, you have no doubt had more'to 
do with the debts upon the work than 
any man living. Because you and the 
leaders in the work have not agreed, 
you have been trying to show how they 
were leading the people to ruin because 
they would not follow you. How in 
the name of Christ can you use your 
god-given influence to lead Baptists 
to repudiate these debts because some 
things were not done right.178 

Others agreed that the cost of Norris' war on evolution 

•'-'̂ Ĉ. A. Baskin to Norris, May 24, 1927, Norris 
Papers #627. 
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and ecclesiasticism had been too expensive, that it 

had hurt the Baptist cause in Texas far more than it 

179 
had helped. Still others saw Norrisism as a poison 

which would have to be eradicated before it destroyed 

180 the entire denominational structure. Finally, there 

were those who believed entirely too much attention 

181 was given to the Fort Worth pastor. Norris, himself, 

recognized this to be true. After the 1927 session of 

the Baptist General Convention of Texas in Wichita 

Falls, he wrote that Brooks and others had blamed 

the whole seven years' war among Texas Baptists on 

the "chief agitator" (Norris). "Doesn't this make 

you envious," he wrote, "that one lone man, according 

to their own statement and charge, could keep five 

•'•̂ Ĵ. W. Dickens to Norris, October 23, 1927, 
Norris Papers #5355; George T. Cobb to Norris, 
November 25, 1927, Norris Papers #2797. Cobb wrote: 
"My concern has been with the idea that the price 
which you paid and the cost to the denomination 
and the work has been out of all proportion to the 
good you could possibly have hope to accomplish. 

180A. S. Lee to S. P. Brooks, December 30, 
1927, Brooks Papers. 

•'•̂•'•A. Reilly Copeland to Jeff Ray, November 24, 
1927, Norris Papers #4775. Copeland, who was first 
an ally of Norris and later an avid enemy, said "it 
seems that every time any of our leaders write or 
speak, they become panicky with Norrisitus." 
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hundred thousand Baptists in an uproar for seven 

years. . . ? 

Norris seems to have considered reconciliation 

in 1927, but it was short-lived. He claims to have 

ridden the same train with L. R. Scarborough as both 

returned to Fort Worth from the annual session of the 

Oklahoma Baptist Convention. On that journey they 

supposedly had a "very interesting" and "delightful" 

talk. Norris seemed to believe that some things had 

been said that might lead to a peaceful settlement 

18 3 of the dissension among Texas Baptists. He even 

talked of a new day for Texas Baptists if pastors such 

as his friend I. E. Gates would perform a thorough 

"housecleaning" of "our Texas Zion." The Fort Worth 

pastor intimated that if Gates would assume the leadership 

of Texas Baptists he would come to terms with the 

other leaders, and "when peace returns on a real New 

Testament basis then a revival will come and when a 

revival comes then, money will come." Norris claimed 

that should a "housecleaning" take place and should 

peace return, he would throw all of his resources into 

the campaign to raise the debts of the denomination. 

•'•̂ 2]̂ orris to Mordecai Ham, November 21, 1927, 
Norris Papers #11,395. 

•'•̂ -̂ Norris to I. E. Gates, November 19, 1927, 
Norris Papers #9656. 
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even "debts that I do not approve on institutions I do 

184 not fully endorse. "-̂ "̂^ To J. B. Cranfill he wrote that 

many times he had considered halting his war with Texas 

Baptists, but that someone would make an attack on him 

and then "the whole thing would start over again." He 

deeply deplored the controversy but he did not believe 
185 

that he was entirely to blame for it. 

These were private thoughts and communications. 

On the surface the war continued. The radio hate-fest, 

the attack on Gormley and Meroney of Baylor, these were 

the things which the rank and file witnessed in 1927. 

To them there seemed to be no promise of peace. In 

fact, Norris pressed his attacks even harder. He 

thanked President Brooks for giving so much attention 

to him in a recent article. "I wish to assure you," 

he wrote Brooks, "That it is an honor far more than 

I had ever expected that you. . .should take me for 
186 

a subject and do so so often." To F. S. Groner he 

wrote a letter of appreciation for all the remarks made 

•"•̂ N̂orris to I. E. Gates, December 16, 1927, 
Norris Papers #9655. 

185Norris to J. B. Cranfill, November 28, 1927, 
Norris Papers #2819. Norris wrote: "In the midst of 
the rush and conflict of life more and more I am 
coming to the tender side of things, and more and 
more I have greater charity toward men who differ 
from me. Also, I have a growing understanding of 
men who are of like impulses and passions as myself. 

^^^Norris to S. P. Brooks, December 20, 1927, 
Norris Papers #2622. 
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about him during the recent hate-fest and tendered him 

187 more radio time to do the same. As usual, Norris 

believed that he could make capital gain from the 

attack on him and that such could only advance his 

188 work. If one can believe his figures, Norris 

was right, for attendance and offerings increased 

during the 1920's, leading one to recognize the direct 

relationship between Norris' ability to keep controversial 

issues before the membership of First Baptist Church 

and the expansion of his following. 

In retrospect, the denominational conflict 

between Norris and Texas Baptists from 1920 to 1927 

was as complex as it was controversial. No simple 

explanation is sufficient to encompass the many facets 

of the problem. There were principles involved, but 

there were also personalities and a struggle for power 

within the denomination. 

The causes of the crisis are legion. They range 

from the desire for personal gain at the lowest end of 

the scale to the sincere desire to save the denomination 

at the highest. Both sides had some noble goals and 

187 
Norris to F. S. Groner, December 15, 1927, 

Brooks Papers. 
•'•̂ N̂orris to I. E. Gates, December 10, 1927, 

Norris Papers #9654. 
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both, some that were not so noble. Each side resorted 

to methods that were questionable if not totally 

unethical. 

Two facets stand out. One is that Norris misread 

the degree of support for his cause, and thus lost the 

struggle for leadership from within the Texas Baptist 

organization. As a result, he was forced to represent 

a minority viewpoint from outside the structure. The 

second is that both the reputation of regular denomina

tional leaders and denominational causes suffered as 

a result of the controversy. 

There was no victor in the struggle; both sides 

suffered. Yet, there were small personal victories for 

each camp. Texas Baptists banded together as never 

before, denominational loyalty won over extreme local 

autonomy, the organization emerged as a stronger and 

more vigorous entity. New budget controls made the 

organized work more efficient and reduced the likelihood 

of misappropriation. 

On the other hand, Norris gained a following 

and a reputation far out of proportion to his actual 

contribution. He had secured the dismissal of several 

teachers in Baptist colleges for allegedly teaching 

heresy. Furthermore, discussions of him and his work 

had occupied the valuable time of many Texas Baptist 

leaders and annual sessions. Norris received the thing 
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he desired most—attention—and he got it from those 

who stood to gain less if he received it. 

Finally, the denominational storms changed 

the character of both sides. Neither was ever the 

same for having fought the other. Norris, especially, 

came out of the conflict with new perspectives and 

prospects. More and more he moved toward the 

construction of his own religious empire with himself 

as the patriarch. 



CHAPTER VI 

NON-DENOMINATIONAL AFFAIRS 1920-1929 

Although J. Frank Norris spent a considerable 

amount of his time during the 1920's on denominational 

affairs, non-denominational matters also occupied his 

attention. These included his attempts to form an 

alliance with northern fundamentalists; municipal 

politics in Fort Worth; his campaign against Catho

licism; the Chipps shooting and subsequent trial; and 

his campaign against Al Smith in 1928. In addition, 

Norris witnessed major fires which destroyed his 

home and church for the second time, and faced a 

massive rebuilding program just as the Great Depression 

was fastening its grip on the United States. 

To understand Norris' role in the fundamen

talist movement it is necessary to understand 

something of the movement itself. The root of the 

entire controversy can be traced to the ageless 

conflict between faith and reason. Specifically, the 

fundamentlist controversy in the United States 

began with the appearance of Darwin's Origin of 

297 
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Species. Published in 1859, it did not make its full 

impact in the United States until the close of the 

Civil War. Then, in the midst of the post-war 

turmoil and transition which followed, Darwinian 

Evolution began to find acceptance. As it gained 

wider acceptance among the scientific and educational 

communities of Nineteenth Century America, an 

organized opposition emerged. Those who rejected the 

Darwinian hypothesis and its implications for the 

religious thought of the nation became known as 

fundamentalists. Although there were almost as many 

varieties of fundamentalism as there were fundamen

talists, the basic ideas of the movement were the 

rejection of the evolutionary hypothesis and the 

acceptance of an infallible revelation, therefore a 

verbally inspired, literally true, and infallible 

Bible. Anyone who attempted to reconcile the 

Biblical account of creation with the evolutionary 

hypothesis or who tried to use the new scientific 

methods of Biblical interpretation was accused of 

trying to "modernize" the Bible, and therefore 

earned the sobriquet of modernist. 

^Stewart Cole, History of Fundamentalism 
(London: Archon Books, 1963), pp. 28-30. 
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Disturbed by the rising endorsement of the 

Darwinian Theory, the fundamentalists early sought 

ways to counteract the influence of Darwinianism upon 

their followers. One method was through Bible and 

Prophetic conferences, while another was through the 

organization of conservative or orthodox schools, 

institutes, and seminaries. The first Bible Conference, 

held in 1876 at Swampscott, Massachusetts, became the 

model for later conferences such as the Niagara Bible 

Conference, which met in 1876; D. L. Moody's North-

field Bible Conference; and J. W. Chapman's Winona 

2 

Conference. Conservative and orthodox schools 

included Nyack-on-the-Hudson, founded in 1882; 

D. L. Moody's Chicago Evangelistic Society, which 

later became the Moody Bible Institute; the Bethel 

Bible Training School of Sutton, Massachusetts; the 

Union Missionary Training Institute of Brooklyn; and 

the Boston Bible and Missionary Training School. 

These schools served as the models for numerous 

conservative schools and seminaries which exist 

today. 

Ibid., pp. 31-35. 

^Louis Gasper, The Fundamentalist Movement 
(Paris: Mouton & Co., 1963), pp. 11-12; among the 
leading Fundamentalist schools today are the Moody 
Bible Institute, Wheaton College, and Bob Jones 
University. 
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In 1910 the fundamentalists took a major 

step in defining their position with the publication 

of The Fundamentals. Funded by two wealthy Los 

Angeles businessmen, Lyman and Milton Stewart, The 

Fundamentals was issued in twelve volumes. The first 

five were edited by A. C. Dixon; the second five, by 

Louis Meyer; and the last two, by R. A. Torrey. 

Dixon became head of Moody Bible Institute and was 

a frequent visitor in Norris' church, as was R. A. 

Torrey of the Los Angeles Bible Institute. Over 

two million copies of the twelve volume set were 

published and sold, providing a massive impact of 

fundamentalist dogma on the religious thought of the 

period. 

The fundamentalist movement began to take on 

organizational aspects in the years immediately 

preceding the decade of the 1920's. Out of a meeting 

of conservative ministers at Montrose, Pennsylvania, 

in 1916 came the formation of the World's Christian 

Fundamentals Association. Soon, men, such as W. B. 

Riley of Minneapolis and R. A. Torrey, lent their 

name and support to the movement. At a 1918 meeting in 

Philadelphia the group issued a pamphlet. Light on. 

^Cole, History of Fundamentalism, pp. 52-62; 
Gasper, The Fundamentalist Movement, pp, 12-13, 
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Prophecy, which contained a credo of the organization. 

In 1919 the group met at Moody Bible Institute, Among 

those attending were Riley, Torrey, A. C. Dixon, John 

Roach Straton of New York, Paul Rader of the Moody 

Institute, and James Gray, Dean of the Moody Institute 

Out of this meeting came the formal organization of 

the World's Christian Fundamentals Association. J. 

Frank Norris, who joined the movement after its 

organization, became chairman of the committee to 

draft and publish a conservative Sunday School Bible 

lesson series, and hosted the 192 3 meeting in his 
5 

Fort Worth church. 

Another experiment in fundamentalist organiza

tion was the Baptist Bible Union of Northern America. 

Formed by W. B. Riley, J. Frank Norris, and T. T. 

Shields of Toronto, Canada, in 1923, the Union was 

an attempt to unite Fundamentalists from the three 

major Baptist Conventions—Northern, Southern, and 

Canadian—into one potent bloc. Using the ultra-

conservative New Hampshire Confession as its credo, 

the Baptist Bible Union functioned until 1930, when 

it became the Missionary Union of Baptist Churches of 

Norman Furniss, The Fundamentalist Controversy 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1954), pp. 49-52; 
Cole, History of Fundamentalism, pp. 298-317. 
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North America. By that time Norris was forming his 

own organization, the World Baptist Missionary 

Fellowship." 

As will be shown, J. Frank Norris was in the 

forefront of the organized fundamentalist movement 

during the 1920's. Early in 1920, the Searchlight 

announced that A. C. Dixon and W. B. Riley were 

scheduled to lead a Bible Conference at First Baptist 

Church later that year. In promoting a Bible 

Conference Norris was firmly linking himself with 

one of the major institutions of organized funda-
7 

mentalism. He continued to sponsor yearly Bible 

conferences, and brought in outstanding fundamentalist 

leaders, which in turn swelled the audiences at First 

Baptist Church. He also took his campaign to the 

northern sections of the United States, frequently 

filling pulpits in Boston, New York, Minneapolis and 
p 

Chicago. 

^Cole, History of Fundamentalism, pp. 281-294. 

"^Searchlight, February 12, 1920. 

^The Boston Globe, January 2, 1922, called 
"Norris a modern Peter the Hermit" on the occasion of 
a revival meeting he was preaching in Boston. The 
Globe referred to him as "Tornado" Norris; the 
Searchlight issue of January 13, 1922, compared Norris* 
Boston revival with meetings held there by D. L. Moody; 
the Searchlight of February 24, 1922, printed an invi
tation for Norris to come to John Roach Straton's 
church in New York City for a series of meetings. 
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Norris also began to appear on organized 

fundamentalist programs. He addressed the World 

Christian Fundamentals Conference in Los Angeles in 

9 

1922. In August of that year he was guest pastor-

lecturer at the Church of the Open Door in Los Angeles. 

On October 6, 1922, he issued a "Ringing Call to the 

Fundamental Baptists of America" to join the Baptist 

Bible Union of America." As mentioned earlier. First 

Baptist Church hosted the Fifth Annual World*s 

. . 12 

Christian Fundamentals Conference in 1923. 

By April, 1923, Norris was inviting funda

mentalists to join the Baptist Bible Union. In a 

very interesting essay the Fort Worth pastor declared 

that "that un-Baptistic philosophy that defends the 

right of the individual to remain in the brotherhood 

after having repudiated all Baptist beliefs, has 

produced a theological Bolshevism that threatens the 

very existence of the largest evangelical denomination 
13 known to this world." He, of course, was referring 

to modernists and evolutionists whom he believed were 

10 

^Searchlight, July 28, 1922. 

IQibid. 

•'••'•Ibid., October 6, 1922. 

"'•̂ Ibid. , January 19, 1923. 

^^Ibid., April 6, 1923. 
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infesting the denomination. He went on to assert that 

all attempts to hold the Baptist organization together 

without a clear redeclaration of the principles and 

beliefs "that gave unity and power to our forefathers: 

had proved futile." The Baptist Bible Union could 

become a rallying center "for all true Baptists." 

Norris proposed "henceforth to lend assistance only 

to such churches, educational institutions, and 

missionary organizations as stand with us for those 

14 clear Bible and historic Baptist teachings." It 

is evident that Norris believed that he was at least 

one of the spokesmen for these historic truths of 

the faith. 

The confession of faith for the Baptist Bible 

Union was the ultra-conservative New Hampshire Con

fession. This credo was built on eight points essential 

to any fundamentalist philosophy. First arid foremost 

was the verbal inspiration and inerrancy of the 

Scriptures. This meant that the words of the Bible 

had been dictated mechanically by God, leaving no room 

for human error. Therefore, the Bible was the infallible 

word of God. Closely akin to this concept was belief 

in the virgin birth of the Christ and his bodily 

resurrection from the dead. There followed belief 

^^Ibid. 
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in the triune personality of God, belief in a literal 

Satanic personality, salvation through grace rather 

than works, and sovereignty of the local church. On 

this latter point the New Hampshire Confession defined 

the church as a congregation of baptized believers 

associated by a covenant of faith to carry out Christ's 

Great Commission with the absolute right of self-

government. It was within the scriptural base to 

cooperate with other churches but every church had 

the right to decide the measure of cooperation. This 

autonomy extended to matters of membership, church 

policy, and discipline. Accepting this extreme credo 

of the autonomous local church, Norris could not 

fail to reject any attempts, however worthy, to 

infringe upon his and First Baptist Church's freedom 

1 5 of thought and action. 

Norris quickly moved to establish an educational 

center to train his followers in the doctrines of 

16 fundamentalism. In November, 192 3, he announced his 

intention to organize a Fundamental Bible Institute 

15 
lipid. , William Jennings Bryan, scheduled to 

speak at the Fort Worth session of the World's 
Christian Fundamentals Association in May, 1923, did not 
appear as planned. Instead he spoke at Yale. The 
conference adopted a plan to develop its own Sunday 
School literature, and Norris was appointed chairman of 
such a committee. See the Searchlight, May 4, 1923. 

•'•̂ Ibid., September 21, 1923. 
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which would use the facilities of First Baptist Church."'"̂  

It seems evident that, while he was announcing publicly 

that the war within the Texas Baptist organization 

was over, his decision to develop his own training 

center for fundamentalist-oriented ministers and lay

men was a sign that the separation between him and 

the Texas Baptist leadership was very real.-'-̂  It is 

also likely that Norris believed that the best way 

to promote his own brand of fundamentalism was through 

a school whose policies and teachings he controlled. 

This first institute, launched in December, 1925, 

later became Baptist Bible Institute and still later 

19 

the Baptist Bible Seminary. 

The Fort Worth pastor also firmly allied himself 

with the leadership of the fundamentalist movement. 

William Jennings Bryan was a featured guest at First 

20 

Baptist Church on January 29, 1924. When Bryan under

took the prosecution of John T. Scopes at Dayton, 

Tennessee, Norris gave the event wide coverage in his 

-'•̂ Ibid., November 16, 1923. 

-'-̂ Ibid. , November 23, 1923. 

19 
Ibid., December 25, 1925. 

^^Ibid., January 11, February 8, 1924; Norris 
estimated that over 346,000 persons heard Bryan in 
person or over the radio while he was in Fort Worth. 
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newspaper. According to the Fort Worth pastor, Bryan 
21 

invited him to come to Dayton to assist in the trial. 

When the trial ended Norris carried the headline of 

Bryan's great victory over Darrow at Dayton, despite 

the fact that Clarence Darrow had reduced Bryan's 

fundamentalist beliefs to theological rubble. At the 

1925 World's Christian Fundamentals Conference in 

Minneapolis, Norris shared the speakers' platform with 

both Bryan and W. B. Riley. During 1926 Norris brought 

T. T. Shields of the Jarvis Street Church in Toronto 

to Texas to lead a tent revival in Houston while the 

Southern Baptist Convention was in session there, and 

secured W. B. Riley's journalistic talents by combining 

the Minneapolis pastor's Baptist Beacon with the 
22 

Searchlight. 

By June of 1926 Norris was firmly entrenched 

in the leadership of the fundamentalist movement in 

the United States. He was a part of the World's 

Christian Fundamentals Association and one of the founders 

of the Baptist Bible Union of America. He was closely 

associated with the leading Fundamentalists of the 

period—W. J. Bryan, W. B. Riley, T. T. Shields, John 

-̂'•Ibid., June 26, 1925. Norris reprinted a 
letter from Bryan in the same edition. 

^^Ibid., July 24, July 31, and June 20, 1925; 
April 30, and May 21, 1926. 
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Roach Straton, A. C. Dixon, and R. A. Torrey. He was 

responsible for the preparation of Sunday School 

lesson materials using the English Bible as the only 

source. 

Then came the Chipps shooting. There can be 

little doubt that this event greatly affected Norris* 

life, thought, and career. On one hand it interrupted 

his attempt to ally northern and southern fundamentalists 

into one potent organization. On the other, it caused 

him to turn more and more to organizations founded or 

controlled by him. It fundamentally altered the 

course of his life and the spirit of his ministry. 

The Chipps murder in July, 1926, came as a 

direct result of Norris' attacks on the Catholic Church 

and his involvement in social and political affairs 

in Fort Worth. Even while he was carrying on verbal 

warfare with the denomination and trying to align 

himself with northern fundamentalists, he was deeply 

involved in baiting the Catholics and criticizing 

social and political evils in his city. 

Norris* attack on Catholicism, a favorite 

fundamentalist ploy, began in the early Twenties and 

culminated with his active campaign against Al Smith 

in 1928. Early in 1922 he went to New York to lead 

a revival campaign in John Roach Straton's Calvary 
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Baptist Church. While there, became engaged in a 

controversy with the Knights of Columbus in that city.̂ "̂  

From Jacksonville, Florida, where he had attended the 

1922 session of the Southern Baptist Convention, the 

controversial Norris sent a telegram to the First 

Baptist Church (and the Fort Worth news media) that 

the Knights of Columbus, the Devil, the bootleggers, 

and the denominational "Bishops" had better stand 

aside or prepare to be run over as he returned to 

enter into a massive campaign to double the membership 

of the church. He quickly followed with salvos on 

July 14, in an article entitled "Roman Catholicism 

versus Protestantism," and July 21, when he asked in 

bold headlines: "Shall Roman Catholics Rule Tarrant 

County?" Returning from the 1922 World*s Christian 

Fundamentals Conference in Los Angeles, where he was 

a featured speaker, he stumped for James Ferguson*s 

election to the Senate as a victory over Catholics and 

bootleggers.2^ In 1924 he carried his attack to San 

Antonio, where he was leading revival services for his 

old friend I. E. Gates, pastor of that city*s First 

25 Baptist Church. 

^^Ibid., April 14, 1922. 

^^Ibid., June 2, July 14, July 21, and July 28, 
1922. His headline carried the question: "Shall the 
Catholics and Bootleggers Elect the Next U. S. Senator?" 

2^Ibid., May 16, 1924. 
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Out of his feud with the Catholics came a brief 

flirtation with the Ku Klux Klan. Following the San 

Antonio revival meeting Pastor Gates wrote an article 

in the Searchlight praising Norris. He referred to 

Hubbard City as the home of three great men—Hiram 

Evans, Imperial Wizard of the Texas Klan, Tris Speaker, 

and Norris. Then followed an announcement that Fort 

Worth*s Klan 101 Ministrels would perform in the 

auditorium of First Baptist Church on a week night, 

courtesy of Norris. This rapproachment with the Klan 

led the Fort Worth pastor to support Judge Felix Robert

son in his bid to defeat Miriam Ferguson in the guber-

26 natorial campaign of 1924. In turn, when Norris 

was indicted for killing D. E. Chipps, the Texas Klan 

declared itself ready to "rally" to his aid. The 

Klansmen supported Norris to such a degree that all 

members of the Klan were excused from jury duty at the 
27 

Chipps murder trial. 

Norris intensified his anti-Catholic attacks 

early in 1926. On February 5 he preached against the 

alleged conspiracy of "Rum and Romanism" to rule govern

ment, and followed it with another on February 19 

entitled "Fifteen Bible Reasons Why Peter Was Not the 

26 Ibid., June 12, November 7, and August 1, 1924 

^^Dallas Morning News, July 23, 1926, January 
12, 1927. 
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28 
First Pope." By March 12 he was announcing a new 

format for the Searchlight, promising at least one page 

on the Catholic conspiracy in America. Following 

closely behind this announcement, Norris declared that 

he was going to expose a Roman Catholic plan to make 

the United States a Catholic country through a massive 

broadcasting scheme. In the same issue the seemingly 

indefatigable Fort Worth pastor printed addresses made 

over Radio Station KFQB by Colonel J. J. Mickle of the 

Texas Division of Minute Men of America. Mickle was 

also a deacon of First Baptist church and an ardent 

29 
supporter of its pastor. 

Bringing the verbal warfare with Catholicism 

home to Fort Worth, Norris charged that the College 

Avenue Baptist Church had a member of the Knights of 

Columbus working in its Boy Scout program. "We have 

no malice toward any Roman Catholic individual or 

official," Norris reported, "but on the other hand we 

have no part, lot or fellowship for the individuals, 

officers of the darkest, bloodiest, ecclesiastical 

28Searchlight, February 5 and 19, 192 6; On 
February 5, Norris announced that he needed $10,000 
to complete his new radio station, KFQB, and on 
February 19, that he was going to lead the first 
radio revival to be conducted in history. 

2^Ibid., March 12, 1926. Norris encouraged 
readers to join him in the defense of the home 
against Rum and Romanism. 
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machine that has ever been known in all the annals of 

time." During most of this period Norris had been away 

from his pulpit leading eleven weeks of revival services. 

He kept his newspaper and radio audiences up to date 

and frequently wrote letters or telegrams to his 

congregation at home. He returned late in May, 1926, 

30 
to continue his campaign in person. 

His articles continued to reflect his anti-

Catholicism as the fateful Chipps shooting approached. 

The headlines of the Searchlight carried the announce

ments that Rome was invading Protestant America and 

that Fort Worth city officials had proposed a new 

street through the Saint Ignatius Academy in order to 

pay the Catholics (out of tax funds) three or four 

times what the property was worth. 

Paralleling his attacks on Catholicism in 

the period before the Chipps affair was Norris * 

vigorous campaign against the liquor traffic and city 

government in Fort Worth. Always the colorful performer, 

Norris once offered to buy each member of the grand 

-̂ Îbid. , April 30, May 28, 1926; Prior to 
returning to his pulpit he had attended the Eighth Annual 
Meeting of the World's Christian Fundamentals Conference, 
April 25-May 2, and the Baptist Bible Union Convention, 
May 19-24. Ibid., February 26 and June 4, 1926. 

31 
Ibid., June 25, July 2, and July 26, 1926. 

In the latter issue Norris announced the establishment 
of a radio "church" of the air. 
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jury a quart of whiskey in order to prove that the 

local option law was being violated. Later he charged 

that a local judge was in sympathy with the bootleggers 

and would not prosecute them as the law required. 

After serving notice that he was declaring war on the 

bootleggers who were violating the prohibition amend

ment, he again attacked Judge James Wilson for being 

32 

too lenient with liquor violations. On another 

occasion he featured Bill Blevins, former Secretary-

Treasurer of the Retail Liquor Dealers Association of 

Texas. Blevins, who had been converted by Norris' 

preaching, had joined First Baptist Church. According 

to his own testimony: 
When J. Frank Norris came to 

Fort Worth it wasn't long until I 
recognized that he was going to put us 
out of business unless we put him 
out of business. I called our gang 
together and we got in touch with 
the leading business men and they in 
turn called the representative church
men together of the various denomina
tions, and it wasn't long until we 
had all the preachers silenced except 
this young fellow Norris. I went out 
to hear him and I was convinced that 
we had a dangerous foe. He would 
never let up. We thought we had him 
down and out when we got him indicted 

^^Ibid., June 12, 1919; February 24, May 22 
and June 23, 1922. 
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and tried, but he was vindicated 
so overwhelmingly and then his church 
grew as never before and we were in 
a worse fix than ever. Then he did 
begin his war on us in dead ernest.-^^ 

By 1924 Norris was still putting considerable 

pressure on the liquor traffic and the city govern

ment's inability to regulate it. On August 15 he 

asked his readers if they were prepared to vote with 

the bootleggers and implied that a vote for Miriam 

Ferguson would be a vote for the lawless traffic in 
O A 

alcoholic beverages. 

Norris intensified the liquor issue early in 

1926. During a sermon entitled "Will Law-Abiding 

Citizens Submit to the Reign of the Bootlegger?" 

he produced a suitcase full of whiskey purchased by 

Colonel J. J. Mickle on the streets of Fort Worth. 

As each bottle was taken from the suitcase, Mickle 

announced where each was purchased and what each cost. 

Norris then openly challenged Sheriff Carl Smith to 

appoint him to a commission and promised that he and six 

35 
men could clean up bootlegging operations in sixty days. 

Ibid., September 29, 1922; Norris, Inside 
History, pp. 19-20. 

34 Searchlight, January 15, August 8, 1924. 

^^Ibid., March 12, July 9, 1926. 
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Then, on July 9, Norris declared war on Mayor 

H. C. Meacham and his city manager, H. B. Carr. The 

Fort Worth preacher asked his readers if they knew how 

the mayor had grafted the city of $3,500 for a vacation 

to New York, or if they were aware that a proposed 

tax levy would directly benefit Meacham by building 

a new street to bring traffic right into the mayor's 

department store? Furthermore, he charged that the 

mayor and city manager were in collusion with the 

Catholics of Fort Worth in a related scheme to run 

the same proposed street through the property of the 

Saint Ignatius Academy, then purchase the property 

36 for three to four times its value. The controversy, 

however, had been building for over a year, and had 

its roots in an attempt by City Manager Carr to get 

the First Baptist Church to pay taxes on the ground 

floor of one of its buildings since it was rented by 

the J. C. Penney Company and produced $1,000 a month 

revenue. Norris refused on the grounds that he had 

37 allegedly been promised exemption. When the proposal 

Ibid. The city officials had voted to pay 
the academy $62,000 for a right-of-way through its 
property, then decided to buy the entire property for 
another $90,000; Tatum, "The J. Frank Norris Murder 
Trial of 1927," pp. 56-60. 

^"^Tatum, "The J. Frank Norris Murder Trial of 
1927," pp. 56-58; Searchlight, August 18, 1925. 
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was made to build a street which would route traffic 

toward Meacham's store and benefit the Catholic 

academy materially, Norris seized on the issue to put 

38 
pressure on Meacham and Carr. 

The controversy intensified when L. B. Haughey, 

manager of Meacham*s Department Store, dismissed six 

employees who were members of First Baptist Church. 

The fact that Haughey was of the Catholic faith only 

heightened the conflict. The following Sunday Norris 

had all six persons come to the platform and give 

their side of the story. In what was probably a 

highly dramatic and emotional service three former 

Meacham*s employees—Cecil Ellis, Cora Dodd, and a 

Mrs. Baker—testified that they were told to choose 

between membership in First Baptist Church and employ

ment at Meacham's. Again it seems that Norris' enemies 

unwittingly played into his hands for he was able to 
3 9 exploit the controversy to his own ends. 

The day following the publication of his most 

caustic attack on Meacham, Carr, and Haughey was one 

3 8 
For local press coverage see Norris' article 

in the Fort Worth Press, July 8, 1926. 
•^^Searchlight, July 16, 1926. Norris reported 

4,000 in Sunday School; 15,000 present at all services; 
and 71 additions on the Sunday that he preached against 
L. B. Haughey for dismissing six of his members; in a 
related article Norris addressed himself to the topic, 
"Why Baptists Should Protest Against Romanism," and 
asserted that Romanism was the greatest menace of the 
hour, was not Christian, was paganism, was arrogant, 
and was trying to convert America. 
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of the most fateful in Norris* life. At 4:30 on the 

afternoon of Saturday, July 17, Norris shot and killed 

D. E. Chipps, a local lumberman and friend of Mayor 

Meacham*s, in the study of First Baptist Church. Both 

the Fort Worth Press and Star-Telegram rushed to get 

out an extra edition, and the city was obviously 

shocked by the gravity of the event. Citizens were 

probably even more amazed when Norris stepped into 

his pulpit the next morning and preached a sermon 

taken from Romans 8:28—"And we know that all things 

work together for good to them that love God, to them 

who are called according to his purpose." His faith, 

the pastor reported to his congregation, was stronger 

than ever. He then delivered his Sunday morning 

address to the 6,000 persons who packed the auditorium. 

When he extended the invitation, five persons responded. 

"It's a little unusual," Norris admitted, when queried 

about the five decisions, "but the unusual is the 

expected around First Baptist Church. God works his 

will in unusual ways."̂ "** After the service many people 

rushed to the front to see the pastor. The Dallas 

Morning News reported that "Many embraced him and at 

this point Dr. Norris showed the only sign that the 

^^Fort Worth Star-Telegram, July 18, 1926; 
Searchlight, July 23, 1926. 

'̂•''Fort Worth Star-Telegram, July 19, 1926. 
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tragedy had affected him. He neither smiled nor 

nodded but appeared to be on the verge of tears and 

seemed unable to speak because of emotion."^2 

By Sunday, July 18 the authorities and the 

news media were beginning to piece together the 

sequence of events on the day of the Chipps killing. 

Norris had been in his study at First Baptist Church 

when Chipps called from the Westbrook Hotel to tell 

the pastor he was coming to see him. Approximately 

twenty minutes later he entered Norris' office. After 

using abusive language and warning Norris not to 

preach any more sermons about Meacham, Chipps turned 

to leave. As Norris started back into his office, the 

lumber dealer allegedly turned back, said "All right, 

let's go to it," and followed Norris into the study. 

The pastor opened his desk drawer, removed a pistol 

used by the nightwatchman, and shot Chipps three times. 

Outwardly calm, Norris telephoned the police, an 

ambulance, and then his wife, supposedly saying "I 

have shot me a man." Later, he accompanied the Chief 

of Police to the office of the District Attorney, where 

42 
Dallas Morning News, July 19, 1926. 
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he gave his statement. He was then released under a 

$10,000 peace bond subscribed by thirty members of his 

43 congregation. 

Other details also came to light. Chipps 

supposedly had been drinking heavily, had been in 

Meacham's office an hour before the shooting, and had 

entered First Baptist Church in the company of another 

man. As he had entered the church, he had been over

heard to say "How in the hell am I going to know him 

when I see him?" It was also revealed that there 

was an eye-witness, L. H. Nutt, the church bookkeeper, 

who corroborated Norris' plea of self-defense. He 

declared in his statement that Chipps had warned 

Norris: "If you make another statement about my 
44 

friends, I am going to kill you." 

Norris' defense went into action immediately. 

Marvin Simpson, a prominent Fort Worth defense attorney, 

45 wired from Los Angeles offering his services. J. J. 

Mickle, Norris' close associate, released a statement 

that First Baptist Church was in possession of 

evidence that there had been a diabolical conspiracy 

to kill J. Frank Norris, but that the pastor had 

"̂ F̂ort Worth Star-Telegram, July 18, 1926; Tatum, 
Conquest or Failure?, pp. 220-223; Tatum, "The J. Frank 
Norris Murder Trial of 1927," pp. 70-78. 

Dallas Morning News, July 19, 1926. 

"̂ Îbid. 
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thwarted it by killing Chipps first.^^ Norris himself 

faced the press and asked to be indicted so that he 

would have a "fair and open chance" to defend himself. 

Repeating the claim that there had been a plan to kill 

him, Norris said "Why this had to be visited upon 

me, I do not know. When I saw the vision of my 

family before me and thought of them. . . . " Here 

the pastor-murder suspect broke down and could not 

finish his statement, but his meaning was clear—it 

had been his life or Chipps' The Searchlight 

asserted that "the evidence shows that one of the main 

purposes in the formation of the present grand jury 

was that an indictment for criminal libel should be 

4 8 returned against Dr. Norris." When the grand jury 

indicted Norris for murder on July 29, J. M. Gilliam, 

Business Manager at First Baptist Church wrote that 

"Every hour brings to light new evidence of the 

deepest and darkest conspiracy in the history of the 

49 
nation to take the life of a prophet of God." 

Denton Record-Chronicle, July 19, 1926. 

^^Dallas Morning News, July 21, 1916. Norris 
also announced his text for the following Sunday— 
"The Inalienable Right of Self-defense." 

48, 

'ibid., July 30, 1926. 

'searchlight, July 23, 1926. 

49 
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Norris* critics were at work, too. The Fort 

Worth Press, speaking editorially, declared that Norris 

had never been a compassionate man, that the shooting 

of Chipps was not really surprising to anyone who 

knew Norris, and that he would be of infinitely 

"greater service to his people if he would forget his 

50 continual personal bickerings." Nels Anderson, who 

wrote for the New Republic magazine, came to Fort Worth 

to cover the Norris-Chipps affair and visited one of 

the services at First Baptist Church. He described 

Norris* sermon thusly: 

Little by little he seemed to 
establish rapport with his audience. The 
circle of intimacy and support began 
with the first few rows and gradually 
increased. By degrees his voice in
creased in range and volume until at 
times he fairly shouted. At first he 
had stood still behind the pulpit, . . . 
but now as he 'warmed up' he began to 
shift to and fro. Finally he was 
pacing frantically back and forth 
across the platform. 

His movements were jerky and 
impetuous. His arms at high points 
waved like flails. He would yank out 
his handkerchief, fitfully mop his 
face with it and thrust it first in 
one pocket and then in another. Once 
for emphasis and to drive home the 
(point) "Jesus Only" he seized the 
Bible and pounded it with the palm 
of his hand.51 

^^Fort Worth Press, July 19, 1926. 

^ Nels Anderson, "The Shooting Parson of Texas," 
New Republic XLVII (September 1, 1926), p. 35. 
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Anderson referred to Norris' sermon technique 

as a "Pandora's box of fear." Fear, in fact, was the 

dominant sentiment of the entire service—fear for the 

safety of Protestantism and fear of anything which 

might change the "good old religion." Anderson called 

Norris a monomaniac who carried his congregation from 

one fear feast to another until a "pathological rela

tionship" existed between the pastor and his flock. 

Speaking of the coming trial, Anderson believed that 

it would offer a great opportunity for Norris and his 

52 

followers to "rattle all the familiar skeletons." 

This pathological relationship which Anderson 

noted is a key to understanding Norris' ability to 

gather and maintain a large following. Whenever the 

pastor of first Baptist Church encountered opposition, 

he treated it as persecution and was able to transfer 

sucessfully this same belief to his followers. Fired 

by this loyalty, he moved toward greater power and 

grandeur in his fundamentalist-oriented world. But 

to have power required a large following and to secure 

the support of the masses, he had to, in Anderson*s 

words, "become a stunt performer, a display artist, 
53 

and a clown in his own circus." 

^^Ibid., pp. 36-37. 

^•^Ibid. 
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Anderson*s viewpoint was reflected in an 

interview with Norris six days following the shooting. 

"Of course I am sorrowing that this had to come about, 

as any man would be," Norris reported, "but I am not 

remorseful because my conscience does not condemn 

me for what I have done." Rather than backing down 

and taking a defensive position, the Fort Worth pastor 

said, "if my enemies think that I am going to take the 

defensive in this fight they will find out differently." 

Instead, he declared: "I am going to be more outspoken 

and militant than ever before and carry the fight 

to those factions, the Roman Catholic Church and 

54 
certain big business interests here." 

As might be expected, Norris used the shooting 

and indictment to focus attention upon himself and 

his cause. From his pulpit, radio station, and 

newspaper he exhorted his friends to support him in 

this time of crisis and castigated his foes for 

trying to discredit his ministry. On August 1 the 

indefatigable pastor spoke six times to an estimated 

15,000 persons, with the result that 103 new members 

were added to the rolls of First Baptist Church. The 

following Sunday he saw his exhortations bring 72 addi

tions down the aisle. When the August 13th issue of 

Dallas Morning News, July 23, 1926 
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the Searchlight appeared, the headlines announced that 

Pastor Norris would give the full facts of the Chipps 

case in a sermon entitled "Why the Knights of Colum

bus are Raising Special Funds for the Fort Worth 

Case." The "folks from the forks of the creek" 

responded and an estimated 20,000 persons filled First 

Baptist Church at various times during the day to 

see the pastor accused of murder and to hear his 

55 
charges. One of Norris* former associates and 

biographers wrote that during these tension-filled 

days "as ever before, with tender and perennial 

preaching of Christ, he won the hearts of many of 

56 
those who gathered out of curiosity to hear him." 

To boost the circulation of his paper and thus widen 

his audience, the resourceful Norris put on a subscrip

tion campaign, offering as prizes, among other things, 

57 

five new automobiles and two trips to the Holy Land. 

As both the prosecution and defense worked 

through the pre-trial legal processes, Norris kept 

up a relentless pace. On September 17, he announced 

that he was beginning a revival campaign for "greater 

^^Searchlight, August 6, August 13, and 
August 20, 1926. 

Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 226. 

^^Searchlight, August 20, 1926. 
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58 
Fort Worth." He would preach every night at some 

location in the city and several times on Sunday. 

The message seemed clear: Norris was going to 

divert attention from the shooting and to his 

evangelistic fervor by doing the one thing he did 

best: preaching. Never more comfortable than when 

delivering a colorful, fiery sermon, the preacher made 

his defense from the pulpit as a man of God. Years 

later he would relate how he spent his days going 

from house to house, visiting and giving his witness, 

and how, when noontime came, he would simply go to 

a corner grocery store for cheese, crackers, and a 

59 
bottle of "pop." 

One of the major problems confronting Norris 

was his need for funds to pay for his defense. He 

took free-will offerings and gifts, but these did 

not suffice. He then turned to selling preferred 

stock in the Searchlight for $5.00 a share. "If you 

want a part in this fight for right and righteousness," 

he wrote, "let*s stand together." Later he offered 

an additional $25,000 in 10 per cent cumulative 

preferred stock in an effort to increase his defense 

treasury. When these efforts failed to produce the 

needed revenue, Norris sold KFQB to J. M. Gilliam's 

^^Ibid., September 17, 1926. 

59 
Fundamentalist, October 15, 1948. 
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Lone Star Broadcasting Company, retaining the right 

to broadcast one hour a day and all day Sunday free 

of charge. Several years later, when Gilliam 

defaulted on promissory notes issued against the 

radio station, Norris had second thoughts about the 

sale. In the fall of 1926 he really had no other 

, . 60 choice. 

As the trial, set for November, drew near, 

Norris continued his efforts to win support for his 

position. On October 17 he preached on the trial of 

Jesus, an appropriate and timely subject, with the 

result that 62 persons joined First Baptist Church. 

The following Sunday he preached a sermon entitled 

"Father, Forgive Them," based on the seven last words 

of Jesus at the time of his crucifixion. The impli

cation was obvious and certainly did not pass 

unnoticed. The Searchlight issue for October 29 

asked "Shall We Have a Legal Trial?" and featured an 

article by Colonel J. J. Mickle calling for fairness 

and justice. "We ask no favors," Mickle declared, 

"We ask for no mercy, but we do claim that this 

defendant is entitled to justice, to the same considera

tion that the humblest Negro or Mexican is guaranteed 

61 
by the Constitution." 

Searchlight, August 20, August 27, and October 
29, 1926. 

^^Ibid., October 22, October 29, 1926. 
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The November trial failed to materialize. 

The defense succeeded in securing a change of venue 

by proving that Norris could not receive a fair trial 

in Fort Worth. The key to the judge's decision was 

testimony by Mayor Meacham and others revealing that 

Meacham had paid $15,000 to hire the law firm of 

Scott, McLean and Sayer to prosecute Norris. One 

of the deciding pieces of evidence was a check for 

$6,500 payable to the law firm and signed by Meacham. 

The judge granted the change of venue and the trial 
62 

was reset for January 11, 1927, in Austin. 

The months between July, 1926, and January, 

1927, were months of growth for J. Frank Norris and 

his church. On December 10 he reported that there 

had been 1,000 additions to First Baptist Church 

since July 18. "The reason for beginning this date," 

Norris announced, "is obvious. This is God's answer. 

This is a Mount Carmel verdict." He believed the 

growth of his church was a vindication of his posi

tion in the Chipps affair. There can be little 

doubt that much of the growth in Norris* church was 

due to the notoriety he received from the shooting. 

^^Fort Worth Star-Telegram, November 3, 1926; 
Searchlight, November 6, 1926, Norris carried the 
transcript of Meacham's testimony on page 3 of this 
issue; Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p, 229. 
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Norris chose to believe that he had been the object 

of a conspiracy to take hy^ life, that he had foiled 

his adversaries' attempt and killed Chipps in self-

defense, and that there was no other answer to the 

numerical growth of his following than spiritual 

blessing or vindication. This belief was reinforced 

by attempts on the part of his opponents to convict 

him of murder, and when Meacham testified that he 

would be willing to pay $50,000 to see Norris con

victed, the Fort Worth pastor filled his paper with 

the transcript of that testimony which seemed to 

indicate that no fair trial was possible. That same 

hearing attempted to show that City Manager Carr had 

offered $5,000 for an imported gunman to assassinate 

63 
the pastor of First Baptist Church. 

The Norris trial began on January 11 before 

a packed courtroom. To assist District Attorney 

Robert Hanger, the prosecution had employed the 

services of two law firms—Scott, McLean, and Sayers; 

and Shelton, Shelton, and Shelton. For his defense, 

Norris had the services of Marvin Simpson, Chester 

Collins, and Dayton Moses. Three days before the 

63 
Searchlight, December 10, 1926; Norris 

reported that the circulation of the Searchlight had 
reached 71,14 8. Ibid., December 31, 1926. The 
testimony involving Carr was never established. 
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trial the Denton Record-Chronicle noted that: 

When the trial is ended, 
Norris will be a nationally known 
figure. Already he has some vogue 
in the large centers by reason of 
his spectacular methods. But since 
these methods haven*t included in 
the past any murder charges, they 
will be insignificant alongside 
the publicity he will derive from 
his expected trial at Austin.^^ 

After three days to select a jury the 

prosecution began calling its witnesses. A building 

contractor described the setting of the crime and 

the two ambulance drivers described Chipps' last 

moments of life. The District Attorney then called 

Detective C. B. Bush, who testified that he found 

no gun on Chipps* body. This tended to dispel the 

rumors that Chipps had been armed when he came to 

Norris' office. The climax of the state's one 

day presentation came with the testimony of H. H. 

Raines, an automobile serviceman who worked in a 

shop below the office of the First Baptist Church. 

His claim that, as he rushed up the stairs to the 

64 Denton Record-Chronicle, January 8, 1927. 

^^Dallas Morning News, January 15, 1927; 
Fort Worth Record-Telegram, January 15, 1927; the two 
ambulance drivers were O. W. Phillips and Fred Spreen 
of Robertson-Mueller Funeral Home; Austin Statesman, 
January 15, 1927; Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 231; 
Tatum, "The J. Frank Norris Murder Trial," pp. 105-106. 
All three papers—the News, the Record-Telegram, and^ 
the Statesman carried verbatim transcripts of the trial. 
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to the office, he heard Norris say, "I have killed me 

a man," capped the prosecution attempt to show that 

6 6 

Norris had deliberately killed Chipps. 

Once the state rested its case, the defense 

lost little time in trying to destroy the testimony 

against Norris. It was soon firmly established 

that Chipps had talked with Meacham before going to 

see Norris, that he had, in front of several persons, 

threatened to kill Norris, and that he had been 
67 

vile and threatening in Norris' office. The key 

defense witnesses were L. H. Nutt, the church's 

bookkeeper, and Jane Hartwell, Norris' secretary. 

Both were eye witnesses, and both upheld Norris' 

68 

plea of self-defense. After ten days and thirty-

three witnesses designed to discredit Chipps, the 

defense rested. In summation Marvin Simpson compared 

Norris and Chipps to David and Goliath, a simile 

prosecutor John Shelton called a publicity stunt. 

The statement made its mark on the jury, which returned 

a "not guilty" verdict on January 25. Norris, who ^^Fort Worth Record-Telegram, January 15, 
1927. 

^Dallas Morning-News, January 16, 1927. 

68 Ibid., Tatum, "The J. Frank Norris Murder 
Trial," pp. 112-114. 
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had testified on January 21 that he felt certain 

Chipps was going to kill him, had again been vindi

cated in a court of law.^^ In a brief statement 

to the press Norris, looking worn and tired, said, 

"There was never any doubt in my mind as to the 

verdict. But for the crusade I made, there would 

not have been an indictment. May God pity and forgive 

them. Mine is the sorrow—a Gethsemene—that will 

70 go with me to the end."' The pastor of Fort Worth's 

First Baptist Church left Austin and returned to 

Fort Worth to try to pick up the broken pieces of 

his life and career. 

The homecoming was a high point in Norris' 

life. A crowd estimated at 8,000 persons met Norris 

upon his arrival at the church. As he mounted the 

platform, the people cheered. One paper described 

him with tears in his eyes as he asked his followers 

to join him in a prayer for peace. Following the 

prayer he rose to speak and, although he asked the 

people not to applaud, his short address was constantly 

69 
Fort Worth Record-Telegram, January 15-26, 

1927; Tatum, "The J. Frank Norris Murder Trial," 
pp. 115-117; Tatum, Conquest or Failure? pp. 234-241. 

70 
Austin Statesman, January 26, 1927. 
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broken by clapping and cheers. Norris' followers 

were obviously glad to have him back, and they 

71 
refused to be restrained. 

The events between July, 1926, and January, 

1927, mark a watershed in Norris' life. No minister, 

even one as controversial as J. Frank Norris, could 

fail to be affected by the taking of another man's 

life. The Fort Worth pastor was less militant after 

January, 1927, and less involved in local political 

quarrels. On the other hand, he turned more and 

more to national affairs and to the organization of 

churches sympathetic with his views. The former 

brought him into contact with national leaders as 

he campaigned against Al Smith in 1928, against 

communism, the Federal Council of Churches, and 

labor radicalism. The latter activity extended to 

the establishment of his own missionary program and 

seminary. 

The shooting and subsequent trial gained 

Norris new notoriety, and, as expected, he exploited 

it. Between July, 1926, and July, 1927, there were 

over 2,000 additions to First Baptist Church, and 

by November 27 Norris was reporting crowds in excess 

Searchlight, January 28, 1927; Tatum, 
Conquest or Failure? p. 241, citing the New York 
American, January 27, 1927. 
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of 5,000 in his Sunday School. He remained deeply 

interested in denominational affairs, declaring that 

he had never quit the denomination and did not 

propose ever to quit it. His sermons and newspaper 

continued to focus on sensational and controversial 

topics, a part of his technique even the murder 

trial did not circumscribe. Rather than withdrawing, 

he worked even more tirelessly, seeming to grow 

stronger as each new controversy arose to confront 

him. This quality of resilience served him well, 

even in the latter years of his life. 

Yet, it cannot be denied that Norris changed 

as a result of the Chipps affair. Though he remained 

militant, he never again stepped over that line 

which had led him to a life or death confrontation 

with D. E. Chipps. 

Norris was by nature an activist, and his 

restless spirit would not let him sit by idly as 

each day brought new challenges. Time and again he 

rose to meet a new crisis which threatened him or 

his church. This flexibility more than anything 

else characterized J. Frank Norris from 1927 to 

his death in 1952. 

^^Fundamentalist, July 1, December 2, 1927; 
January 27, 1928. 
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Of the numerous activities in which Norris was 

involved after January, 1927, none was more engrossing 

or effectual than his efforts to defeat Al Smith in 

the Election of 1928. As early as May, 1927, the 

Fort Worth pastor was informing his readers of the 

73 

dangers involved in Smith's election. Later that 

year he predicted that Hoover would carry the South 

because he was "one Yankee whom the southern people 

believe understands and sympathizes with their 
74 problem." To his old comrade in arms, W. D. 

Bradfield, he wrote that the people of the United 

States were faced with a great crisis. "All that 

we have fought for, all that we hold dear is 

involved," he declared, "and it is going to challenge 

every power on the part of the church and the moral 
75 

element to defeat Al Smith." 

Norris publicly announced for Herbert Hoover 

early in 1928. He believed the Democrats would nominate 

Smith, an action he foresaw would cause the Solid South 
76 

to cast its votes for Hoover. He advised his close 

"̂ Îbid. , May 20, 1927. 

^^Norris to R. B. Creager, November 26, 1927, 
Norris Papers #5,067. 

^^Norris to W. D. Bradfield, January 18, 
1928, Norris Papers #2,433. To Bradfield Norris 
confessed that at the time he had grave fears that 
Smith might be elected. 

^^Norris to R. B. Creager, January 19, 1928, 
Norris Papers #5,070. 
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friend. Senate hopeful Tom Connally, to come out 

against Smith, for the candidate who did so would 

have the vote of the churches, ministers, and women 

behind him. "It is impossible to defeat that line-

77 
in Texas," Norris asserted. To his readers he 

up 

declared that not since July 4, 1776, has this whole 

nation been as deeply stirred as at this time on 

78 the presidential candidacy of Governor Al Smith." 

Others began to recognize that Norris would 

be a potent force in the campaign. A member of 

one organization known as the American Rangers, an 

anti-Catholic group, wrote: 

Doctor, you are the man of 
the hour! You can do what no one 
else can do just now--help devise 
a plan to defeat Catholicism in 
America! Who knows but what thou 
wast brought to the kingdom for just 
a time as this.79 

Senator Thomas Heflin of Alabama on several occasions 

commended Norris for his stand against Smith and 

approved the Fort Worth pastor's use of his speeches 

77 
Norris to Tom Connally, January 25, 1928, 

Norris Papers #2,887. 
78 
Fundamentalist, January 27, 1928. 

79 
Mrs. Ed Alumbaugh to Norris, January 29, 

1928, Norris Papers #410. 
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80 
on the radio and in the Fundamentalist. One of 

Norris' compatriots was so concerned over the effec

tiveness of the Fort Worth pastor's attacks on Smith 

that he feared Norris would be deprived of his radio 
81 

time by pro-Smith forces. 

As the Democratic National Convention made 

preparation to meet in Houston, Norris stepped up 

his attacks. He informed his readers that Houston 

was a fitting location for such a convention because 

it would be held in the shadow of San Jacinto 

"where on April 21, 1836, the largest territory 

that was ever won on the field of arms was set free 
82 

from Roman Catholic Spanish tyranny." His plan 

of attack also included personal speaking engagements 

in other cities in order to take advantage of his 

oratorical ability and charisma to sway men's minds. 
Thomas Heflin to Norris, February 11, 1928, 

Norris Papers #11,778; Ibid., February 20, 1928, 
Norris Papers #11,779; Heflin's address on "Al Smith, 
Romanism, Tammany and Liquor" appeared in the 
February 3, 1928, issue of the Fundamentalist. 

•̂'•J. W. Gillon to Norris, June 30, 1928, 
Norris Papers #10,147; Norris replied that he did 
not believe Smith would be elected and thus his 
radio time was not in danger. Norris to J. W. 
Gillon, July 2, 1928, Norris Papers #10,148. 

^2Fundamentalist, March 2, 1928. This citation 
is from Norris' sermon on the evening of February 26, 
entitled "Address on the Candidacy of Al Smith." 
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To the Abilene Reporter-News he announced that he was 

coming to that city to expose the conspiracy of the 

Democratic Executive Committee and other Texas 

politicians to deliver Texas into the camp of the 

"Wet Roman Catholic Tammany Hall Combine." The people 

of Abilene were going to be informed, in his words, 

of "the greatest menace that has ever threatened 

8 "̂  this republic. "°-^ When the Jackson (Mississippi) 

Daily News wrote a defamatory article on Norris, he 

made plans to go there to deliver his speech on Al 

Smith, and asked one of his cohorts in that city to 

try to secure Senator Bilbo to introduce him. "What 

I will do with that Daily News by the time I get 

through with them will be thoroughly to the delight 
84 

of everybody in Jackson and Mississippi, he declared. 

To inform his readers of the dangers of Catholicism 

Norris offered over seventy different tracts which 

85 they could order. 

Norris' efforts bore fruit not only in their 

impact upon public opinion, but also in their effect 

upon attendance at First Baptist Church. On April 8, 1928, 

^^Norris to the Abilene Reporter-News, March 5, 
1928, Norris Papers #26. 

^^Norris to Wayne Allison, March 24, 1928, Norris 
Papers #38; Ibid., March 27, 1928, Norris Papers #39. 

^^Fundamentalist, March 9, 1928. 
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Norris reported 4,620 persons in his Sunday School. 

This trend continued and during the summer and fall 

the Fort Worth pastor saw his Sunday morning audiences 

average over 4,000 per Sunday.^^ 

Norris' influence on the Texas vote for Hoover 

cannot be measured, but judging by the degree of 

his activities it must have been considerable. These 

activities included sermons, speeches, articles, radio 

addresses, and letters. His sermon topics are illus

trative of the fervor with which Pastor Norris engaged 

in his campaign to keep Al Smith from being elected 

President. These included "Salvation through Christ 

Versus Salvation through Romanism," "The Exposure 

of Papal Infallibility,""Fifteen Reasons Why Peter Was 

Not The Pope," "Will the South Sell Its Soul to 

Tammany Hall," "Shall We Have a Man in the White House 

Who Habitually Drinks?" and "The Certain Victory."87 

Far more extensive were Norris' travels over 

the state to speak against Smith. On August 26 he spoke 

Ibid., April 13, 1928. On the same Sunday 
Norris reported that George Truett's First Baptist 
Church of Dallas had only 2,871. Using his Sunday School 
report as an index it is possible to show this trend. 
On July 15, there were 4,298; on July 22,-4,447; on 
August 19,--4,165; on September 16,-4,854, and on 
November 18,—4,654. Ibid., July 27, August 24, 
September 21, and November 23, 1928. 

^^Ibid., March 16, June 8, July 13, August 31, 
and September 7, 1928. 
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to a crowd estimated at 6,000 in Dallas, initiating 

his speaking campaign. Four days later he addressed 

a large group in Denton, and then, on September 1, 

spoke to an estimated crowd of 3,000 in Waxahachie. 

During the week following, Norris spoke at Decatur, 

Sherman and Whitesboro, and following that at Plainview, 

Lubbock, and Lamesa. By mid-October Norris declared 

that he had, since the beginning of the year, per

sonally delivered 107 speeches against Smith. 

Norris was never more effective than through 

his extensive correspondence. An indefatigable letter 

writer, the Fort Worth pastor poured forth one epistle 

after another to mold opinion against Smith. When 

the Mississippi delegation to the Republican convention 

contained a Negro, Norris, who had many Negro friends, 

advised a Republican committeeman to remove him or 

"otherwise Mississippi will go for Al Smith regardless 
89 

of rum and romanism." To a Democratic friend he 

declared that Hoover was really more of a Democrat than 

90 a Republican. C. H. Boothe, Presiding Elder of the 

^^Ibid., August 24, September 7, September 14, 
September 28, October 5, 1928; the Lamesa Reporter re
ported that 7,500 persons heard Norris when he spoke 
there. Ibid., October 19, 1928,; Norris to John 
Anderson, August 27, 1928, Norris Papers #45. 

^^Norris to R. B. Creager, April 12, 1928, Norris 
Papers #5,076. 

^Norris to James S. Vance, April 27, 1928, 
Norris Papers #7,975. 
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Methodist Church, South, was so impressed with a 

letter Norris wrote him that he replied in very compli

mentary terms, and thanked the very vocal Norris for 

his efforts to save the country from "Rum, Romanism 
91 

and Raskob." Pastor Norris even mended denominational 

fences with an old rival, J. B. Cranfill, in order 

92 

that they might work together to defeat Al Smith. 

Norris told Cranfill that "the Methodists jumped on 

the cowcatcher in this campaign and it will never do 
93 

for the Baptists to be coming in on the caboose." 

Together, Norris and Cranfill joined with another Baptist, 

I. E. Gates, in the campaign through letters, sermons, 
94 and speeches. With the help of his brother-in-law, 

M. H. Duncan, Superintendent of Schools in Lubbock, 

Norris not only made a speaking tour across the South 

Plains of Texas, but also established a number of new 
95 correspondents in that region. He constantly reminded 

•̂'•C. H. Boothe to Norris, August 4, 1928, 
Norris Papers #752. 

^^J. B. Cranfill to Norris, August 17, 1928, 
Norris Papers #5,124. 

"̂̂ Norris to J. B. Cranfill, August 23, 1928, 
Norris Papers #5,125. 

^^Norris to I. E. Gates, August 24, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,660; Ibid., September 13, 1928, Norris 
Papers #9,662. 

^^M. H. Duncan to Norris, October 1, 1928, Norris 
Papers #6,614. 
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Republican leaders that while Texas was the largest 

Democratic state, there were many like him who would 

welcome the opportunity to break with the "old tradi

tional party," and he believed the Election of 1928 
96 

was the proper time. 

Thus, through letters, speeches, sermons, and 

articles Norris waged an active and effective campaign 

against Al Smith. When the votes were counted and 

Texas had voted solidly for Hoover, a grateful 

Republican Party paid tribute to Norris for his 

significant role. On November 7 Republicans and 

anti-Smith Democrats convened at First Baptist Church 

to present an engraved wrist watch to Norris as "the 

one man who did more than any other man in Texas to 

carry the state for Hoover," according to Judge D. B. 

Q7 Sartm, who made the presentation.^' Others, such 

as E. P. Alldredge, Secretary of the Statistics and 

Information Department of the Baptist Sunday School 

Board, wrote to add his acknowledgement to the "thou

sands of others" who had written to Norris to thank him 

for the "good service" he had rendered his nation. 

"But for you and Thomas B. Love of Dallas, and our dear 

^^Norris to James W. Flood, September 17, 1928, 
Norris Papers #7,500. 

^Fundamentalist, November 9, 1928. 
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friend. Dr. J. B. Cranfill," Alldredge declared, "I am 

afraid Texas would have been found marching under the 

98 
banner of Alfred E. Smith." Another wrote that 

there was general recognition that Norris personally 

contributed to the glorious victory "for good govern-
99 

ment in Texas." James Vance of the Fellowship 

Forum wrote that Norris was largely responsible for 

the defeat of Al Smith in Texas.1^^ These and others 

seemed to agree that the Fort Worth pastor had played 

a major role in the election. The Republicans agreed, 

and Norris received a personal invitation to attend 

the inauguration, which he called "like an old-fashioned 

revival" ushering in a "new era for America." 

There can be little doubt that Norris did 

figure significantly in the 1928 election. He saw in 

Al Smith a double threat to the cause he held dear. 

First, Smith was a Catholic, and in Catholicism Norris 

saw the greatest threat to the autonomy of the local 

^^E. P. Alldredge to Norris, December 8, 1928, 
Norris Papers #386. 

Harvey Beauchamp to Norris, December 10, 
1928, Norris Papers #1,868. 

•'•̂ Ĵames S. Vance to Norris, February 16, 1929, 
Norris Papers #7,992. 

^^%orris to I. E. Gates, March 11, 1929, Norris 
Papers #9,666; Norris to M. F. Ham, March 11, 1929, 
Norris Papers, #11,429. Norris accepted the invitation. 
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church. Second, Smith favored the repeal of prohibition 

and a return to the open saloon. Each of these bothered 

Norris with equal severity, as seen in his letters, 

102 articles, and sermons. Thus, both rum and Romanism 

were involved in Norris' opposition. 

Even while J. Frank Norris was involved in the 

1928 election, other controversies were impending. He 

organized rival fundamentalist churches in key cities 

in North Texas, saw his church burned to the ground 

for the second time, followed by his home a short time 

later, and finally found himself in the fight to keep 

race track gambling from being legalized in the state. 

Through all of these Norris preached and wrote in the 

sensational and often controversial manner which had 

become his trade-mark. 

Norris continued to believe that he was a 

spokesman for orthodoxy among Baptists. To I. E. 

Gates, pastor of the First Baptist Church of San Antonio, 

For instance Norris published an article by 
J. F. Matthews entitled "The Vatican Scheme to Move 
the Papacy to Washington," Fundamentalist, November 2, 
1928; the Fundamentalist, August 31, 1928, carried a 
Norris sermon entitled "Shall We Have a Man in the White 
House Who Habitually Drinks?"; again in the Fundamen
talist, August 17, 1928, Norris gave out "First Hand 
Facts on Al Smith's Wet Record" and charged that Al 
Smith was a habitual drinker, asking "can the tiger 
change its stripes?" For a discussion of the thesis 
that it was Smith's religion which Norris opposed, see 
James Storey, "Political Parsons: Texas Churchmen and 
the Election of 1928," pp. 104-118. 
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Norris wrote that "regardless of what even some of my 

friends may think of my extreme measures and methods, 

yet fundamentally they know I am right. "•'•̂^ Contrary 

to the fact that his church had been excluded from 

membership in both the Tarrant County Baptist Asso

ciation and the Baptist General Convention of Texas, 

Norris announced to his readers that First Baptist 

Church would continue to be interested in all denomina

tional affairs. "We have never quit the denomination," 

he wrote, "and don't propose to quit it." In all 

likelihood he meant that he intended to continue to 

criticize Baptist leaders and Baptist policies if they 

disagreed with his own concepts. To th^t end he 

castigated George Truett for his friendship with Shailer 

Matthews, the University of Chicago theologian, whom 

104 Norris called a "Baptist infidel." During the 

1928 election campaign he constantly scored Truett 

and other Texas Baptist leaders for their refusal to 

""•̂ ôrris to I. E. Gates, March 30, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,657. 

-'-^^Fundamentalist, January 27, February 3, 
and July 20, 1928; he specifically charged that F. M. 
McConnell, editor of the Baptist Standard had sold out 
to Al Smith by refusing to use the state Baptist newspaper 
against the Democratic candidate. Ibid., July 27, 1928; 
he also charged that Truett had refused to speak at an 
Anti-Smith rally in Dallas. Ibid., August 10, 1928. 
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speak out against Al Smith, implying that he was the 

only Baptist minister with the courage to buck the 

Democratic Party in Texas. 

A curious incident during this period was 

Norris' obvious attempt to mend fences and re-establish 

a working relationship with several of his old denomin

ational enemies. He seemed to be aware of the change 

in his own attitude as evidenced by a letter written 

to Andrew Baten early in 1928, in which he declared 

that "contrary to what a lot of people may think, as 

they would readily misjudge me from the strenuous life 

I have been compelled to live, I am not cold or unsym

pathetic, but the truth is, with every passing day I 

105 become more sympathetic and more tenderhearted." 

It is possible that Norris was really seeking an end 

to the strife which had raged for almost a decade. 

One of those to whom Norris made overtures of 

peace was F. S. Groner, the object of numerous Norris 

attacks. When Groner announced his resignation as 

Executive Secretary of the Baptist General Convention 

of Texas, the Fort Worth pastor wrote "Groner Resigns— 

First Baptist Church Vindicated." Further in the 

•'•̂ N̂orris to Andrew Baten, April 21, 1928, 
Norris Papers #1,763. 
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article, however, Norris surprised his readers when 

he said, "Let no unkind word be said concerning 

Dr. Groner—he is a man of many admirable qualities. 

In this hour of his resignation let no one criticize 

him. While his acts of maladministration are numerous 

and well known, yet there are others. . . far more 
106 

responsible for the deplorable conditions." To 

his friend, I. E. Gates, Norris wrote "Groner is the 

best one of the bunch. He shows more poise and self-

107 control." Later in the year the pastor of First 

Baptist Church wrote Groner a personal letter suggesting 

a truce. To the former Executive-Secretary he said: 

Now Groner, you know me well 
enough to know that I don't carry a 
grudge until the sun goes down. . . . 

. . . in the heat of battle 
we all say things, and I most readily 
admit it so far as I am concerned, 
which, in more mature moments, we would 
recall if it were possible.1^8 

On the same day Norris telegraphed Groner, who had been 

named President of Marshall College, to ask him to 

introduce him (Norris) at a speaking engagement in 

Tyler. He said, "if I could recall the letter written 

^^^Fundamentalist, April 6, 1928. 

•'•^^orris to I. E. Gates, April 5, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,658. 

108Norris to F. S. Groner, October 11, 1928, 
Norris Papers #10,372. 
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you about first of year would gladly do so. . . ." 

Groner replied that he could not be at Tyler. Referring 

to the letter in question, he said "In all the clash 

between you and me I have never reflected on you in 

the manner in which you did upon me. . . ."H^ Norris 

continued the correspondence a week later, reminding 

Groner "that if the troubles in Texas had been left 

to you and me they would have been settled in short 

order." Reflecting upon the controversy between them 

and the harsh words spoken, the Fort Worth pastor 

remarked, "yet at the same time I always found you to 

be courteous and gentlemanly when I met you." In 

what was probably the closest thing Norris came to 

asking for Groner's forgiveness, he wrote: "not with

standing the war between you and I was red hot, yet 

I felt at the time and feel now, that you were blessed 

with a good Irish nature, seasoned with grace that 

112 gave you a practical view of men and events." To 

•'•̂ N̂orris to F. S. Groner, October 11, 1928, 
Norris Papers #10,373. 

-'••'•̂F. S. Groner to Norris, October 11, 1928, 
Norris Papers #10,374. 

•'••'••'•Norris to F. S. Groner, October 19, 1928, 
Norris Papers #10376; the Groners had been the brunt of 
too many Norris attacks to trust these overtures, however, 
and Mrs. Groner specifically asked that none of the 
correspondence be printed in the Searchlight. Mrs. F. S. 
Groner to Norris, October 18, 1928, Norris Papers #10,383. 

•'--'-̂ Norris to F. S. Groner, October 16, 1928, 
Norris Papers #10,382. 
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this Groner replied, obviously with mixed feelings of 

relief and apprehension, that he appreciated Norris* 

attitude toward him since his resignation as Executive 

Secretary. "In my heart," he wrote, "I have never 

had any ill will toward you. . . . So far as I am 

113 concerned, the war is over." 

Norris also initiated friendly overtures 

toward J. B. Cranfill, a long time critic and opposing 

religious newspaper editor, l In 1928 the time was 

right for some degree of reconciliation, as both 

opposed the election of Al Smith as President. Both 

men had been prohibitionists and found themselves on 

common ground in combatting any attempt to repeal the 

Eighteenth Amendment. When Cranfill began to publish 

a newspaper. The Advance, Norris subscribed. To 

Cranfill he wrote: "While I do not agree with you. . 

yet heaven knows we need at this time a free and inde-
115 

pendent editorial policy. . . . Cranfill replied 

•'-•'•-̂F. S. Groner to Norris, October 23, 1928, 
Norris Papers #10, 384; the correspondence in the Norris 
papers ends with this letter. In it he said: "It 
would probably be best for me not to write more in this 
letter, for letters can be misunderstood." 

The feud began when Norris bought out 
Cranfill's paper and made him pledge to stay out of 
religious journalism for ten years. 

^^^Norris to J. B. Cranfill, August 16, 1928, 
Norris Papers #5,123. 
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that he believed Norris could make a major contribution 

to peace among Texas Baptists if he would quit criti

cizing his Baptist brethren and join the Advance in 

fighting the "common" enemy. "Your inter-denominational 

fight has, in my judgment, brought no good in any 

direction, but only harm to the cause and harm to 
116 

you," Cranfill wrote. Norris quickly answered that 

nothing had grieved him more than the long controversy 

between him and Texas Baptist leaders, but hastened 

to add that the primary reason for the prolongation 

was that "the convention leaders declared eternal 

war on the First Baptist Church." He vowed that he 

would go to any length within his power to restore the 

fellowship between Texas Baptists. "I believe in 

them," he declared, "I love them, I am one of them and 

117 expect to die one." These protestations of good 

will and peaceful intentions, while they may have had 

a degree of sincerity at the time, were for naught. 

The renewed correspondence ended with Cranfill suggesting 

that he and Norris initiate the peace movement together. 

"Nothing can change the past nor mend it up," he wrote 

Norris, "but if all the brethren would, with one accord. 

•'••'•̂J. B. Cranfill to Norris, August 24, 1928, 
Norris Papers #5,126. 

117Norris to J. B. Cranfill, August 25, 1928, 
Norris Papers #5,127. 
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stop where they are and train their guns on Al Smith, 

I think peace would reign in the war zone. ""'••'•̂  Two 

things, however—the fact that not all the leaders 

supported Cranfill and Norris in their open campaign 

against Smith, and that the defeat of Smith in 

November, 1928, ended the one thread which had bound 

them together—probably account for the failure of the 

alliance which Norris and Cranfill attempted to form. 

Whatever reasons Norris had for trying to 

initiate peaceful overtures with his denomination 

foes—whether to form a holy alliance to defeat Al 

Smith or because he sincerely wanted an end to denomin

ational strife—they were momentary. indeed, even while 

he was talking peace on one hand, he was attacking his 

critics on the other. 

One line of Norris' attack on Texas Baptist 

leaders fell on his perennial foe, L. R. Scarborough. 

The spark which renewed the verbal war was the dismissal 

of a seminary student at Southwestern Baptist Theological 

Seminary allegedly because he was a member of Norris* 

church. The student—John R. Rice—had preached at 

First Baptist Church on several occasions when Norris 

was absent from his pulpit ."'•-'• ̂  When Rice was dismissed 

•'••'•̂J. B. Cranfill to Norris, August 27, 1928, 
Norris Papers, #5,128. 

-'••'-̂ Fundamentalist, February 17, March 23, and 
March 30, 1928. 
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from the seminary, he and Norris claimed it was because 

he had spoken on Norris' radio, KFQB, and had preached 

at First Baptist Church. Supposedly, Rice was given 

the choice of either breaking his connections with 

120 
Norris or leaving the seminary. Norris believed 

the expulsion of Rice was the "beginning of the end" 

121 for President Scarborough. To the seminary president 

he made his usual offer of radio time, especially since 

the Baptist Standard was pursuing a policy of silence 

12 2 

on denominational controversy. In order to capitalize 

upon the issue Norris gave Rice additional radio time, 

bought him a tent in which to conduct evangelistic 

meetings in the area, and allowed him to fill the 

First Baptist Church pulpit while he was in Dallas 
123 

organizing a new Fundamentalist church. John R. 

Rice soon beccime one of Norris' agents, and the issue 

lost its appeal. The Fort Worth pastor, as usual, 

exploited the issue to its fullest extent, then 

moved on to other endeavors. •'•̂ N̂orris to I. E. Gates, March 30, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,657. 

1 21 
Norris to L. R. Scarborough, March 26, 1928, 

Scarborough Papers. 
•'•^^Fundamentalist, April 6, 1928; Norris to DeWitt 

Bomar, March 23, 1928, Norris Papers #750. 

^^•^Fundamentalist, April 27, 1928. 

•'•̂ N̂orris and Rice later split. Rice became a 
bitter foe, even more to the fundamentalist right than 
Norris. 
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The second object of Norris' vindictive spirit 

was J. M. Dawson, another perennial foe. The issue 

was the inspiration of the Bible. Dawson, a well 

known Baptist preacher and religious newspaper editor, 

had written several articles discussing the allegorical 

interpretation of certain passages in the Bible, a 

position he himself endorsed. Norris, seeing his 

literalistic position challenged, joined others in 

1 P 5 
combatting this new wave of "modernism." When 

Dawson was invited to speak at Broadway Baptist Church 

in Fort Worth, Norris filled his paper with verbal 

barbs, asking if a modernist should ever be allowed 

126 
to speak in a Baptist church. He also conducted 

a massive letter writing campaign trying to rally 

others against Dawson. "If Dawson's position is true, 

then we have no Bible and no salvation," he wrote to 

127 
one correspondent in Electra. To another, in Guthrie, 

Oklahoma, the Fort Worth pastor wrote that "the big 

issue is the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures and 

128 
if there is no verbal inspiration, we have no inspiration." 

125 
John Freeman to Norris, October 1, 1928, 

Norris Papers #8,573. 

12^Fundamentalist, March 22, 1929. 

•'•^^Norris to W. L. Brandon, July 29, 1929, 
Norris Papers #2,471. 

1 2 p 
•^'^°Norris to Charles T. Alexander, December 20, 

1929, Norris Papers #366. 
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When Scarborough and Truett refused to repudiate Dawson*s 

position, Norris vowed that he would "cut them all to 

pieces on their endorsement of the repudiation of the 

1 29 verbal inspiration of the Scriptures." To his 

readers he declared that "if the Bible is not true 

130 scientifically, it is not true religiously." The 

feud with Dawson over conflicting interpretations of 

the inspiration of the Bible continued through the 

Thirties and the Forties until Norris' death. The 

debate was entirely on the Fort Worth pastor*s part, 

for Dawson continued to preach and write as if Norris 

did not exist, an example he encouraged other Baptist 

131 leaders to follow. 

That Norris preferred controversy to peace is 

evidenced by his own comments. In a letter to his 

friend, J. E. Boyd of Decatur, he wrote that if they 

could keep the evolution question and the verbal 

129 
Norris to M. E. Davis, December 6, 1929, 

Norris Papers #5,460. 
-*•-̂ F̂undamentalist, December 13, 1929; for 

other correspondence see Norris to R. C. Crane, 
December 28, 1929, Norris Papers #3,047 and Norris 
to Charles T. Alexander, December 29, 1929, Norris 
Papers #370. 

•'••̂•'•For a discussion of the Norris-Dawson 
controversy, see Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember, 
and the 1972 Rufus Spain interview with Dawson in the 
Oral History Collection at Baylor University. 
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inspiration issue before the people, "the end of the 

present regime among Texas Baptists is in sight and 

a new day will dawn at once."-'""̂ ^ He urged Boyd, as 

a layman, to write editor McConnell of the Standard 

questioning him on his editorial position.•''•̂ ^ Thus, 

even though the evolution question had been discussed 

and re-discussed; even though the Baptist General 

Convention of Texas had repudiated its teaching; even 

though Baylor now required its teachers to sign a 

doctrinal statement, Norris continued to use the con

troversy as an issue and a wedge of separation. That 

he enjoyed the controversy is revealed in a letter 

to his mother-in-law in which he declared: "I am 

having lots of fun,--don*t know how much the other 

crowd is having, but I am having enough for both sides, 

and why not?" Again, to his brother-in-law, M. H. 

Duncan, he wrote: "I will seek every opportunity of 

attack and every time there is an open joint in their 

135 harness I will shoot an arrow at the venture." The 

•'••̂ N̂orris to J. E. Boyd, March 15, 1929, Norris 
Papers #2,400. 

•'•'̂"̂Boyd wrote McConnell endorsing Norris* posi
tion on evolution. J. E. Boyd to Norris, March 16, 
1929, Norris Papers #2,401. 

134 
Norris to Mrs. J. M. Gaddy, July 18, 1929, 

Norris Papers #9,640. 
•'•"̂ N̂orris to M. H. Duncan, November 4, 1929, 

Norris Papers #6,621. 
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clearest indication of his philosophy, with regard to 

his relationship with Texas Baptists, is seen in a 

letter written to Luther Holcomb late in 1929. Norris 

wanted peace at least partially on his terms, but did 

not believe it was possible as long as Druett, Brooks, 

and Scarborough were in power. "They have little use 

for a man they cannot absolutely dominate," he 

declared to Holcomb, who had succeeded F. S. Groner 

as Executive Secretary of the Baptist General Convention 

of Texas. "They fool themselves," he asserted, "by 

saying that *Norris is done for,* and yet they pay 

more attention to what I say and write than ever 

before." The Fort Worth pastor was wise enough to 

realize that he had certain influences as an outsider 

that he would never have had inside the state Baptist 

organization. That he realized this is clear, for as 

he told Holcomb: 

Contrary to what some may think, 
I expect to stay with the Baptists, have 
never had any other intentions. . . . 
As to the question of my being *out* 
that doesn't change the situation or my 
interest. I do not intend to let up 
until everything is cleared up in Texas. 
There are a few that think I am dying 
to get in, that I need to get in. . . . 
My work has prospered more by my being 
'out,' more people have turned in 
sympathy toward my work than if I 
were in.-'"-̂ ^ 

l-̂ N̂orris to Luther Holcomb, September 27, 
1929, Norris Papers #10,645. 
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Norris critics also realized something of the 

influence he possessed from his independent status 

outside the organized Baptist work. President 

Brooks continually answered questioning constituents 

by discrediting his Fort Worth opponent. To one he 

declared that Norris' "method of attack violates all 

the rules of fairness. He twists all facts out of 

their meaning. He accuses men of rascality and then 

137 

blandly asks them to reply in some sort of debate." 

He also applauded F. M. McConnell for the "incisive 

fashion" with which he was answering the charges of 

the "blundermentalist."-'̂ '̂ ^ Jeff Ray, a member of 

the faculty at Southwestern Seminary, pointed out 

that Texas Baptists had allowed Norris, by the nega

tive process, to shape denominational policies in 

Texas. His solution was clear: "My own feeling is 

that the time has fully come when denominational 

policies should be made just as if Frank Norris had 
139 

never lived." 

Late in 1928 and early in 1929 Norris was 

called upon to deal with two crises which threatened 

•"••̂ Ŝ. P. Brooks to J. S. Rounds, January 11, 
1929, Brooks Papers. 

•'•'̂ Ŝ. P. Brooks to F. M. McConnell, March 18, 
1929, Brooks Papers. 

•'•̂ Ĵeff Ray to S. P. Brooks, March 14, 1929, 
Brooks Papers. 
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both his security and his career. One was his involve

ment with J. M. Gilliam and the Lone Star Broadcasting 

Company. During the Chipps affair Norris had sold 

his radio station to Gilliam's Lone Star Broadcasting 

Company. One critic claimed this was a ruse "to get 

his property out of sight from his creditors," but 

more than likely the purpose of the transaction was 

140 to raise funds for the trial. Gilliam sold stock 

in his broadcasting company, using the pages of the 

Searchlight and Fundamentalist to advertise the offering 

When he failed to honor the provisions of the stock 

sale and pay the promised dividends, those who had 

purchased stock began writing Norris. After all, they 

reasoned, Norris must have endorsed the stock if he 

allowed it to be advertised in his paper. Norris 

disavowed any responsibility, but he privately wrote 

Gilliam asking him to honor the promises made in the 

141 
sale of the preferred stocks. The Fort Worth pastor 

was annoyed by people writing him in order to get their 

•'-̂ Îrvin Meyers to Mrs. W. S. Gray, August 17, 
1928, Norris Papers #9,909; Mrs. Gray had asked Meyers 
to help her recover money she had invested in station 
KFQB; Gilliam was a former associate of Norris', 
having served as Business Manager for the Searchlight 
for a number of years. 

•'•̂ •'•Norris to J. M. Gilliam, August 24, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,912; one reader informed Norris that 
he had purchased $700 worth of LSBC stock because he 
believed Norris had endorsed it. F. L. Fallis to Norris, 
August 25, 1928, Norris Papers #9,913. 
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money back because, as he said: "I have no interest 

in this matter financially." To Gilliam he wrote: 

"For heaven's sake, satisfy these stockholders at 

once. . . ." Gilliam realized that the incident 

was an embarrassment to Norris but confessed that 

financially he was unable to do more than buy back 

144 
the stock as he had money to do so. The incident 

continued to plague Norris and cast doubts as to his 

credibility. 

The second crisis, a fire which destroyed First 

Baptist Church for the second time, occurred while 

Norris was in Austin preparing for an evangelistic 

meeting. He received the fateful phone call on the 

morning of January 12, 1929, that flames had consumed 

the entire facilities—auditorium, offices and educa-

145 tional space. Norris hurried back to Fort Worth to 

face the loss, set at $300,000, and, as was characteristic 

of him, plunged into the process of finding a place 

•'•̂ N̂orris to J. M. Gilliam, August 29, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,918. 

-'•̂ N̂orris to J. M. Gilliam, April 22, 1929, 
Norris Papers #9,962; Gilliam had sold KFQB to Thurman 
Barrett, but was still not able to pay the promised 
dividend. J. M. Gilliam to The Stockholders of LSBC, 
January 3, 1929, Norris Papers #9,951. 

•'•̂ Ĵ. M. Gilliam to Norris, April 25, 1929, 
Norris Papers #9,966. 

-'•̂ F̂ort Worth Press, January 12, 1929. The alarm 
was turned in at 6:15 a.m. 
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for his flock, then rebuilding for the second time.'''̂ ^ 

When he arrived late that Saturday afternoon, he 

went first to survey the ruins. After a brief 

reconnaissance, he turned his attention to the develop-

147 
ment of a temporary meeting place. 

During the summer of 1929 Norris had constructed 

a tabernacle on Lipscomb Street, in the downtown 

section of the city. He called for volunteers to help 

him wall it in and install gas heaters so that it 

could be used the next day. The results were phenomenal. 

Hundreds responded. By Sunday morning the tabernacle, 

crude as it was, was ready to receive the faithful of 

First Baptist Church. When the congregation gathered 

into the makeshift sanctuary, the pastor announced 

that 5,435 had been present for a Sunday School class 

somewhere among the scattered meeting places he had 

secured. Then he delivered his message, "Paul Thanked 

148 
God and Took Courage." 

On Monday Norris turned to the task of providing 

more and better temporary facilities. He wrote his 

secretary, Jane Hartwell, that he was setting up a 

service in the Young People's Building with Beauchamp 

•'•'̂ F̂undamentalist, January 18, 1929. 

"''Tatum, Conquest or Failure? p. 253. 

148 
Fundamentalist, January 18, 1929. 
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Vick as leader; one in the tabernacle, led by John 

Rice; and one in either the Palace or Worth theaters, 

led by him. Later, he added a fourth service at his 

tabernacle in the south side of town.^^ By sheer 

force of character Norris kept his church together, 

even though it was spread all over Fort Worth. 

During the weeks following the fire information 

related to the destruction of First Baptist Church 

began to fall into place. The loss was great. Gone 

was "the accumulated investment of half a century, . . . 

the tangible accumulation of his (Norris') life's 

150 efforts." This included not only Norris' radio 

and press, but also his personal papers and library. 

Then came the news that several charred washtubs had 

been found near the pulpit, and that four men had 

been seen leaving First Baptist Church early in the 

151 morning of January 12. Later, as insurance adjusters 

settled the claims, Norris and his congregation learned 

that, due to the indebtedness of the church, the 

settlement would amount to only $10,000. Prospects 

were obviously bleak for the Fort Worth pastor, but by 

•'•Norris to Jane Hartwell, January 16, 1929, 
Norris Papers #11,688; Ibid., January 17, 1929, Norris 
Papers #11,689. 

•'•̂ T̂atum, Conquest or Failure? p. 253. 

^^^Fort Worth Star-Telegram, January 13, 1929. 



January 25 he had a building fund campaign underway. 

Norris discounted the insurance settlement with the 

assurance that the rapid rise of real estate would 

allow First Baptist Church to build "better and 

153 larger." His plans, however, required $100,000 

to start, a formidable sum even if the depression 

had not been on the horizon. Norris wanted a 6,000 

seat, second floor auditorium with a lower floor to 

be leased for business purposes. The projected cost 

was $1,500,000. Included in this proposal was a 

stronger radio transmitter which would enable Norris 

154 to reach even more people. 

Meanwhile, the seemingly indefatigable Norris 

continued to preach to overflow crowds. With his 

subalterns filling secondary pulpits, the pastor 

preached and cajoled, and at the same time begged and 

155 borrowed funds for the new building. Then came the 
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152 

•'• ̂^Fundamentalist, January 25, 1929. 

•'"̂ \orris to Earl Anderson, January 18, 1929, 
Norris Papers #465. 

•'•̂ N̂orris to Mrs. J. C. Brannon, January 29, 
1929, Norris Papers #927; Norris to Harvey Beauchamp, 
February 29, 1929, Norris Papers #882. 

^^^Fundamentalist, April 12, 1929; Norris to 
J. M. Brooker, April 24, 1929, Norris Papers #935. 
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news of the stock market crash, a critical blow to 

Norris' fund-raising schemes. Later, he would remark 

1 5fi 

that this was the greatest crisis of his life. ° 

156 
Entzminger, J_̂  Frank Norris, p. 239; Despite 

the Crash, Norris put his new radio station, KTAT, 
on the air in late October. Fundamentalist, November 1, 
1929. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE THIRTIES: YEARS OF REBUILDING 

For J. Frank Norris the years between 1930 and 

1940 were years of both frustration and achievement. On 

one hand the pastor of First Baptist Church was forced 

to rebuild his church during the lean years of the 

Great Depression. On the other he saw his following 

expand into a fellowship of fundamentalist churches with 

its own seminary and mission program. As one biographer 

put it, "When they are hungry, they go to church. When 

they are desolate and destitute, they pray, and Norris, 

while he found it difficult to organize and stabilize 

his crowd, did infinitely trouble the Baptismal Waters." 

Norris' activities during the 1930's can be 

divided into four categories—financial, organizational, 

denominational, and political. These included rebuilding 

his church, holding his congregation together, organizing 

new fundamentalist churches, establishing a seminary 

and mission enterprises, attacking modernism and 

communism, and combatting social evils. In each Norris 

Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 256. 
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remained the vigorous and controversial figure he had 

been in the 1920's, except a little more subdued. 

One of the major problems Norris faced during 

the Great Depression was, as might be expected, economic 

hardship. Norris assumed the responsibility for raising 

the money to rebuild First Baptist Church despite the 
2 

fact that money was scarce. The rebuilding fund drive 

began on January 25, 1929, with plans for a physical 
3 

plant costing 1.5 million dollars. By July, plans 
4 

had changed to a $500,000 edifice seating 6,000 persons. 

When the congregation occupied its rebuilt structure 

in the summer of 1932, it was little more than four 

walls, a roof, and a concrete floor. The finished 

product bore little resemblance to the building which 

Norris had envisioned but, under the circumstances, it 
5 

was all that was financially possible. At that, the 
cost was high and put the church deeper in debt. Norris 

set an example of sacrifice by refusing a salary from 

2First Baptist Church took out a paid up 
life insurance policy on Norris with money borrowed 
from D. R. Graham. The policy was then pledged as 
collateral on notes to rebuild the church. This was 
just one means by which Norris tried to raise money. 
Norris Papers #10,280. 

FundamentaliSt, January 25 and February 22, 
1929. 

"̂ Ibid. , July 19, 1929. 
5 
Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 261; Fort 

Worth Star Telegram, October 17, 1932. 
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the church until "the income balanced with the obliga

tions." Until then, he announced, he would depend 

upon outside engagements for living expenses.^ This 

need for revenue to rebuild his church and to provide 

for his own financial security partially explains the 

large number of outside engagements which Norris accepted, 

and his later decision to accept the dual pastorate of 

both First Baptist Church and the Temple Baptist Church 

of Detroit. 

Norris was not always successful in securing 

funds. His correspondence during this period is replete 

with threats of foreclosure on mortgages secured by 

the First Baptist Church. The Kansas City Life Insurance 

Company held an $80,000 note on the buildings of First 

Baptist Church and on numerous occasions turned the 

collection of payments on this note over to attorneys, 
7 

who in turn put pressure on Norris and the church. ' 

Time and again the pastor and congregation came up 

with the necessary funds to avoid foreclosure. They 

paid on the interest, renegotiated interest rates, paid 

^J. C. Penney appeared at First Baptist Church 
on June 15, 1930. Fundamentalist, June 13, 1930; Norris 
to Harry Keeton, October 15, 1932, Norris Papers #13,821 

"̂  See L. C. McBride (of McBride, O'Donnell and 
Hamilton) to Norris, June 12, 1934, Norris Papers #14, 
126; Wood Arnold (of Kansas City Life Insurance) to 
First Baptist Church, May 6, 1935, Norris Papers 
#14,163; Fort Worth Star-Telegram, August 23, 1934. 
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back taxes, and pledge rents from church property in 

order to maintain possession of their buildings and 

avoid going into receivership. By 1935 they were 

making monthly payments of $500 which partially 

alleviated the tremendous financial pressure under 
p 

which they endeavored. On a number of occasions 

the church refinanced its debts in order to pay its 

creditors and spread the balance of payments over 
9 

a longer period of time. 

These financial affairs occupied much of Norris* 

time and energies. It required a great effort but, 

as was characteristic of the Fort Worth pastor, he 

always seemed to manage. His greatest argument 

was that it was better for First Baptist Church to 

retain possession of its property and to make token 

payments than to lose its property, which could not 

be sold at the time for what it was worth. Most 

creditors agreed that they did not want the First 

8see Chester Collins (First Baptist Church 
attorney) to Kansas City Life, May 9, 19 35, Norris 
Papers #14,164; and receipts from Kansas City Life 
for monthly payments in 1935, Norris Papers #14,170 
to #14,181. 

^See note of First Baptist Church to General 
American Insurance, July 1, 1935. Norris Papers #9,794. 
First Baptist Church borrowed $93,000 at 5% with 
quarterly payments of $3,000 and a final payment of 
$6,000 on January 1, 1940. 

^^Norris to Kansas City Life, July 5, 1935. 
Norris sent in back taxes in order to avoid fore
closure, and announced: "It has been very difficult 
to do at this time." 
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Baptist Church property, and thus renegotiated interest 

rates and payments until conditions improved and full 

payment could be made. When words failed to forestall 

financial disaster. Pastor Norris produced the needed 

dollars, or some pledge which would satisfy the 

12 
creditors. 

By 1937 the financial condition of First Baptist 

Church was improving. During 1936 the church raised 

$68,141.45 for all causes as compared to $66,419.49 
13 for 1935. Two factors accounted for the improvement. 

One was renewed growth in the church's membership. 

After the fire, many members had scattered, but after 

1932 they began to return. On January 8, 1937, Norris 

reported 1,152 additions to the church during 1936, 

14 

reminiscent of the growth-oriented days of the 1920's. 

A second factor was the addition of Temple Baptist Church 

in Detroit, Michigan, as a second pastorate for 

Norris. Temple Baptist absorbed some of Norris* 

expenses and took over most of the cost of publishing 

•̂'•Chester Collins to L. R. Williams (of Kansas 
City Life), May 19, 1936, Norris Papers #14,214. 

•'•̂On September 10, 1936, Mr. and Mrs. Norris 
assigned their $10,000 life insurance policy to Kansas 
City Life in order to secure a $12,000 loan for First 
Baptist Church, Norris Papers #14,219. 

1 3 

•^Fundamentalist, January 1, 1937; Financial 

Report of First Baptist Church for 1936. 

1 Fundamentalist, January 8, 1937. 
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the Fundamentalist. Later the Detroit congregation 

helped finance the Bible institute and purchase mission 

property in China. In 1936 the Temple church raised 

15 
$75,385.82 for all causes. This revenue plus increases 

in the membership of First Baptist Church helped the 

Fort Worth church and its pastor to weather the financial 

hardships of the 1930*s. 

Norris also had to contend with numerous organi

zational problems during the Thirties, each requiring 

the pastor*s own unique abilities and personal charisma. 

The major problem was, of course, rebuilding the 

scattered membership of First Baptist Church into the 

potent force it had been during the 1920*s. To do 

so he had to develop issues which would attract crowds, 

and then provide spaces in which they could assemble. 

He used nearby theaters and office buildings, constructed 

tabernacles, and during the summer held outdoor meetings. 

When the new facilities of First Baptist Church were 

dedicated, an estimated 14,000 attended the day*s 

16 
activities. Through the years from 1932 to 1939 

15Financial Report of the Temple Baptist Church 
for 1936. The 1936 revenues compared with $18,334.00 
in 1934 and $34,586.99 in 1935. It is apparent that 
the potential resources of Temple Baptist were greater 
than those of First Baptist Church during the same 
period. 

16 
Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 261. This 

figure represents the total number who attended Sunday 
School, Morning Worship, the afternoon service, and 
Evening Worship. Persons who attended all of the 
functions might have been counted four times. 
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he continued to rebuild the attendance at his church, 

but the figures seldom if ever exceeded the 3,000 

mark, and never rose to the 5,000 number which had 

17 been reached in the 1920*s. 

One reason why First Baptist Church failed 

to grow as expected is that Norris was absent from 

its pulpit the greater part of the years from 1935 

to 1937, developing his dual pastorate in Detroit, 

Michigan. This unique situation resulted in both 

divided interests and energies for the Fort Worth 

pastor. The excitement and the novelty of being the 

pastor of two churches twelve hundred miles apart was, 

on the other hand, too much to resist. Furthermore, 

Norris saw in Detroit a field ripe for harvesting, an 

area heavily populated by blue collar workers, many 

of whom had migrated from the South and shared his 

fundamentalist persuasion. There is also the possi

bility that in Detroit Frank Norris saw a new stage 

from which to operate, a new base of power and influence 

which could supplement—physically and financially--

his Fort Worth pulpit. 

The call to Temple Baptist Church, and the 

inception of the dual pastorate, came about in the 

latter part of 1934. Norris had accepted the invitation 

1 7 
•̂  In 1942, the average Sunday School attendance 

for the months of January and February were 2,516 and 
2,297 respectively. Norris Papers #8,210. 
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to preach the final messages of a union revival meeting 

which had begun several weeks earlier with Billy Sunday 

as guest evangelist. His style of preaching fell on 

sympathetic ears, brought numerical results, and earned 

18 

him the awe and respect of many who heard him. At 

the completion of the revival, he was approached by the 

pulpit committee of the Temple Baptist Church, which 

asked him to consider becoming pastor of its congre

gation. Norris returned to Fort Worth without giving 

the committee a definite answer, but, late in September, 

he announced to the First Baptist Church that he was 

going back to Detroit for a series of services with 
19 

the Temple Baptist Church. 

Norris might never have accepted the call to 

become pastor of Temple Baptist if it had not been 

for an incident which occurred the second day of his 

revival meeting in Detroit. On that Monday evening 

he arrived to find the doors locked at Cass Tech 

auditorium where the services were being held. The 

Board of Education had decided to reverse its approval 

for the meeting and deny Norris the use of the audi

torium.^^ As always, opposition only hardened Norris* 

resolve. The services that night were held in the 

^8Fundamentalist, September 28, 1934. 

Ibid. 

^^Ibid., December 7, 1934. 
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small and inadequate sanctuary of the Temple Church 

before an overflow crowd. Norris promptly struck out 

at the unseen forces which had attempted to muffle him. 

As Tatum put it, "controversy had once again given him 

21 new energy and meaning to his preaching." Following 

the meeting the church voted to call the controversial 

preacher as its pastor. Again he refused to answer 

22 

them immediately. 

Norris finally decided to accept the challenge 

of a dual pastorate. His announced reason was to do 

battle with the modernists in the Northern Baptist 
23 

Convention. As might be expected, one of the first 

official acts of the Temple Church under' Norris* 

pastorate was to withdraw from the Northern Convention 

and ally itself with the Fundamentalist Fellowship 

which its pastor had established. 

Two years later the Temple Baptist Church hardly 

resembled the 800 member organization it had been in 

1934. Under the guiding hands of Norris and his asso

ciate, Louis Entzminger, the church had added 2,213 new 
24 members, 1,167 in 1936 alone. A new tabernacle had 

21 
Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 273. 

22Fundamentalist, December 28, 1934. The 
vote was 257-157 for Norris. 

23 
Norris, Inside History, pp. 176-178. 
Financial Report of the Temple Baptist Church 

for 1936. Of the 1,167 who joined in 1936, 443 came 
by transfer of membership and 724 by baptism. 
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replaced the small auditorium and had been occupied on 

25 
January 19, 1936. The auditorium had been converted 

to educational space, and an additional Sunday School 

building was projected for 1937. The receipts had more 

than tripled in the two years, but so had the expenses. 

All projects were on a "pay-as-you-go" basis.^^ Each 

home received weekly copies of the Fundamentalist and 

Norris had bought radio time on WJR, a 50,000 watt 

station in Detroit, to supplement his radio ministry 

over KTAT. By January 1, 1937, the Temple Baptist 

Church of Detroit had taken on the characteristics of 

a "Norris" church.^^ 

This transition had not been wrought without 

conflict. The deacons of the Temple Church admitted 

that "the church went through no small storm in order 

to throw overboard its excess baggage and come to the 

one and only mission of the church. . .to preach the 

28 gospel and win lost souls." There had been the 

characteristic exodus of those who opposed Norris, a 

25 
Fundamentalist, January 17, 1936. 

26 
Financial Report of the Temple Baptist 

Church for 1936"]; 
27 
Ibid.; Norris had remarked to Entzminger in 

1931 that he would not go to any place where he 
did not have access to a radio. Norris to Louis 
Entzminger, January 6, 1931, Scarborough Papers. 

28 
Financial Report of the Temple Baptist 

Church for 1936. 
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void filled by those who thronged to hear him. There 

had been the usual clashes with the leadership of the 

church as Norris assumed his customary control over 

the congregation and its organization. By 1937 those 

who remained and those who had recently joined were 

solidly united behind Norris. 

In his dual pastorate Norris was ably assisted 

by three associates—Louis Entzminger, G. B. Vick, and 

Gilbert Wilson. Entzminger had rejoined Norris in 1935 

as director of the Sunday School program at Temple Baptist. 

G. Beauchamp Vick joined Norris* evangelistic team in 

1936 as music director. Vick had been associated with 

Norris earlier as director of young people*s work at 

First Baptist Church, but had resigned in 1929. He 

came to Temple Baptist as song leader for Mordecai Ham, 

who had been engaged by Norris to lead a series of 

revival meetings at the Detroit Church during the winter 

of 1936-1937. When the meeting was over, Vick remained 

at the Temple church as choir director and assistant 

to Louis Entzminger. Later, "Entz" returned to Fort 

Worth as Sunday School Superintendent, and Vick remained 

in Detroit as General Superintendent. This meant 

supervising the program of the church in Norris' absence. 
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In the 1940*s, he was named co-pastor with Norris, and 

after their split in 1950, he became full pastor.^^ 

The third member of Norris* group of associates 

was Gilbert Wilson. His responsibility was to fill 

the pulpit of First Baptist Church while Norris was 

either in Detroit or away from the church in revival 

meetings. He was the first of a long line of Norris 

proteges who filled in for him while he supervised his 

growing "fellowship" of churches. Wilson, who joined 

the staff of First Baptist Church in January, 1936, had 

"all the authority and responsibility of the pastorate" 

in Norris * absence and directed the work of the office 

staff."̂ ^ 

Month after month Norris alternated between 

the two churches, either by train or airplane. After 

two years of labor as pastor of two churches over 

1,000 miles apart, Norris proudly announced 4,336 new 

members for both churches and a total of $244,533.75 

raised by both churches in 1935 and 1936. At the end 

of five years he reported 6,193 new members at 

Temple Church alone, and in 1946, he boasted of pastoring 

^^Ibid.; Fundamentalist, April 12, 1935; Tatum, 
Conquest or Failure?, pp. 278-287. 

^^Financial Report of First Baptist Church for 
1936. 
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25,000 members, the "largest congregation ever under 

31 
a single pastor. . ." 

The point has been made that the growth of 

Norris* following depended to a large degree upon his 

ability to keep controversial issues before the people. 

There can be little doubt that many of those who came 

to hear Norris did so because he satisfied their need 

for excitement and sensationalism in their religious 

experience. The Fort Worth pastor readily understood 

this and much of his energy was spent in sensational 

and controversial preaching. 

Leaving the organizational work to Entzminger 

and Vick, Norris concentrated on creating or exploiting 

explosive issues. During the 1930's, these issues 

included modernism in the churches, the creeping influence 

of communism, and so-called Baptist "machine" policies. 

Of these, the Baptist machine came in for the lion's 

share of the criticism. 

One of the focal points of Norris' attack on 

organized Baptist work was J. M. Dawson. The issue was 

that Dawson allegedly repudiated verbal inspiration of 

the scriptures, a cornerstone of the fundamentalist 

credo. Norris believed that the leadership of Texas 

Baptists had made the "blunder of its life" when it 

•̂ •'•Ibid. ; Tatum, Conquest or Failure?, p. 281; 
Roy, Apostles of Discord, p. 352. 
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endorsed Dawson's position and vowed to make them regret 

32 

it. He offered his opponents radio time to defend 

their support of Dawson, but they had obviously learned 

their lesson in the radio hate-fest and refused.^"^ One 

of Norris' supporters, commenting humorously upon his 

attack on the machine, asked his Fort Worth friend what 

would happen if Brooks, Dawson, Scarborough and Truett 

got to heaven before he did. The answer: "They'll 

want to cast you out of the synagogue and make you 

go off somewhere and start a little heaven of your 

own!"̂ "̂  

Norris also enjoyed baiting George Truett of 

Dallas' First Baptist Church. To one of his friends 

who had chosen to stay in the convention, the Fort 

Worth pastor wrote that he was sure his friend would 

enjoy reading an address he had delivered in Dallas 

"when I unmasked the infallible Baptist pope." He 

wrote: "It has certainly stirred up the natives and 

razor blades are a thousand feet high in Dallas, and 

since they are so stirred, I am going back and give 

•̂ N̂orris to I. E. Gates, January 17, 1930, 
Norris Papers #9,675; Norris expressed the same 
view to J. B. Cranfill, October 17, 1930, Norris 
Papers #3,159. 

33 
Norris to S. P. Brooks, January 31, 1930, 

Norris Papers #1,054. 
^^F. L. Duporit to Norris, January 31, 1930, 

Norris Papers #5,525. 
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35 
them some more." When I. E. Gates cautioned him 

about his attacks on Truett, Norris replied: "I know 

that you and some of my friends think I am going too 

far, but I haven't started yet."-^^ 

One of his favorite tactics was to have his 

supporters write probing letters to his critics. One 

of these supporters, B. O. Evans, wrote F. M. McConnell, 

editor of the Baptist Standard, praising Norris and 

questioning the editor's support of J. M. Dawson's 

repudiation of verbal inspiration of the Scriptures. 

Evans declared that "We common ordinary everday laymen 

wonder if the large results which the Lord give J. 

Frank Norris is not the bottom cause of the jealousy 
37 

and criticism against him." He then called attention 

to McConnell*s support of a pamphlet written by Dawson 

and containing ideas repugnant to the fundamentalists, 

asking him why he had seconded the motion to have the 

pamphlet distributed. Why not, Evans suggested, publish 

Dawson*s Plain Talk article in the Standard and let 

the people decide? He intimated that most people believed 

^^Norris to E. P. Alldredge, April 23, 1930, 
Norris Papers #391. Alldredge was an official with 
the Southern Baptist Convention in Dallas, but was 
sympathetic with many of Norris* points of view. 

^^Norris to I. E. Gates, April 26, 1930, 
Norris Papers #9,862. 

37 
B. 0. Evans to F. M. McConnell, May 3, 1930, 

Norris Papers #7,440. Several copies of drafts Norris 
prepared for others to send are extant in his papers. 
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in verbal inspiration and were listening to Norris. 

"It is a fact that cannot be denied," commented 

Evans, "that the denomination machine has done 

everything in its power to destroy J. Frank Norris 

and instead of destroying him you have only added to 

his influence. . .and don't fool yourself, the people 

38 are listening to what he says." Judging from the 

number of letters which Norris helped his followers 

draft to his opponents, a great many were listening 

to the Fort Worth pastor. Some were even willing to 

follow him out of the regular denominational circle 

of Texas Baptist life. 

After a number of years of controversy Norris 

came to realize that he was no longer a part of 

organized Baptist work in Texas. "We are going through 

the crucial period of separation," he told an 

associate. "There isn't a shadow of doubt but that 

the separation will take place, but my view is to 

fight the machine and the modernists until we either 

vanquish them in the present conventions or until 

39 they put us out." For Norris this meant the 

Southern Baptist Convention, as he had been excluded 

from the local and state organizations and later, in 

38 Ibid. McConnell had denied seconding the 
motion in a letter to Evans on February 15, 1930. 
Norris Papers #7,438. 

•̂ N̂orris to Dale Crowley, May 21, 1930, Norris 
Papers #5,211. 
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1935, withdrew his Temple church from the Northern 

Baptist Convention. Norris continued to attend the 

annual meetings of the Southern Baptist Convention 

and often rented an auditorium or theatre in order 

to hold rival services. It is safe to say that 

Norris was something of a gadfly in the affairs 

of the Convention. To many he was a fly in the 

ointment. To others he was simply a nuisance. One 

critic lectured him on his responsibility, saying 

"Frankly Brother Norris, your criticisms are not for 

the purpose of clarifying the situation. . .but rather 

to discourage and humiliate the men of the denomination 

who are trying to further the interest of the Lord's 

kingdom." Norris himself provided an interesting 

insight into why he continued the conflict with Texas 

Baptists when he wrote that 

There is nothing that I enjoy 
more now than to have some of the 
ecclesiastics, the Sanhedrists, and 
their little sprouts—and I mean no 
reflection in the use of the word 
sprout, for it is a very small plant 
with short roots and no fruit, it 
can't stand the dry weather—I say 
there is nothing that I enjoy more 
than to have them jump on me. It 

^^H. 0. Boatwright to Norris, June 30, 1930, 
Norris Papers #1,021; Norris replied: "I do not 
think that. . .other man or institution is entitled 
to the support of Bible believing Baptists when 
they all repudiated or denied the verbal inspira
tion of the Scriptures, which is the foundation of 
our faith." Norris to H. 0. Boatwright, July 2, 1930, 
Norris Papers #1,022. 
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increases the circulation of my paper 
and makes folks want to hear me. 

It has been amusing to me to 
watch their actions. When they first 
attacked me with all their ecclesiastical 
tyranny because I dared to stand for the 
independence of the local church, the 
freedom of the ministry, the whole Bible 
versus evolution and every phase of 
modernism, for the open policy.in 
handling denominational funds. 

On one hand it seems that Norris enjoyed being 

outside the organized work of Texas Baptists; on the 

other, there is some indication that he would have 

made peace if it could have been on his terms. To M. H. 

Wolfe and R. E. Burt he wrote that he did not need 

the machine, that he was successful without its 

support. "I ask nothing for myself or my church," 

he declared. "Nothing the machine can do can hurt 

me or my church. They have done their worst and shot 

their bolt. I am in position now where I can reach 

the public not only by one radio but by an entire 

42 

syndicate and my paper covers the whole earth." 

M. H. Wolfe, a Dallas cotton merchant and influential 

member of Truett*s church, was Norris* friend and 

supporter. He worked diligently to bring peace between 

Norris and state Baptist leaders. Norris listened. 

^^Norris to M. H. Dodson, August 30, 1930, 
Norris Papers #6,250. 

'̂ 2Norris to M. H. Wolfe and R. E. Burt, 
November 9, 1930, Norris Papers #1,078. 
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then spelled out his own conditions to I. E. Gates. "I 

am for peace," he said, "and give the conditions that 

will bring peace." His formula—an unequivocal resolution 

endorsing verbal inspiration of the Bible and the 

admission of the Baptist Missionary Alliance, a funda

mentalist organization of churches, into the Texas Baptist 

fellowship. 

On closer examination it becomes obvious that 

Norris was an independent minded person whose spirit 

was conducive to being on the outside. If he had made 

peace, he would have deprived himself of most of the 

issues by which he built his congregations. Peace was 

an alternative which Norris considered, although, in 

all likelihood, never very seriously. 

In the light of other correspondence and actions 

Norris* peace talk seems to be more rhetoric than 

sincere desire. To B. A. Copass, a member of the 

Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary faculty, he 

wrote: "You are a fine specimen of other dead horses 

on Seminary Hill. Your whole outfit is absolutely 

44 bankrupt, both individually and collectively." In 

another letter, highly revealing in its insight into 

^^Norris to I. E. Gates, October 29, 1930, 
Norris Papers #9,686. 

^^Norris to B. A. Copass, December 15, 1930, 
Norris Papers #3,145. 
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the Norris mind, the Fort Worth pastor told Copass: 

It amuses me to see how I have 
got the goat of a bunch of Charley-horses, 
and I haven't got it yet to what I am 
going to have it. 

The only thing I have been afraid 
of was that the remnant of the broken 
down machine would have sense enough to 
pay no attention to me, but I am sure 
making them pay plenty of attention now. 

The whole world is laughing in 
its sleeve at the broken down condition 
of the Baptist machine, and they are 
going to laugh some more. 

Norris reserved some of his bitterest invective 

for his old rival, L. R. Scarborough. From Amarillo, 

where he was in the process of organizing a fundamentalist 

Baptist church, pastor Norris wrote Scarborough a 

three page letter citing a number of things for which 

the seminary president should be ashamed. These 

included diverting mission funds to the seminary, land 

speculation, and entanglements with Modernists. "Stand 

up like a man," Norris taunted, "and quit whining like 

a baby, now that the day has come. You have no grounds 

to complain, for have you not used the tyrant's lash 

with the relentlessness that would make Pharoah ashamed?" 

Norris suggested that perhaps Scarborough would like 

to get some friends and reserve some time for another 

radio hate fest, or maybe write another "Fruits of 

^^Norris to B. A. Copass, June 21, 1932, 
Norris Papers #3,311. 
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Norrisism" tract. "Why not be at least a good sport 

and take your medicine," Norris challenged. "You 

started this whole business. I never got mad, made 

any threats or had anybody make them when you sent 

out your untrue propaganda all over the country 

concerning me and my work." " By the 1930*s this 

type of baiting by both sides was not concerned as 

much with issues as with keeping the personality feud 

- . 47 alive. 

Another target of Norris' spleen, closely akin 

to his attack on the Texas Machine, was modernism. 

Whatever historical meaning that term may have had, in 

Norris* hands it became a Pandora*s box of assorted 

evils. Basically, it meant those who tried to reconcile 

science and religion, but to the Fort Worth pastor and 

his fundamentalist followers it was applied to anyone 

who did not agree with their literalistic approach to 

the Scriptures and church doctrine. When Norris spoke 

of modernists in the 1930's, he was referring to J. M. 

Dawson, the Baptist World Alliance, and the Federal 

^^Norris to L. R. Scarborough, November 18, 
1930, Scarborough Papers. 

47 
For example, one of Norris* critics wrote: 

"I was on last night and heard what you had to say 
about me. Now I just want to tell you that you can 
go at it all you care to, bud, and I will strike back 
and don't you forget it. I know some things that I 
am going to tell about you and this attack makes 
the opening." P. S. Banner to Norris, January 3, 1930, 
Norris Papers #977. 
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Council of Churches. In his "Triple Major Operation" 

sermon, preached on January 13, 1935, at the Temple 

Baptist Church, Norris declared that the Baptist 

World Alliance was "run by a bunch of modernists." 

His proof was that the Alliance, in its Stockholm 

session, had refused to endorse A. C. Dixon's resolu

tion to support divine inspiration of the Scriptures, 

the virgin birth of Christ, the deity of Christ, the 

atonement, and the bodily resurrection of Christ. 

Instead, the Alliance adopted a platform endorsing 

internationalism and fraternalism. To Norris this 

meant modernism.^8 Specifically the Fort Worth 

pastor charged J. H. Rushbrook, Secretary of the 

Alliance, and A. W. Beaven of the University of Rochester 

as the directors of modernism in the North, and 

George Truett as their tool in the South. Shailer Matthews 

of the University of Chicago also came in for his 

share of Norris* wrath, as well as M. E. Dodd, president 

of the Southern Baptist Convention. By the time the 

lengthy sermon was over, the preacher had vented his 

^^J. Frank Norris, "The Triple Major Operation 
in Detroit," (Fort Worth: privately printed for the 
author, 1935). 
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anger at a variety of evils which he collectively 

called modernism.^^ 

Norris* campaign against modernism led him 

to Lubbock, Texas, to help eradicate the iniquity which 

a local Baptist minister claimed existed at Texas 

Technological College. The controversy arose when 

R. C. Campbell, pastor of Lubbock*s First Baptist Church, 

entered into a verbal feud with John Granbery of the 

college's history department and Ed Young, editor of 

the college newspaper. This exchange, which began in 

the summer of 1931, erupted early in 1932 when Campbell 

announced that he was going to expose certain questionable 

teachings and teachers at the college. In this tirade 

50 the local pastor had the support of the local newspaper. 

By February he also had the support of J. Frank Norris. 

On February 9 Campbell gave President Paul W. 

Horn the names of four teachers guilty of teaching 

atheism.51 Three days later Norris wrote President Horn, 

asserting "I am sure you agree with me that the taxpayers 

49 
Ibid. During the sermon Norris stopped, turned 

to the chairman of the Deacons, and asked: "Mr. Chairman, 
would you allow Shailer Matthews, the arch modernist 
from Chicago University, to preach in this pulpit?" 
The Chairman answered, "No, sir." Norris then said, 
"That's what happened in the First Baptist Church of 
Dallas. That's the hidden hand behind all this upheval." 

50 
Merton L. Dillon, "Religion in Lubbock," in 

Lawrence R. Graves, ed., A History of Lubbock (Lubbock: 
West Texas Museum Association, 19621 pp~. 474-479. 

51 
-'•̂ Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, February 10, 1932, 
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have the unquestioned right to inquire into the beliefs 

and conduct of public servants who are on the payroll 

of the taxpayers." The Fort Worth pastor affirmed his 

belief in academic freedom, but went on to say that 

"No professor has the right to make the great body of 

Christian citizenship pay his salary while he denies 

the fundamentals of their Christian faith." Norris 

submitted a series of questions which should be put 

to the Tech faculty, including whether faculty members 

believed in evolution, and whether they were sympathetic 

52 

with sovietism. The college's student body went on 

record deploring such a test, but Norris had made his 

point, a point noted by the editor of the local paper, 

who said "If such things are going on at Tech, I am 
53 

another who is in favor of stopping it." 
Norris continued to probe President Horn, again 

citing his argument that while a college professor 

had the civil right to "believe or not believe in any 

creed or no creed," that right did not extend to teaching 

54 that creed at the taxpayers' expense. The editor 

of the local paper printed Norris' questions to 

President Horn, giving the Fort Worth pastor additional 

^2Norris to P. W. Horn, February 12, 1932, Norris 
Papers #10,771. 

^•^Dillon, "Religion in Lubbock," p. 478; Lubbock 
Avalanche-Journal, February 12, 1932. 

^^Norris to P. W. Horn, February 13, 1932, Norris 
Papers #24,762. 
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news coverage in the controversy. The editor added 

two days later, however, that just because Norris had 

become the leader of a certain group of people bound 

together by certain religious beliefs did not mean that 

he deserved any special favors. "It does not behoove 

Dr. Horn or any other free American to skip a rope at 

the snap of Dr. Norris* famous whip," the editor 

asserted, "the Fort Worth Baptist pastor is no dictator, 
56 

after all. A fellow editor from Pampa was more 

explicit, declaring that "J. Frank Norris still likes 

his publicity. As long as anyone will take Norris 

seriously, newspapers will not lack for something to 

57 fill up the papers." President Horn did not believe 

that any faculty members were sympathetic with Bolshevism, 

but Horn agreed with Norris that if any teacher was, 

he should be dismissed. He believed that the Board 

of Trustees tried to select faculty members who stood 

58 for the general principles of the Christian religion. 

Norris lost interest in the Lubbock controversy 

after February, but it went on until late in the year 

when it ended in a sweeping victory for the conservative 

forces. Professor Granbery's contract was not renewed. 

^^Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, February 14, 1932. 

^^Ibid., February 16, 1932. 

57 
Pampa Daily News, February 18, 1932. 

^^P. W. Horn to Norris, February 18, 1932, 
Norris Papers #24,763. 
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and many of those who had supported him left Lubbock.^^ 

Norris had given some color to the conflict, but little 

else. His interest had been mild compared to other 

issues, and he probably got involved in it because his 

brother-in-law, M. H. Duncan, lived in Lubbock and kept 

him informed. The Fort Worth pastor, having more than 

enough to occupy his mind, quickly moved to other issues 

and interests. 

One of these issues was the Federal Council of 

Churches and its threat to fundamentalism. Organized 

in 1908 as a part of the interchurch movement, the 

Federal Council had come to represent several million 

persons in a large number of denominations. To Norris 

this was simply another machine with which he had to 

do battle. He called it the "most blatant, egotistic, 

self-asserting, ecclesiastical, dictatorial organization 

that has ever been known in the world." During the 

same sermon, preached April 14, 1936, in Convention 

Hall, Rochester, New York, Norris called the council 

"Satan*s chief conspiracy to destroy this present 

civilization, and establish on the wreck and ruins a 

^^Dillon, "Religion in Lubbock," p. 479. The 
action against Granbery was a serious blow against 
the principle of academic freedom. Campbell*s and 
Norris' charges were never fully substantiated, and 
bordered on libel. The incident does reveal the lack 
of support which academic freedom had among the rank 
and file. President Horn believed in the principle, 
but his untimely death a short while later prevented 
him from exercising his convictions. 
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world-wide communistic dictatorship." Its goals, according 

to Norris, were to question the word of God, deny its 

60 
authority, and rule God out of the universe. These 

words were intended to awaken conservative Christians 

to dangers inherent in modernism. What they failed to 

do was distinguish between those members of the Federal 

Council of Churches who had pure motives and those who 

were self-seeking. Norris condemned the entire organi

zation for the theological positions of a few of its 

leaders. Its main danger, as the Fort Worth preacher 

saw it, was its tendency toward regimentation, a 

characteristic which he associated with communism. To 

him it was simply one step toward the conspiracy to 

communize America. In his words: 

its purpose is to honeycomb 
the churches, as a means of propaganda, 
to come with the soft velvet foot fall 
of the tiger, springing on its unsuspecting 
prey, using the pulpits to deny the gospel 
for the individual soul, to deny all 
the fundamentals of the Christian reli
gion; and substitute the "Social gospel" 
instead thereof. It comes with the 
scheme of regimentation of society 
instead of the regeneration of the 
individual soul in society; it comes 
denying the power of the gospel from 
above to save men and substitutes a 
materialistic philosophy to damn men; 
it comes denying the Word of God, and 
demands that the race live by bread 

^^J. Frank Norris, "Sovietizing America Through 
Churches, Colleges, and Consumers' Cooperatives," (Fort 
Worth: privately printed for the author, 1936). 
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alone; it comes with subtle appeal in 
the name of and on behalf of human 
suffering, like the strong man to bind 
the owner of the house in order to 
despoil him of his goods. 

Thus, in the 1930's Norris came to equate 

modernism and communism, to believe that modernism weakened 

the theological foundations of believers, and to believe 

that ecumenical movements prepared church members to 

accept the concept of collectivization. The Federal 

Council was, in his mind, the greatest offender at this 

point. Specifically he charged the Council with attempting 

to take charge of affairs of the civil government; 

cooperating with so-called radical groups associated 

with the Third International; opposition to measures of 

adequate defense for the nation; opposition to "every 

effort to strengthen the laws for the exclusion of 

undesirable immigrants" from the United States; support 

United States entrance into the League of Nations; being 

directed by a "group of high-priced international lawyers" 

to advocate adherence to the convenant of the World 

Court; conspiring to establish a state church "with power 

to deal with all political and economic question;" and 
62 

finally, being "paganism under the guise of Christianity." 

This type of rhetoric was common to ultra-conservative 

groups, including fundamentalists, and there is no reason 

^^Ibid. 
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to indicate that Norris was not in agreement with them. 

To the contrary, he seems to have endorsed them more 

and more from the 1930's until his death. 

There can be little doubt that Norris became 

progressively more anti-communist during the 1930's. 

He saw what he considered to be dangerous threats in 

labor radicalism, in programs of the New Deal, and, as 

noted, in religious groups such as the Federal Council 

of Churches. 

Labor came in for its share of Norris* criticism. 

In 1937 he wrote Malcolm Bingary of the Detroit Free 

Press that unless Roosevelt withdrew support from the 

communistic revolt of John L. Lewis and the CIO, he 
63 

would face the open rebellion of the South. Two 

months later he asked, "Shall Moscow Dictate to the 

Preachers of America?" Specifically, he charged that 

there was "a conspiracy that operates out of Moscow 

that is attempting to overthrow all civilization." This 

conspiracy posed a dangerous menace to organized labor 

for, as Norris put it, "there is no greater menace to 

legitimate organized labor than this communistic element 
64 in their ranks." Norris readily admitted the right of 

labor to organize and protect itself against the tyranny 

•̂̂ Norris to Malcolm Bingary, December 29, 1937, 
Norris Papers #1,175. 

^^Fundamentalist, February 11, 1938. 
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of organized capital, but warned that what happened 

to the Knights of Labor in the Nineteenth Century 

would happen to the Congress of Industrial Organizations, 

the United Auto Workers, and "all other labor organi

zations that are dominated by communist elements." 

Norris also had misgivings about certain 

aspects of the New Deal. He was an early supporter 

of Roosevelt, and as late as March, 1934, he was writing 

Roosevelt*s aide, Louis Howe, to commend New Deal 

recovery programs. Enclosing a copy of one of his 

sermons favorable to the President, Norris said "the 

ministry is a tremendous power and should be supporting 

66 

the administration instead of being atagonistic." 

By the fall of 1935 he had authored a tract entitled 

"New Dealism Exposed," and was saying "I am thoroughly 

convinced that unless something is done to arouse 

the American people, it is only a question of a short 

time until we will have no government, no constitution, 
67 

no freedom of speech, and no freedom of religion left." 
Calling the New Deal "an American term for Communism," 

6 5 
Ibid. At this point in his career, Norris 

was equally fearful of "the extreme tyranny of capital 
and the extreme tyranny of radical labor," as he liked 
to phrase it. 

^^Norris to Louis Howe, March 23, 1934, Norris 
Papers #10,864. 

^^Norris to Walter Head, October 2, 1935, Norris 
Papers #11,768. 
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Norris charged Roosevelt*s economic program with 

raising the cost of living, creating large deficits 

in the budget, giving the President dictatorial powers, 

creating contempt for Congress, and establishing a 

68 gigantic "spoils system." 

The best explanation for Norris* change of 

attitude toward the New Deal is his move to Detroit. 

In Fort Worth organized labor and industry were not 

the dominant powers which they were in Detroit. Thus, 

Norris did not have to confront the New Deal in close 

quarters. Once in Detroit, he encountered industrial 

America in one of its key locations. There is no 

specific proof to substantiate this thesis but, prior 

to 1935, Norris seems to have supported the New Deal. 

In 1935 after accepting the pastorate of Temple Baptist 

Church in Detroit in addition to his Fort Worth pulpit, 

his attitude changed, and he became one of Roosevelt's 

severest critics. There are other factors, of course, 

but Norris* tenure in Detroit seems to have made a 

marked difference in his attitude toward the New Deal, 

especially its sympathy toward labor. 

Alleged communist infiltration of the ministry 

caused Norris great concern. "The tragedy is," the 

Fort Worth minister declared, "that so many ministers 

68 
Fundamentalist, June 12, 1936. 
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have either gone over to, or have a sympathetic attitude 

69 

toward communism." He specifically scored Baylor 

University when Kirby Page, a noted liberal, was invited 

to speak to the student body.'^ Again he found himself 

allied with J. B. Cranfill, who also opposed Page*s 

visit to the campus. He wrote: 
In the battles of long ago, 

you and I differed on inconsequential— 
I say inconsequential compared to the 
weightier matters—but I have always 
admired you greatly for your fearlessness 
and I confidently expect and hope that 
you will raise such a protest that the 
fair name of Baylor will not be tarnished 
with the blot of Red Communism....71 

Norris believed that one of the best ways 

to combat the threats to fundamentalism was to 

organize churches sympathetic with his pattern of 

thought. He went to Amarillo during the 1930 session 

of the Baptist General Convention of Texas and set 

up a rival meeting in a tabernacle. Out of these 

services came 110 persons who became the nucleus of 

^^Norris to Walter Head, May 19, 1935, Norris 
Papers #11,761. 

^^orris to George Truett, May 21, 1932, Norris 
Papers #25,219. 

"̂ N̂orris to J. B. Cranfill, April 24, 1932, 
Norris Papers #3,323. 
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72 
a new fundamentalist church. By January, 1931, Norris 

was reporting large crowds and sizeable offerings at 

Amarillo, calling it "the greatest victory I have ever 

73 
seen, and it is just the beginning." His plan was 

simple—"just get off the train, get a block of ground, 
"7 A 

build a tabernacle and go to it." 

From Amarillo and then Decatur, Norris moved to 

San Antonio, where he wanted to put on a three month 

campaign and then build "an old-fashioned Bible believing 
7 5 

and Bible teaching fundamentalist church. . . . " He 

did not, however, want to hurt the work of his friend, 

I. E. Gates, pastor of the First Baptist Church in 

San Antonio, and cautioned his associates: 
As for Ike Gates, I love him, 

have always loved him and will continue 
to love him. Deep down in his heart 
he is a thorough-going pre-millennialist, 
....I don*t want one thing done or one 

72 
Fundamentalist, December 5, 1930; Prior to 

this he had organized a fundamentalist church in 
Decatur, the home of two of his severest critics— 
President J. L. Ward of Decatur Baptist College and 
Pastor R. E. Bell, of the First Baptist Church. J. 
E. Boyd, a member of the First Baptist Church in 
Decatur, led in the formation of the new church, which 
began as the result of a revival led by John R. Rice. 
See Norris to J. E. Boyd, September 12, 1930, Norris 
Papers #2,422, and J. E. Boyd to Norris, September 14, 
1930, Norris Papers #2,425. 

73 -̂ Ibid. 

Ibid. 

75 
Norris to Thurman Barrett, February 2, 1931, 

Norris Papers #1,092. 
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word said that would embarrass him in 
his work.76 

When the meeting was over a fundamentalist church was 

organized at Huisache and Fredricksburg streets, with 

Louis Entzminger as pastor. 

Norris* method usually followed a pattern. He 

would personally go to an area and hold an independent 

meeting. When the meeting was over, he would organize 

his converts into a church and install one of his 

proteges in the pulpit. Sometimes he would go to a 

regular Baptist church and lead it out of organized 

Baptist work, but this practice involved more opposition. 

It was simpler to build an inexpensive tabernacle 

and organize a new independent church. 

Norris added another fundamentalist church, this 

time at Denton, during the summer of 1931. Following 

the pattern he initiated a revival in July and, by 
77 

August 7, had enlisted 411 new members for his church. 

This action earned him the wrath of the Denton County 

Baptist Association, which resolved that it was "irregular 

and non-cooperative for any Baptist or church to enter 

a field occupied by a Missionary Baptist Church for 

religious work without the approval of the church or 

^^Norris to Louis Entzminger, January 6, 1931, 
Copy in Scarborough Papers. 

"^"^Fundamentalist, July 24 and August 7, 1931. 
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78 
churches occupying the territory." This type of 

opposition pleased Norris and allowed him to claim 

that he was being persecuted by the "machine." 

By the fall of 1932 Norris and his associates 

had organized additional independent churches in 

Weatherford, Dallas, San Angelo, Abilene, Lubbock, 

79 
and Olney. Of this success, Norris wrote a friend 

"the thing that is doing the work are these independent 

tabernacles. They are springing up on every hand, 

and brilliant young men are leaving the machine and 

coming to us. We will not form any kind of an organi-

80 zation but. New Testament fashion, just churches." 

The growth of these independent churches led 

Norris to organize them into a quasi-denomination. 

Realizing that he could not maintain his practice of 

visiting every church and giving it his personal 

attention indefinitely, he searched for a means whereby 

he could bring the churches and their pastors together 

for instruction and inspiration. Opposed to forming 

any denominational organization, the resourceful Norris 

^^Ibid., October 16, 1931. 

79 
Paul Clifton to Norris, November 14, 1931, 

Norris Papers #4,233; Norris to J. E. Boyd, July 27, 
1932, Norris Papers #1,148; Norris to Louis Entzminger, 
November 4, 1932, Copy in Scarborough Papers; Norris 
to Louis Entzminger, September 17, 1932, Copy in 
Scarborough Papers. 

80 
Norris to Victor Masters, January 8, 1932, 

Copy in Scarborough Papers. 
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began conducting "fellowship" meetings on a regional 

basis and calling his adherents to annual Pre-Millennial 

Bible Conferences. Out of these meetings emerged the 

World Baptist Missionary Fellowship which, Norris 

insisted, was just that—a fellowship—and not a 

denomination or machine. 

Norris had conducted annual Bible conferences 

for years, but, in the 1930's, they began to have more 

significance. For one thing the Great Depression in 

America, combined with the rise of Stalin and Hitler 

in Europe, resulted in an increased interest in pre-

millenialism. This doctrine of the "last days" was 

based on a literalistic interpretation of the Book 

of Revelations. Ostensibly, certain things would come 

to pass before the Second Return of Christ. Pre-

Millennialists spent much time figuring out charts and 

time tables to enable them to predict the Second 

Return. 

During the 1930's the fundamentalists came 

to believe that the return of Christ was imminent. As 

a result, their preaching took on a new sense of 

urgency, became more emotional, called for crisis 

conversions, and advocated return to old-fashioned 

orthodoxy in preparation for the last days. As might 

81 Tatum, Conquest or Failure? pp. 288-289. 
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be expected, membership in independent, pre-millennial, 

8 2 
fundamentalist churches was also s t ressed . 

In conjunction with his new emphasis on p re -

millennialism and the organization of fundamentalist 

fellowships, Norris reorganized his annual Bible 

Conferences into Pre-mil lennial Bible Schools. Beginning 

in 1936 these became annual a f f a i r s and, by 1937, were 
8 3 

drawing an estimated 4,000 persons to Fort Worth. 

These in turn led to other modifications in Norris* 

approach and organization. 

Toward the end of the decade Norris turned his 

attention to world conditions. An isolationist during 

the early part of the 1930's, he turned more and more 

toward intervention. Part of the explanation lies 

in the relationship which he saw between world events 

and his pre-millennial theology. Hitler became the 

epitome of the anti-Christ prophesied in the book of 

Revelations. Further, German policy toward the Jews 
8 9 
Norris to Louis Entzminger, January 6, 1931. 

Copy in Scarborough Papers. 
^^Fundamentalist, March 20, 1936; Fort Worth 

Star-Telegram, October 25 and 27, 1937. 
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violated the prophecy that the Jewish people would be 

restored.8^ 

Once convinced that isolation was wrong, Norris 

became an outspoken advocate of aid to the Allies. "In 

brief," he stated, "the present situation presents a 

crisis that leaves no choice for America." Hitler 

was wholly to blame, he declared, and no one should 

be lulled into thinking that the shambles of Warsaw 

could not be repeated in Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio, 

or Houston. "Therefore I am against everything Hitler 

and Stalin are for," he declared, "and I am in favor 

85 of everything they are against." In a sermon entitled 

"Why the German Bund and Red Rats Should Not Be Permitted 

to Hold a Meeting Under the Stars and Stripes," Norris 

stated unequivocally: "I say if you can't advocate 

the U. S. A. government and all it stands for, just 

pack your duds and go over there and live and not stay 
86 

here under the protection of the American Flag." 

By early 1940 the Fort Worth pastor was constantly 

bombarding his readers with pro-allied arguments. "When 

Congress passed the law that Great Britain and the 

8'^Fundamentalist, October 6, 1939. With 
reference to the Jews Norris asked: "Great Britain 
and Palestine—will there be another Munich?" 

^^Ibid., October 20, 1939. 

^^Ibid., December 1, 1939. 
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Allies must pay cash for all purchases in this country," 

87 
he asserted, "it was indeed a most fatal blunder." 

Closer to home he criticized what he called 

"pink parlor preachers," declaring that "a lot of pulpits 

are filled today in America by preachers where somebody 

behind the curtain is pulling the string." College 

professors also received their share of Norris' invective 

as did radical labor leaders. There was no use to talk 

to people like this about the Bible for they did not 

believe in it, he stated. "Both Hitler and Stalin are 

the greatest international bandits and murderers in 

human history and all who bid them Godspeed or give 

protection to their agents in America are particeps 
88 

criminis," he warned his readers. 

By 1940 Norris was urging all out aid to 

the Allies short of sending American troops, a position 

advocated by the Committee to Save America by Aiding 

the Allies. "Let this country," he declared, "with all 

its resources, factories, airplane factories, automobile 

factories, steel mills and farm products cut out all 

red tape and immediately supply the democracies with 

^^Ibid., February 23, 1940. 

88 
Ibid., January 5, 1940. In the same article 

he gave an insight into his character when he said 
"I am a country preacher and I have never gotten over 
it and never expect to—of using the language of the 
farm and ranch. 
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everything they need." In the same issue he scored 

the "treachery and methods" of Nazism and reminded 

his readers of the Pre-Millennial prophecies which 

had come true in 1939.^^ 

During the late Spring and early Summer of 

1940, the Fort Worth pastor continued his steady 

diatribe against the Nazis and their allies in 

arms. In article after article he asked such questions 

as what would happen if Hitler won, if in fact Hitler 

90 was not the anti-Christ. 

Thus, Norris moved from isolationism to 

interventionism. His sermons and articles reflected 

this change of attitude and were prompted, in all 

likelihood, by his first hand observations while on 

a trip to Europe in 1939. Considering himself 

something of an expert in the field of foreign affairs, 

he freely expounded his ideas which, in this particular 

instance, coincided with those of the Roosevelt Admini

stration. Unexplainedly he had little to say when 

Hitler abrogated the Moscow-Berlin pact and invaded 

Russia. His anti-Communism would not allow him to 

^^Ibid., April 26, 1940. 

^^Ibid., May 3, 1940; May 17, 1940; June 7, 1940; 
June 28, 1940. 
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support aid to Russia, but he seems to have chosen 

silence rather than to call for Russia's defeat of 

Hitler. 

The 1930's were years of difficulties. Norris, 

by the sheer force of his character, held his fledgling 

organization together and emerged from the Great 

Depression with his followers intact. A seminary came 

into existence, mission property in China was acquired, 

and pro-Norris evangels were sent out. As Norris 

entered the last years of his life and career, he 

could finally see the realization of some of his 

91 
dreams. 

^^Ibid., February 9, 1940; March 1, 1940; 
March 8, 1940; March 15, 1940; and April 5, 1940,. 
Entzminger, J. Frank Norris, p. 55. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE LAST YEARS 

The years from 1940 until his death in 1952 

were years of fruition for J. Frank Norris. He 

emerged from the days of the Depression with his 

First Baptist Church weakened but still intact, a 

second pastorate at Temple Baptist Church in Detroit, 

an ever widening circle of churches, a seminary, a 

mission organization, and a coterie of devoted 

followers. What is more, he had acquired new contacts 

both in political and economic circles. His problems— 

many of them economic--were still legion, but Norris 

faced his later years with optimism. 

There were storms and crises in those last 

twelve years. The Fort Worth pastor weathered two 

major splits in his fellowship—one with his son, 

George, and the other with his most trusted lieutenant, 

Beauchamp Vick. On numerous occasions his fledgling 

seminary faced loss of government recognition only to 

be rescued by Norris' personal efforts and powerful 

connections. On at least three occasions he entered 

the courtroom to defend his name in libel suits. Finally, 

he continued to carry on his war against Dawson, modernism, 

404 
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communism, and the Federal Council of Churches. In 

a curious reversal of attitude Norris allied himself 

with Catholic leaders in order to combat a common foe— 

communism. 

There were, however, triumphs as well. The 

property of First Baptist Church and the Bible Baptist 

Seminary was paid in full, the seminary maintained 

its recognition, and Norris observed his forty-fourth 

anniversary as pastor of First Baptist Church. Both 

the Atlanta Constitution and the Abilene Reporter-

News were forced by the courts to print retractions 

of remarks made about the Fort Worth minister. Norris 

had the pleasure of seeing many of his struggles 

compensated by achievement and economic security. 

Despite a number of adversities, including poor health 

and dissension among his followers, the preacher found 

time to travel, to lecture to his seminarians, to 

preach from the pulpit of his beloved First Baptist 

Church, and to relax at his comfortable home on 

Eagle Mountain Lake. 

During these latter years Norris maintained 

his interest in political affairs and widened his 

circle of political acquaintances. In the early 

1940*s, his attention focused, as might be expected, 

on the Second World War. When he returned from his 

tour of Europe and the Middle East in 1939, he wrote 
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President Roosevelt that he was now 100 percent for 

repeal of the present neutrality laws, for he had 

come to realize that these laws favored Germany at 

the expense of the Allies. 

The reason for Norris* change in attitude can 

be traced to his pre-millennial theology. This belief 

hinged on the rise of the anti-Christ and the restoration 

of the Jews. In Hitler, J. Frank Norris saw both 

the beast of the prophecy in Revelations and a threat 

to the Jewish people. Thus, he came to oppose Germany 

and favor U. S. involvement in the war. He reported 

to his congregation that the world was in the last 

days, that the prophecies of Revelations were coming 

to pass. These were perilous times, he warned, and 

his members should expect that the United States would 
2 

soon enter the war. Later he wrote in his paper that 

he had opposed Roosevelt during the 1930*s, but that 

3 
now he was supporting his interventionist policies. 

By 1941 Norris had sensed the changing mood 

of American opinion, and was in the forefront, capitalizing 

•'•Norris to Franklin Roosevelt, October 1, 1939, 
Norris Papers #21,677; Fundamentalist, February 23, 1940. 

^Norris to The Members of First Baptist Church, 
November 3, 1939, Norris Papers #7,642. 

^Fundamentalist, May 17, 1940. 
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upon the issues. He wrote Charles Fisher, an English 

minister, that "the interest of this country in the 

war has changed the whole picture as far as my work 
4 

is concerned." Following a trip to England, in late 

1941, where he received an audience with Winston 

Churchill, he wrote the Prime Minister that sentiment 

for assistance to Britain was becoming more positive. 

Now thoroughly behind aid to the Allied forces, 

the Fort Worth pastor cabled Churchill that his church 

was praying for him and advised him to read Isaiah 14: 
g 

15-17 on the doom of Hitler. He ordered pro-British 

films from the British Library of Information and 

showed them in his churches. In a letter to one of 

the BLI staff he wrote that "My purpose is to go 

through the country on my own responsibility and by 

the use of radio and large audiences be some contribution 
7 

to the saving of America from the Isolationists." The 

Norris to Charles Fisher, March 25, 1941, 
Norris Papers #2,507. 

^Norris to Winston Churchill, October 13, 1941, 
Norris Papers #2,498. Norris thanked Churchill for 
the kindness he had received in England; He described 
his audience with the Prime Minister in the Fundamen
talist, September 26, 1941. 

^Norris to Winston Churchill, October 14, 1941, 
Norris Papers #2,500. Fundamentalist, February 23, 1940 

^Norris to Jan Jeta, October 14, 1941, Norris 
Papers #2,527. See also Norris Papers #2,526 and 
#2,528 for similar correspondence. 
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isolationists were making a "lot of noise," Norris 

readily admitted, but he also saw a decided favorable 

turn toward Britain, and after Pearl Harbor, when the 

United States was going "through Dunkirk," he applauded 
8 

the British for their "bulldog" courage." When the 

war came, the Army asked Norris to tour military bases 

and deliver addresses on the real issues involved in 

World War II. He wrote that his trip to England in 
9 

1941 gave his messages "unusual hearings." 

During the war Norris and the First Baptist 

Church supported the war in various ways, including 

the construction of a tabernacle at Camp Wolters, near 

Mineral Wells. They also followed events with appre

hension, for the conflict threatened their mission 

stations in China."'•̂  They received first-hand infor

mation from Captain John Birch, a former student at the 

Baptist Bible Seminary and Fundamentalist missionary 

to China.•'••'• Birch enlisted in the army and operated 
^Norris to Brenden Bracken, October 14, 1941, 

Norris Papers #2,532; Ibid., December 26, 1941, Norris 
Papers #2,536. 

^Ibid., February 7, 1942, Norris Papers #2,541. 

•'-̂ When Fundamentalist missionaries were captured 
by the Japanese, Norris went to Washington to arrange 
for their release. Fundamentalist, January 23, 1942; 
January 30, 1942; March 20, 1942. 

•'••'-See John Birch to George Birch, September 21, 
1943, Norris Papers #2,151; Ibid., May 7, 1944, Norris 
Papers #2,152. Fundamentalist, January 9, January 16, 
August 14, 1942. 
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behind Japanese lines in China as an intelligence 

officer for the Office of Strategic Services. He wrote 

letters to his parents, who in turn sent copies to 

Norris. Much of what Norris later believed about 

12 China and the communist menace he obtained from Birch. 

In 1944 Norris first supported Roosevelt, then 

shifted his support to Thomas Dewey. On March 1 he 

preached a sermon over the radio on why "A vote against 

Roosevelt is a vote for Hitler and Hirohito." He 

argued that Japan would never have attacked the United 

States if people had listened to Roosevelt's "quarantine" 

1 3 speech at Chicago in 1937. By June, however, the 

politically minded pastor was writing Roosevelt*s 

assistant James Farley that he did not believe FDR 

14 would carry Texas. Why he changed his position is 

not clear, but October found him back in the camp of 

the Republican party. George Hopkins, a member of the 

Dewey Campaign Committee of Texas, wrote Norris that 

he could carry Texas for Dewey just as he had for Hoover 

^^John Birch to Norris, April 6, 1944, Norris 
Papers #2,150; of Birch, Major General C. L. Chenault 
wrote "Captain Birch was a fine officer and did a 
splendid job with me in China." C. L. Chenault to 
Norris, October 30, 1945. Norris Papers #2,159. 
Fundamentalist, January 30, June 5, and July 10, 1942. 

13 Copy in Norris Papers #10,960. 

l^Norris to James Farley, June 9, 1944, Norris 
Papers #7,897. 
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in 1928, and urged him to "unleash" the power he held 

over the people of Texas "for our country's sake."''"̂  

By early November Norris was convinced that Roosevelt 

would win, but that he might be impeached by his 

opponents. He blamed Dewey for faulty campaigning, 

charging that if he "had stayed off the international 

question except incidentally referring to it and kept 

on his campaign of honesty," there would have been 

little doubt that he would have won. 

Norris continued his practice of playing both 

ends against the middle in the election of 1948. 

Truman seems to have been his early favorite, despite 

the fact that he was a Democrat and Norris, traditionally 

a Republican. On the other hand, the resourceful 

Fort Worth pastor seems to have held out the faint 

possibility that Dewey might win. In either case he 

wanted to support the winning side. 

Norris' support of Truman began in 194 7. This 

was due, in part, to the President's firm stand against 

John L. Lewis and the CIO, his loyalty program, and 

his appointment of George Marshall as Secretary of 

•'•̂ George Hopkins to Norris, October 5, 1944, 
Norris Papers #11,000. 

•'•Sorris to B. E. Hutchinson, November 1, 1944, 
Norris Papers #11,011. 
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State. Most of all, the Fort Worth pastor admired 

Truman's "firm, courageous stand on all matters,** 

17 showing that he could not be "stampeded." Another 

explanation is that Robert Taft*s brother was president 

of the Federal Council of Churches, which probably 

accounts for Norris* letter to Truman in July, 1947, 

congratulating the President for having weathered the 

"wicked, cowardly shafts" which Taft had directed 

against him and come out "far ahead in the esteem of 

18 the public." Norris accused Taft of "working both 

sides of the fence," a curious statement in light of 

his own actions later. He was particularly concerned 

because Taft supported the Federal Council of Churches 

and the Council was part of a "deep laid conspiracy 

to drag the red herring of Roman Catholicism across 

the trail to divert the minds of the great body of 
19 

Protestant people from the real issue of Communism." 

Again, this is strange in view of his earlier anti-

^^Norris to Harry Truman, January 2, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,222. 

•'•̂ Norris to Truman, July 26, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,225; Truman replied August 5, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,226. 

^^Norris to Harry Truman, August 11, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,227. For Norris* view on the alliance 
between Catholics and Protestants against Communism 
see Norris to James Farley, December 26, 1944, Norris 
Papers #7,902. See also Norris to M. E. Coyle, February 
27, 1947, Norris Papers #5,014. 
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Catholicism, but Norris had come to believe that 

Communism was the greater menace and that Protestants 

and Catholics would have to band together to combat 

this common foe. Thus part of Norris' support for 

Truman in 1947 can be traced to the fact that he 

believed that Truman was the best man to face the 

threat of Communism. 

This 1947 correspondence led to a new relation

ship between Norris and Truman. Early in 1948 the 

President called the Fort Worth pastor to Washington 

for a personal conference on the Arab-Israeli conflict, 

saying "I am calling on a few men whom I regard as 

20 

competent judges of the condition in Palestine." 

There is no indication as to why Truman selected 

Norris as one of his "competent judges," but the pastor's 

numerous trips to Palestine obviously gave him a limited 

expertise on the question, and he did not discourage 

the view. In fact, he willingly volunteered his views. 

He wrote that "there is only one safe course for the 

United States to pursue in Palestine, namely, back up the 

partition plan which was fostered by this government 

and do so immediately." He also suggested that the Hagana 

^^Harry Truman to Norris, January 2, 1948, 
Norris Papers #25,236. 
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be furnished "all necessary arms." Otherwise, Norris 

counselled, "we will be guilty of too little or 
21 

too late." 

As the election year unfolded, Norris informed 

the President that the tide of public opinion was 

swinging toward him. Norris pointed to the success 

of the Marshall Plan, the settlement of the coal 

strike, and containment as the primary factors making 

Truman a "prophet ahead of his time."^^ 

Yet Norris had written M. E. Coyle, an execu

tive of General Motors Corporation, that he was of 

the opinion that the South would not vote for Truman 

and that this would mark the end of the'"Roosevelt 

23 
New Deal Machine." Norris was planning a series of 

evangelistic meetings during the summer of 1948 and 

had organized a caravan of fifty ministers to preach 

the "gospel and Americanism." What he really wanted 

from Coyle was assistance in obtaining two new 

Chevrolets. It seems that he was "working both sides of 

the fence" in order to get new cars, which were almost 
24 

impossible to obtain without some type of inside help. 

2T 
Norris to Harry Truman, February 18, 1948, 

Norris Papers #25,238. 
^^Norris to Harry Truman, April 23, 1948, 

Norris Papers #25,240. 
23 
Norris to M. E. Coyle, April 3, 1948, Norris 

Papers #5,033. 

Ibid. 
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In June, 1948, Norris was still riding the 

middle ground. On one hand he wrote Truman that his 

campaign was gaining, that the Republicans had placed 

a "cudgel" in the President's hand by opposing health 

care, slum clearance, and long range farm progress. 

"If the argument be made that it cost millions to 

carry out this program," the preacher asserted, "suffi

cient answer is that it will put money in circulation 

and take it out of the hands of the few predatory 

interests and distribute it among the people."^^ At 

almost the same time he was writing Governor Thomas 

Dewey that "without question you have victory in the 

bag, but it is a long time till November 2." He 

said: "I have travelled from one side of this country 

to the other, and still do, and I find the average 

man is not so much interested in platforms as he is 

in the personality of the one to occupy the White 
9 6 

House." Several days later he wrote Truman, saying 

"You are more than President of the United States, you 

are just 'Harry Truman' to the common people," and 

25 
Norris to Harry Truman, June 22, 1948, 

Norris Papers #25,248. 
^^Norris to Thomas Dewey, June 28, 1948, 

Norris Papers #6,137. 
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predicted he would easily carry the South.^^ Norris 

then mended fences on the other side, counselling 

Dewey that "regardless of the issues involved at 

present, it is highly important that the Solid South 

be broken, for the hope of this country lies in the 

alliance of the conservative North and the conservative 

28 

South." To another of his conservative friends in 

the North, Norris echoed the idea that Texas would 

vote for Dewey. Since this was coupled with the 

request for two Dodges and a Plymouth for his seminary 

representatives, the letter was probably part of the 

rhetoric he used when he wanted something from someone 

else.^^ 

For a period of time between July and November, 

194 8, Norris seems to have believed the public opinion 

polls and shifted his support to Dewey. He wrote the 

governor that most people believed that Truman double-

crossed George Marshall on the China question and that 

Norris to Harry Truman, July 15, 1948, Norris 
Papers #25,252; Truman replied, "I rather think wê ^ 
are going to take this hypocritical crowd to town." 
Harry Truman to Norris, July 19, 1948, Norris Papers 
#25,254. 

^^Norris to Thomas Dewey, August 5, 1948, Norris 
Papers #6,139. He wrote essentially the same letter 
to Herbert Brownell of Republican headquarters on the 
same day, Norris Papers #2,680. 

^^Norris to Vander Zee (Chrysler Corporation), 
October 7, 1948, Norris Papers #25,452. 
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the Secretary of State came home to resign "unless 

Truman quit playing hide and seek with Joe Stalin."^^ 

This latter point may be the key to Norris' disaffection 

with the President, for he believed Communism to be 

the major issue of the day. Later he was appointed 

to the reception committee to welcome vice presidential 

candidate Earl Warren upon his, arrival at Fort Worth 

on October 21.-^^ By the latter part of October he 

was writing Dewey that "it is only a question of time— 

and I hope the time is next Tuesday—when we will have 

a two party system in Texas and the South.^ 

In retrospect four things may have accounted 

for Norris' last minute shift to Dewey. One was his 

basic party loyalties. In the second place, he seems 

to have believed, along with many others, that Dewey 

was going to win, and wanted to be on the winning side. 

Thirdly, he believed that Truman was backing away from 

his tough line against the Communists. Finally, many 

of his economic contacts in Detroit were supporting 

Dewey, and since Norris needed their assistance he opted 

Norris to Thomas Dewey, October 15, 194 8, 
Norris Papers #6,141. 

•̂'•Henry Zweifel to Norris, October 19, 1948, 
Norris Papers #27,646. 

-̂ 2]siorris to Thomas Dewey, October 25, 1948, 
Norris Papers #6,143; same to Herbert Brownell, 
Norris Papers #2,683. 
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for their presidential choice. Another possibility 

is that he really desired to see two party government 

come to the South and believed that it might be 

possible in 1948. 

Whatever his reasons for shifting to Dewey, 

he lost no time in returning to the Truman camp once 

the election was over. He wisely had said little in 

his paper that could be construed either way, and kept 

his pronouncements to private correspondence. Thus, 

he was free to capitalize on his early support of 

33 

Truman after the incumbent President had been re-elected. 

When the election returns came in, Norris 

promptly congratulated the winner. He wrote Truman's 

daughter and praised her father's "unprecedented 
34 victory," then wired Truman his personal commendation. 

The Fort Worth pastor also commended Truman for his 

recognition of the new state of Israel, a position he 

had encouraged the President to take. "Canaan belongs 

to the Jews by the authority of God's word," Norris 

^^rivately Norris was of the opinion that 
Dewey "threw away the greatest opportunity that ever 
came to a man." Norris to M. E. Coyle, November 19, 
1948, Norris Papers #5,049. 

Norris to Margaret Truman, November 2, 1948, 
Norris Papers #25,258; Norris to Harry Truman, November 3, 
1948, Norris Papers #25,259; Truman thanked Norris for 
his telegram on November 22, 194 8, Norris Papers #25,262. 
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asserted, and cited, as proof, Psalms 105:9-11.^^ So 

that his support of Truman might be duly noted, Norris 

had a special day of prayer for the President at First 

Baptist Church and sent copies of his prayer telegram 

to Truman, to the Associated Press, to the United 
36 

Press, and to the International News. 

Norris soon broached an interesting idea to 

Truman. He was, Norris declared, friends with the 

top leaders of Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler, and 

had introduced his congressional friends, Sam Rayburn 

and Tom Connally, to them several years before. Why 

not invite these Detroit industrialists to Washington 

for a conference? He would be glad to arrange it if 
37 

Truman liked the idea. To his Detroit friends Norris 

wrote that with Sam Rayburn and Tom Connally on either 

side of Truman "the old ship is not going wholly to 

pieces." What must be done was to "assert ourselves 

38 
and let Truman know we are his friends. . . . " He 

was, he stated, working to get Truman to invite top 

35 
Norris to Truman, November 8, 194 8, Norris Papers #25,260. 

Norris to Harry Truman, November 28, 1948, 
Norris Papers #25,263. 

"̂ N̂orris to Harry Truman, November 28, 1948, 
Norris Papers #25,264. 

38 
Norris to Vander Zee, December 3, 1948, Norris Papers #25,457. 
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industrialists to Washington for a conference, an idea 

which had the approval of Sam Rayburn. "i am just 

an ordinary somebody in the ranks," Pastor Norris 

reported, "but they are my friends. With all due 

respect to Tom. Dewey, he is too high up in the stra

tosphere to fool with ordinary folks like you and me.""^^ 

Because he believed it would be a "great mistake to 

abandon Truman to the whole left-wing crowd," he planned 

to accept the invitation to the inauguration and urged 

others to do the same. No formal meeting between 

Truman and Norris* industrialist friends took place 

but B. E. Hutchinson of Chrysler Corporation and 

Norris were guests of Sam Rayburn and Tom Connally 

during the inauguration. Norris had failed to bring 

about the desired conference, but his efforts did not 

go unnoticed by his Detroit friends. Furthermore, he 

had the assurance of Matthew Connally, the President's 

secretary, that "any confidential memorandum you wish to 

send the President in my care will be brought to his 

42 
attention immediately." 

39Ibid. 

"̂ N̂orris to K. T. Keller, December 3, 1948, 
Norris Papers #14,311. 

Norris to Harry Truman, December 20, 1948, 
Norris Papers #25,266. 

^^Matthew Connally to Norris, January 31, 1949, 
Norris Papers #25,268. 
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By mid 1949 Norris was again critical of Truman. 

The issues were twofold. First, Norris believed that 

Truman was trying to hinder the current loyalty investi

gations aimed at ferreting out Communists in government 

jobs. To a Detroit friend he wrote: "Poor old Harry 

is getting himself in deeper and deeper all the time. 

He is playing the fool by ridiculing the investigation 

43 and trial of these communists." The second issue 

was whether Truman should appoint a successor to Myron 

Taylor, United States envoy to the Vatican. The 

Fort Worth pastor had, of late, allied himself with 

the Catholic church in the battle against Communism, 

but he could not bring himself to support governmental 

recognition of the Vatican state. During times of war 

and emergency a temporary arrangement might be established 

When, however, that emergency was over, he believed the 

arrangement should be terminated. Therefore, he was 
44 

opposed to the appointment of a successor to Taylor. 

"̂ "̂ Norris to Vander Zee, June 18, 1949, Norris 
Papers, #25,471. 

^^Norris to Harry Truman, January 23, 1950, 
Norris Papers #25,271. 
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During the remainder of 1950 Norris wavered 

back and forth in his attitude toward Truman, but, by 

4 5 
1951, he was firmly committed against him. During 

1951 he actively campaigned against Truman for taking 

what he considered to be a soft line against the 

Communists. He tried to enlist the support of such 

diverse persons as former religious opponent W. R. 

White, now president of Baylor University, and Minnie 

46 Baird, founder of Mrs. Baird's Bakery. To Vander 

Zee, one of his Detroit connections, he wrote "Commu

nism is one of the big issues with the Truman crowd. 

47 They have gone over, or are fellow travelers." He 

declared that his opposition to Truman was not political. 

45 
Norris to Truman, March 27, 1950, Norris Papers 

#25,273; Norris to Truman, June 17, 1950, Norris Papers 
#25,275. Norris had lunched with a number of indus
trialists in Detroit and reported "politically they 
hate you and personally they admire you." When the 
Korean War broke out Norris asked Truman to call the 
nation to prayer for peace "based on justice and 
righteousness." Norris to Truman, July 21, 1950, 
Norris Papers #25,277. 

^Sorris to W. R. White, October 29, 1951, Norris 
Papers #27,213; to Mrs. Baird he wrote "I am going after 
Truman and his Communism and all that crowd with him. . . 
The fight is on for real Americanism." Norris to Minnie 
Baird, November 6, 1951, Norris Papers #1,503. 

^^Norris to Vander Zee, November 28, 1951, Norris 
Papers #25,497. Norris wanted Zee to help him get a 
new Chrysler Saratoga. "Nothing need be said about 
letting me have the car. You can charge it to adver
tising purposes, but I will get the good of it." Zee 
replied that he would have the car in 30 days. Vander 
Zee to Norris, December 4, 1951, Norris Papers #25,498. 
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but religious, and he was going to use every means at 

48 his hands to campaign against the President. To this 

end he tried to enlist the aid of persons outside of 

Texas, such as Senator Harry Byrd of Virginia and 

Governor James Byrnes of South Carolina. He invited 

both to come to Texas and speak against Truman, but 

49 
they could not work it into their schedules. He 

supported Senator Estes Kefauver in his bid for the 

Democratic nomination, assuring him that he could carry 

Texas against Truman, and offering him the use of First 
50 

Baptist Church's auditorium any time he wanted it. 

Norris applauded newspaperman Amon Carter for a letter 

written to Truman and to another newsman, Charles Guy 

of the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal, he asserted: "Now is 
the time for Texas to declare its independence from 

51 the corrupt Truman machine." 

^^Norris to Vander Zee, December 13, 1951, Norris 
Papers #25,501. For Norris' attitude on the Truman-
MacArthur controversy see Norris to Tom Connally, April 
21, 1951, Norris Papers #4,574. 

"̂ N̂orris to Harry Byrd, December 11, 1951, Norris 
Papers #1,570; Norris to James Byrnes, November 30, 
1951, Norris Papers #1,572; Norris to Tom Connally, 
September 10, 1951, Norris Papers #4,575. 

^^Norris to Estes Kefauver, February 15, 1952, 
Norris Papers #21,191. This was before Truman announced 
that he would not be a candidate. See also Norris to Tom 
Connally November 1, 1951, Norris Papers #4,582. 

•̂'•Norris to Amon Carter, May 19, 1952; Norris to 
Charles Guy, January 2, 1952, Norris Papers #9,629; See 
also Norris to Tom Connally, December 20, 1951, Norris 
Papers #4,588. 
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Norris' change in attitude toward Truman stems 

from the turbelent times through which the United 

States was going. Norris, like other conservatives, 

was worried by the seeming infiltration of government 

posts by Communist conspirators, by news of Alger Hiss 

and Klaus Fuchs, the defeat of Chiang Kai-Shek in China, 

the Korean War, and the Truman-MacArthur controversy. 

He shared the hysteria prevalent in the country between 

1946 and 1952, as a self-styled spokesman for grass 

roots America. His position was undoubtedly influenced 

by his relationship with John Birch and his family and 

52 the letters they shared. Norris undoubtedly believed 

that Truman had come under the influence of leftist-

oriented forces and was backing away from values held 
53 

dear by conservative Americans. 

Thus, in the closing years of his life, Norris 

fastened his hopes on Dwight Eisenhower. His corres

pondence with Eisenhower began in 1950, when he wrote 

that everywhere he went the general's name was on people's 

52For instance, Mrs. Birch wrote Truman a letter 
protesting United States policy in letting the Communists 
take over China and in covering up the details of her 
son's death. She sent a copy of the letter to Norris. 
Mrs. George Birch to Harry Truman, April 17, 1951, 
Norris Papers #1,531. 

•̂̂ For a discussion of the period see Eric Goldman, 
The Crucial Decade (New York: Vintage Books, 1956) 
pp. 91-134, and Cabell Phillips, The Truman Presidency 
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1966) pp. 351-397^ 
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lips as the man to be president.^^ When he thought 

Truman was going to run in 1952, he wrote Eisenhower 

that he could easily carry Texas just as Hoover had 

in 1928.^^ The Fort Worth minister clearly had in 

mind a replay of his own role in the 1928 election as 

a campaigner for Hoover. He envisioned himself stumping 

the state for Eisenhower and receiving accolades similar 

to those which he received from grateful Republicans 

in the fall of 1928. During the Republican convention 

in July, 1952, just a short time before his death, 

Norris wrote a note acclaiming Eisenhower, and assuring 

him that he was to be the next president. Eisenhower*s 

letter thanking Norris for his commendation was the 

last piece of correspondence between them; Norris died 

before seeing his favorite candidate sweep into the 

56 

White House. Poor health prevented him from campaign

ing actively for Eisenhower, but it is certain that 

he would have done so. 

Norris also took an interest in state politics 

as well. In 1947 Norris supported Coke Stevenson when he 

54 
Norris to Dwight Eisenhower, November 28, 1950, Norris Papers #6,950. 

^Norris to Dwight Eisenhower, December 20, 1951, 
Norris Papers #6,925. 

Dwight Eisenhower to Norris, July 16, 1952, 
Norris Papers #21,176. 
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thought he would be running against W. Lee 0*Daniel for 

the Senate in 1948.^*^ When 0*Daniel did not seek re

election, Norris shifted his support to Lyndon Johnson.^^ 

He also opposed O*Daniel when it appeared that he might 

run against Tom Connally in the 1952 senate race. Calling 

0'Daniel a "rabble rouser of the first order," Norris 

advised Connally of his continual support. Connally 

replied that he planned to take care of the former Texas 

governor if he decided to run in 1952.^^ 

Norris consistently supported Connally, with 

whom he had much in common. Both born in 1877, Norris 

and Connally grew up in adjacent counties and attended 

57 
Norris to Herbert Arnold, January 24, 1947, 

Norris Papers #171; Norris to Joe B. Dooley, May 15, 
1947, Norris Papers #5,639. 

58 
-̂ °Norris to Lyndon Johnson, September 24, 1948, 

Norris Papers #13,661. Norris offered Johnson time on 
his radio; Johnson replied on September 28, that he 
would accept if he had the time. Norris Papers #13,662; 
Norris to Lyndon Johnson, September 30, 1948, Norris 
Papers #13,663; and Lyndon Johnson to Norris, October 5, 
1948, Norris Papers #13,664; Johnson addressed Norris 
as "Dear Frank," in a letter January 15, 1949, Norris 
Papers #13,432; in a letter January 24, 1950, Johnson 
wrote "through the years I have come to rely on your 
judgment and counsel." Norris Papers #13,668. 

•̂ N̂orris to Tom Connally, May 3, 1950, Norris 
Papers #4,568; Tom Connally to Norris, May 8, 1950, 
Norris Papers #4,569. Norris had asked Connally to 
come out publicly in support of the McCarthy-Tydings 
hearings. Connally replied that the Tydings committee 
was doing a good job, but that McCarthy had not yet turned 
up any evidence to substantiate his charges. This may 
account for Norris' failure to support McCarthy, as he 
might have if Connally had come out strongly for the 
Wisconsin senator. 
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Baylor University. They became close friends, and Norris 

relied on Connally for assistance on several occasions.^° 

In 1952 Norris discouraged Price Daniel from running 

for Connally's senate seat, declaring: "I don't think 

any man could defeat Tom Connally at this time."̂ "'- He 

counselled his old friend, Connally, that what the people 

of Texas had in mind was opposition to Truman, so he 

should campaign on that basis, because "they will vote 

against anybody who is lined up for Truman."^^ The Fort 

Worth pastor's efforts were for naught because Connally 

withdrew from the race and Price Daniel went on to 

defeat Lindly Beckworth for the seat which Connally 

had occupied since 1929. 

Norris* political interests in the 1940*s centered 

on two major issues--the Middle East crisis and the 

rise of Communism. On the Israeli question Norris held 

that "the issue is whether we will take the authority 

of the Bible of our mothers or the Koran with the sword 

and flame." In other words, the controversy centered 

60 
Norris was reared in Hill County; Connally, 

in McLennen. Connally graduated from Baylor in 1896, 
while Norris, who entered college at an older age, 
enrolled in Baylor in 1898. 

61 
Norris to Price Daniel, January 15, 1952, 

Norris Papers #21,164; Norris advised Daniel to run 
for Governor. Norris to Price Daniel, January 10, 1952, 
Norris Papers #21,163. 

62 
Norris to Tom Connally, January 24, 1952, 

Norris Papers #21,150. 
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on who owned the land, and the Fort Worth pastor exclaimed 

that "the time has come. . .when the United States should 

keep its promise and take a firm stand for law and order 

in that land that has given the world its Bible and 

Savior." He believed that, if left alone, the Arabs 

and Jews would settle their differences, but cautioned 

that Stalin and the Soviet Union were making inroads 

63 among the Arab leaders. To Harold Manson of the American 

Zionist Emergency Council he wrote that he believed the 

people of the United States would "get hold of the truth, 

namely that we are under solemn moral obligation to see 

64 that the promise is carried out." That promise was 

the Biblical covenant promise of a home for the Jews. 

"What*s needed," Norris wrote, "is a few bold strokes 

by independent voices in the Christian Ministry and 

this mean, under-handed, anti-semitism will be a thing 

65 of the past in America." When warfare broke out between 

Arabs and Israelis, Norris supported the lifting of the 

63 
Norris to Harry Truman, October 2, 194 7, 

Norris Papers #25,229. There is every indication that 
Truman placed some value on Norris' opinions. Harry 
Truman to Norris, October 7, 1947, Norris Papers #25,230. 

fi4 

Norris to Harold Manson, October 3, 1947, 
Norris Papers #13,544. 

^^Norris to Harold Manson, November 10, 1947, 
Norris Papers #13,546. He also wrote that the U. S. 
should take a firm position on the partitioning of 
Palestine. Ibid., December 9, 1947, Norris Papers #13,548. 
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arms embargo and aid to the Jews. If that was done there 

was not a "shadow of a doubt" in his mind as to what 

66 
the outcome would be. To Truman he urged a lifting 

of the arms embargo so that "the covenant people" could 

defend their "god-given inheritance." He believed 

Great Britain had betrayed the Israelis and wanted the 

United States to cut off all aid to the British until 

they joined America in "giving that land to its rightful 

owners." 

The source of Norris * position on the Middle 

East rests upon two premises. First, his Pre-millennial 

views called for a restoration of the Jews in their 

national home. This viewpoint accounted for the fact 

that Norris was never anti-Semitic, although many of 

his conservative colleagues were. To Norris the Jews 

were God*s chosen people and must be preserved and 

protected for the last days. On the other hand, Norris 

saw the rising influence of Communism among the Arabs 

and favored aid to the Israelis as a means of checking 

the spread of Soviet influence in the Middle East. In a 

6 6 
Norris to David Ben-Gurion, February 28, 1948, 

Norris Papers #13,573. 
^^Norris to Harry Truman, May 16, 1948, Norris 

Papers #25,242. 
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statement frankly prophetic and extremely relevant, Norris 

observed in 1948 that if Great Britain moved out of 

68 

Egypt the Russians would move in. 

Communism was a major issue with Norris. Like 

many others, the Fort Worth pastor was dismayed by the 

seemingly unchecked spread of Communist influence, and 

especially its apparent infiltration of so many American 

institutions. Specifically, Norris scored labor and 

the church for what he considered to be sympathies with 

Communism. When strikes broke out in the automobile 

industry in 1948, he wrote an official of the Dodge 

division of Chrysler Corporation supporting the official 

in his contention that Communist elements were behind 

the strikes. He advised: 
First lay the shortage of cars 

at the door of the strikers. The average 
man doesn't care a thing in the world 
about wages, high or low, dividends, 
big salaries, and everything else.— 
what he wants is a new car. You have 
twelve thousand missionaries in your 
twelve thousand dealers. 

The second thing you should do 
is to lay the blame to the Communist 
element, that is not only out to wreck 
labor unions but to wreck our whole 
economic system. ^ 

^^Quoted in the New York Sun, September 30, 
1948; a copy of the clipping is in the Norris Papers #3,489 

^^Norris to L. L. Colbert, May 38, 1948, Norris 
Papers #4,551. 
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To his congressional contact, Tom Connally, 

he wrote that his friends in Detroit believed the 

Communistic forces which had infiltrated organized labor 

were purposefully slowing down the production of new 

cars. Norris believed the Taft-Hartley Act should be 

strengthened and the union purged of their radical 

70 

elements. He said, "I have the strongest sympathy 

for organized labor, but unless these radical labor 

leaders are stopped it means that we are headed definitely, 
71 like Lot, towards Moscow." 

As for the church, Norris targeted Louie Newton, 

a Georgia Baptist pastor, as one of the prime movers of 

appeasement toward Russia. While serving as the President 

of the Southern Baptist Convention in 1946, Newton made 

a government sponsored trip to the Soviet Union to 

investigate the status of the Baptist population there. 

Upon his return he related his opinion that there was 

a great latitude of religious freedom in Russia. Newton 

was quoted as saying "The Baptists stand for the same 

thing as the Russian Government—renouncement of and 

resistance to, coercion in matters of belief. . . . 
72 Religiously we should regard Russia as our great ally." 

^^Norris to Tom Connally, March 21, 1949, 
Norris Papers #4,551. 

^Norris to Tom Connally, May 14, 1949, Norris 
Papers #4,557. 

^^Time, August 26, 1946. 
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These statements completely unnerved Norris and evoked some 

of his most vitrolic statements. He announced to his 

colleagues that he was going to attend the Southern 

Baptist Convention which was to meet May 7-11, 1947, 

in St. Louis. Once there he planned to try to gain the 

platform and denounce Newton. At the same time, he was 

going to rent an auditorium and hold a series of rival 

meetings. "If I do this and make announcement ahead 

of time," Norris announced, "we will have 20,000 Baptist 

73 
come to see the fight." 

With the battle lines drawn Norris prepared 

to engage his foes as he had done many times before. 

He notified the Globe-Democrat of St. Louis that he 

was going to speak at Kiel Auditorium during the 

Southern Baptist Convention and expose Louie Newton 

as a tool of the Communists. On the same day he also 

wrote Clark W. Cummings of the Metropolitan Church 

Federation of St. Louis: "You will do me a great favor 

to have this lease or rather attempt to have it can

celled. Nothing would suit me better, so therefore I 

challenge you to proceed with everything at your power 

to have it cancelled." To strengthen his hand Norris 

employed the firm of Boyle, Priest and Elliott to secure 

^\orris to Bill Dowel 1, January 7, 1947, 
Norris Papers #6,430. 
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an injunction in case the anti-Norris forces tried to 

74 keep him from speaking. It is apparent that Norris 

would have welcomed a court trial. He let it be known 

that a trial would suit his purpose because the issues 

75 would rate front page coverage. To insure his legal 

status he employed a second law firm and asked it to 

secure an injunction in advance, as he believed the 

opposition would wait until the last possible minute 

4. 76 to act. 

Norris believed that Southern Baptist pastors 

would attempt to block him in three ways. They might 

cancel his lease on the auditorium, turn him out of 

the convention or have the police arrest him if he 

tried to speak. He was willing to take the risks, 

including the expense, to get the issue before the 

convention. Thus, the stage was set for the confrontation. 
77 

^^Norris to C. C. Clayton (editor of the St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat), April 10, 1947, Norris Papers #6,412; 
Norris to Clark W. Cummings, April 10, 1947, Norris 
Papers #6,415; Norris to Boyle, Priest and Elliott, 
April 10, 1947, Norris Papers #6,410. The law firm accepted 
his retainer on April 11. Norris Papers #6,411. 

"̂ N̂orris to Harry Boyer, April 11, 1947, Norris 
Papers #6,409. 

'̂ Ĝreen, Henry and Evans to Norris, April 12, 
1947, Norris Papers #6,459; Norris to Green, Henry and 
Evans, April 19, 1947, Norris Papers #6,461. 

"̂ N̂orris to Beauchamp Vick, April 22, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,867. Norris to Beauchamp Vick, April 21, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,866; Green, Henry and Evans to Norris, 
April 26, 1947, Norris Papers #6,426. 
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Those who came to St. Louis expecting a fight 

were not disappointed. Delegates to the convention 

received copies of a Norris tract, "Dr. Louie Newton, 

A Modern Jehoshaphat," which included a photostatic 

copy of the Time article on Newton*s trip to Russia. 

They were rewarded by witnessing Norris attempt to gain 

the platform only to be bodily removed from the conven

tion hall. Time carried an article entitled "St. Louis 

Blues," which related the events of the convention but 

cast Norris in a bad light. The article resulted in 

a law suit against Time, but at the moment the Fort 

Worth pastor believed he had won a victory in that he 

78 had put the issue before the people. A year later 

he wrote O. K. Armstrong of Reader * s Digest that 

Newton was merely an incident. The solution was to 

change the system that produced, fostered, and promoted 

79 

him. According to Norris, the Southern Baptist 

Convention had become a laughing stock. The big issue 

would be to topple the Newton machine within the conven

tion from top to bottom and repudiate its record of 

appeasement.^" 

A. Vander Zee to Norris, May 15, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,431; Norris to Gerald Gates, November 27, 1947, 
Norris Papers #3,977; Time, May 19, 1947, (copy in 
Norris Papers #346). 

79 
Norris to O. K. Armstrong, March 20, 1948, 

Norris Papers #527. 
^^Norris to O. K. Armstrong, March 23, 1948, 

Norris Papers #528. 
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Norris' attack on Louie Newton had legal 

consequences. Two articles—both critical of the 

Fort Worth pastor—led him to initiate suits against 

the Atlanta Constitution and Time magazine. The first, 

against Ralph McGill of the Constitution, resulted in 

a retraction by McGill. The newspaper had called 

Norris a "pistol-packing pastor" and had criticized 

him for his attack on Louie Newton. After a long series 

of legal maneuvers, the Constitution printed its retrac

tion in March, 1948. ̂•'• 

The second suit was against Time magazine for 

its May 19, 1947, issue on Norris and Newton at St. 

Louis. Entitled "St. Louis Blues," the article stated 

that Norris had killed an unarmed political enemy 

(D. E. Chipps) by shooting him "four times in the 

belly." For some reason, probably because of his 

victory over the Constitution and the cost involved, the 

81 
Samuel Hewlett, May 22, 1947, Norris Papers 

#562; Norris to Samuel Hewlett, May 24, 1947, Norris 
Papers #563; Norris to Herman Tallmadge, June 9, 1947, 
Norris Papers #565; Allen Post to Samuel Hewlett, 
August 15, 1947, Norris Papers #5 60; Samuel Hewlett to 
Norris, August 18, 1937, Norris Papers #569; Norris 
to Samuel Hewlett, February 27, 1948, Norris Papers 
#571; Samuel Hewlett to Norris, March 6, 1948, Norris 
Papers #572; Samuel Hewlett to Norris, March 23, 1948, 
Norris Papers #578. One of Norris* cohorts called the 
retraction "V-C Day for Fundamental Baptists." Maylon 
Watkins to Norris, April 9, 1948, Norris Papers #590. 
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Fort Worth pastor waited until March, 1948, to ask Time 

to retract its statements.^2 HQ then engaged the law 

firm of Heth, Lister and Flynn to handle the suit, which 

came to court in May, 1948. The defense moved to dismiss 

the case, and after another series of moves and counter-

moves. Judge W. J. La Buy of the U. S. District Court 

of Northern Illinois did so in November, 1948. Even 

though his lawyers counselled him to appeal, Norris 
83 

declined, giving Mrs. Norris' poor health as the reason. 

In the final analysis, the Newton controversy had run 

its course, and further court action could have done 

little to resurrect the issue. 

Paralleling his attack on Louie Newton was 

Norris' perennial confrontation with J. M. Dawson. 

Dawsonism, as the Fort Worth pastor saw it, was the 

epitome of the Southern Baptist march into the camp 

of modernism. The major issue in the 1940*s was Dawson*s 

review of John Erskine*s Life of Jesus. Following the 

review Norris published a tract entitled "Infidelity 
82 
Time, May 19, 1947; Norris to Henry Luce, 

March 25, 1948, Norris Papers #24,878. 
83Norris to Cloyd Heth, April 21, 1948, Norris 

Papers #24,8 85; Cloyd Heth to Norris, May 5, 1948, 
Norris Papers #24,860; J^ Frank Norris v. Time Inc. 
Northern District of Illinois NO-48-C-624, Norris Papers 
#24,863; Cloyd Heth to Norris, June 17, 1948, Norris 
Papers #24,862; Ibid., November 8, 1948, Norris Papers 
#24,870; Norris to Cloyd Heth, November 13, 1948, 
Norris Papers #24,873. 
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Among Southern Baptists Endorsed by Highest Officials," 

in which he scored not only Dawson but also the Baptist 

leaders who refused to repudiate Dawson*s position.^^ 

As important as politics, anti-Communism, and 

anti-Dawsonism were, they were not the most important 

factors in the latter years of Norris' life. His 

greatest energies were spent in molding his organizations 

into viable, lasting foonti. Throughout most of his life 

he had held his church and auxiliary agencies together 

by the sheer force of his personality and individual 

strength. As this strength began to ebb, he became 

more aware of the need to surround himself with trusted 

lieutenants to whom he could pass the torch of leader

ship. Thus, the majority of his time was spent on four 

areas—First Baptist Church of Fort Worth, Temple Baptist 

Church of Detroit, the World Baptist Mission Fellowship, 

and the Baptist Bible Seminary. 

One key element of Norris' organizations was 

the World Baptist Mission Fellowship which had the 

effect of being a separate denomination. The roots of 

84 
J. Frank Norris, "Infidelity Among Southern 

Baptists Endorsed by Highest Officials." (Fort Worth: 
Privately printed for the author, n.d.) In all fairness 
to Dawson all he said was that Erskine had taken a 
controversial position on the divine nature of Jesus 
which might one day dominate the judgment of mankind. 
Erskine had advanced the thesis that Jesus was an illegi
timate son of Mary. To Dawson this was simply one man's 
thesis; to Norris it was a red flag of challenge. 
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the Fellowship lay in Norris' experiences with the 

Baptist General Convention of Texas, the World's 

Christian Fundamentals Association, and the Baptist 

Bible Union. He became convinced that the only way to 

preserve his variety of orthodoxy was to create some 

type of organization dedicated to fundamentalist 

principles and composed of churches subscribing to these 

principles. The result was the World Baptist Mission 

Fellowship, a quasi-denomination made up of churches 

loyal to Norris, the majority of which had been 

organized by him. During the 1930*s the Fellowship 

took on formal characteristics, established a mission 

office in Chicago, and created the Baptist Bible 

Institute. 

The year 1940 found Norris attempting to enlarge 

the Fellowship and thus give it standing and credibility 

among other Baptist groups. The key to this was a 

dynamic leader who could command respect. That man, 

in Norris* opinion, was M. H. Wolfe, a wealthy cotton 

merchant, former chairman of deacons at First Baptist 

Church of Dallas, and for years a venerated layman among 

Texas Baptists. In the later years of his life he had 

become disenchanted with his regular Baptist brethren 

in Texas. Capitalizing upon his discontent, the pastor 

of Fort Worth*s First Baptist Church began to encourage the 
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aging but still respected Wolfe to leave the Baptist 

General Convention of Texas and become President of 

the World Baptist Mission Fellowship. 

The idea caught Wolfe's attention. He wrote 

Norris suggesting ideas for the new charter of the 

Fellowship so that it could not be "alienated and prosti-

85 

tuted from the purpose for which it is established." 

This interest struck a responsive chord in the Fort 

Worth pastor, who replied: 
We have a charter on the line you 

suggested. . . . You will be interested 
to know that I have no official connection 
with the Fellowship and you can see the 
wisdom of this. While every great move
ment must have some strong, dynamic per
sonality back of it, yet such a man if he 
is wise will distribute the responsibility 
. . . on the shoulders of others. 

It is indeed a very strange thing, 
and yet not strange, that you have opened 
your heart to me like you have. I felt 
somehow through all the years that we 
would be brought together in a real 
fellowship. 

By the middle of February, 1940, Norris was 

convinced that Wolfe was the man to head his fledgling 

association of churches and conducted an extensive 

correspondence with his fellow pastors to boost Wolfe 

for the presidency of the Fellowship. The plan was 

^^M. H. Wolfe to Norris, February 5, 1940, 
Norris Papers #27,335. 

^Sorris to M. H. Wolfe, February 8, 1940, 
Norris Papers #27,337. 
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for Louis Entzminger to resign as President so that 

the Fellowship's Board could offer the post to the 

Dallas cotton merchant. If Wolfe, whom Norris called 

"the biggest layman among Texas or Southern Baptists. . . 

the most beloved, honored and trusted," would take the 

job, it would be a major victory for the fundamentalist.^ 

Consequently B. H. Hilliard, chairman of the Fellowship*s 

Board, and Louis Entzminger wrote Wolfe inviting him 

to join their ranks as the new president of their 

association. Hilliard emphasized that the Fellowship was 

not a separatist movement, not a new denomination, nor 

a divisive force. It was a movement within Baptist 

ranks to conserve and promote the historic faith of 

Baptists. Entzminger added, "We are not leaving the 

old time Baptist position, but we are maintaining it 

and defending it."^^ Wolfe replied that he would accept 

if it could be understood that it would be his purpose 

to "avoid any cause for friction or division among 

Baptists."^^ With Wolfe successfully snared, Norris lost 

Norris to M. H. Wolfe, February 12, 1940, 
Norris Papers #27,338; Norris to B. H. Hilliard, 
February 13, 1940, Norris Papers #27,340; Norris to Harry 
Hamilton, February 13, 1940, Norris Papers #27,339. 

^^B. H. Hilliard to M. H. Wolfe, February 14, 1940, 
Norris Papers #27,342; Louis Entzminger to M. H. Wolfe, 
February 15, 1940, Norris Papers #27,349. 

^^M. H. Wolfe to B. H. Hilliard, February 20, 
1940, Norris Papers #27,354. 
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no time in informing regular Baptists, even to the 

point of suggesting to Pat Neff, President of Baylor, 

that he write Wolfe a letter of congratulation.^° 

One of the first major problems to face the 

Fellowship after Wolfe accepted the Presidency was 

the prospect of war in the Far East and its effect on 

Fellowship-sponsored missionaries in China. When the 

State Department sent letters to all religious bodies 

with missionaries in China warning that it might soon 

be necessary to evacuate the mission posts, Norris 

promptly wrote Cordell Hull, the Secretary of State, 

and received assurance that his department would aid 

in the evacuation. Wolfe wired the Fellowship missionaries 

to come home if desired, although he believed they would 

be safe if they sought refuge in the International 

91 Settlement. Eventually the missionaries were recalled, 

but not before Fred Donnelson and others of the Hanchow 

Mission were captured and imprisoned by the Japanese. 

After a great deal of wrangling with the State Depart

ment, Norris succeeded in getting his missionaries 

^^Norris to Reg Woodworth, February 24, 1940, 
Norris Papers #26,481; Norris to Pat Neff, March 8, 1940, 
Norris Papers #27,360. 

•̂''Norris to M. H. Wolfe, October 9, 1940, 
Norris Papers #27,372; Ibid., October 9, 1940, Norris 
Papers #27,373; M. H. Wolfe to Norris, October 10, 1940, 
Norris Papers #27,375. 
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out of a Japanese prison camp and back to the United 

92 
States. 

World War II and the death of M. H. Wolfe 

caused a decline in the foreign mission program of 

the World Baptist Mission Fellowship.^"^ As the war 

drew to a conclusion, Norris began to revive plans 

to send missionaries back to China and to initiate 

mission programs in new areas. He also took steps 

to transform his Baptist Bible Institute into a full-

fledged seminary to train fundamentalist preachers 

and missionaries. 

The idea of building his own seminary was, to 

Norris, a logical step in the unfolding development 

of his life. In his own mind he was following in the 

steps of men such as Dwight L. Moody, B. H. Carroll, 

and R. A. Torrey who, after building great churches, 
94 

had given their remaining years to building seminaries. 

The Bible Institute, the outgrowth of annual Pre-millennial 

Bible Conferences held at First Baptist Church, served 

its purpose from its creation in 1939 to its transformation 

into the Baptist Bible Seminary in 1944. Thereafter, 

^^Norris to Bill Dowell, February 18, 1948, 
Norris Papers #6,511. 

^\olfe passed away October 14, 1942. 

^ Norris to Beauchamp Vick, August 31, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,731. 
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the seminary and the mission program became the two 

leading elements of the World Baptist Mission Fellowship, 

95 

each bearing the unmistakable mark of J. Frank Norris. 

The base of operations for the seminary—physi

cally and financially was the First Baptist Church of 

Fort Worth with assistance from its sister church, the 

Temple Baptist Church of Detroit. The guiding spirit, 

to no one*s surprise, was the personal force of Norris* 

ambition. Under the terms of an agreement dated December 13, 

1944, the seminary leased space in the First Baptist 

Church's three story educational building on the corner 

of Fourth and Throckmorton streets. No rent would be 

paid to the church, but the seminary would pay the utility 

bills, pay a pro-rata share of the upkeep, and furnish 
96 

workers for First Baptist Church. 

After establishing the seminary, Norris' prime 

objective was its accreditation. This was especially 

necessary if he was to benefit from the flood of returning 

servicement armed with the guarantee of a federally 

subsidized education as part of the G. I. Bill of Rights. 

On January 31, 1945, the Selective Service office notified 
95 
Norris to Fred Donnelson, February 23, 1944, 

Norris Papers #6,254. 
^^Lease Agreement between First Baptist Church 

and the Baptist Bible Seminary, December 13, 1944, 
Norris Papers #8,635. 
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the Fort Worth pastor that his seminary came within 

the meaning of a theological school under section five 

of the Selective Service Act of 194 0 and was therefore 

approved for veterans.^^ With this recognition in hand 

the seminary was ready to open its doors in the fall 

of 1945. 

The development of a seminary brought new 

adjustments for Norris. His associates recognized that 

the educational institution was perhaps the greatest 

single factor which would determine the "future standing, 

effectiveness and wide spread acceptance" of the Fellow

ship's work, and that Norris' leadership was essential 

to its success. As plans materialized for the opening 

of the seminary, Norris found himself immersed in 

administrative chores, a task he never relished. What 

he wanted to do was to promote and to let someone else 

administer. "The situation," he complained, "is that 

I have no executive—no Beauchamp Vick—to run the 

institution. The last thing I wanted to do was this 

98 administrative work." Determined that the venture 

^^Neal Wherry to Norris, January 31, 1945, 
Norris Papers #8,833. 

^^Norris to Beauchamp Vick, August 17, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,717; Earl Williams to Vick, August 
29, 1945, Norris Papers #25,799; Norris to Vick, August 
31, 1945, Norris Papers #25,731. 
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would succeed, he would not turn its operation over 

to anyone unless he was satisfied that that person 

could make it run. 

The pressures of age and administrative problems 

took their toll of Norris' energies. "I have faced 

many crossings of the Red Sea and the waters always 

divided," he confessed, "but at present, I simply don't 

see any way out. I am more of a preacher, evangelist, 

soul-winner than I am a president of a seminary."^^ The 

seminary was under-staffed, funds were not coming in 

as expected, and the specter of government withdrawal 

of its recognition was a constant threat. With three 

hundred enrolled in regular classes and six hundred in 

correspondence courses, Norris rapidly recognized that 

he needed a trained administrator. As administrative 

tasks left him increasingly less time, he became more 

anxious and frustrated. He continually threatened to 

get out from under everything except preaching and 

let everything else run as it might. 

^^Norris to Eloise Vick, October 1, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,743. 

lOOipĵ Q search for men to succeed him is a major 
theme in the latter years of Norris' life. Norris to 
Beauchamp Vick, August 31, 1945, Norris Papers #25,736; 
Ibid., September 29, 1945, Norris Papers #25,742; Ibid., 
January 13, 1947, Norris Papers #25,787. 

Norris to Beauchamp Vick, January 24, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,805. 
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Norris' health was also a growing problem. It 

became increasingly serious during the siimmer of 1942 

when the seminary entered into an expansion program. 

Norris entered into an agreement to purchase an apart

ment house near his facilities, but the lenders were 

reluctant to extend a loan unless they were assured 

that he could be on the job to supervise the activities 

of the seminary. For Norris this meant cancelling a 

proposed trip to Palestine. Fortunately, the directors 

of Continental National Bank approved the loan in time 

for him to make his projected trip, but mental strain 

102 

sapped his strength causing his colleagues great concern. 

Norris finally settled the question of presidential 

succession. He had reached his decision by December, 1947, 

for he hinted to Beauchamp Vick that he wanted him present 

when he preached his anniversary sermon at Temple Baptist 

Church. In that sermon he announced that he wanted 

Vick to remain as General Superintendent at Temple 

Baptist and take on the additional responsibility of 
.-, j_ 103 seminary president. 

•'•̂ N̂orris purchased the Neely Apartments at 618 
W. 2nd for $40,000 with funds borrowed from Continental 
National Bank. Norris to Beauchamp Vick, April 24, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,871; Ibid., July 24, 1947, Norris Papers 
#25,937; Ibid., July 28, 1947, Norris Papers #25,940; Ibid., 
July 29, 1947, Norris Papers #25,944; Ralph Toney to B. 
Vick, July 23, 1947, Norris Papers #25,934. 

^^%orris to Beauchamp Vick, December 27, 1947, 
Norris Papers #26,010. Norris said: "From both experience 
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Norris, however, found it difficult to relinquish 

the reins of leadership. When Vick's administrative 

policies took the seminary in a direction contrary to 

his viewpoint, he rose to protect his own. "You see," 

he wrote Entzminger, "I am in a very unassailable posi

tion. Though not legally, yet in a real sense, I own 

the seminary for I own First Baptist Church, . . . " All 

the years of struggle and controversy welled up in his 

spirit, bringing forth the old belligerency. "I am not 

going to build a seminary and then have them do me like 

they did . . . old man Riley in his old days, and even 

. . . Lee Scarborough," he declared. •'-̂^ "If anybody 

wants to know who is boss around here, just start some-

105 
thing." The problem revolved around Entzminger's 

disagreement with B. F. Dearmore, the new dean of the 

seminary. Entzminger believed that Dearmore was imperiling 

the validity of the regular degrees of the seminary by 

offering a proliferation of degrees, including graduate 

degrees, by correspondence. Norris' longtime companion 

summed up his dilemma by saying "I have too much regard 

and education I have something that few men have and the 
students are entitled to it." He wanted to teach and 
preach, but avoid the drudgery of administration; Norris 
to Dallas Billington, March 15, 1948, Norris Papers #2,003. 

W. D. Riley of Minneapolis, Minnesotta. 

105 "̂ -'Norris to Louis Entzminger, June 19, 1948, 
Norris Papers #7,230. 
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for fairness and justice even if we could get by with 

the government to give these degrees to a man who can 

work full time and pull down a good salary from the 

Y. M. C. A., pastor his church, and get two degrees 

in less than twelve months and one of them a doctor's 
^ ,.106 degree. 

The recognition crisis reached its peak in 1948. 

The crisis came about because of the seminary's poor 

academic standards, especially the haphazard method with 

which records were kept. Its importance is the method 

by which Norris resolved the problem."'" 

To avert the loss of accreditation by the 

government, Norris called upon his friend. Senator Tom 

Connally. He informed Connally's secretary of his 

dilemma on November 9. The Senator intervened, as Norris 

requested, and the seminary retained its recognition 

as an approved theological school. Norris later confessed 

that if "it hadn't been for my connections in Washington we 

108 
would today be practically out of business." 

Louis Entzminger to Norris, June 24, 1948, 
Norris Papers #7,231. The problem of academic excellence 
was a continual thorn in Norris* side. 

"'"̂ N̂orris spelled out his belief that his enemies 
were behind his current problem to Mrs. S. E. Carr, 
secretary to Senator Tom Connally. Norris to Mrs. S. E. 
Carr, November 9, 194 8, Norris Papers #4,530. 

•'•̂ Sorris to Beauchamp Vick, January 2, 1949, 
Norris Papers #26,036. 
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This was not the first time the Fort Worth 

pastor had used his Washington connections, nor was it 

to be his last. His friendship with Tom Connally and 

Sam Rayburn are aspects of his life which have been 

ignored. They add new dimensions to his already complex 

life. For example, in 1944, when his newspaper, the 

Fundamentalist, was afoul of the postal authorities, 

Norris wrote: "I am sure a visit to Washington . . . 

to see Sam Rayburn or Tom Connally can iron it out." 

Early in 1948 he wrote Connally's secretary, Mrs. S. E. 

Carr, that it was "worthwhile to have friends that you 

can really count on in the inner circle, and you and 

your boss have certainly been on that inner circle to 

me." Later, when he informed Mrs. Carr of his crisis, 

he referred to the government recognition which the 
109 

Senator*s office had secured for him. The assistance 

Norris received proved invaluable to his institutions, 

enabling him to keep his infant organizations intact. 

These struggles took their toll of the aging 

Norris. Early in 1949 Entzminger informed Vick that 

Norris was again having dizzy spells and could not 

continue to lecture at the seminary. This was a serious 

crisis, for Norris' lectures and his personal charisma 

Norris to Beauchamp Vick, September 13, 1944. 
Norris Papers #25,629; Norris to Mrs. S. E. Carr, March 2, 
1948, Norris Papers #4,520; Ibid., November 9, 1948, 
Norris Papers #4,530. 
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were the core of the seminary's appeal to young funda

mentalists. By May, 1949, concern had turned to 

crisis because students were losing interest and leaving 

the seminary. Norris recognized the problem but his 

health was such that he could not lecture at the seminary 

and, at the same time, fill his pulpit.m 

In mid-1949 the loss of recognition again became 

an issue. This time it was the Southwest Division of 

the Veterans' Administration that initiated the problem. 

Once again Norris faced a crisis. He made numerous 

trips to the Dallas offices of the Veterans* Administra

tion but, while he was able to abate the immediate threat, 

112 
the problem continued. 

By February, 19 50, the situation was critical. 

The director of the Southwest Division notified Norris 

that approval under Public Law 346 would remain in force 

only until June 1 unless the Baptist Bible Seminary could 

•'"•'•̂Louis Entzminger to Beauchamp Vick, January 
3, 1949, Norris Papers #7,290. 

•̂'••'•Norris to Beauchamp Vick, May 6, 1949, Norris 
Papers #26,125. Norris revealed: "I had to quit both 
services yesterday, and didn't finish my message last 
night." 

•̂••̂ Norris to Beauchamp Vick, July 22, 1949, Norris 
Papers #26,144; Reg Woodworth to Beauchamp Vick, July 22, 
1949, Norris Papers #26,145; Louis Entzminger to Beauchamp 
Vick, July 23, 1949, Norris Papers #26,147. Entzminger 
believed that Norris was one of the few men the Dallas 
office really feared and that the abatement was the best 
that could be obtained. 
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secure recognition from either the Southern Association 

of Schools, the American Association of Theological 

Schools, or the Texas Department of Education."'•"'• "̂  The 

seminary was one of the few theological schools holding 

government recognition which was not also a member of 

the Association of Theological Seminaries and Divinity 

Schools. It could not be approved by this body because 

it granted theological degrees to students who did not 

have a Bachelor's Degree. The only hope seemed to be 

the Veterans' Administration's respect for Norris and 

approval by the State Board of Education. 

J. Frank Norris was the obvious man to secure 

the needed recognition. He had accomplished it in times 

past. This time, however, he was tired and in poor health 

He tried to delegate the task to Beauchamp Vick and the 

Trustees of the Baptist Bible Seminary but, in the end, 

115 it was a job that only he and Entzminger could do. 

113 
Oliver Meadows to Norris, February 27, 1950, 

Norris Papers #8,832; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, March 9, 
1950, Norris Papers #26,220. 

114 
Louis Entzminger to Beauchamp Vick, March 10, 

1950, Norris Papers #7,320. Entzminger believed it 
was fear of Norris as much as respect. 

•'••'•̂ Norris to Beauchamp Vick, March 10, 1950, 
Norris Papers #26,223; Beauchamp Vick to Norris, March 11, 
1950, Norris Papers #8,874; Norris to Trustees of 
Baptist Bible Seminary, March 11, 1950, Norris Papers 
#8,856. Loss of recognition would mean the loss of 
government funds for veterans, about one-half of the 
Seminary's income. This would mean a reduction of 
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The only solution, as Entzminger saw It, was for Norris 

to go to Washington and see Tom Connally and Sam Rayburn. 

"If he has enough influence to outweigh the combination 

that is against us," Norris' long-standing associate 

116 declared, "we have a chance," Norris partially 

blamed Vick and Registrar Reg Woodworth for the problem, 

117 

which stemmed largely from poor and inaccurate records. 

What was needed was immediate remedial action. 

To that end Norris spent his energies in the 

spring of 1950. Throughout the month of March he worked 

tirelessly. He met VA officials in Austin and persuaded 

the state board of education to examine the seminary. He 
also wrote Senator Connally and asked him to intervene 

118 with VA officials in Washington. He continued to 

gravitate between the VA office in Dallas, J. W. Edgar's 

office at the State Board of Education in Austin, and 

students to less than 150, and "from a practical stand
point," Norris declared, "it means the closing of the 
Seminary." 

"'••'•̂Louis Entzminger to Beauchamp Vick, March 11, 
1950, Norris Papers #7,322. 

•'••'•̂ Norris to Louis Entzminger, March 13, 1950, 
Norris Papers #7,323. 

118 
Norris to Oliver Meadows, March 15, 1950, 

Norris Papers #9,934; Norris wrote Tom Connally, "Tried 
to get you over the phone for I need you very badly. . . . 
I think all that is necessary is for you to call attention 
to Major Wherry of the importance of the matter involved." 
Norris to Tom Connally, March 17, 1950, Norris Papers 
#8,805. 
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the Washington offices of Tom Connally and Sam Rayburn. 

Although the task obviously taxed his waning health, 

119 he worked ceaselessly. 

His efforts bore fruit. On March 29 J. W. Edgar 

informed him that the seminary had been placed on the 

Board of Education's list of approved schools. This 

led the VA to extend the seminary's recognition and 

prevented the cut-off of government funds. It was a 

personal victory for Norris. It was one of his last 

acts in behalf of his struggling fellowship of associates 

^ .-• 120 and organizations. 

Likewise, the mission program of the World 

Baptist Mission Fellowship was having its problems. 

The end of World War II brought renewed pleas from the 

displaced fundamentalist China missionaries to return 

to their field. During the time that the China missionaries 

had been in the United States, however, Norris had lost 

confidence in Fred Donnelson, who with the death of 

119 
Norris to Tom Connally, March 27, 1950, Norris 

Papers #8,806; Norris to Sam Rayburn, March 27, 1950, 
Norris Papers #8,841. 

•'•̂ Ĵ. W. Edgar to Norris, March 29, 1950, Norris 
Papers #8,705; E. M. Cain (Education Division of the 
Veteran's Bureau) to Oliver Meadows, March 30, 1950, Norris 
Papers #8,829; Beauchamp Vick to Louis Entzminger, March 31, 
1950, Norris Papers #7,326; Norris credited Entzminger and 
Nell Parmley of the State Board of Education with helping to 
secure recognition for the Seminary. Norris to Earl 
Oldham, April 22, 1950, Norris Papers #8,836. 
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Mrs. W. S. Sweet, became the senior China missionary 

and head of the mission program in China. Norris believed 

Donnelson was a dynamic missionary but a poor business

man. This created an impasse which threatened to split 

121 the mission program. 

The conflict was partially resolved by the 

World Baptist Mission Fellowship at its annual meeting 

in 1946. The associates voted to recruit at least one-

hundred new missionaries and set up an eleven point 

plan to govern the mission program. All missionaries 

were to be appointed by the Fellowship. They were to 

raise funds for their support before returning to their 

fields. Thereafter, they were to have all contributions 

channeled through the mission office and submit monthly 

reports. No property was to be acquired or buildings 

constructed without the consent of the Fellowship. Finally, 

all missionaries were to subscribe to the confession of 

faith adopted by the Fellowship. These helped to mend 

some of the potential breaks but Norris was not totally 

122 
satisfied with the resolution. 

What Norris wanted was a plan more closely akin 

to that of the New Testament. This meant that each church 

-'•̂ •'•Norris to Beauchamp Vick, November 13, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,764. 

•'•̂ M̂inutes of the World Baptist Mission Fellow
ship, November 14, 194 6, Norris Papers #27,481. 
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would send its own missionaries and support them directly. 

The Fort Worth pastor hoped to generate more interest, 

and hence, more financial support. Furthermore, this 

would allow the Fellowship to close its mission office 

and reduce its costs of operations. So convinced was 

he of the efficacy of the plan that he expended great 

123 

energy in correspondence to others in the Fellowship. 

Two factors—the need to reduce costs and admin

istrative responsibilities—plus Norris' loss of con

fidence in Fred Donnelson prompted the Fort Worth pastor's 

movement to reform the mission program. This brought 

Norris into conflict with those in the Fellowship who 

supported Donnelson, a group which included Beauchamp 

Vick. This difference of opinion contained the seeds 

of discontent which ultimately split the Fellowship. 

Norris, however, was adamant. He had built the Fellow

ship by the sheer force of his personality and, while 

he wanted to step down, he did not want to see the 

mission program go in a direction opposite to his own 
. . -. . 1 • i_ • 1 2 4 

concept. Thus, he persisted m having his own way. 

•'•Norris to Beauchamp Vick, January 2, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,783; Ibid., January 20, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,794; Ibid., January 24, 1947, Norris Papers 
#25,805. 

•'•̂ N̂orris to Beauchamp Vick, January 21, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,796; Ibid., February 1, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,816; Norris' persistent fear was that Fred 
Donnelson or his son, Paul, might decide to break with 
the fellowship and form an independent mission station 
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Again, Norris got what he wanted. At the January 15, 

1948, meeting of the Fellowship in Springfield, Missouri, 

the Directors endorsed his twelve point plan of New 

Testament missions. All missionaries were to accept the 

Fellowship as a sponsor, furnish monthly reports, accept 

an outside audit, and send all legal papers relating to 

mission property to the Fellowship's mission office in 

125 

the United States. Applauding this action as a posi

tive divergence from the mission program's "growth by 

trial and error," Norris declared that "in truth and in 

fact we are starting what in practice means a new deno-
126 

mmation." The recalcitrant Donnelson endorsed the 

program, but Norris was not entirely satisfied. Although 

his chief lieutenants—Beauchamp Vick of Detroit and 

Bill Dowell of Springfield, Missouri—supported the 

Donnelson family, Norris believed that Fred Donnelson 

and take over the Sweet property in Hangchow. Thus 
he wanted legal safeguards against such an exigency. 
Norris to Bill Dowell, February 17, 1948, Norris 
Papers #6,509; Norris asserted that he had started 
the Fellowship, opened the Mission Office in Chicago, 
and secured the release of Fellowship Missionaries 
from a Japanese detention camp. Ibid., February 18, 
1948, Norris Papers #6,511. 

•'•̂ M̂inutes of the World Baptist Mission Fellow
ship, January 15, 1948, Norris Papers #27,478. 

•'•2̂ Norris to Frank Fort, December 17, 1947, 
Norris Papers #7,729; Norris to Bill Dowell, February 28, 
1948, Norris Papers #6,513. 
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had said unkind things about him and the Fellowship, 

and thus refused to print any of his reports or articles 

127 
in the Fundamentalist. 

The mission issue was compounded when the 

China missionaries were forced to evacuate the Chinese 

mainland for the second time in the decade. When Norris 

returned from his 194 8 pilgrimage to Palestine he found 

that the State Department was urging all American-based 
128 

missionaries in China to return to the states. The 

China situation had worsened between 1946 and 1948, and 

the Truman administration had realized that no amount 

of aid could save the Nationalist regime of Chiang Kai-

shek. Despite the urgings of the "China Lobby," which 

included the anti-communist Norris and his fundamentalist 

associates, the failure of the Marshall Mission in 1946 

and suppression of the Wedemeyer Report in 1947 led the 
127 

Fred Donnelson to Bill Dowell, March 27, 1948, 
Norris Papers #27,4 88; Paul Donnelson to Bill Dowell, 
March 31, 1948, Norris Papers #27,489; Bill Dowell to 
Norris, July 29, 1947, Norris Papers #6,445; Norris to 
Bill Dowell, July 13, 1948, Norris Papers #6,529. For 
additional information on the mission controversy see 
Norris to Bill Dowell, February 3, 1947, Norris Papers 
#6,436; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, February 5, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,820; Ibid., February 6, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,821; Ibid., February 8, 1947, Norris Papers 
#25,829; Ibid., February 20, 1947, Norris Papers #25,837; 
Norris to Bill Dowell, July 26, 1947, Norris Papers #6,444; 
Ibid., December 20, 1947, Norris Papers #6,420; Norris 
to^. D. Ingle, December 11, 1947, Norris Papers #8,890; 
Azllota Sage to Norris, February 24, 1948, Norris Papers 
#27,499. 

•'•̂ B̂eauchamp Vick to Bill Dowell, November 18, 1948, 
Norris Papers #6,533. 
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United States to reduce its support for Chiang, who 

retreated to Formosa in early 1949.^^^ From Shanghai 

Fred Donnelson wrote that he was fearful of having to 

leave the mainland. Finally, in April, 1949, the 

missionaries were evacuated to the United States. The 

Fellowship's mission property and years of labor were 

lost.130 

The return of Fred Donnelson and the China 

missionaries renewed the mission controversy. Norris 

opposed the missionaries going from church to church 

taking free-will offerings for their living expenses. 

He wanted all monies channeled through the new mission 

office at Springfield. Furthermore, since Mainland 

China had been closed, he wanted to reassign the China 

missionaries to Japan or the Philippines. "You know 

what I have done for the Fellowship," Norris declared, 

"and what I have done for the churches without any 

renumeration--often times not getting my expenses." He 

was opposed to diverting mission funds to missionaries 

who were home when they should be on the field. Hence 

131 the Norris-Donnelson conflict continued to fester. 

129 
Cabell Phillips, The Truman Presidency 

(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1969) pp. 275-285. 
130 

Fred Donnelson to Norris, November 26, 1948, 
Norris Papers #6,323; Memorandum on China, April 27, 1949, 
Norris Papers #6,336. 

•'•̂ •'•Norris to R. J. Barber, March 5, 1949, Norris 
Papers #1,694; Norris to Bill Dowell, December 14, 1948, 
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Simultaneously, two other mission enterprises 

occupied Norris' mind. One was a possible merger with 

Conservative Baptists of the North. Believing that the 

Southern Baptist Convention was about to split, the 

aging Fort Worth pastor announced "if we are wise and 

courageous, the field is ours." The Conservative Baptists 

had a strong, well-organized mission program but no 

seminary. The World Baptist Mission Fellowship had a 

seminary and a fledgling mission program. United, the 

two groups would, in Norris* opinion, be infinitely 

stronger. "There must be a definite organized plan in 

our mission work," he declared, "and the Conservative 

132 Baptists have that plan." The plan had merit and 

the interest of both Conservative Baptists and the 

Fellowship. Norris' death in 1952 prevented such an 

alliance. 

The other enterprise was a new mission field in 

Israel. Seeing the thousands of refugees in that infant 

state as a great evangelistic opportunity to be exploited. 

Norris Papers #6,534; Ibid., February 14, 1949, Norris 
Papers #6,538; Ibid., March 18, 1949, Norris Papers 
#6,541; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, February 6, 1950, 
Norris Papers #6,343. 

•'"̂ N̂orris to George Crittenden, May 14, 1950, 
Norris Papers #5,134; Norris to Claude Bonam, May 14, 
1950, Norris Papers #2,260; Norris to Chester Tulga, 
May 13, 1950, Norris Papers #25,283; Ibid., May 16, 
1950, Norris Papers #25,284. 
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Norris encouraged his associates to support the venture. 

Having made niomerous trips to Palestine, he had contacts 

which would be helpful, and, with the mission work in 

China closed, he saw Jerusalem as a new center around 

which to focus his mission program. To close friends 

he confided, "That will be my next greatest work, to 

build that church in Jerusalem." Again, his death 

133 prevented him from seeing this dream fulfilled. 

Even as he was building his organization and 

preparing to turn the reins of leadership over to 

trusted associates, his religious empire suffered two 

major schisms. It is interesting, and somewhat tragic, 

that the later years of Norris' ministry should be 

rent by the same type of schismatic controversy which 

characterized his early relationship with regular 

Baptists and other organized groups. It is even more 

interesting that the two splits should involve those 

closest to Norris—his son, George, and his most trusted 

associate, Beauchamp Vick. 

Norris was fond of all his children, but his 

greatest hopes rested on George Louis, the youngest son. 

Always the patriarch, he wanted desperately to pass the 

•'•3 Norris to Mrs. B,. A, Coyle, February 14, 1951, 
Norris Papers #1,321; Ibid,, December 1, 1951, Norris 
Papers #4,335; Norris to Charles Billington, February 14, 
1951, Norris Papers #1,977; Norris to Ruth Duncan, 
January 20, 1952, Norris Papers #5,820. 
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fruits of his labor on to one of his sons, but neither 

J. Frank, Jr., nor Jim Gaddy entered the ministry. 

When George decided to follow in his father's profession, 

it was a time of great rejoicing for the elder Norris. 

During the early years of the 1940's he groomed George 

to take his place at the head of First Baptist Church 

and the Fellowship. It is not surprising, then, that 

the schism with George came as a great mental and 

spiritual blow. 

Norris took a close interest in George's pre

paration for the ministry. "I want you to improve 

every time you preach and never let down," the father 

declared. To that end the elder Norris encouraged his 

son to take a short course at Moody Bible Institute, to 

practice reading the Scriptures with fluency, to slow 

down his delivery, to enunciate carefully, and to "put 

134 
tears" in his voice. "Avoid high sounding pronounce
ments on world affairs," he cautioned, "a lot of fellows 

134 
Norris to George Norris, June 20, 1940, Norris 

Papers #18,242; Ibid., October 14, 1940, Norris Papers 
#18,251; Ibid., December 10, 1940, Norris Papers #18,252; 
Ibid., April 8, 1941, Norris Papers #18,263. When the 
U. S. entered W. W. II, George, who had attended the 
Naval Academy from 1935 to 1936, applied for a commission 
in the Naval Reserve. His poor eyesight, which caused 
him to leave the Academy, kept him from receiving his 
commission. George Norris to A. G. Coulton, December 11, 
1941, Norris Papers #18,258; George Norris to Commander 
of the Eighth Naval District, December 7, 1941, Norris 
Papers #18,261. 
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haven't been outside Peckerwood Creek, so you stick 

right close to the simple heart truths of the Gospel. 

That*s what people want to hear." He also urged modera

tion in the pulpit, an interesting suggestion in the 

light of his own charismatic and colorful pulpit 

career. "How contrary to the quiet, deep and conscious 

work of the Spirit is so much ranting, tearing of hair, 

frothing at the mouth, pulling off worldly stunts, 

hollering as if calling hogs. . . ," he said in a very 

revealing letter. Norris had always been an above-average 

orator even without the sensationalism which had become 

his trademark. Now, late in his ministry, he was having 

some misgivings about the methods he himself had used 

in the pulpit. Times had changed. First Baptist Church 

had matured, and Norris wanted George to be more polished 

and less sensational. 

The relationship between George and his father 

was not without its conflicts. The elder Norris reminded 

the younger son that he had gone to the Naval Academy, 

withdrawn and enrolled at the University of Michigan, 

married before he finished school, and attended Wheaton 

Norris to George Norris, May 7, 1941, Norris 
Papers, #18,266; Ibid., May 17, 1941, Norris Papers 
#18,267. Norris confessed: "I have come to realize 
and feel very keenly that so much of my preaching is 
without demonstration of the Spirit and of power. I am 
greatly distressed that so many of our fundamentalist 
preachers are contending for the faith in a contentious 
manner. . ." 
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College—all without his father*s counsel. "I want to 

emphasize it is not going to be an easy thing for you 

to work with me," he announced, "because I go like 

lightning." When George was not prompt in keeping his 

obligations, Norris chastised him, saying "unless you 

eradicate it root and branch at once you will be like 

the majority of preachers who have no regard for their 

obligations or promises. "''•̂^ He often reminded his son 

that it was his ministry that was most important at 

the present. 

It is not that I want to 
dominate your life but going as I do, 
with the things that are piling up, I 
cannot accomodate my plans to you and 
yours. And all who work with me will 
have to work with and according to my 
plans. And that is not any question 
of pride of authorship, but it is 
just simply a question of absolute 
necessity .1-̂ 7 

By 1944, the time of testing and trial was 
\ 

over. The elder Norris was ready to step down and let 

1 38 George take the helm of leadership. Accordingly, 

13 6 
Norris to George Norris, June 12, 1941, Norris 

Papers #18,270; Ibid., June 14, 1941, Norris Papers 
#18,271. 

1-̂ 'Norris to George Norris, December 30, 1941, 
Norris Papers #18,274. 

1-̂  George had been assistant pastor at First 
Baptist Church from 1939 to 1944. During that time he 
had supplied for his father in Detroit, taught courses 
at the Baptist Bible Institute, and managed the printing 
operation of the two churches. 
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he resigned as Pastor of First Baptist Church and 

asked the church to accept George as its new pastor, 

with him as assistant. He confessed to George that 

It was the greatest joy of my 
life when I voluntarily called you to 
the platform last June and gave you 
first place and I took second place 
and I did so without any church action. 
My certain confidence is that you will 
grow in grace from year to year. And 
I will lie down and die happy knowing 
the great church which I gave so much 
of blood, tears and heartaches for a 
lifetime is in safe hands.1^9 

Between June and October, 1944, the relation

ship between George and his father deteriorated. It 

is reasonable to assume that the father never let 

the son be his "own man" because Norris never really 

believed that anyone other than himself could direct 

the program of First Baptist Church. In any case 

George resigned on October 2, announcing that his 

plans and his father's did not coincide. Norris 

hastily attempted to repair the break. On October 4 

the First Baptist Church went on record as giving George 

a "free hand" in directing the affairs of the church 

even to the point of appointing and dismissing Sunday 

School teachers and the Finance Committee. Louis 

139 
Norris to George Norris, November 17, 1944, 

Norris Papers #18,370. This letter was written after 
the split, when Norris was trying to reconcile his 
son. 
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Entzminger moved, and the church concurred, that George's 

resignation be rejected. All went for naught, however. 

The break had occurred. 

Norris never completely accepted the fact that 

his refusal to step aside had led George to resign. 

Rather, he preferred to believe with some justification, 

that George had come under the influence of a group 

of anti-Norris conspirators. In this he had the support 

of Mrs. Norris, who asserted that George had refused 

to come see her when she was ill. Norris confessed 

to George that the rift had crushed him and Mrs. Norris. 

"We would not have near the sorrow over you and your 

future as if you were a corpse today." He continued: 

I confess I had great pride, and 
perhaps it was tainted with human pride 
as I looked upon you as my successor in 
this great church. 

I may be guilty of many errors and 
faults which I freely admit, but the whole 
world will never commend you for lifting 
your hand against your own father and mother 

Just what the "free hand" really meant in 
Norris* mind is not clear. Whether he ever would have 
let his son take complete charge of the church is also 
unclear. Norris to Finance Committee of First Baptist 
Church, November 23, 1944, Norris Papers #18,372; 
Memorandum on George's resignation, Norris Papers 
#18,373; Minutes of First Baptist Church, October 4, 1944, 
Norris Papers #18,375. 

141 Ibid. 
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He then reminded George that no hand raised against 

his father had ever prospered. "That*s not because I 

am so righteous," he explained, "but because God has 

142 
raised me up for this age." 

Norris retook control of First Baptist Church 

in early January, 1945, but he continued to cajole 

143 
George to return. When that failed, he tried to 

discredit George and his friends. "The little bunch 

that's running with you only seek to use you," he 

charged. George would be akin to Absalom if he took 

a split-off group out of First Baptist Church, the 

elder Norris asserted, asking "What position would 

you be in at your Mother's funeral. . .if you perpetuated 

144 this act of treachery against her?" 

Norris continued to try to lure George back 

to the fold. He announced that the Finance Committee 

had voted to continue George*s salary of $100 per week. 

Furthermore, he resolved that he would never say a word 

in public which might hurt his son. He also 

1̂ 2jjorris to George Norris, January 9, 1945, 
Norris Papers #18,390. 

Norris to George Norris, January 4, 1945, 
Norris Papers #18,391; Ibid., January 11, 1945, Norris 
Papers #18,394; Ibid., January 17, 1945, Norris Papers 
#18,396. 

144 
Norris to George Norris, January 29, 1945, 

Norris Papers, #18,405; Ibid., January 30, 1945, Norris 
Papers #18,407; Ibid., January 31, 1945, Norris Papers 
#18,408. 
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promised that no course George could pursue would ever 

change their relationship, although he also managed to 

work into the correspondence the fact that First 

Baptist Church was "going strong" in spite of the split."'"̂ ^ 

On the other hand, he could not refrain from chastizing 

his son in private correspondence. "The amazing thing," 

he declared, "is how you would allow a common, ordinary, 

uneducated coarse fellow like Jerry Miller to completely 

14 6 dominate you." In a more drastic move the elder Norris 

tried to put economic pressure on George by withdrawing 

his name from a $5,000 note which he had co-signed with 

him. The son telegraphed a terse reply—"What Price 

Family Circle? 5,000 Dollars?" Norris in turn replied 

that he would be willing to stay on the note but not if 
1 A ^ 

the money was to be used by his enemies. It is not 

14 5 

Norris to George Norris, February 1, 1945, 
Norris Papers #18,409; Ibid., February 10, 1945, Norris 
Papers #18,411; Ibid., February 12, 1945, Norris Papers 
#18,412. 

•'"Norris to George Norris, March 8, 1945, Norris 
Papers #18,418. Jerry Miller was a ministerial student 
in the seminary and a member of the Sunday School staff 
at First Baptist Church. He also was leader of a faction 
loyal to George and opposed to Norris. 

•'•Norris to C. P. Newberry (Continental National 
Bank of Fort Worth) March 12, 1945, Norris Papers #18,421; 
George Norris to Norris, March 13, 1945, Norris Papers 
#18,422; Norris to George Norris, March 16, 1945, Norris 
Papers #18,426. Norris told George, "I have made it a 
rule never to go into anything, put my money into it, 
unless I control it." Ibid., March 22, 1945, Norris 
Papers #18,428. 
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known whether Norris or George eventually paid the note, 

but it is certain that the incident did nothing to 

strengthen the bond between them. 

By May, 1945, George and his faction were 

establishing a new church, the Gideon Baptist Church, 

in the Arlington Heights section of West Fort Worth. 

The elder Norris wrote a letter expressing his deep 

feelings on May 14. Jerry Miller was a black-hearted 

traitor who had used ministerial status to avoid the 

draft and had used George as a means of trying to split 

First Baptist Church. The plot had failed, Norris 

asserted, for many persons were returning, the church 

had added four hundred members since January 1, and 

was in a stronger position than before. He said: 

To say that I am heartbroken 
and have been heartbroken over your whole 
experience expresses it mildly. 

When I am dead and gone you 
will agree that your father was at 
least one of the wisest men you ever 
knew. My ambition for you was that, 
as so many of the leading men that made 
this city, their sons succeeded them. 
All that I had in mind for you was for 
your own welfare. \ 

Whenever you want to talk business 
you can come to me and make the appoint
ment yourself. . . . I will not seek you. 
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My prayer for you is that your 
heart will be broken and that you will come 
back to that humble spirit you had when 
you first entered the ministry.148 

Norris eventually reconciled himself to the 

split, and by the end of 1945 had instituted a tenuous 

peace with George. The peace was more than likely 

the result of the desire to maintain harmony for Mrs. 

Norris* sake. Norris asserted that, during the summer 

of 1945, he had remade the First Baptist Church since 

October, 1944, and that "this whole experience has 

humbled me very greatly for it has been the greatest 

humiliation of my life, but it has been the making 

of the First Church. ""'•'̂^ 

It is reasonable to assume two things. First, 

the split could have been avoided if both men had 

realized that it was impossible for anyone else to 

be pastor of First Baptist Church while the elder 

Norris was still associated with the church in any way. He 

had been pastor since 1909. The church was a reflection 

14 8 
Norris to George Norris, May 14, 1945, Norris 

Papers #18,4 30. Later that year Norris wrote even more 
bitterly: "I would pay the $500 necessary for you to 
get the legislation to change your name, because every-
time your name is advertised it is a constant reminder 
of the revolt you led against your father's great ministry." 
Ibid., June 5, 1945, Norris Papers #18,432. 

•'•̂ N̂orris to George Norris, June 6, 1945, Norris 
Papers #18,433. In a related letter Norris said "Poor 
pitiful children, you have allowed yourselves to become 
the worst enemies that Mother and I ever had." Ibid., 
June 7, 1945, Norris Papers #18,434. 
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of his character and ministry. It could never respond 

to another man*s leadership, even if that man was Norris' 

son and hand-picked successor, until Norris stepped 

down completely. The second is that Norris never fully 

recovered from this "greatest humiliation" of his life. 

It caused him to turn more and more to Beauchamp Vick 

as the heir-apparent to the Norris dynasty. This in 

turn led to Norris* second great disappointment—the split 

with Vick in 1950. 

The relationship between J. Frank Norris and 

Beauchamp Vick was one of Norris* great joys. Through 

the years from 1934 to 1950 their collaboration, while 

not always pleasant, was very satisfying to the pastor 

of First Baptist Church. As General Superintendent 

at Temple Baptist in Detroit, Vick substituted for 

Norris, a situation which became more frequent as World 

War II disrupted transportation between Fort Worth 

and Detroit. 

By 1944 Norris was grooming Vick to become pastor 

of Temple Baptist while at the same time preparing George 

to take the pastorate of First Baptist Church. Unlike 

his relationship with George, Norris and Vick worked 

closely until 1950, probably because of the distance which 

separated them and the infrequency with which they were 

in close contact. Thus, in 1944, Norris could tell one 

of the laymen of Temple Baptist Church "how fortunate 
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that we have been grooming the church for Beauchamp*s 

leadership." It would be unthinkable, he believed, to 

put any man over him for Vick had become the pastor in 

every sense of the word. Of their relationship, he 

said, "He has been to me as a son to a father and has 

anticipated every want and wish and the years only increase 
150 

the tenderness between us." 

Yet, beneath the surface, there were disagree

ments and minor irritations. One involved the tendency 

of Norris to use the financial resources of Temple Baptist 

to underwrite the costs of many of his expensive projects. 

This was especially true of the Fundamentalist which 

constantly ran in the red as a result of Norris' distri

bution of many free copies. Vick was almost constantly 

anxious over the cost of the publication. "The financing 

of that paper was a constant burden to me for years 

while it was here," he wrote, "and I sweated under that 

burden and often times was unable to get very much relief 

from First Baptist Church." George Norris had promised that 

Temple would be able to reduce its share of the burden 

if the paper were returned to Fort Worth but that had not 

been the case. Furthermore, there was little in the paper 

about Temple Baptist, and Vick had little to say about 

its policy. Vowing that he was not trying to run the paper 

l^^Norris to Willard Cook, June 9, 1944, Norris 
Papers #4,647. 
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he nonetheless declared that "You folks can run the 

Fundamentalist without us telling you how—but I would 

also say that you can pay for it."-'̂ -̂'̂  Norris, upon 

hearing of Vick's dissatisfaction, promptly replied. 

The paper had been a burden on him, he retorted, years 

before it had been so for Vick. First Baptist Church 

would bear the cost alone if that was what bothered 

Vick. "I have neither the time nor the strength to 

take on an extra burden, but will do it," he asserted. 

Besides, if Vick wanted his news items to get into the 

paper, "send all of it to me and quit delivering messages 

to the telephone girls." The Fort Worth pastor then 

paused to reflect that First Baptist Church had suffered 

as a result of his work in Detroit. Membership had 

decreased, offerings were down, and Mrs. Norris' health 

had broken. He then intimated that both the Fundamentalist 

and Temple Baptist were what they were because of his 

work. "Without boasting," he said, "the paper would 

have very few readers if it were not for what I put in 

it." He promptly ordered an audit of the 1946 records 

so that the entire matter could be worked out to Vick's 

153 "̂  
complete satisfaction. 

1 51 

Beauchamp Vick to Ralph Toney, December 30, 1946, 
Norris Papers #25,781. 

•'•Norris to Beauchamp Vick, January 2, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,782. 

l^^Ibid., January 23, 1947, Norris Papers #25,803. 
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Another growing source of tension between the 

two men involved Vick's belief that Norris was neglecting 

Temple Baptist in favor of First Baptist Church. Here 

Vick failed to take into account both the reality of 

war-bred traffic problems between Fort Worth and Detroit 

and Norris* failing health. First Baptist Church was 

Norris* first love and Fort Worth was his home. In 

the latter years of his life he came to long more for 

the comforts of his own home and to be near Mrs. Norris 

during her illness. There was a basis for Vick's 

criticism, but there were also extenuating circumstances. 

For example, in the summer of 1945, Norris wanted Vick 

to get an auditorium building program underway in Detroit 

before post-war inflation set in. Vick, however was 

hesitant to plunge into a building program until he 

knew how much time Norris could spend at Temple Baptist. 

During 1944 he had come to Detroit only six times and 

Vick believed that was insufficient to inspire confidence 

154 
in a fund-raising drive. 

Despite these instances of irritation, Vick 

continued to rise toward the top of the fundamentalist 

hierarchy. When Norris celebrated his tenth anniversary 

at Temple Baptist, it was announced that in those ten 

•'•̂ N̂orris to Beauchamp Vick, June 29, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,685; Beauchamp Vick to Norris, August 10, 
1945, Norris Papers #25,713. 
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years there had been 10,764 additions to the membership. 

In 1944 alone there had been 1,117 new members and 

$203,103 in offerings. Although Norris took the credit 

for this, Vick's leadership was largely responsible. 

Norris was in Detroit infrequently while Vick was there 

Sunday after Sunday. Norris had become more of a pastor 

emeritus. Beauchamp Vick had gradually become both the 

pastor and the real power behind the success of the 

Detroit Church.•'•̂ ^ 

In 1945, while Norris was in Fort Worth, Vick 

reported 756 new members during the first eight months 

of the year, Sunday School attendances of over 2,000 
156 

per Sunday and offerings of over $3,000' per Sunday. 

Meanwhile, Vick continued to take on new responsibilities 

He was soon a director of the Fellowship, a director of 

the seminary, and later Assistant Pastor of Temple 

Temple Baptist Church to Norris, January 6, 
1945, Norris Papers #25,630. Over the years the Detroit 
church had become more of a financial asset to the 
Norris organization. The Fundamentalist for March 20, 
1942, reported the following yearly receipts for 
Temple Baptist: ^ ̂ ^ 

1934 — $ 18,334.00 1938 — $ 77,703.64 
1935 -- 34,586.99 1939 — 98,676.34 
1936 __ 75,385.82 1940/— 93,361.58 
1937 — 91,165.00 1941 — 130,558.90 

•'•̂ B̂eauchamp Vick to Norris, August 23, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,272; Ibid., September 8, 1945, Norris 
Papers #25,736; Ibid., September 12, 1945, Norris 
Papers #25,737. In 1947, Vick could report 3,499 in 
Sunday School and $7,054 in offerings on one Sunday. 
Ibid., November 3, 1947, Norris Papers #25,981. 
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Baptist Church. Still later he served as president of 

both the Fellowship and the Seminary. In 1947 Norris 

asked Temple Baptist to call Vick as Associate Pastor, 

explaining that he wanted to magnify Vick*s office and 

157 point him toward even larger responsibilities. It 

is obvious that by then Vick had replaced George Norris 

in the elder Norris* visions for the future of the 

Fellowship. 

In 1948 Norris, due to advancing age (71) and 

poor health, submitted his resignation to Temple Baptist. 

The church declined to accept the resignation, but 

released him from all pastoral responsibilities, thus 

158 
increasing Vick's role in the church. 

As Vick's responsibilities increased, the possibility 

of friction between him and Norris became more likely. 

As Norris advanced in age, he became more concerned with 

his own comfort. While this was understandable it was 

Norris to Beauchamp Vick, March 21, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,849; Ibid., March 25, 1947, Norris 
Papers #25,851. Norris wrote "There are so many things 
about you that I love—and I don't care who knows it— 
but most of all you seem to understand me." Ibid., 
June 9, 1947, Norris Papers #25,899. \ 

•'•̂ T̂emple Baptist to Norris, December 1, 1948, 
Norris Papers #26,030; Detroit Times, November 29, 1948, 
Norris Papers #18,647; Beauchamp Vick to Norris, November 
30, 1948, Norris Papers #26,028. Norris replied that 
he was not adverse to being named Pastor Emeritus at 
Temple Baptist Church. Norris to Beauchamp Vick, 
November 30, 1948, Norris Papers #26,027. 
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also a bone of contention. After his break with George, 

he asked Vick to exchange pulpits with him for thirty 

days, saying he needed to be away from the pressures 

but could not trust his pulpit to just anyone.•'•̂ ^ The 

experiment worked, but it led the Detroiters to expect 

Norris to return soon. When this was not forthcoming, 

Vick began to pressure Norris for a specific date when 

he would be in Detroit. Norris replied: "Don't look 

for me back for a long time. In fact, it would greatly 

relieve me if I were completely relieved of that whole 

burden." The aging Norris was taking it easy. He 

had driven his wife and sister-in-law to Hill County 

to visit Mrs. Caddy's grave and was spending more time 

at his home on Eagle Mountain Lake. This answer probably 

did a great deal to increase the tension between the 

+-x,^ rr^^r, l ^ ^ 

two men. 

Vick continued to press Norris for an answer. He 

arranged for him to fly to Detroit, but plans fell through 

since Norris did not have a high priority number. Norris 

announced that he would come as soon as traffic unsnarled. 

Vick replied that he had heard of no cancellations for quite 
/ 

•'•̂ N̂orris to Beauchamp Vick, March 3, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,639. 

•'•̂ N̂orris to Beauchamp Vick, June 29, 1945, Norris 
Papers #25,684; Ibid., June 16, 1945, Norris Papers, 
#25,679. Norris reported his blood pressure at 200 and 
confessed "no small degree of humiliation that this 
condition has been forced upon me." 
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a while, hinting that Norris should come as soon as 

possible. Norris made reservations only to have them 

cancelled with no pullman seats available on the train. 

Norris stated emphatically: "I am not going to take 

any long trips until I am certain I can get a plane 

and go without being put off. . .so you will know how 

to make your schedule as far as I am concerned." Flo

rence Mattison, Norris' secretary, wrote Vick that the 

aging pastor would make no trips unless all his reserva-
161 

tions were confirmed. Thereafter, Norris traveled 

to Detroit only occasionally. He was there at least 

once a year for his anniversary, but seldom more than 

that. These and other actions led Vick to conclude 

that Norris had lost some of his enthusiasm for the 

Detroit church. 

In 1947 Norris was contemplating resigning 

his pastorate at Detroit. To Eloise Vick he wrote that 

"any time in the world the Temple Church wants to call 

somebody in my place, it will be a great relief to me." 

To Vick he confessed "when I went to Detroit I had no 

idea of staying but a short time." It was reasonable. 

161 
Beauchamp Vick to Norris, July 25, 1945, Norris 

Papers #25,699; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, August 13, 1945, 
Norris Papers #25,715; Beauchamp Vick to Norris, August 27, 
1945, Norris Papers #25,728; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, 
August 31, 1945, Norris Papers #25,731; Ibid., November 
23, 1945, Norris Papers #25,768; Florence Mattison to 
Beauchamp Vick, October 30, 1945, Norris Papers #25,756. 
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then, for Vick to assume that Norris planned to step 

down completely at Detroit, that his health was extremely 

precarious, and that he wanted to rid himself of all 
162 

responsibilities. 

Despite differences, Norris and Vick continued 

to enjoy a relatively serene friendship. Late in 1948 

he wrote Vick, "I will do everything in my power to make 

your leadership a success and I am sure that it will be." 

Several months later he said, "I am sure that God has 

raised you up for this hour and you have been brought 

to the kingdom for the building of the greatest seminary 

on the face of the earth." The occasion was Vick's 

elevation to the presidency of the Baptist Bible Seminary, 

relieving Norris of all responsibilities except lecturing 

163 

at the Seminary and preaching at First Baptist Church. 

From 1947 Norris' health became a matter of 

great concern. One associate wrote "I don't know how 

much longer we can live with him or he can live with us 

if he doesn't get out from under some of this strain." 

Entzminger worried that Norris was losing his ability 

to hold crowds. He was lecturing past the allotted time 

Norris to Eloise Vick, February 4, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,818; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, February 8, 
1947, Norris Papers #25,822; Ibid., February 19, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,836. 

163 
Norris to Beauchamp Vick, November 27, 1948, 

Norris Papers #26,026; Ibid., January 20, 1949, Norris 
Papers #26,049. 
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and upsetting class schedules. Norris himself realized 

this. "It appears the more I try to get out from things 

the more I get in," he wrote, confessing to Eloise Vick, 

"it seems as fast as I get rid of one physical infirmity 

another sets in." His schedule was such that he had 

to find people to replace him in his many responsibilities 

The pressure brought on dizzy spells, leading one 

associate to worry lest his enemies find out and take 

164 hope. Thus, Norris' aspirations to retire, his 

advancing age, and his poor health probably convinced 

Vick and his associates that this was the proper moment 

to assume the leadership of the Fellowship and its 

organizations. 

The events leading to the break began in December 

1949. Norris became concerned over the impending divorce 

of Vick's daughter and her supposed extra-marital liaison 

with a young fundamentalist minister. Vick was upset 

with Norris for asking a surrogate of whom he did not 

approve to lecture for him when the aging pastor was 

unable to do so. Furthermore, Norris had abruptly can

celled plans to speak at Temple Baptist without notifying 

Vick, leading the Detroit minister to say "In view of 

•'•̂ R̂alph Toney to Beauchamp Vick, August 2, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,952; Louis Entzminger to Beauchamp Vick, 
January 26, 1949, Norris Papers #26,052; Ibid., February 18, 
1949, Norris Papers #26,061; Norris to Eloise Vick, March 
23, 1949, Norris Papers #26,076; Reg Woodworth to 
Beauchamp Vick, May 13, 1949, Norris Papers #26,116. 
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the inconsequential, trivial matters about which you 

often phone me long distance, I don't understand why 

you didn*t phone me the moment you knew you weren't 

1 fi 5 
coming." The irritations began to fester, but the 

rupture was prevented momentarily by the need for 

Norris to secure the recognition for the Seminary. 

To many the old guard—Norris and Entzminger--had out

lived their usefulness. Once the Seminary recognition 

had been secured, the movement to retire Norris accelerated. 

The battle between personalities erupted in 

April, 1950. Entzminger, believing that Vick was trying 

to remove him from his position on the Seminary faculty, 

went before the student body and read his resignation. 

Vick exploded, calling the act a childish, foolish 

blunder as well as an "unethical, dishonorable and 

deliberate" attempt to discredit him. Norris replied 

that any attack on Entzminger would be Vick*s responsibility 

alone.^^^ 

May brought new tensions. Norris, using the First 

Baptist Church*s power over the Seminary, attempted to 

Norris to Beauchamp Vick, December 9, 1949, 
Norris Papers #26,170; Ibid., January 27, 1950, Norris 
Papers #26,195; Beauchamp Vick to Norris, January 25, 
1950, Norris Papers #26,194; Ibid., February 3, 1950, 
Norris Papers #26,203. 

•'•̂ B̂eauchamp Vick to Norris, April 5, 1950, 
Norris Papers #26,245; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, April 5, 
1950, Norris Papers #26,247. 
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revise the by-laws in a move to block both his and 

Entzminger's removal.^^^ A number of students, most of 

whom were from Detroit, refused to abide by the changes 

and were expelled on May 17. This act of usurpation 

infuriated Vick who was supposed to be President of 

the Seminary. He sent Norris a scathing telegram, 

charging "your unchristian, illegal, bullying, brow

beating tactics toward our Detroit students will boomerang 

on you." Vick vowed to resign as President of the Seminary 

and challenge Norris at the Fellowship Meeting. He 

then charged Norris with spreading malicious rumors about 

his daughter. He said, "In the past thirty years I have 

known you, you seemed to take a rather childish pride in 

the fact that you were unpredictable." Norris, blaming 

Vick's wife for most of the trouble between them, accepted 

Vick's resignation and appointed a successor to take his 

place. "I am sorry," he replied, "that a life-long 

16 8 
friendship has come to an end between us." 

1 67 
The First Baptist Church appointed most of 

the Directors of the Seminary which meant that in the 
final analysis Norris selected them and thus controlled 
their votes;. 

16 8 
Notarized statement of Luther Peak, May 29, 

1950, Norris Papers #8,756; Peak claimed that Vick ordered 
the students to refuse to accept the new by-laws. Memo 
of telephone call between Frank Godsoe and Norris, May 19, 
1950, Norris Papers #8,817; Beauchamp Vick to Norris, 
May 17, 1950, Norris Papers #26,271; Norris to Beauchamp 
Vick, May 19, 1950, Norris Papers #26,276; Ibid., May 20, 
1950, Norris Papers #26,278. 
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The remainder of the conflict was predictable. 

Both sides came to the Fellowship meeting armed with 

charges and counter-charges. Despite the pleadings of 

moderates in both camps the pro-Norris and pro-Vick 

forces chose to give battle, knowing full well that 

it probably meant the end of the Fellowship. The 

issues were, on the surface, the seminary and the 

mission program. Actually, the crisis was a confrontation 

between the old guard and the new, between the strong-

willed personalities of the aging Norris and the now 

powerful Beauchamp Vick. For the second time within 

six years the Fort Worth pastor saw a hand-picked 

• .. u- 169 successor rise against him. 

Those who could be objective recognized the 

tragedy inherent in the split. One pastor called it 

"one of the most tragic events of modern times," and 

said it would give the enemies of fundamentalism great 

encouragement. Another cancelled his subscription to 

the Fundamentalist saying "I am grown weary of so much 

fighting and strife among and between professing Christians." 

T. Wesley Hill to Norris, May 19, 1950, Norris 
Papers #11,883; Norris to Ben Hilliard, May 21, 1950, 
Norris Papers #12,008; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, May 27, 
1950, Norris Papers #26,283. 

^"^^B. H. Hilliard to Norris, May 30, 1950, Norris 
Papers #12,011; Hilliard at first supported Vick then 
shifted to Norris. Ibid., June 16, 1950, Norris Papers 
#12,014; H. M. Alley to Norris, July 7, 1950, Norris 
Papers #223, 
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The opposing sides both claimed that they were 

in the right and had benefited by the split. The Vick 

group, which included Bill Dowell and Reg Woodworth, 

moved their operation to Springfield, Missouri, and 

set up the Baptist Bible Fellowship. Vick soon organized 

a Baptist Bible College and began publishing the Baptist 

Bible Tribune, Norris consolidated his operations at 

First Baptist Church and began calling for votes of 

confidence. Both sides tried to convince the other 

that it had been in the wrong. One man wrote Norris 

that there had been no conspiracy to remove him, that 

those who left the Fellowship did so to preserve their 

integrity while those who remained with Norris were 

simply waiting for him to die so that they could take 

over. Bill Dowell stated it more simply: "people are 

not afraid of you any more." Norris wrote one of his 

supporters that he intended to have an open investigation 

to prove that there had been a conspiracy to fire him and 

Entzminger, take over the Seminary, and move it to Spring

field. A pro-Norris advocate claimed that Norris was. 

correct, for he had been approached by Reg Woodworth to 

vote against the Fort Worth pastor. Another of Norris' 

associates testified that Vick had boasted that "We 

have enough votes at this Fellowship Meeting to put those 

two old fools out and move the Seminary to Springfield. 
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In the heat of the rhetoric both sides made charges which 

they undoubtedly could not substantiate.•''̂ •'" 

Norris claimed that the split was very beneficial. 

According to him, it rid his organization of the traitors 

on the inside, renewed interest in both First Baptist 

Church and the Seminary, and revitalized Norris* character. 

"I have just started this fight and have rolled back 

twenty years in my age," he wrote a former member in 

Detroit. "I needed just this challenge." To his enemies 

he hurled the challenge that they attack him. "I have 

been made by attacks," he boasted, "but you fellows 

will come to me before it is over." To Vick he proclaimed 

his amazement that one who had known him so long would 

try to depose him, a task far stronger men had failed 

to do. To Bill Dowell he boasted that God had raised 

him up for this hour and had given him new strength, 

declaring "I never felt the scent of battle so in my 

life." The problem, as he saw it, was that Vick had 

forgotten that it was Norris who had made him and promoted 

1 71 
Bill Dowell to First Baptist Church, June 28, 

1950, Norris Papers #6,580; Wendell Zimmerman to Norris, 
June 7, 1950, Norris Papers #27,740; Bill Dowell to 
Norris, June 30, 1950, Norris Papers #6,581; Norris 
to Hugh Atkinson, June 7, 1950, Norris Papers #218; 
R. D. Ingle to the Fundamentalist, June 8, 1950, Norris 
Papers #8,823; T. Wesley Hill to Norris, October 2, 
1950, Norris Papers #11,892. 
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him. "Long after you all get tired," he declared, 

172 
"I will just be beginning." 

Despite his protestations that the split had 

benefited his organization, there can be no doubt that 

much of this was the rhetoric of a man tir̂ ing to save 

face. Gone were his chief lieutenants, the financial 

support of Temple Baptist Church, a large number of 

students from the Seminary, and a large number of influ

ential churches. At a time in his life when he should 

have been enjoying the fruits of his labor, this was 

great disappointment. 

The last twelve years of Norris' life were para

doxical. On one hand, he witnessed the maturation of 

his labors in his churches, his mission program, his 

seminary, and his quasi-denomination. This expansion 

was a source of fulfillment, of financial security, of 

affection. On the other hand, these years brought 

dissension and disappointment. Those things which he had 

held together by the sheer force of his colorful personality 

and physical strength fell apart as these two forces 

dissipated. 

Norris to John De Young, July 26, 1950, Norris 
Papers #5,767; Norris to Clarence Bishop, November 18, 1950, 
Norris Papers #1,453; Norris to R. J. Barber, September 10, 
1950, Norris Papers #1,708; Norris to Willard Cook, June 16, 
1950, Norris Papers #4,664; Norris to Bill Dowell, June 16, 
1950, Norris Papers, #6,576; Norris to Beauchamp Vick, June 
12, 1950, Norris Papers #26,303; Norris to Bill Dowell, 
June 18, 1950, Norris Papers #6,577, Ibid., June 23, 1950, 
Norris Papers #6,578. 
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A dying man, Norris emerged from near-retirement 

to try to weld together the broken pieces of his empire. 

That he failed is not nearly as impressive as the fact 

that he even had the will to try. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE PATRIARCH 

J. Frank Norris died on August 20, 1952.•'• His 

death marked the end of an era of religious controversy. 

In his almost seventy-five years he managed to build 

and destroy, attract and alienate, join and divide. 

Today, twenty years later, men are still trying to write 

his epitaph. In the years since his death there have 

been notable attempts to interpret his life and its 

impact upon the course of social and cultural history. 

Among the first to make pronouncements con

cerning Norris following his death were the news 

reporters and editorialists. The Dallas Morning News 

called him a "stormy Petrel," a man whose personality, 

utterances, and acts had been "combative issues in 

religion and politics for decades in Texas." As contro

versial within his own church and denomination as outside 

it, he was, the News continued, "a throwback to the days 

when the weapons of religion were more likely to be 

the pike and the arguebus than the Bible." He had made 

He died of a heart seizure at Jacksonville, 
Florida, where he had flown to attend a Fundamentalist 
Youth Camp. Fort Worth Press, August 20, 1952. 
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his imprint on Texas in "rigid laws of moral restraint," 

such as his fights against race track gambling, open pool 

halls, open saloons, and Sunday picture shows, when 

these were an "everyday part of Texas life." Calling 

him a man who thrived on controversy, the News claimed 

that "J. Frank Norris had a genius for arousing high 

adulation and deep hatred. In finality he outlived 

most of his foes and the causes for which he and they 

fought."^ 
3 

The Fort Worth Star-Telegram was more sympathetic. 

In noting his passing and trying to explain its significance 

to its readers, the Star-Telegram editorialized: 

The newer generation may not 
fully recognize in the death of Rev. 
J. Frank Norris the passing of an 
unusual personality and the close of 
a life in which strife and storm and 
the exercise of dynamic leadership 
played dominant chords. . . . He 
possessed ambition, and brilliance, 
and the ability to gather others to 
his will. 

The force of his personality 
was enoonnous. The controversies 
surrounding him were frequent and 
noisy. . . . But deep in his charac
ter, whatever the controversy, was 
the spirit of the builder. He built 
in beliefs, in numbers, and in stone. 
These monuments remain. 

2 
Dallas Morning News, August 21, 1952. 
3 
This may have been because Amon G. Carter, 

the owner, and Norris were friends. 
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Dr. Norris possessed great 
talent, however critical his opponents 
may have been of its use. His intellect 
was quick, and razor sharp. He could sway 
people in a mastery of mass psychology. . . . 
He was perhaps a man out of his era, an 
anachronism in a time which never completely 
understood the hard temper and the evangel
istic fervor of his character, but could 
not escape being fascinated by it.^ 

Perhaps the best epitaph was supplied by one 

of the sons, J. Frank, Jr. Writing in the Fundamentalist 

several weeks after his father's death this son, who 

had become a moderately successful automobile dealer, 

wrote: 

Nobody in the last two genera
tions can deny the presence of J. Frank 
Norris on the religious scene or be 
unaware of the impact he made on the 
religious world. 

More than any man of his time 
he changed things in the set-up and 
in the thinking of organized Christian 
work in America and in many countries 
around the world. 

Whatever else may be said about 
the Preacher, things are certainly 
different now from what they were when 
he first appeared on the scene. He 
changed things.^ 

Those colleagues who had remained with him after 

the split with Beauchamp Vick in 1950 also had pertinent 

comments. Homer Ritchie, who had become pastor of First 

Fort Worth Star-Telegram, August 21, 1952. 
5 
Fundamentalist, September 19, 1952. 
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Baptist Church only two weeks before, was so shaken by 

the news that he forgot he was to preach a funeral 

service that afternoon. Howard Blackwell, the Negro 

porter at First Baptist Church was quoted as having 

said "I lost the best friend I ever had." Bill Eraser, 

one of Norris' proteges and a teacher in the Seminary 

simply said, "Ministers like him come only once in a 

generation." They had known it was coming, but it 
6 

was still a shock to most that he was really dead. 

Louis Entzminger, his long-time associate, 

called Norris "one of the bravest, most brilliant, most 

devout, most persecuted, most compassionate and most 

successful ministers the world has known." Their thirty-

nine year association had been stormy, but this had 

only tended to bring the two men closer together. 

Entzminger knew J. Frank Norris as perhaps few men knew 

him. He recognized the forceful belligerence, the fierce 

competitiveness, the gross inconsistencies of the Fort 

Worth pastor's personality; yet, he could still write 

that "as an intimate associate. . .1 do not know of one 

single time where he has not measured up on the highest 
7 

principles of honesty." His intimate association with 
Norris in all likelihood prevented him from evaluating 

Fort Worth Press, August 20,. 1952. 

7 
Fort Worth Star-Telegram, August 20, 1952. 
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his associate objectively. On the other hand, unless 

Entzminger was a man of few principles, and every indi

cation points to the opposite, he would not have stayed 

with Norris all those years if the Fort Worth pastor 

was all that his enemies claimed. 

As noted, Norris outlived most of his adversaries. 

One, however, was still active in 1952, and commented 

upon Norris' passing. J. M. Dawson, serving as director 

of the Baptist Joint Committee on Public Affairs, read 

the news in the Washington Post. According to the former 

editor of the Baptist Standard and pastor of First 

Baptist Church, Waco: 

The story cast over me a pall of 
melancholy. It related that the end had 
come to my irrespressible attacker while 
on a speaking itinerary through Florida. 
Next day Time contained a column which 
detailed the man's erratic career—his 
sensational enterprises, his several 
criminal indictments with spectacular 
acquittals, his extraordinary publicity 
talent. Now that the individual with 
whom my life had been so disagreeably 
linked had been abruptly snuffed out 
I was sad. The recital and appraisal 
of his conduct and deeds in a national 
magazine reeked with contempt. The 
dismal obituary filled me with a great 
pity. Introspection left a solemn 
inquiry as to what final judgment ipight 
be passed upon my own life. Not with 
repining, but probing the problem of 
how one can come to the end with some 

8 

8 
S. P. Brooks died in 1931; F. S. Groner in 1943; 

George Truett in 1944, L. R. Scarborough in 1945, and 
F. M. McConnell in 1947. 
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portion of mankind's approval, I sat 
in such preoccupation that a passing 
attendant in some alarm shook me into 
awareness.^ 

Yet, all of these post-mortem comments, 

important as they are, do not adequately measure the 

significance and role of J. Frank Norris in American 

life and thought. Norris was many of the things his 

friends and enemies said he was, but he was more. He 

was vastly more complex than most supposed. To know 

Norris adequately is to understand his perception of 

himself. 

J. Frank Norris always believed that he had 

been called to play a major role in the drama of life. 

"God has raised me up for a definite purpose," he wrote 

in 1950. This feeling had been instilled in him by 

his mother and remained with him throughout his life. 

At Baylor he had shown brilliance in oratory, winning 

the DeGraffenreid award upon graduation. Coming to Dallas, 

he took the small struggling McKinney Avenue congregation 

and transformed it into a growing concern. He took the 

helm of the Baptist Standard and built it into a powerful 

religious newspaper, absorbing its major competitors and 

bringing peace to the Baptist newspaper war in Texas. Those 

^Dawson, A Thousand Months to Remember, p. 209. 

•'•̂ Norris to Bill Dowell, June 18, 1950, Norris 
Papers #6,577. 
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around him began to talk of his future role in Baptist 

life. Norris accepted their praise and believed their 

prophecy for they were only saying things which he him

self believed. 

What, then, went wrong? Why did Norris end his 

life outside organized Baptist circles, his name an 

anathema to those within the regular organized work? 

What most people failed to recognize or take into account 

was Norris' monumental ego and independent spirit. He 

was a strong-minded individual with the type of person

ality which rendered it virtually impossible for him 

to cooperate with anything which was rigidly and highly 

organized. This is not to say that Norris was liberal 

minded and open to new ideas, for he was not always 

prepared to extend his own independence to others. It 

does mean that his spirit of independence came from a 

conviction that he was fundamentally right on most issues, 

and, being right, he expected others to agree with him. 

Thus, Norris was an independent in most matters, 

especially in matters of ecclesiology. "I am no pope 

or any appointee of a pope," he wrote in 1931, "and 

I am opposed to popes whether they have the Roman 

Catholic or the Baptist Brand. ""'••'" To his brother-in-law. 

"'•Norris to Mrs. M. A. Crittenden, March 12, 
1931, Norris Papers #5,147. 
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M. H. Duncan, he said, "My position is one of absolute 

independence, and it is best for. . .me to stay indepen

dent of all organizations. "•'•̂  

Norris* own brand of independence sometimes 

promoted divisiveness. His methods during his first 

years in Fort Worth split his church, put a strain on 

the fellowship of Baptist churches in the Tarrant Associa

tion, alienated Norris from city government officials, 

and eventually led to the violent days of 1912-1913. In 

his own opinion he was conducting a moral crusade. In 

that of his enemies he was meddling and engaged in self-

centered sensationalism. In 1921 Norris launched his 

crusade to protect orthodoxy and eradicate modernism 

in the Baptist General Convention of Texas. His attack, 

which focused on the alleged teaching of evolution at 

Baylor, almost split state Baptist ranks and resulted 

in Norris* expulsion from both the Tarrant County 

Association and the Baptist General Convention of Texas. 

In the latter years of his life Norris saw his own quasi-

denomination split by the independent spirits of his son, 

George, and his trusted lieutenant, Beauchamp Vick. His 

independent and divisive spirit became major character

istics of his own followers. 

•'•̂ Norris to M. H. Duncan, June 16, 1928, Norris 
Papers #6,606. 
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Norris* philosophy was aggressiveness. "I 

believe in the philosophy of General Joe Wheeler," he 

once wrote, "the way to whip a gang is to whip the 

stuffing out of them in front of you and keep them 

13 going." To his daughter, Lillian, he explained, "My 

method is to make my enemies furiously mad and let them 

stew in their own madness. Very fortunately, a con

troversy not only does not hurt me but it stimulates 

me."!^ In further illuminating this combative spirit 

Norris wrote that "It is rather strange that every hand 

15 

that was lifted against this work has failed to prosper." 

The key to understanding Norris, then, is to 

understand his self-conceptualization--his strong sense 

of destiny and mission. From the standpoint of his 

egocentrism Norris saw himself as a patriarch, a pater-

familia not only to his family but to his followers and 

organizations as well. This self-definition motivated 

most of his actions. The failure to understand this 

personality characteristic is the failure to understand 

Norris completely. 

•'••̂ Norris to Mrs. J. M. Gaddy, November 4, 1929, 
Norris Papers #9,641. 

•'•̂ Norris to Lillian Weaver, February 14, 1945, 
Norris Papers #27,075. 

•'•̂ Norris to Louis Entzminger, April 24, 1944, 
Norris Papers #7,014. 
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Norris was a patriarch first of all to his 

family. When J. M. Gaddy died in 1906, Norris took 

his Mother-in-law into his home. He was obviously 

fond of Mrs. Gaddy, and when she was spending time with 

her other daughter, Mattie Brittain, he missed her. 

"It looks like somebody is gone when I go in the Kitchen 

16 

and fail to find you puttering around," he once wrote. 

When he returned from a meeting in East Texas, he wrote 

Mrs. Gaddy that "they remembered you very tenderly, 

asked all about you and send thousands of love to you. 

I often referred to you in my addresses and told them 
.17 

what a great woman you are and I told the truth. 

He often commended her for her fortitude and will power. 

Yet despite the fact that much of what Norris said was 

rhetoric designed to placate an old woman, there was 

also a comraderie between them born of years of struggle 

together. "I confess there was a time when I was afraid 

that your will and nerve would not stay with you," he 

told her in 1928, "but I rebuke myself now as I look 

back for ever thinking that."-'̂ ^ They understood and 
•'"Morris to Mrs. J. M, Gaddy, February 11, 1927, 

Norris Papers #9,630. 

•'•̂ Norris to Mrs. J, M. Gaddy, October 19, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,632. 

•'"̂ Norris to Mrs. J. M. Gaddy, October 31, 1928, 
Norris Papers #9,635. 
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respected each other despite their disagreements. He 

looked out for her welfare because she was part of his 

family. 

For over fifty years Norris and his wife, the 

former Lillian Gaddy, were happily married. Theirs 

was a fruitful and highly eventful marriage. Unfortunately, 

little of their family correspondence is extant, but 

that which survives is highly revealing. Lillian Norris 

knew and understood her husband and stood by him in 

adversity. She had two homes burned, saw their church 

burned twice, went to court with her husband on several 

occasions, filled in for him when he was away, and 

devotedly cared for her family. She seldom disputed 

his word though she must have disagreed with him on 

occasion. When all others forsook him, she was there, 

and there is no reason to suspect that Norris did not 

love her tenderly, a feeling that grew increasingly 

through the years. 

In the latter years of Norris* life, as he 
/ 

tried to retire from most of his activities, he and 

Mrs. Norris found more time to relax at their home on 

Eagle Mountain Lake. There they planted a garden, canned 

vegetables, boated on the lake, and spent their evenings 
19 

sitting on the porch with friends and relatives. 

19 
Norris to Lillian Norris, June 4, 1947, Norris 

Papers #18,697; Ibid., June 6, 1947, Norris Papers #18,699. 
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When Norris made his 1947 pilgrimage to Palestine, 

Mrs. Norris, due to declining health, was unable to go. 

From Eagle Mountain Lake, however, she kept him informed 

on events at home. Not long after he left she wrote, 

"I'm lonesome as a hound pup kicked out on the back 

doorstep in the rain." Humorously she asked if he had 

seen all the things she had told him to see while he 

was in New York City—Giro's, the Stork Club, and other 

night spots. "But," she said, "by all means, darling, 

do be careful and do not get those little boys into 

things you can't get them out of." Later she wrote that 

the gardener had watered the garden and that she was 

going to have a "mess of greens" the next day. "I know 

it makes your mouth water but they that 'stay by the 

stuff share and share alike in the good things with 

those who go abroad." He was missed, she informed him, 

by the faithful at First Baptist Church saying "nothing 

can keep them from missing the preacher. . . . " As his 

trip neared its conclusion, she wrote, "I really do enjoy 

the stuff I am getting from you. You still write a 

marvelous letter. While I am still glad I did not try 

to go, I do have a sort of nostalgic feeling when you 
20 

speak of faces that we saw together." 

Lillian Norris to Norris, August 19, 1947, 
Norris Papers #18,705; Ibid., August 21, 1947, Norris 
Papers #18,706; Ibid., August 27, 1947, Norris Papers 
#18,708; Ibid., September 2, 1947, Norris Papers #18,712. 
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Norris was never more the patriarch than with 

his children. He could never resist the temptation to 

try to alter the direction of their lives or ease the 

problems they encountered. He also demanded a certain 

amount of loyalty which, when not present, caused him 

great anxiety. He was accustomed to having people 

follow his dictates, and he expected the same from his 

children. 

Norris intervened in his sons' education, pro

fession, and home life. He closely watched their spending, 

put restrictions on their checking and charge accounts, 

and lectured them on their study habits. When they 

decided upon their professions, he tried to help them 

secure the best jobs possible. J. Frank, Jr. chose 

business; Jim Gaddy, the law; and George, initially 

engineering and then the ministry. At the outbreak of 

World War II, Norris used his contacts to secure commis-

21 
sions for J. Frank, Jr., and Jim Gaddy. After the 

war, when the boys needed jobs, he again used his influ

ence. J. Frank, Jr., got a job with Ford Motor Company 

through his father's contacts in Detroit. Then a Dodge 

21see for instance Sam Rayburn to Norris, May 30, 
1944, Norris Papers #8,451. Rayburn had talked to 
Secretary of Navy Forrestal about J. Frank's post-war 
career. Norris boasted on numerous occasions how he 
had helped the boys in school, business, and during the 
war. Norris to Lillian Weaver, November 30, 1945, 
Norris Papers #27,087. 
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agency. "He can sell all the cars you can furnish him," 

Norris wrote, "and he has the money to start the 
22 

business." 

His patriarchial care extended to his sons' 

problems. When George over-extended his credit in 1949, 

Norris, despite their rift, intervened. According to 

him he told the president of the bank, "If you bring 

suit against that boy the whole First Baptist Church 

will attend court once again, have a song service for 

a half hour, and then the jury would decide against you."^"^ 

Admittedly, there may have been some tongue-in-cheek 

involved in the foregoing statement, but there was also 

much truth. Norris protected his own. This was particu

larly true when Jim Gaddy became critically ill in 1951. 

Norris wanted him transferred from a private to a govern

ment hospital but the waiting lists were too long. The 

Fort Worth pastor then turned to his old friend in Wash

ington, Tom Connally. After a period of time he was 

notified that Jim Gaddy would be transferred to the 

Veterans Hospital at Topeka, Kansas. Later, Tom Connally 

wrote that he had gotten Jim Gaddy into Topeka ahead of 

^^Norris to Vander Zee, December 12, 1947, 
Norris Papers #25,445. 

•̂̂ Norris to Louis Entzminger, March 24, 1949, 
Norris Papers #7,300. 
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150 others because "I felt he deserved it."̂ "̂  Thus, 

Norris' friendship with Connally again paid dividends. 

Norris* fondest hopes, of course, rested upon 

George. The desire for one of his sons to follow in his 

footsteps was an obsession with Norris. When it did 

not materialize, he was visibly shaken. "Poor pitiful 

children," he wrote George and his wife, "you have allowed 

yourselves to become the worst enemies that Mother and 

I ever had."^^ By the fall of 1945 a partial reconcilia

tion had been made, but George never returned to First 

Baptist Church. Norris eventually convinced himself 

that it was best for George to go his own way. As 

Christmas, 1945, approached, Norris reported that he 

and Mrs. Norris were joyfully anticipating the family 

reunion. Yet, to his daughter, Lillian, he declared that 

While it is all past, yet the two 
hurts remain and they are the most 
tragic things that ever happened to 
her, George and Jim Gaddy this year. 
Of all the people who have ever been 
faithful to her children she certainly 
has. My faults may be many and no 
doubt they are, but after I have 
long since passed to my reward my 

Dr. R. C. Anderson to Norris, October 1, 1951, 
Norris Papers #244; Norris thanked Connally for his 
help and pledged his continued support, Norris to Tom 
Connally October 9, 1951, Norris Papers #4,578; Tom 
Connally to Norris, October 13, 1951, Norris Papers 
#4,579; Norris to Tom Connally November 7, 1951, Norris 
Papers #4,583. 

25 
Norris to George Norris, June 7, 1945, Norris 

Papers #18,434. 
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children then will forgive my 
faults. George knows that he is 
in a hole, . . . but he will come 
out of it. I never told you, but 
I saved Jim Gaddy from a very serious 
tragedy this year. If it had not 
been for my connections it would 
have been a thing of most serious 
ccpnsequences. I think he has learned 
his lesson, and he and his family 
are all going gloriously.26 

Mrs. Norris' failing health caused Norris 

great concern. This, as much as anything, probably 

influenced Norris* desire to reconcile with George. 

The resolution of this and other problems was sure to 

have a healing effect upon her. Thus, he wrote 

Lillian that 

The things that have happened 
here have killed her. It doesn't 
matter about me; the old man, as 
most old dads, isn't fit for any
thing except the grave, but she 
has grieved her soul away over 
what she considers the most terrible 
thrust of ingratitude by two of 
her children. All the money that 
I put up for both of them, and 
still do. . . .27 

Lillian never caused Norris any problems. 

She, however, had to bear more than her share of the 

effects of her father's sensational career. The eldest 
\ 

2 c 
Norris to Lillian Weaver, November 30, 1945, 

Norris Papers #27,087. 
27 
Norris to Lillian Weaver, December 3, 1945, 

Norris Papers #27,089; Norris claimed to have supple
mented Jim Caddy's salary by $2,500 in order to pay 
his office rent. 
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of the Norris children, she was a young girl of ten 

when her father went to court for perjury in 1912, and 

a co-ed at Baylor when he launched his attack against 

that institution in 1921. Thus, she had to bear most 

of the brunt of the ridicule directed against her 

father. Norris was probably oblivious to this, but in 

1948 it was called to his attention. In what was 

probably the closest he would come to an apology he 

wrote Lillian: 

Mother told me something that I, in 
my heroic, driving nature, over
looked concerning you and the other 
children. 

I remember the sweet little 
girl of ten or twelve that had to go 
to the courthouse, and that you heard 
the children on school grounds and 
others talk about your father, and 
naturally and inevitably it was a 
sore trial to you and the two little 
boys.28 

It is reasonable to assume, then, that Norris* 

children were molded both by their father's personality and 

the effects of his turbulent career. They saw their 

home burned to the ground twice, were aware that their 

father had been indicted on several occasions, heard him 

branded as a murderer, and lived through the' drama of 

the 1927 trial in Austin. There were good years and 

lean, but they were seldom, if ever, uneventful. All 

^^Norris to Lillian Weaver, April 27, 1948, 
Norris Papers #27,108. 
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this left its mark on the Norris children. Although 

their relations were often strained, Norris always loved 

his family deeply. In the latter part of his life he 

remarked that "it may be that often your dad has done 

things that you didn*t approve of, but when my life's 

work is finished you can say without question that no 

dad ever loved his children more. . . ."̂  Mrs. Norris, 

who wisely understood both her husband and her children, 

wrote the boys and Lillian: 

I sometimes wish that each of you 
more often would just drop him a 
little love note—no obligation at 
all, just simply tell him what I 
know is in your heart for him. He 
is strong and big and great, but 
he feeds on affection as very few 
people,^^ 

In the end Norris was proud of his children and their 

accomplishments. "They are all four strong individuals," 

he wrote, "and it has been no easy thing for an indivi

dualist like myself to adjust to four strong individuals." 

Norris' role extended to relations as well. 

When M. H. Duncan, his brother-in-law and Superintendent 

of the Lubbock public schools, was offered the presidency 

31 

\ 

^^Norris to Lillian Weaver, April 21, 1948, 
Norris Papers #27,105. 

•^^Lillian Norris to Lillian Weaver, Jim Gaddy, 
J. Frank, Jr., and George, September 2, 1947, Norris 
Papers #18,711. 

"̂ •'•Norris to Lillian Weaver, July 25, 1949, 
Norris Papers #27,124. 
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of Des Moines College, he wrote asking Norris' advice. 

Norris replied in the negative, saying that the Baptist 

Bible Union was potentially strong, but actually very 
32 

weak. On another occasion Norris found himself advising 

his in-laws, the W. E. Brittains, on their sons. Worth 

and Ray. Between 1927 and 1930 he carried on a lengthy 

correspondence with W. E. and his wife, advising them 

on a number of issues. He let Worth live with him and 

Mrs. Norris while he was attending classes at Texas 

Christian University, and for Ray he found a number of 

jobs. Convinced that both boys were "neredowells," he 

reached the limit of his patience and wrote them, saying: 
When the casket containing 

her silent form is lowered into the 
grave you two will have the conscious
ness and everlasting knowledge that 
you dug her grave. 

Your father told me . . . 
that it was your attitude that was 
the contributing cause to the condi
tions that brought about his resignation. 

There is nothing that would 
be of as much help to your mother and 
father as for both of you to go to 
work. . . . You lost your opportunity 
at getting training and you had 
plenty of opportunities. You are now 
23 and 22 years old respectively at 
your next birthdays, and I consider 

•̂ M̂. H. Duncan to Norris, June 20, 1928, 
Norris Papers #6,609; Norris to M. H. Duncan, June 21, 
1928, Norris Papers #6,610. 
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it to be an everlasting disgrace for 
you to remain a burden one minute 33 
longer on your dear father and mother. 

Norris' patriarchial role extended to his 

church and related organizations. First Baptist Church 

was never the same after he became its pastor, and, 

for over forty-four years, Norris and the church enjoyed 

a unique relationship. Together they weathered fires, 

court battles, denominational expulsion, financial crisis, 

and eventually a modicum of triumph. Through one crisis 

after another, despite both internal and external strife, 

the people flocked to First Baptist Church to see its 

controversial pastor. Those who could not agree with 

Norris and his methods left, but those who remained 

34 

were steadfast supporters. When the pastor found him

self embroiled in court battles, the faithful raised 

both money and prayers. The pastor reciprocated by 

using every imaginable scheme to build, rebuild, and 

keep the church out of financial insolvency. When, in 

1949, the church celebrated the payment of its debts, 

Norris could say, with some pride, "We built it, we 
35 

filled it, we paid it out." 

"^\orris to Ray and Worth Brittain, March 3, 
1930,. Norris Papers #2,606. 

"̂  The list of departees was formidable and 
included B. H. Carroll and L. R. Scarborough. 

Fort Worth Star-Telegram, April 16, 1949, 
announced that the First Baptist Church would spend 
$100,000 on new acoustical ceiling, 150 new chair seats. 
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Despite his association with the Temple Baptist 

Church in Detroit, Norris always considered First 

Baptist Church his first love. When the novelty of 

pastoring two churches several thousand miles apart 

began to wane, he stayed closer and closer to his 

home base in Fort Worth. At his funeral hundreds of 

the faithful attended just as they had during the forty-

four plus years of their relationship. Forgotten were 

the bad times, the eliminations, the departures, the 

hard times. What they remembered was that J. Frank 

Norris had been the symbol of First Baptist Church since 

1909. 

Norris' patrimony extended to his organizations 

as well. "I started this movement," he was fond of 

saying, and most agreed with him. By almost the sheer 

force of his single but powerful personality he conducted 

revivals, then organized Fundamentalist churches, and 

when there were enough, organized a fellowship of churches 

which was, in actuality, a small denomination. From 

Pre-Milliennial Bible Schools to the Baptist Bible Institute 

an 800 million candlepower searchlight, an electric sign 
and a new roof; on August 6, 1949 the Star-Telegram 
announced that $8 0,000 had been raised the past week 
giving the First Baptist Church one million dollars in 
debt-free property; Norris had told Mrs. Norris two 
years before, "I am better satisfied with my organization 
here than I have been in all the 38 years I have been 
here." Norris to Lillian Norris, June 3, 1947, Norris 
Papers #18,695. 
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and finally to the Baptist Bible Seminary he built an 

institution to train fundamentalist ministers and 

missionaries. "One man is the secret of the success 

of any institution," he wrote, a key to much of the 

activity of his career. In the final analysis the rifts 

in his organizations came because Norris suffered from 

a type of creator syndrome—the inability of the founder 

to accept changes in his creation apart from those 

which he himself suggests."^^ 

Norris considered himself to be the defender of 

Baptist orthodoxy in America. He frankly admitted 

that the Texas Baptists and Southern Baptists would have 

gone over to modernism if it had not been for his spec

tacular activities. "If it had not been for the fight 

that I made in the last thirty years," he wrote, 

"Sou-thern Baptists would have already been in the camp 

of the Philistines like the Northern Baptists." Again, 

he pondered the question: "What would have happened if 

I had surrendered years ago as some of my friends wanted 

me to do?" To him the answer was apparent. He had 

saved Baptists of the south from rationalism and evolution-

^^Norris to Bill Beall, June 1r 1950, Norris 
Papers #1,437; Ben Bogard of the Evangelist and Bible 
Teacher said "the entire Fundamentalist Movement is 
built around Dr. Norris. He started it and to him 
should be given the credit for what is good." Evangelist 
and Bible Teacher, July 13, 1950. Copy in Norris Papers 
#27,895; Norris to Dallas Billington June 29, 1951, 
Norris Papers #2,117. 
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the twin prongs of modernism. He remained orthodox 

even though he had been expelled by Texas Baptists, and 

his sniping had kept regular Baptists orthodox, too. 

He believed in himself and his destiny. "̂'̂  He wrote: 

I marvel that I reached my 
three score and ten through such 
terrific battles and battles that 
were forced on me, none by my own 
choosing. I certainly would not 
run from the field of conflict or 
turn my back to the foe and therefore 

y^ have been criticized because I did not 
skunk away like many others did.^8 

Norris was, in his own mind, the self-

appointed, or perhaps divinely appointed, spokesman 

for the "folks at the forks of the creek," that great 

silent majority of honest but voiceless saints. The 

"folks" were the symbol of everything that was orthodox 

in America, from religion to politics. Norris believed 

he spoke for this group and his actions in their behalf 

are evident in his moral crusade against vice and 

corruption in Fort Worth, against the Baptist "machine" 

in Texas, against evolution in Baptist schools, against 

radical labor unions, and finally against the threat of 

Communism. Since he believed he was right, he obviously 

justified the means used to achieve his ends. Thus, 

exaggeration, misrepresentation, character assassination. 

37 
Norris to Paul Donnelson, September 4, 1948, Norris Papers #6,321. 

^8Norris to E 
Norris Papers #26,172. 

^8Norris to Eloise Vick, January 6, 1950, 
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sensationalism were not considered out of the ordinary. 

It was war, he believed, and thus the object was to 

win. "I am a soldier," he was fond of saying "and 

fight according to plans which are subject to change." 

On another occasion he admitted that many of the 

criticisms directed against him were true. "The same 

thing is true of every prophet in the Old Testament 

and every apostle in the New," he said. "I have never 

dipped my colors or compromised on one inch of ground." 

He also admitted to one of his subalterns that he had 

not always known the best course to pursue and that 

if his foresight had been as good as his hindsight 

39 

he would have made many changes. 

Norris' death left a void in the ranks of 

religious controversy. He had been a militant champion 

of those things which he considered orthodox. A 

conservative in both politics and religion, he organized 

fundamentalism into a viable force. Fearful of 

ecclesiastical centralism he led in the formation of 

independent Baptist churches joined together in loose 

regional fellowships. 

Yet Norris, possessed of a monumental ego and 

a sense of mission, often evinced the same type of 

Norris to Louis Entzminger, April 15, 1949, 
Norris Papers #7,301; Norris to J. S. Barrett, January 15, 
1950, Norris Papers #1,425; Norris to Harry Hamilton, 
January 11, 1944, Norris Papers #11,501. 
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authoritarianism which he supposedly opposed. He was 

the founder of many of the organizations and methods 

of his movement, and as such was very possessive of 

his creations. When internal dissensions came, he 

became embittered and authoritarian. As he told one 

of his associates, 

I was tempted many times. Bob, 
to give up the hard fight. For three 
years I have travelled night and day and 
gone at my own expense, putting every 
drop of blood I had into building 
this fellowship. 

I expected to provoke a world 
of criticism but did not expect that 
those whom I helped the most, when 
they needed help, in direct extremi
ties would turn and bite the hand that 
feeds them.^^ 

Another associate summarized it as well as 

any. Just a month before Norris' death Dallas Billington, 

pastor of Akron Temple, Akron, Ohio, wrote 

After all you can always say 
whether there be one, three or five 
groups, your home base has been the 
beginning of all these schools, and 
had its origin in Fort Worth, Texas. 
So it will all go down to your glory. 

I feel each one of the fellows, 
even though they had to differ with 
you and did . . . they will always 
have a tender spot deep down in their 
soul and a heart of love for the 
aged preacher—J. Frank Norris. 

40 
Norris to R. J. Barber, February 9, 1948, 

Norris Papers #1,686. 
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Lift up your head and smile. 
No one hates you. No one is fighting 
you. We love you and will to the 
end. And when the crossing comes, I 
believe boys will gather from the 
forty-eight states to pay tribute to 
the man who had the courage to fight 
modernism and start an old fashioned 
Bible School. . . .^1 

Despite his personal ambitions, sometimes 

questionable methods, and even more questionable 

motives, J. Frank Norris must be considered something 

of a major figure in the social and cultural milieu 

of his day. An individualist above all, he lived his 

life in the manner of a Texas tornado which drops 

from the sky and violently rearranges the environment 

He changed things and there is little doubt that he 

meant for that to be the case, but for how long 

those changes will remain only time will tell. 

Dallas Billington to Norris, July 2, 1951, 
Norris Papers #2,118. 
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